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SUMMARY

Taking it as a starting point that thc; notion

of relativism is obscure, and that the ways in which

the notion might be developed and used require cl-arif-

ication, this thesis aims to identify a b¿asis on whj.ch

rel-ativistic theses are possible, and the way such

theses might be developed on this basis, and some

aspects of the effects of this approach on some

standard philosophical issues.

0n the basis of a preliminary ¡ negative

account of rel-ativism, certain general objections to

relativistic doctrines, and their implications for the

enquiry at hand, are noted. It is argued that there

is no empi.rical or moral- basis upon which an account

could- be developed; but that certain logical, epist-

emological and linguistic theses, in particular those

offered at times by P. Winch and J.R. Searle, do offer

such a basis.

An account is offered

constitutive and interpretive

of a notion of

rules, of frinterpreted

ax



gamesrf as systems of such rulesr of rrways of actingrf as

systems of such games, and of rrforms of l-iferr as

systems of ways of acting. this structure is offered

as allowing an account of certain matters, concerning

reference and identificátion, and concerning

communicability and commensurability, which have been

of concern in the earl-ier discussion.

The basis of relativism is said to l-ie in

the aspects of the proposed systems which are in

certain senses arbitrary.

The structure proposed allows accounts of

rational-ity and objectivi.ty which accept their normal

as-.rociation with scientific contexts without supposing

them necessarily to be so related; it al-lows an account

of the ttis-oughtil gap which shows it arising from the

same source as the distinction between observation and

theory; and it stresses the rel-ation between relativist

theses and a concern with matter of form over matters

of content.
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INTRODUClION

fRelativismt is at least as difficult a term

as any other in philosophy, suffer:ing as it does from an

embarassing profusion of uses. No statement in which

rrel-ativismr appears is open for discussion until it is

tied down to some context in which the use of the term

is explaÍned. It wa,s cfaimed , ãt one stage of the mind-

body debate, that whil-e it i,vas clear what central-statc-r

materialists asserted and what they denied, it was less

clear that thej-r opponents a.sserted what the material--

ists d-enied., or precisely what their cl-aim to cleny what

the material-ists asserted came to" In the discussi-on

of rel-ativism, the case is worse; it is not always

clear what is d.enied on either side, that the other side

is prepared to assert,

This may be because trel-ativismr col-l-ects a

variety of positions. It can be found qualified as

ontological, linguistic, conceptual, epistemic,

cultural, moral and so oni it is not always cl-ear what

proponents of such positions have in common. Indeed,

the use of rrelativj-smr Seems to Serve less to identify

a par:ticular thesis or family of theses, than to mark

the intersection area of a numloer of debates. Tkrere

aTe wel-J-established. areas of debate concerning such

matters a.s scepticism ai:d the regressr of reasons;
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criticism and justi.fication; rat.ionality and. commit.

ment; meani-ng and. truth; belief , action and trinowledge;

metalanguage and metaphysics; value freedom, fact-

val-ue d-istinctions and the is-ought gap; dogmatisnt

and. the onus of proof. Most of these aIeas have been

discussed- as though central j.n the system of related

c,uestions; different solutions have been offered, at

times invol-ving a substantial reinterpretation of Some

area of enquiry. Of the emergent more or less

schematic oveï-views of the complex of problems, some

have been regarded aS being rel-ativistic, mole or leSS.

At Least, by their oPPonents.

Some sketch of this spread is shown in the

opening passages of a paper by Steven Lukes. He says

that rfRelativism has had a considerable vogue in recent

times, and many thinkers in different fiel-ds have, in
1

varying degrees, yielded. to its temptationsrr. He

goes on to mention Quine, ldittgenstein, winch, Phi]lips,

Kuhn, Feyerabend., Sapi-r, TVhorf , levy-Bruhl- and so oilr

showing the occurrence of rel-ativistic theses in the

philosophy of J-angua1e¡ social science, religion,

science, knowledge, and in linguistics and social-

anthropofogy. ff what these authors have in common

is their yield.ing to the siren song of rel-ativism, the

traces are not easy to find.. And it does not help

to turn to the recent work of a self- decl-ared radieal
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relativist, and- find that his foreword opens with this

passage.

lhis book does not run a straight course
from beginning to end. It huntsi a19
in the ñuntinþ, it sometimes worries the
same raccoon iú d.ifferent trees, or diff-
erent raccoons in the same tree r or even
what turns out to be no raccoon in any
tree. . . . it counts not the kil-l- but what
is learned. of the territory èxplored.

lukesapparentlytakesthecommonfactortobe

an affirmative answer to some question l-ike: rr.. aTe

truth and. 1ogic, morality, even rational-ity itself'

ultimately context- or culture- or theory-dependent,

relative to particular and. irred-ucibly various rf orms

of l_ifer or systems of thought?rr. But even past the

problems of complex question that this way of putting

the matter raises, there is a questi-on how the, perhaps

irreducibly various, answers aTe to be understood.

Lukesfind.sit||...strikingthatfewre]-at-

ivists seem abl_e, in the end., to take the theory-

d-ependence of their worl-ds, and- the pluralistic social
4

solipsism it entails, rea1ly seriouslytt; and he goes

on to record. apparent d.j-savowafs from some of those he

has previously quoted. He might have gone further''

noting points like winchrs explicit disavowal at least

of crude Protagorean rel-ativismr or Quiners espousal'

in the early pages of rrontological Relativismrf , of a

Deweyan 'r, . natural-istic view of language and ' '

¿
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ingbehavioral view of mean tt, which might lead to

rel-ativism of a sort, but certainly not the sort which,

sâX, \,Vinch is held to support. Hence, when someone

speaks generally of relativism whenr say, Popper

remarks that it is an objectionabl-e thesis because it
6

leads to war there is no sÍmple answer to the

question what claim is being made.

In the following, I attempt to develop notions

of relativism which wil-l be useful across the range of

areas of d.ebate mentioned. without gross equivocation,

and. which resist arguments of the kind commonly used

to anti-rel_ativist end_s. My hope that in so doing, I

shal_l_ not merely add one more thred to the tangle that

alread.y exists, rests on a procedure. T set out, not

to define rrelativismr, but to id-entify a source of

rel-ativistic theses, and to develop that source

position so as to show in uhat wâvr and in what form,

relativistic theses may emerge from it.

In Part I' I am concerned to identify, and

find. guidance for the d-evelopment of , the sort of source

position I require. I generally proceed by first

discussing a position, then d.iscussing at least one

criticism of that position, in ordel to see what form

of further d.evelopment the position suggests, and what

mod.ifications would permit it to support my purpose '
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Thus in Chapter 1 I introduce a preliminary,

rfsight-settingrt account of rel-ativism as a negative

position, and discuss certain general anti-relativist

arguments which at that stage can be brought to bear.

In Chapter 2, I offer reasons for thinking that a theory

of meaning and of knowledge of the kind proposed by

Peter winch might serve my purpose; and roase further

discussion first upon winchrs presentation, and then

upon criticism of this position offered by John Kekes.

The potential which I suggest is to be found

in a Winchian notion of forms of life I of some develop-

ment thereof, I take to require for its ful-filment a

more detailed. account of the structure of such a unit.

I seek a basis for such an account in two stages: first,

I introduce the notion of a rrway of actingrr, based upon

an account of the nature and significance of discontin-

uity in justificatory reglîesses, and consider objections

to the intend-ed function of this notion as expressed by

Israel_ scheffler; second., to provide a basis for an

account of the structure of ways of acting, I consider

the d.istinction between regulative and constitutive

rul-es d-rawn by John Searle, and. certain criticisnis and

mod.ifications to this proposed by J.R. Ransdel-l.

UPon

notions it has

of this discussion,

and upon the ground

the basis

proposed,

usrng

which

the

T
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trust it has to some extent cleared, I proceed in Part

II to constru ct an account of forms of life aS systems

of systems of systems of rul-es. In Chapter 4 I discuss

the form and functi-on of the rules which I take as the

basis of my account; in chapter 5 I present a notion

of formaf and_ interpreted. games as systems of rules;

in chapter 6 I present a notion of ways of acting as

systems of interpreted. games; in chapter 1 I present

a notion of forms of l-ife as systems of ways of acting;

and_ insection-2f , I d-iscuss the sense and the extent to

which such a position permits relativist theses'

In Part IIf, my concern is to explore some

aspects of the position which Part II is intended to

present. In Chapter $, I consid-er the implications of

my position for aspects of the concern with rationality

and objectivity which is so constant a characteristic

of those ad.opting ant-rel-ativist stances. In Chapter

g , I take up the particular example the bridging

of the is-ought gap with which searl-e had been

concerned in the context of a theory of the sort I

have offered, and. aïgue that it can be seen not as a

special sort of case, but as an instance of a perfect-

1y general problem, in the terms of my theory. In

Chapter 10, I indulge a purely speculative urge to

stretch the notion of a significant alternative uorld

or language or conceptual scheme as far as perhaps
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even a little further than - my thesis will support

it. I suggest that this indulgence al-lows one to see'

not so much that with which my thesis is primarily

concerned. - the accounts of meaning structures which

aflow significant theses properly cal-led relativistic

to be formed - but the kinds of concern which are

condii¡cive to the formation of such theses: the kinds

of concern which encoulage us to think that the realist

and the ideal-ist arerf... equally delightful and

equally deplorable after all, the difference between
I

them is purely conventional!rr, as Goodman put it.

later, defending himself against the claim
I convention I asthat he

opposed

on the

was confused in his use of

to tconteiltt, he said, of the view he had put

distinction:
Perhaps the most straightforward way of
putting it is that as the distinction
betweeñ what is d-ue to discourse and what
is not fl-ickers out, so does the signific-
ance of the issue between realism and
id-eal-ism; and perhaps I should have put
it that simply. But after a time, one
roecomes somewhat weary and even dis-
trustful- of fl-atfooted. philosophy. B

Throughout this essay, I am concerned with

Some version or other of a distinction between conven-

tion and content. It does not, I think, flicker out;

I hope that I move it to il-luminate the weave in the

fabric of our discourse and our l-ives in another way.



PART I.

A bas..'r.s fr-¡r rel-ativistic theses is
possibl-e 

"



CI]APIER 1

B

A negative definition of rel-ativism

the way open to meet certain Prima

0

l-eave

facie

,fi' I' t*

S

objections, and directs attention to-the

basÍs of relativistic theses.

SECTION 1 A position of naive absol-utism can be

d.efined.; and forms of relativism can be

ri.efined upon certain objections to this

position.

If the uses of trelativismr are too diverse,

then a more useful- use must be prescr:ibed. The risk of

thus coming to examine an insi5çnificant artefact, whi.le

interesting notions a.re neglected, is less than it may

seemo Rel-a.tivisms may be many; but the aspects of

tlieir: areas of application which give rise to relativ-

istic theses are fewer.

Consider, for example, how small- from one point

of vieu i-s the shift, in Steven lukesrs discussion, from

cognitive to moral relativism" In a part of his negat-

ive ar:gument against eognitive relativism, he says:

c.. the i.nfluence, however deep, of theories,
systems, paradigms r perispectives and so on
upon menrs percepti-ons and understanding is
one thing: the relativlst claim that there
are no theory-independent objects of percept-
ion and inderstanding is ar:rother" Similarly,
the infl-uence of theories upon what men may
count as valid and consistent is one thing;
the relativist cl-aim that validi.ty and 

1consistency are theory-dependent j-s another"
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trühen he turns to moral relativism, the argument is

paraphrased as saying that the rr. . . influence of moral-

codes, ethical systemsr ways of l-ife, etc. on menrs

actual moral judgments and. actions is one thing; the

claim that there are no correct moral- judgments or
z

objectively right actions is anotherrr. That the cases'

arguments and conclusions may differ in the two areas is

for my present purpose l-ess important than the fact that

the concern is in both cases with the same things: the

rel-ation between the worl-d. and our perceptions of or

judgments a'oout it, and the basis upon which perceptions

and jud.gments are properly accepted.

Despite d-ifferences in style, much the same

interest can be seen in Goodman. He says

Vr/e cannot test a worl-d-version by comparing
it with a world. undescribed, undepictedr ufl-

Again, with tversionst substituting for rperceptionsr

and. I jud-gmentsf - and- for an aspect of tactionsr -

there is the concern with the relation between versions

and- the wor1d, and. with what establ-ishes a right version.

I shall- attemPt to identifY,

wâyr a notion of relativism which draws

in a preliminary

its use from
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these interests, and is based not on the assertion, but

on the denial- of a posltion. this procedure does not

id.entífy a cl-ear relativist thesis, but this is not a

serious disadvantage, since my purpose is to show how a

thesis might be developed, rather than to state and

defend one. Given this purpose, I hope to gain from

the negative procedure proposed two advantages.

First, I shal-l gain some degree of immunity

from certain general objections to rel-ativist theses

which I shall consider in the next section. These

arguments offer a prima @þ, and in some cases clearly

powerful case for supposing that the enterprise of

d.eveloping rel-ativj-st theses can be seen to be doomed

before even it is begun, and so require early acknow-

ledgement. However, the account of relativism which I

think evades their force cannot be stated without the

basis which I offer j-n Part II. I therefore employ a

negative d-efinition which does not commit me premature-

ly on the issues upon which these arguments turn, but

neverthel-ess gi-ves Some standing in the f iel-d of debate.

Second, I focus attention first on l-ines of

argument rather than statements of position, since the

position the denial of which is to identify a notj-on of

rel-ativism is not itsel-f i-mportant. Crucial l-ines of

argument bearing on the interests mentioned above, and,
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I shall_ suggest, arising from problems of justification

and. certain notions of forms of l-ife , can be shoun, àt

]east in a preliminary wâxr to be significant through

this process of negative definition. Thus this process

can provid-e a basis for the further process of develop-

ing a rel-ativist thesis.

I cal-l the view of which rel-ativism is a denial

naive absolutism; and- I d-efine naive absolutism as the

view constituted by the following claims.

1 " Something is independently the case.

2. Something that is independently the case is

expressibl-e.

t" Something that j-s expressible is knowable.

[hese c]aims are d.el-iberately very general:

proponents of a variety of philosophical views coul-d

accept them. The notion of naive realism traditionally

used in d-iscussions of perception is a specific version

of naive absolutism, in which the existence of physical

otojects is part of 1.1 but a naive absol-utist woul-d not

have to be a real-ist in this sense 3 a phenomenalist

might be a naive absolutist, as might a scientific

realist. I cal-l- the position naive only to stress the

fact that I have no interest in criticisms of it tvhich

might be met by a more sophisticated version, but only

in criticisms which are radical in their effect"
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I take the traditional- account of knowledge as

justified true bel_ief, and a correspondence theory of

truth, to be part of naive absolutism. Thus, 1. above

may be regard.ed. as the assertion that the worl-d has a.

determinate character, that it has this character

regard-less of the character it is taken to have, and

woul_d. have it in most respects in the absence of any

sentient beings; 2. âs the assertion that we are abl-e

to say things that aïe true in that they correspond to

the way the worfd is; and 7. as the assertion that we

can find- out which of the things we say are true " 0n

this interpretationr we can know things only if we can

say things that are true, and what we say can be true

only if there is something to which it cogesponds: i.ê. ¡

l_ow-numbered claims aTe necessary conditions of high-

numbered cl-aims, and thus high-numbered cl-aims are

sufficient cond.itions of l-ow-numbered cl-aims. Thus

the naive absolutist woul-d. sâYr quite properly, that

his knowled.ge depended. upon what was independently the

case in the world; but his bel-ief in the independence

of the worl_d. rests on his belief in the existence of

knowledge, rather than the other way around"

This logical structure affects the effects of

sel-ective d.enial of the constitutive claims. To deny

f. is to withdraw the necessary condition of 2" and 7"

in their intended interpretations: it is to deny naive
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absolutism absolutely, and to require a rej-nterpretation

of 2. and 7. which would at l-east include a reconsider-

atÍon of correspondence theory of truth. 1o deny 5.

has no such immediate and dramatic effects: 1. and 2.

can be retained in their intended interpretation ' though

not on the same ground. However, it is one effect of

the abandonment of faith in knowledge as justified true

belief that beliefs would have to be col-l-ected on some

basis other than their being known to be true; and I

shal-l- l-ater suggest that the effects of this change are

more radical- than is sometimes supposed. The denial of

2. would require reinterpretation of 3., and l-eave 1.

ungrounded. This sounds radical, but in fact is not

particularly interesting. The unsupported 1. merely

manages to assert the existence of a |tsomething I know

not whatrf as the ineffabl-e cause of the knowledge

cl-aimed in 3. the worl-d bereft of versions which

might as well- be lost as not. The new sense forced

upon 7. will- at l-east have in common with that forced

by the denial- of 1. the rejection of a correspondence

theory of truth, and probably more; generallyr one

might sâyr the effect of denying that language expresses

ind-ependent facts is not likely to differ significantly

from that of denying that there are such facts to

express.

The interesting possibilitles ' then , are those

involving the den j-al- of 1 . or 3.; f irst, however, one
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must see that there are certain difficulties in the

idea of a d.enial- of 1.: rrlt is not the case that some-

thing is ind.epend-ently the casett j-s at best unperspic-

uous. One might qualify rind-ependentlyt, making it,

sâXr tind.ependently of perception by a spiritr. One

coul-d then say that Berkeley denied 1.i but this

woul-d- leave the existence of spirits , at l-east, to

satisfy 1 .. One coufd. prod-uce a similar effect by

qualifying tsomethingt as tsomething materialr ; but

although this does go against naive realism, and there-

fore against a possibl-e use of 1o, it misses the point.

1. does not saxr of any particular kind of thing, that

it is ind.epend.ent. It is not contradicted by sayirrg

that something of a certain sort is not independently

the case, but by saying that nothing is; and this is

not an entirely easy cl-aim to understand.

There is, of course t àfr implicit qualification

on 'independ.entlyt, which is explicit in the paraphrase:

roughly, tindependently of being taken to be the caset"

That is, 1 . might be reexpressed- as: something is the

case, uhether it is taken to be so or not. But I am

not sure that this form of f. is more readily denied

than the original, though it may be more perspicuously

expressed.. The notion of somethingrs being the case

is very near the rock-bottom of intelligibility. the

attempt to deny it must be fal-se. It is not that
tNothing is the caser is seff-contradictory; it is
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is false. To

to falsify it.

15

it is true it is faLse, and therefore it

say that the statement has been made is

Howeverr oh this account, the force of f. is

not that of a statement about the nature of reality, but

of a d.etermination to hotd open the possibility of error

as to what is the case. Thus the difficulty of denying

1 . arises not from its stating an incontrovertibl-e fact,

but from its being a rule of grammar, in the sense in

which \iVittgenstein suggested that rYou canrt feel my

painr is a rule of grammar. We must maintain a gap

between something !rs being the case and somethingrs being

taken to be the case 1n ord-er to maintain our notions of-

assertion and of knowl-edge cl-aims: it is in this sense

that 1. states necessary conditions for 2. and 7".

Now, whil-e this l-ine of argument does not lead

to a denial of 1 . , it does change the intended sense.

1. was intended as a statement about the nature of

reality, and not about the nature of a language. To

deny f . its intend.ed Sense presentg the naive absol-utist

with effectively the same problem as a denial- of the

truth of f . in its intended sense: he still has to

reinterpret 2, and 3.o Thus the line of argument

provides what is effectively a denial of 1 ", and does

so by disturbing the naive absolutist assumption of a
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simple correspondence refation between judgments and the

\dorl_d. By relocating what was j-ntended as an extra-

linguistic reference point within language, it questions

the assumed. possibility of recourse from language r oI of

transcend.ing language in the way required to check cl-aims

against reality" It thus opens just those questions

about the rel-ation of versions and the world which

Good.man thought Were answered by a radical relativism"

I shall- call- the virtual denial-r or, in other

terms, the radical- reinterpretation of 1 o , lingu istic

rel-ativism. I d-o So not to preserve a connection with

any thesis about the d-ifferences between natural lang-

uages, but as a reminder that the basic thrust of the

argument was to turn what were taken aS extra-l-inguistic

matters into linguistic ones.

I shal-l digress briefly at this point to

explain why I put aside concern with natural- languages.

l,Vhite it may turn out that differences between natural

languages reflect differences significant for linguist-

ic relatlvism, it is not necessary that this should be

so: d.istinct naturaf languages are quite acceptable to

a naive absol-utist. However, their differences must

be subject to a translatabllity:'requirement, which

arises in the foll-owing way. All languages must include

provision for stating what is the case in the same world.

After all due affowance has been made for differences
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between the users of different languages which might

affect transl-ation, such as differences in the nature

and. sophistication of theories r or in ideology t or j-n

aesthetic attitudes, there remains a body of statements

in each language which is related to a body of statements

in any other because each corresponds r or fails to

correspond, to the same thing. No doubt there are

languages into which tÎhe cat is on the mat I coul-d not

be transl-ated because the language has no word referring

to cats; but to suppose that there was a language into

which no statement of that sort could be translated, or

in which no term referring to cats could be introduced

even when a speaker of the language had been shown a cat,

woul-d be either to suppose, contrary to hypothesis, that

the languages were used in different worl-ds I oI that the

status of one as a language was in doubt" Crudefyr one

might say that anything that canrt be transLated into any

part of my language at al-l- isntt a language at al-l-.

[his suggests that naive absolutism may invo]-ve some

notion of observation language " This woul-d not be

surprising. Naive absoLutism involves faÍth in the

possibility of knowledge; and traditionally observation

languages have expressed knowledge cl-aims: rrThis is a

human handrr, for instance.

linguistic
the relation between

relativism is thus concerned with

language and the worl-d; it will-
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have a primary concern with theory of meaning, which it

will invest with ontological significance in a way which

I wil-l_ take to have been most interestingly exhibited by

Peter Winch"

If the effects of denying 3. are, as I suggest t

more important than they seem, the process of denial- at

least is simple, and read.ily illustrated" A sceptical

appeal to the regress of reasons, together with common

arguments to the concl-usion that the regress is not

satisfactorily arrested by appeal to experience, intuit-

ion and. so ohr offers a perfectly general denial- of 7.

A Popperian falsification theory, to the extent that it

rejected_ the notion of a distinguishable observation

language, would al-so invol-ve the denial of 7. , substit-

uting a notlon of the way in which we might improve the

stock of statements about the worl-d by a systematic

process of weeding out"

Such processes of denial, whether they lead to

stories about commitment, or to notions of critical

rationalism, yieldposltions which migkrt be cal-l-ed

refativist in that they denyr or in the case of such
4

criticalist theories as that of lll.\,f . Bartley, offer no

satisfactory account of, the resol-vability in principle

of d.ifferences about the nature of the world which na.ive

absolutism requires. I shal-l- call- the denial of J.

epj-stemic relativismo Epistemic relativism has its
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basis in the second. of the general interests I mentioned

above, which might be generally represented as an

interest in problems of justificati-on.

I have now two foose notj-ons of rel-ati-vism,

each of which offers an aTea of enqu iry, and a direction

for the enquiry to take. I can consider what reasons

there might be for denying our abifity to transcend

language, and thus for some version of what I have

cal-l-ed linguistic relativism; I can consider what

reasons there might be for supposing there to be a

reasonabl-e notion of justification which we cannot

satisfy, and thus for some version of what I have

cal_l_ed epistemic rel_ativism. It is not at the moment

to be supposed that the enquiry will support any

particular positive theses under these names r or even

that it will- support this kind of distinction; the

account of language which shows our inability to

transcend- it may afso show the limits of justification.

It is important to have a start and direction for the

enqu Lryi but I think it is necessary to travef hope-

ful1y in ord-er to see what might count as an arrivaf.
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SECTION 2 Furth.er indications of direction for thi.s

enquiry can be derived from a consj-deration

of certain highly general objections to

relativist theses.

Before proceeCing to develop the enquiry, there

are two patterns of objection to this movement towards

relativism which might be considered, even at this very

early stage " One, which might be ca]led the incompre-

hensibility argument, is directed against linguistic

.relativism, and suggests that no position of this kind

can be intelligibly stated" The other ¡ àî antisceptical

argument, attempts to arrest justificationary regress in

a way that does not l-eave beliefs unfounded, or founded

only rel-ative to some arbitrary cornmitment which opens

the way for relativism, and can be seen, àt feast in the

first place r âs opposed to epistemic relativism.

Either, if completely successful, would, àt least appar-

ently, stop further movement j-n these directions, and

negate even this p::eliminary effort to define a possibl-e

notion of relativism"

As a first example of an incomprehensibility

argument, showing a common way in which the problem is

stated, and al-so showì-ng something of the difficulty

that can be met in deciding just who is contradicting

what statements by whom, I shall l-ook at some aspects of
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1

Donald- David-scln t s comments on concep-bua1 Schemeg. He

sets out to argue that we cannot malce good sense of
2

conceptual rel-ativj-sm, àt least aS an exciting doctrine.

Since I have d.ecl-ared the intention of using Winch as a

prototypical_ exponent of linguistic relativism, since

rconceptual rel-ativismt has been applied to Winchts

position, and since that position in some respects

resembles the sort of view Davidson discusses, this

l-ooks like a cl-ear opposi-tion. Davidson also accepts

tf.. o the doctrine which associates having a language
7

with having a conceptual schemerr, which appears to forge

a further l-ink, through my use of rlinguistic relativisml

and my comments on na.tural- languages in the previous

section" Yet there are confusing featureso

He says that he fol-lows Quine on the basic
+

evidence for a theory of radical- interpretation; but

Quine on this sort of basis generated views which are

quoted by Davidson as examples of unsatisfactory
5

d.octrines. Not impossible, of course; but in the

context of Davidsonrs paper it is appropriate to wonder

whether the aci-justment he makes to Quinets stateinents

will, invol-ve a rf . o o reinterpretatir:n of gords in order

to preserve a reasonabl-e theory of belief rr, and what

the consequences of choice might be.

Next, Colin McGinn, in an argument directed
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7
against an aspect of Davidsonts discr-lssion, quotes

David.son as o(T¡ress-ing the principle that taking an

object in the worl-d to be the subject matter of a manrs

belief invol-ves taking it that he has many other truc:

beliefs about that object, vuhich he takes to be ana]--

ogous to a condition on semarrlic r:eference. The

notion, following from these principles, that the ancients,

in thinking the earth to be fl-at, did. not think it about

this earth, has an od-d- sound. when taken in the context

of David.son on conceptual schemes; certainly, McGinnrs

account of how, with the assj.stance of causal theories,

we canfr... impute preponderantl-y false bel-iefs to the

ancients in relation to the earth and the stars without

the implication that they believecl these things r¡f those

entities as they are conceptua1j-zed by usrr, is more

consistent with naive absolutism than is Davidsonrs

pos ition .

Of course , Davidsonrs Positi'on in the comments

major part ofreferred to

the thrust

his attack

realityrr.

is entirely consistent with a

of h.is d.iscussion of concePtual

on il the dogma of a dual-ism of

schemes:

scheme and

With such a dualism, h.e saYSt

we get conceptual- rel-ativity, and truth
rel-átive to a scheme. Without the dogma'
this kind. of rel-ativity goes by the board.
Of course truth of sentences remains relative
to language, but that is as objective as can
be. Iñ glving up the duali¡;m of scheme and
worl-d, wõ d.o not give up the world, but
reestablish unmediated. touoh with the famil--
i.ar objects whos antics make our sentences
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o
and opinions true or falseí

But for the naive absolutist, the dualinm of language and

the worl-d. uas the d.efence against, not the occasion fort

conceptual refativism" His pleasure in not giving up

the rvorld will be less when he find-s that his unmediated

access to it is not to be d.istinguished from his unmed-

iated access to language; and. hj-s suspicions wil-I not

be allayed when he is tol-d that lto . o if we cannot intell--

igibly say that schemes are different, neither can we
IU

inteltigibly say that they are onerr. He wilf be even

l-ess consoJ-ed when he real-i-ses that the questio'n whether

Davidsonrs concepts of or beliefs about the world and

language were radicafly different from his depends upol1

th.e outcome of a d-ebate on the principles of raclical

translatiotl "

Of course, not everyone wh-o woulC cleny naive

absol_r,:tism must be a rel-ativisto I wish only at the

moment to say that whether a denial of naive absolutism

is relativist or not is not always a clear one: it is

just not clear uhether it is Davidson and hlne naive

absolutist, or David.son and- S()me sort of rel-ativist, who

aïe, as David.son says Kuhnts scientists may be, rrlike
11

those who need. ]¡lebsterrs dÍctionary, e c only words apartrr"

Words matter in another way:

great importance because it affects the

a way that is of

way in which the
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issues are identified" In the quotation abover wê

found. Davidson sgying that truth remained rel-ative to

a language, though nclt to a scheme; which might remind

us of his willingness to identify these notions quoted

earl-ier. 0n this Point he saYS:

\,Ve may accept the d.octrine that associates
having a language with having a conceptual
scheme " fhe rel-ation may tre supposed to be
this: if conceptual schemes differr so do
lang';¿gsg. But speakers of ri-ifferent lang-
uages may share a conceptual scheme provided
thére is a way of translating one language
into the o'bher. Studying the críteria of
translation is therefore a way of focussing
on criteria of identity for conceptual 12
schemes.

Tho point

One reason for not attempting to argue that

Davidson ma,kes truth both rel-ative and not rel-ative to

the same thing is that rlanguager is equivocal. the

main sense of tlanguaget seems to be that of rnatural-

languaget . Da.vidson mentions Engl-ish and Hopi as

cases of languages for which failure of intertransl-at-

abj-Ii'by has been cl-¿iimed; i:.nd it is a natural and

congenial no'tion that different languages may express

the same scheme, resembling the view to be mentioned

below that sentences, possibly in dif ferent J-a,nguages t

is repear.tecJ. a l-ittl-e later.
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may express the sa,me proposition. lhen, to find that

someone has a different conceptual scheme is to find that

they have a language that I cantt transl-ate. Perhaps

this is why so much discussion in this area has kept

close 'bo anthropology it all-ows stories about trans-

l_ation d.ifficulties, if not about total- fail-ure.

Rut whil-e fo:reign languages may be handy

examples, foreigness of language is not the point'

Quine, who mad-e great use of this approach through trans-

l-ation, remind-ed. us that this was so. He said rr' . o the

resort to a remote language was not reaffy essentj-al-"

on cleeper refl-ection, radical transl-ation begins at

home. Must we equate our nei-ghbourts English words
14

with the same strings of phonemes in our own mouths?rr;

and his answer is that we need. not. Now, if we try to

make this po-i-nt in the ord-inary sense of l-anguà9êt, we

have to say that the same language may express differ-

ent schemes; and then what d.o we make of the notion

of intertranslatability 'oetweer English and English,

anci- how do we conceive of its faiJ-ing?

If we do not begin by assuming that there

cannot be d.iffer:ent conceptual schemes, and we agree

that languages differ when conceptuaf schemes do, then

we cannot take it that tEnglishr names a language, for

i.t may name a set of non-intertransl-atabl-e l-anguages.
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And if tEnglisht does not name a language, how do we

understand the use of rlanguage t when Davidson speaks

of a set of intertranslatable languages; and if we

lose our grip on rlanguager, how do we understand

Itranslation I ?

I suggest that we must either retain the

notion of language as natural language, in which case

the invoked notions of language and translation beg an

important question, or we think of rlanguagef as having

a sense cl-oser to that of t conceptual scheme I than to

that of tnatural language t, in which case criteria of

transl-ation wil-l- need to be illuminated by criteria of

identity for conceptual schemes, rather than the other

way around. I wish to stress that, in any case, there

is reason for doubt about the apparently innocuous

business of expressirig the issues of relativism in

terms of translation.

A simil-ar pattern occurs in comments on
15

relativj-sm by i/\r.H. Newton-Smith. He takes relatj-vj-sm

to be the view that something can be true in one context

and false in another, parti-cul-ar social groups or theories

being examples of such contexts. He argues that if the

something is a sentence, relativj-sm is trivial, for of

course sentences may have different meani-ngs in different

contexts, and thus different truth values; whil-e if it



is the pïoposition expr.essed_ by a sentence, then i-b is

ïlecessary for sentenceS to express the Same plloposition

that they have the same truth valuesr srr that relativism
16

is incoheren't. ITe then says that h.is point

can be put in terms of transl-ation as fol-l-ows.
If I am able to find a sentence t Sn t in my
language which transl-ates a sentenÖe t52 t of
another lariguage, I cannot accept it as-
1ogically possible that these sen-bences
should d.iffer as to truth value " If I
find inyself a-btributi.ng different truth
vafues--bo the sentences I have to revise my
view that one is a transl-ation of the o'bher.
Thus this atternpt to have a thesis of 17
relativity o. o fails because it is incohenentj '

He ad.d-s tl:rat We cannot recover by supposing rf o . that there

migirt be sentences that cannot be retrdered in a meaning

equivalent fashion v¡ithin our own languagerr, since in

true in one context and falsethis case nothing woul-d be
18

in another.

lret u:: llirst notice a diflliculty for his first

piece of argument. \¡/inch rnentions, as different mcdes
1g

of l-ife, science and. religiorr, a comment which provides

the basis of an example whj-cli I discuss at Some length

in the next chapter, and in Part If. Consider a

sen'bence id-entifying God a,s the creator of the universe t

which -i-s pronounced true by someone in a religious

contextrand by' someone in a scientific context pronoun-

ced fal-se on the grouncl that the use of tGodr is eridence

of the multiplicatj-on of entj-ties beyond necessity. Do

we seiy that the Sentence has different meanings in these
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contexts? the question is cliff icul-t: following Ëonle-

thing l-j-ke Davj-dscnts account of propositional- attitudes'

we rnight want to say thatfhe two speaker:s differed in

befief encJugh to be th.ought not to be talking about the

same thing, so that the sentences differed at l-east in

extension; on the other handr We might want to maintain

that the sci.entific vj-ew vu:rg intended to deny exac-bl-y

what the religious view asserted" No doubt there are

trivial cases; but the question whether a senterlce has

the Same meaning on two occasions of i'cg use iS not always

-brivial 
"

To sh.ift the queßtion -bo the context of concern

with translation is, fo-r Newton-Smith, just to ask about

truth conclitions" If the Sentence haS the same truth

cond.itions in both contextg, then it call orily be that one

speaker is nistaken. If tl.Le truttr colrditions are dif l"-

e1ent, then we clon't har¡e relativisrn after al-I. Tltis

merely shif,ts the d.ifficulty" Are the truth-conditions

th.e same in both cases? Su1-rpose we write out the trlo

serts of truth conctitions: d-o rve ask if each contains the

same Sentences? V'/ell-r ho; better to ask whether: each

Set expresseS the; Same propositionsr of is a transl-atj-on

or a meanÍng-equivalent rendering of the other. But

this is no ad.vance. Probl-ems are not removed by facil-e

tautology- juggling 
"



The pattern of argument depends greatly upon

the importance attributed to meaning equivalence o The

claim runs: rt.. the assumption that we can identify oo

diversity in bel-iefs presuplloses that we can identify

sameness of meaning in sentences across o. differing

perspectives o o . " If we were to make the radical assumpt-

ion thi-¡.t v,/e cannot recognize d-iversity o. o o we car:not
20

even formul-ate a non-trivial thesis of rel-a,tivismrf .

There is, I shall suggest bel-ow, something correct in

this; but ther:e is al-so some-bhing wnongo To some

extent this claim anticipa't;e3 my l-ai,er argumetit; but

some di:fficul-ty which I think arises from the use of

ttransl-ertionrcan be pointed out now.

Translation, especially the radical sort which

interests a philosophetr l-ike Quine, is a way of coming

to urLd-er:stancl a new symbol system by mapping it on to

one arlread.y known. SucceSS requires that at least Some

sentences of each system must be meaning equivalent; and

oïlcj rnight argue that al-l could .be , or' could be made so:

it is perhaps in this mood- that Davidson points out how

good. Wliorf is at rend-ering the content of lIopi sentences

in English, ancl Kuhn at describing a pre-revolutionary
21

era in post-revolutionary id-iom" Bu-b th.is is entirely

the Wrong mod.el- for questions about r:eli-gion and ,science.

the protagonists of tkrese positions may be

supposed_ to share a natural language, and to understand
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each otherf s beliefs perfectly lvel1. There is mueh to

be said f;.¡T "bhe vievi that we could not derrelop any

interesting rel_ativist thesis if th.is were not so.

But this d.oes not imply that there must be some recog-

nizably scientific statement vrhich is meaning-equiva]ent

to tGod. ma,de heaven and ea.rthr, or a religious versi.on

of ,e-mc2- , o The protagonists dif fer, and v,re could- not

malee this point if they could. not, even in principle,

und.erstand. each other; but their understanding each

other is not a matter of their constr:ucting meaning-

equivalent pairs of sentences, as it m-ight be if they

differed as spea.kers of Engli.sh clj.ffer fronL speakers of

French. Nor can we argue that difference implies

und-erstand-ing, ancl unclerstand.ing is a product of trans-

l-¡¿ticln, and transl-ation requires meaning equivalence t

and meaning equivalence require-.s identity of truth

cond.itlons, hence the only vv,ays of di-fferi.ng that ate

rel_evant aïe those involving difference over truth

value.

Part of the trouble here is the same equivoc-

ation over tlanguaget that I cl-aimed to find in Davidson"

Newton-Srni.th considers the refativization of truth to

contexts, anci. he refers to these contexts at one point

using I'bheoryt, then offers as analogous reniarks in

wliich rlanguaget does this job. But his noti-ons of

transl-a,tion ane molre suited. to the contexts of natural
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languages.

I d-o not regard. these attempts to show the

incomprehensibil-ity of refativism as successful; but

they are related to an argument about the incomprehens-

ibility of alternatives which is more interesting; it

is cl-ose to the principle, mentioned by Davidson r that
il. . nothing coul-d. count as evidence that some form of

activity coul-d not be interpreted in our language that was

not at the same time evid.ence that that form of activity
22

was not Speech behaviourrt. One version of the argument

is presented-, though not well- developed, by Roger Trigg,

in d.iscussing the view that reality notions aTe rel-ative

to languages. He argues that on this account, different

languages require d-ifferent worl-ds; but that we must

suppose that people of different communities see the

worl-d- simil-arly in_order to suppose their languages to
¿)

be intertransl-atabl-e .

There is an important point here, which Trigg

goes on to misrepresent as the point that unresol-ved

disagreement l-eaves the rel-ativist/objectivist contro-

veïsy wid-e open. But this is feeble. By an earlier

argument of lriggrs, d.i-sagreement, whether resol-ved or

not, shows only that linguistic relatlvism cannot be

relevant. One cannot disagree with the non-translatable

statements of a being from a different world. Indeedt

it is not cl-ear what reason we coul-d have for supposing
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that a statement had treen made, even if, from the point

of view of this hypothetical ultimate foreigner, it had.

The sharp ed-ge of tlie probl-em may be lost when

thought of transl-ation helps to lend a c¿uasi--anthropolog-

ical- tend-ency to the d-iscussion. Thus, Trigg quotes Do

Z. Phillips as saying that he canno-b condemn chil-d

sacrifice in Some remote tri.be aS he could conclemn the

murder of a child at hgme, for he would not know lvhat it

was that he condemned. I think it is interesting that

this d.oubt over the object of an attitude:'-s more or l-ess

that expressed by the anti-rel-ativist Davidson; but

Trigg is concerned rather to argue that

If the whol-e argument is removed fron the
indivicl.ual- level to the l-evel- of conceptual
systems, it may be said that a condemnat j-on

of other systems is merely a, reiteration of
our ccll-l-ective commitment to our system. The
argument then becomes anotherTersion of the
accusation of begging the question, which , o .
is itsel-f merely an assertion of conceptuuLZ-+
rela,tivism.

But again he misses the point. Consider an

example based on Shawts discussion in his preface to
rsaint Joanr'. An atheist woul-d disagree with the

Inquisition about the exj.stence of soul-s or the rules of

the spíritual universe; but he coul-d see that, given

the beliefs of the Inquisiti.on on these matters¡ ànY

amount of bod.il-y suffering would be infi-nitefJ' less than
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the suffer-i-rrg of a soul- cond.emned. for eternity, and that

this was a consideration rele'vant to tLre rights and duties

of tire Inquisition. In th.is case someone might want to

sâvr of the atheist or the Inquj-sitor, that he merely

reiteratec his commitment to his own system, provided

there was deemed- to be no non-question-beggjng way of

establ-ishing the correctness of one o1] the other. But

of course the atheist woul-d- know what the practices of

the Inquisition meant to its rnembers. Ex hypothesi, he

d-oes not know what they mean in the sense of accepting

them, but they must he comprehensible to him" He does

not suppose that any concepts a.ïe peculia,r to either

sid.e, rout only t:rla,t they d-isagree, concerning concepts

r,vhich both have available, as to which rrf them are

appli-cabIe.

This, the situa'tion supposed by îriggr can at

rnost be epistem-tc relativism: the atheist and Inquisitor

may be held to face a question which is in princi.ple not

resolvabl-e" For linguistj-c relativism, understood as

the theory whj-ch Trigg attributes to l¡/inchr wê rnust

further h.old that practices, and the concepts applied t<:

them, and_ the worl-d in wh.ich they are adopted and dis-

cussed., ane in Some Sense all i.ndissnl-uble whole, so that

the atheist and the Inquisitor have no significant con-

cepts in common. The main complaint aboul: this is that

it rend.ers obscure everything said so far.
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If the atheÍst does not have th-e rel-evant

concepts in common with the Inquisitors, he never found

out wha,t they d-id. l,{hen he t}rought he was finding out

whab they believecl, he was actually attributing a set of

befiefs to people to whom they were incomprehensible.

He ciid not discover a d-iff erent conceptual- scheme, f or

the only concepts he und_erstood wer,e his own. sci the

a,tternpt to get rid. of a cornmon objective reality would

nclt provid_e a new a,ccount of difference and dispute,

for the discovery that a situation invol-ves difference

and d_ispute is itsel_f evidence that the sj-tuation is

not one to which f.i.nguistic relativisrn applies.

Though thj-s argument seems to me powerful, T

do not thinlc it is so final as I have t:1.ied to make it

appear. It serves to force a demand for cla::ification

on linguis'tic relativj-sm, but it will be 'weakened

insofar as the demand. is.met; arrd there are ways in

which j.ts ed-ge as an anti-::el-ativj.st argument can be

blunted., ai l-east at thi-s stage of the discusisj-on.

Orte of its assumptions j-s that linguistic

relativism involves comni-bment 'to a view of language

as an indissol-ubl-e i,vho..l-.e, so that any difference is a

total- cLifference" One can note that eveïl when Davidson

sets ou'ú to consider par:tial- faj-l-ure of t::anslatabilityt

he d.j-scusses principJ-es of raclical- interpretation which
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ane quite general in their: application. lvhile it is

true that linguist-i-c relativ'ism owes an accor'¡nt of how

this commitment might be avo-i-ci-ed, it is a]so true that

the commitment is not cl:arly established. It does

not foll_ow from the claim that ttsomethj-ng is indep-'

enctently the caserris a rul-e of grammar, or the mole or

less similar cl-aim tha,t Trigg a-i;tributes to winch' that

d.ifferent langua.ges must determine real-ity clifferently

in eveïy respect. An account of language which showed

possibiLities for l-imited d-ifference in determination

of real-ity would be significant; and wil-l be more

read.ily achieved without notions of translation based

upon the rel-ations between natural languages.

Moreoverr even if linguistic rel-ativism does

entail- the incommensurabil-ity and mutuaf incomprehens-

ibility of d_ifferent languages, it does not fol-l-ow that

it has no value" We are accustomed to hear it said

that psychologically satisfying models of modern physics

to some extent mJ-srepresent, like a classroom model that

shows an atom as a congeries of litÌl-e lumps and conn-

ecting wires" But we d.o not therefore say that such

models are useless" Given that their l-imitations are

recognised., they can be put to good useo Similarlyt

even if linguistic relativism turned out to permit no

more than that mod.el-s of al-ternative languages coul-d be

constructed-, and- these in some respects misleading, it
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woul-d not follow that they were of no use at all-.

Neither of these l-ines of defence is j-n any

way final. Rather, they represent the acceptance of

an obligation to provide an account of a language which

shows how they can be used. If such an account is not

forthcoming, then I think that linguistic refativism

must fal-l to an argument of the general kind that I

have suggested.

Epistemic relativism, as I have presented itt

denies the possibility of establishing which of our

beliefs are true. This essentially sceptical thesis

becomes relativist by arguing the necessity of commit-

ment r âs fol}ows.

We do, as a matter of f,act, take gtatements to

be true or fal-se , and further take it th'at, àl least in

some cases, we get it right. Even if we do not do so in

any absol-ute sense, it would be odd to suppose that we

d.id not succeed in drawing any distinction at all" We

establish statements as true or fal-se not absolutely, but

relative to some body of belief taken for grantedr or

self-evident" Since no body of belief sufficient to

establish contingent truth or falsity can be sel-f-

evident, it must be taken for grantedo fn turn, to

establish the truth of such a body of belief can only

be to show that it is true rel-ative to some further
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body of belief, taken for granted in that argument.

Hence our knowled.ge claims, though proper enough in the

sense that they have all the grounding possible, must

rest on some body of belief which is unjustifiable, but

to which we are committed' Since more than one

internally consistent body of belief may be taken for

granted, ultimately irreconcilable differences are

possible.

This line of argument assumes that any claim is

liabl-e to challenge for justification, and employs a

kind. of methodological scepticism to show that the

demand- for justification outruns the supply. Against

it, one coul_d claim to f ind irrefutabl-e ansuers which

stopped. the sceptical regress; one coul-d argue that

sceptici_sm used. to generate a regress of reasons was

improper; one could. deny that justificatj-on was always

due. I shall- ignore the first, taking it that there

are no claims adequate to support contingent beliefs

that are beyond- sceptical challenge. the second I

think is interesting only when it is a consequence of

the third-; but sometimes, operating al-one, it may

reveal- a situation which is to be expected if something

l_ike epistemic relativism is correct. [hus Patrick

Corbett, while apparently keeping some place for

justification, treats the sceptic as a mischievous

child., whose gad.fly persistence may be stopped by
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hoisting him with his own petard. corloett does not make

clear just when and how we aTe entitled to use this pfoy;

but I think that there is an answer, and Suggest something

of it in the next chapter" For the present, however, it

is the third counter-argument which matters, for if it is

correct, the others are redundant.

the

One exponent of such a view is W.lV. Bartley, in

Retreat to commitment. Impressed by Popperian dis-

confirmation, and noting in passing that political

advance becomes easier when we stop trying to get good

rulers and. turn to deciding how to get rid of bad onest

he suggests that we shoul-d not regard claims aS estab-

lished by the degree to r¡lhich they are justified' but by

the d.egree to which they are open to criticism. That

is, we shoul-d not seek to establ-ish cfaims at all, Since

this requires authoritarian notions of justification ancl

opens the way to a sceptical regress" Ratherr we should

hol-d. al_l claims tentativefv, not in the sense that we

feel- doubt or hesitate to act, but in the Sense that we

recognise their openness to chalÌenge" 0f course, "why

d_o you believe that?ff woul-d not be a proper challenge;

something on the ord.er of |tThat is false, because . . .rr
26

woul-d be required. An exponent of BartLeyrs comprehen-

sively critical- rational-ism (CCn), iS rt.o one who hol-ds

al-l- his belief s, including his most fundamental- standards

and. his 'oasic philosophical position itsel-f , open to
27

criticisml He might be supposed to saytffSome of the
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beliefs I hold may in fact be true; but since there are

no guarantees or criteria of truth, ho way of definitely

decid-ing, I can never know for sure lvhether what I believe
2B

to be true i-s in fact s6rr r.

The first thing to note is that this is an

effective criticism of justificationary approaches only

if CCR works. [he general di-scussi-on shows only that

acceptance of an obligation to justify, together with

some other premisses, commits one to l-imitations on

rational-ity which permit relativism based on arbitTar'

iness. Since this is very much the view towards which

I am proceeding, f would not accept it as a reason for

ad-opting a non-justificationary approach. But if CCR

works it shows that rationality is unl-imited; and this

woul-d. be a reason for abandoni-ng justificationism. It

is part of the problein that the rationality which is

unl-imited- is based on a notion of criticism which is said

to be separated from the notion of justification, and

this might cause difficulty; but if CCR does not work,

this problem is not pressing.

That it does not work is argued by J.\^r.N.
2g

ldatki.ns. IIe argues that it is the kind of rf Heads-I-

win-tail-s-you-1oseil doctrine that Bartley himsel-f

cond.emned., and. thatrr.. in one sentence: in support of

the claim that CCR is criticisable we are challenged to

criticise it in a certain way namely, by trying to
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3O
show that it j-s uncritÍcisable!rr. I accept this view,

not only because of lMatkinsrs argument, but because it

suggests ev-i-dence that Bartley has not escaped the

problems of regress. \,Vatkins has argued that a cogent

argurnent for the uncriticisa.bifity of CCR would only

show that CCR. is criticisabl-e, and- thus that CCR is only

trivially criticisabl-e. He then suggests that someone

might argue that by showing that no |tfevel-1rr criticisms

could succeed, he had offered a strong rrfevel-2rr crit-

icism of CCR, so that CCR is real-ly criticisabl-e, if only

at a metal-evel-. IJe regards this as establ-i.shing the
71

criticisabiÌity of CCR only in a Pickwickian sense. He

does not notice, o.r does not see f it to mention, that the

pattern recurs on l-evel- 2. His comment on Pickwickian

senses suggests àn ar:gument against l-evel-2 criticÍsm.

If this argument succeeds, it shows that CCR 1s genuinely

criticisable on level 2, and he must move up another l-evel-

to make this point. It seems to me that the possibility

of a real challenge keeps one step ahead here, Ír¡ rather

the way the possibility of a real- justification keeps

one step ahead: the problems of regress have bee:n

shifted, not eliminated.

Even if this l-ine averts the immediate danger

to justificationism, it is not illuminating. Some

further comments may be. Bartleyrs disavowal of

certainty is very like that which I attributed to the

epÍstemic rel-ativist; the difference is that the
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relativist, being a justificationist, takes the choice

between theories to be arbj-trary when the theories are

unjustifiable; Bartley takes the decision to be arbit-

rary only between rr. . two theories against^which there
)L

exist no criticisms one is unable to defeatrr.

First, the notion of justification from which

Bartley cl-aims to have separated the notion of criticism
is an absolute one: a claim is absolutely justified only

when it is shown to fol-low from a basis of unchallengable

authority. One could define a weaker, relative notion

of justification 2 a claim is justified relative to a

basis from whÍch it can be inferred. This is an

important sense because the regress of justification

breaks under sceptical pressure at the point where no

rel-ative justification is available; the question of

absol-ute justification may arise, but need not. And

this point might as well- be described as that at which

no significant criticisms can be raised. In terms of

Bartleyrs own examples: an empiricist such as Hume did

not see our cl-aims to know what our sense experience was

as lacking justification, but as subject to no concej-vable

criticism; Descartes did not accept the cogito because

he could not justify it, but because he thought that no

significant criticism of it was possible.

The point is that which Bartley himself makes

in stressing the importance of 1ogic. That p entail-s

q is indd.fferent to matters of contingent truth or
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philosophersr interest. Depending upon whether we

affj-rm or deny p and er the implication can be used

either to justify (io the rel-ative sense) o" to

criticise either p or q. Thus criticism and relative
justification are not separable notions: in recognising

something as a criticism of a position r wo recognise

what woul-d have gone to its relative justification.

Providing that Bartley is not applying run justifiabl-er

to theories as it applies to behaviour as a term of

condemnation he must suppose the justificationist

to lapse into commitment not just because of some general

despair over absol-ute justification, but because, and at

the point at whichr flo relative justification can be

found. He then owes an account of what it can come to,

at such a point, to be open to the criticism of which

no conception can be formed. After all, though no

doubt Hume and Descartes were convinced, had anyone

managed to invent a rrdecisive criticismrrr we have no

reason to suppose that they would have been too stubborn

to l-istenr or too stupid to understand. And what more

coul-d a comprehensively critical rationalist do?

This line of argument suggests that not only is
the justificationist basis preserved, but that the best

of Bartleyts argument may serve to improve rather than

refute it. However, it might seem to invol-ve too

cavalier a treatment of Bartley's notion of openness to
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criticism, about which he did have something to say.

[he thought j.s worth foJ-Iowing, not because it helps

Bar-bley, but because it raises a point of importance

for my enquiry.

For: some proposition/belief/hypothesis/theory /

principle/way of 1ife/ etc. P, (Bartley does not discrim-

inate systematicalJ-y), to criticise P is to shclw its

inconsistency with some a. obviously it would be too

easy if we could_ refute P by taking tQt as not-P; there

must be some cond.itions on values fortQt. Bartley

suggests two. The first is that we accept a. the

second is that Q may lce either an account of logical

consistencyr or the d.el-iverances of SenSe otOServation,

or a. scientific theoryr oI the statement that P solves

the problem it was intended to sofver of something else.

[he second- is a permissive cond-ition, and cou]-d not be

other:wise, since any putative val-ue for tQt, or the

statement that a l-ist of values was correct, would in

turn have to be open to criticj-sm.

This opens a new possibility of regress' In

d-efend-ing any P, I invoke some not-Q. I argue rationally

from not-Q only if I am preparedr ofl Some other occasiont

to have it crlticised; and. just because I have used not-

Q as a premiss, I shoul-d- perhaps make special efforts to

criticise it. In this regress, new issues emerge.
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Suppose I clairnr âs Pr that my car is in good

running order. I woul-d justify thisr generally, by

appeal to a body of factual beliefr ilechanical- theory,

principles of gooclness in nrotor ca-rîS, and a principle of

sufficient evidence which :removed the necessity of I SâXr

clriving the car contj-nuously in order to prove it was

still in order. An ordinary criticism of P woul-d deny

Some part of th-is. Suppose that I cgnsider this crit-

icism and. reject it. P now becomes this body of belief,

theory and. principle, to whj-ch is opposed some Q. I

can take this a to be a more general body of belieft

thecry and. principle; but first, the.re are new problems

arising from the fact that defending explanatory theories

and. defend-ing principles of behaviour or action aTe not

ttie Same sort of process, a,nd the nr¡tion of critic-ism

and defence is now not only complex, but problematic"

Still-, suppose that I d-eal with this sornehot'v, produce

a highly general not-Q, and on this basis maintain P.

To save time, suppose that this not-Q, re-named P,

crinsjsts of full d-ata, received scientific theory, and

the most general principles of behaviour. Ex hypothesi

not-Q could .co'b consist of yet molre general items; it

woul-d have to offer reasons fo.r receiving that aS data,

that as theory, and. that notion of satisfactory behaviou::"

A.gain, the problem is not just complexity" It is thab

the nature of the justi'ficatory task, and the critical

task, has changed- again: \/ve have to ask what kind of Q
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wil-l- d-o. [he point of interest in all this is its ro]-e

as corrective to the impression that a justificatory

regress is a slurple Succession of steps of more o-r l-ess

the same kind, complicated only by branching as premisses

multiply. It is this impression, I think, that alJows

the notion tha,t the sceptic can be stopped whenever we

tire of himr oï that no justification short of absol-ute

justificatj-on is of interest" If the IegreSS is colll-

plex, the task of d.iagnosis,iæ not adequately recognised

by Bartley.

It might be suggested- that the problem is

gratuitous; that even though Bartley allor¡¡ed for the

criticism of ways of life, he did not mean it all- to be

d.one at once. But sorting out the strands only makes

the problem sharpero I might have modified the above

account to cover just a regress of explanation, end.ing

in a general scientj-fic theory, and all- the process

conducted. on the principle that scientific theories were

proper values for Q. But this principle, too, must be

criticisabl-e; and neither P nor a can incfude scientific

principles on pain of circularity"

At first, this l-ooks easy. We are invited, in

effect, to criticise the adoption of scienc;e" It might

be criticised- on the ground. that it tends on the whol-e

to d.ecrease hruman happiness, which would be better served
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by the consolatj.ons of religion, or on the ground that it

mistakes the wonl-d- for a mechanicaf system, when in fact

it is an animistic system better manipula,ted through

magic. These cri-ticisms seem to ii:voke the test of the

problem, the first saying science does not solve the

problem of how to make people happy, the second that it

does not sol-ve the problem of what the worl-d is really

l-ike. This is not apparently circufar.

But then: how do we decide whether science

makes people less happy? To attempt to determine what

woul-d have been the present state of satisfaction on the

hypothesis that humanity had abjured science woul-d be to

attempt to predict in a scientific mode, and one cannot

employ the mode which is und.er criticism. 0n the other

hand, to suggest that God would- reward a proper display

of faith, in the manner of C.S" lewj-s in Perelandra, is

no better. And it is not clear what other: way of decid-

ing there might be" And for the second criticism, in

uhich the description of the problem explicitly rules

science out, the problem is even c-Learer' If the only

cr-iticisms l/ve can f ind- are , l-ike these, invitations to

circularity, it is not cl-ear what our cla1m to remain

open to criticism amounts to. Certainly, it is not clear

that there is any major point that epistemic relativism

misseß 
"
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So, alth.ough the lines of argument f have been

considering raise significant issues, they do not con-

stitute a case for rejecting either of the largely neg-

atiue accounts of relativism I have suggested" they

create the need for answers to particula:r questions.

Perhaps for linguistic relativism, the most pressing is

the question how an alternative langr:age can be discussed,

or a situation in r,vhich an alternative language is said

to operate can be recogniseri.; for epistemic rr:l-ativismt

the most pressing question might turn out to be how it

can be prevented from turning into J-inguistic relativism,

for the discussion of the last few pages has suggested

that it i-s much l-ess the simple sceptical response to

difficul-ties than it might seem.

However, the aim of this section was merely to

deal with positions which might seem to stop my journey

before it began. The beginning requires a consideration

of the kind of reason which might serve to support a

rel-ativist thesis.
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CHAPTER 2 There j-s a possible basis for rel-ativism

in certain -bheories of knowledge and

meaning.

SECTION 5 There is no adequate empirical or moral-

basi-s for rel-ativism.

Discussion in the previous chapter has involv-

€d, though it has not considered in any detaílr what

might be call-ed logical- and linguistic grounds for

rel-ativism. I afso noted a tendency, arising from the

use of remote commun:'-ties and new natural languages as

a basis of di-scussion, to argue as though it was upon

some aspect of these communities and languages that our

notions of rel-ativism depended. So, before logical and

linguistic bases are considered in some detail-r it is

well- to dismiss the cl-aims of what I shal-l- call- empirj-c-

al and moral- grounds. Although these grounds overlap

iri various ways, j.t is at l-east possible to distinguish

between logical ancl linguistic ground.s on the one hand,

and empirical and moral grounds on the otherr ofl the

basis that while the former, to the extent that they are

sound, make some form of rel-ativism necessary, the latter,

to the extent that they are sound., establish a form of

rel-ativism either as an hypothesis or as a duty.

lhe attempt to found a version of rel-ativism
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on more or less empirical grounds involves the claim that

observat:l-on of distinguishable, and perhaps preferably

previously isolated communities, feads to the discovery

that the-re are differences between communities which

might be cal-led differences in rrwcrld-viewrr or rrform

of liferr. A world-view or form of life is certainly

supposed to incl-ude religious and normative beliefs

and principles; and, to the extent that this ought to

be regarded as something different, beliefs held about

the regulation of the natural- worl-d, such as beliefs in

science or magic. It may be said that members of

different communities rrsee the world differentlyttr or

ff live in different worfdsrt 
"

This is not just the commonsense view that we

can have an observational- basis for thinking that a

community holds different befiefs from ours, but the view

that those beliefs are true in tha,t community, so that

our observations offer us either a view into ano'ther

i,trorl-d, or at least al-low us to see that another world

exists.

Such a view presupposes a sharp separation

between observational. and theoretical- language, since the

observations that, in the first place, must be made by an

observer operating in his own world wil-1 subsequently

provide the basis either for his knowledge of the world
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th.e observed community inhabits r or for his knowledge of

the existence of such a worl-d.

Although the account I offer in Part II
supports the separation of relatively observational and

theoretical languages, it does not support so radical- a

separation as some aspects of this story suggest, nor

does it support the reductionist epi-stemofogy which

seems to be implicit in other aspects. Hence -i-t is
important in the development of my account to see the

kinds of difficulty which arise on this contrary

assumption.

Now, it is prima facie odd to 'oase the claim

that an observer cannot observe the same worl-d as mem-

bers of a community on his observations of that community:

it seems to lead to just the sort of paradox of which

rel-ativism is so often accused. T't is certainly poss-

ibl-e to observe diff erences in behaviour, and to f incL

reasonable grounds for saying that members of a community

judge by standards and in the l-i-glit of bel-iefs different
from those of the observer. But the fa,ct of disagreement

is not in itself an argument for refativism, since it
might as reasonably provi.de occasion for attempts at the

::ational resol-ution of disagreement, f or imputations of

i-gnorance and moral deficiencyr or, whet'e highly general

systems of belief were in question, for something like the
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f ound-ation of missionary soc-ieties " Indeed, such

observa'bions coul-d- lead directly to relativism only if

they counteci- as observations of a itdifferent worl-drr -

if the observer Saw the communityts behaviour aS taking

place in the communi.tyts world rather than, his own

and it isr not easy to understand what such an observat-

ion woul-d be l-ike 
"

Perhaps he could "get on the insirlerr -

become, in effect, a rnember of the comrnunity but

although this may be possibl-e, it does not seem consis-

tent with his retaining the status of outside observert

and this brings problems " If he can gbserve the Conlm-

unity'rs behaviour as taking place in the comrnunityrs

worl-d only when he becomes a member, and thus ceases to

be an outs+ide observer, he cannot have an observational

base for relativism. If he l-acked such a 'oase qua

member of his original society, he must l-ack it qua

member of the community he set out to observe. 0n1y

if we suppose him to keep a foot in both worl-ds has he

grounds for rel-ativismr âs opposed to the experience of

conversion; but this requires that he be both community

member anri outs-ide obseruer, which doesnot appea:: to be

possible 
"

Hence such observatj-ons as Lie makes, and offers

as grouncis for relativism, must be observations that he
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can make as a member of his original community. The

differenceS which he wishes to accomodate by an account

of di-ffe.rent worl-cls must be differences detectable in

his worlcL, such that a 'rdifferent worldsfr hypothesis is

at least a plausible account of these differences; as

againstr Sây, Suggestions that the community observed is

primitive , oI ignorant r oï pre-sci-entif ic , or pre-l-ogical- t

or immoral s oT heathenr oI whateve-r" It is the,refore

reasonable to ask what kinri.s of observable difference

are possibl-e.

The answer i.s disappointing. Differences that

the observer can see aS arising merely from difference in

environment would not dcl; and- d-ifferences interpretabl-e

aS arising from differences j-n opi-nion wil-.1- not do for

the reasons mentioned. aroove. Diffe.renoes interpretabl-e

as d-ifferences jn some basic attitude r sâY, to human

l-ife or persona-L sur:viv'al- may lrok more hopeful; but

these are explicable as a resul"t of training, and we

need not explain them relatiuisticerlly unless we bring

Some prior, poSSibly moral, concern into the situation.

Indeed., this is another point, in addition to

those mentioned in Chapter 1, at which we may wonder

whether social--anthropological travelfersf tales may

not serve to beg questions, since they may lead us,
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either from a feieling trlna,t such oddity must reflect a

fundamental difference or from a kind of ldestern-

imperialist guilt complex, to snatch at relativistic

accounts Ín these cases, which would have been rejected

as accounting for differences to be found in our own

back yard" It is perhaps some support for this vie;w

if it can be found that those te11i.ng travellersr tal-es

with a relativistj-c bia,s show signs of absolutism a'b

hrrme; and this ca,n be f ound , at least in the opinÍon
1

of I.C. Jarvie and Joseph Agassi.

The observational differences so far suggested

are reaclily explicable. To some extent, their explic-
ability is guaranteed by the required common understand-

-ing in obher areas" Not orrly do they not require even

moraf rel-ativism, but it has been suggested that ful-l
understanding of beliefs hel-d in the community on such.

questions cf the nature of man, and human ljfe and a,fter-

life r mây serve to explain observabl-e differences without
2

the need of either: mor¿al- relativism or mora,l- error.
Could the case be otherwise? Oould there be kinrls of

observation which suggestecj- diffe.rences which were

ine,xpli.cabl-e in any terms availabl-e to the obse:rver,

ancl thus seemed to support a more strongly reLativist
approach? Coul-d there be observational grounds for
supposing there to be a community inhabiting the sort of
self-contained world, incommensurable with our own, that
linguistic relativism might be hel-d to p::opose?
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Perhapsther'ewould.besuch.acasewerethere

no common ground at a1l between the observer and members

of bhe cornmunity, so that e'very'thing that happened in

the community r,vas incomprehens j-b]e; b.u-b this suggest-

ion is of no real- help. Th.is is not because of the

initial_ implausibilj-ty of the sr-rggestion that nothing

wa,s coûìmon -' surely, after all, we could e-rxpect to

find Wi-nchrs triumvirate of birth, copulati-on and

death though the points aîe connected. It is

rather that some common ground- is presupposed in the

claim that a community is being observed" sj-rlce in

genereil we anticipa,te fi-nd-ing communities only of

humans, and nothing coul-d be a hunlan contmunity if bi::bh,

copulation and- death had no place in it, 1^/inehrs tri-

umvirate is rel-evant; but this is contingent"

Nothing rul-es out the possibility of non-huma,rr communit-

ies, nor d.o I think we nlust reject the notjon of â íon-

human community ttre membe.rs of which wore not involved

r,rith birth, copulation oT death. A community of robots,

the member.s of whj.ch. were, in the normal run of thi-ngs,

irnmortal, d.oes not seem out of the question.

We shor;ld , hovrever, at least have to be abl-e

to recognise some t.ransactions bet¡een membe,rs of the

comnunity as tfhum¿rn-1j-ketf in ,'Jome sense" What this

sense is I am not quite sure; but there are at Jeast

twt-r strong canrl-id.ates for criterj-a of othuman-likenessrr:
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the use of language, and_ moral- concern. It seems clear

that if noth.ing in the observed si-tuation looked l-ike I oI

was interpretabJe âSr the use cf 1.anguà1at we Would not

be willing to regard. any components of the situation aS

members of a community. About molal concern I am l-ess

sure. hrhat I intend- by rmoral- concernr here is that

there should. be I'eason to suppose that in atr feast some

cases the ind-ivid.ual or col-l-ective interests of other

members of the community counted aS r.easons for a memloer

in d-eciding on a course of action. These are quite

liberal_ criteria they alfou that we might conside¡:

the question whether there aTe non-human communities

wj-thin our present experience but there is no obvious

reason to expect that further observations v,roul-d not

yield- to explanations of the kinds suggested above.

]¡/e might postul_ate observations of a kind that

would. be inexpJ-icable even when the observer and commun-

ity had much in common. The discovery that members of

the community coul.d. discrimlnate between qualitatively

id-entical objects, for instance r or that they could

discriminate on the basis of common differences in

impossibfe situations sâv, in ter-ms of col-our \dhen

una,bl_e to see - would not be expl-icab]e in terms of

any accepted theory, attributable to the observer, of

which I am aware. Bundling such observations together

und.er a title l-ike ttpsi phenomenatr is not helpful, unlesg
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the titl-e incìicates the existence of a reasonably lvel-l--

d-eveloped. theory. In a similar cl-ass would be cases of

successful magÍc. we already have a name for this,

r¡ot to rnention a variety of theories; bub these theories

we might assume woul-C be unacceptable to a scientifically-

ori-en ted observer'.

This sort of thing oughtr cne would suppose'

to flit the 'rdifferent worldsrt story. Magic works in

their worl-d-, though not in oulss; and we can see that

th-i-s is So because We canrfsee intol their wor.l-d a littlet

even though we canno'b get far enough in to work magic

oursefves. But such obseruations, though raclical-

enough in their: waJ¡, clo not support any' sort of incomm-

ensurability thes-is " Panadoxi.cally, this view can be

maintained. only if these recalcitrant phenomena, can loe

explained. without -boo much rj.isruption of the observe.rrs

worl-d- vie-w, In this case it can happily be said that

the phenoinena which are thus e,{pl-ained are distinct from

those prod.uced by magic, a,nd any genuine compariscn

between world. vj.ews deniecl" But sh6ul-d acceptance of

the phenomena lead to changes in the observerrs worfd-

view shoulcl they, h-owever described, become equiv-

alent to the accr:ptance of magic then -incornmenf;ur-

ability canno-b be claimed., since it is on1-y too cl-ear

that there has l¡een confl-j-ct 'betueen two worl-d-views,

ancl one of them has won" It would then become ineum-

ben-b on the relativist to invent the ad-justment which.
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the

the

observer migirt havo mad-e in order to preserve both

observerrs worl-d-view, and the relativist thesis.

One recc'ìurse is to d-eny the phenomena" As

a rnatter of commonplace, there ate plenty of accounts,

if only travell-ersr tales, which purport to be observ-

ations of magic ¡ or indeed, of al-most anythirig else

one rnight wish. No rj.oubt many of these can be rj-ismissed

on invest-igation, and. it is at least l|kely that others

wo'ulld be similar, although inves'tigation is not possible.

S till, where caseg aTe common r oï r,vher:e the process of

inves-biga'bion is such as to be itself l-iabl-e tc error,

cr wh.ere the assumption of error, deception oI ill-us:Lon

is too freely employeci., one might feel that the¡:e remains

a case to answer " It migþt seem that this wil-] do for

the relativ_ist: all_ lie need do in order to preserve

his thesis is suppose that reports of diffj.cult phcìnom-

ena need nct be accepted-. Brlt this doesnrt help.

Even in the case where a report is dismisserd. on no

better ground- than tha-b there must have been deception

or ill-usion i.rlvol-tred., there is the implicit admiss j-on

that if the report hacl been true there would- have been -à

pï'olglern, and- this is al-l- that is need.erj. to overthrow

the suggestio¡ 'bhat wolrl-d-v-iews are self-contained to

such a d-egree that they cannot impinge on each other

a.b al-I"

It may be molre to the point to deny the
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possibility of recal-citrant phenomena than the truth of

cl-aims to have observed them. To say that no handsome

prince has ever turned into a frog, if this is just to

Say that no Such metamorphosis has eyer been observed,

is implicitly to accept that such observations would

have to be accounted- for under the given descri-ption,

and- thus to rul-e out the case as a possibl-e ground for

linguistic relativism. But to. say that princes cannot

be turned. into frogs, if this records a determination to

treat any putative observations of such metamorphoseS aS

something el-ser Sâv, hallucinations, and putative reports

of such observations as misdescri..ptions, is a very

different matter.

fhis does appear to be the sort of case in

whj-ch the phenomena ri-o not force any revision of the

observer I s worl-d--view, yet are taken quite diff erently

in the world-view of the community he observes; and to

the extent that this al-ternative world-view can be said

to be und.erstood- by the observer, it may seem that he

has a possible basis for 1Ínguistic relativism. This

may be part of the point of Hortonrs remarks, when he

says:

lr/hy d.oes the scientist re ject the magicianrs
view of words? One easy answer is that he
has come to know better: magicaf behaviour
has been found- not to produce the results it
claims to. Perhaps. But what scientist
has ever bothered to put rnagic to the test?
The answer is, none; because there ave
deeper grounds for rejection grounds which
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make th.e iclea of testing beside the point.
To see what these grounds a"re, let us r:eturn
tr: the scierttistrs basic predicament to
his a.wareness of alternative idea-systems
whose ways of classifying and interp::eting
the world are very different from his own.
Now th"is changed. awareness gives hint two
i.ntellectual possibilities. Both are
eminentl-y thi.nkable; but crne is intolerable,
the other hopeful"

To re ject the rnagicarl_ world-view is to re ject certain

wa,ys of classifyi-ng and in'terpreting the worl-cL; in

effecto to rule that certain putative identj.fications of

phenomena are irlad-missabl-e. One can then observe that

1;hese id-entif ications are iss'ued and accepted in the

communjty under exa,mination, wj-thout being thereby

conirnitted. to "bhe occurrence of phenomena thus identified,

ancL hence cl-aim obser:.vationa]- evi.dence f or alte r:native

worl_d.-views. \¡lhether the existence of alternative

world.-views, thu¡ establ-ished, is support for rel-ativism

is another matter"

Accorrling to Ho::ton, the first inte.l-lectual

possibilj.t.y', the corltinuance of the magical wc¡rl-d-view,

-is intol-erabl-e be;ca.use rr... it means that the r,vr:rrl-d j.s

in thc' l_ast analysis rj.epend.ent on human whim, thart the

search for crrder is a folly, and that human beings can
+

expec't to f ind. no sort of anchor in relali-byrr. One

may escape from this through faith in some constant

reall-ty to rr. . . the moci,ern view of words and reality
5

as j-nd.epend.ent variablestr - presurnably, the sort of

vier,v th.a-b lead-s llorton to speak of his protagonist as

7)
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rfthe scientis'ctr. 0f these alternatives, Horton Êays:

rrlntel-lectuallyn this second possibiJ-ity is neither more

nor less respectable than the first. But it has the

great ad-vantage of being tol-erabl-e whilst the first is-
6

horrificrr.

Clearly this cl-airn, to the extent that it

expresses a. relativist view, does not do so on the basis

of observation: neither the observaticrn, in the sense

per::mitted by the f irst alternative, of magical events,

nor the observation, in the sense permi'bted by the

second alternative, that r:ven1;s are identif ied in the

community in magi.cal terms, couJ-d support the concl-usion

that the afternatives were ntrt distinguishable in terms

of intell-ectual respectability. Moreover, there seem6

to be a suggestion 'bhat --Lf the scientist went to the

troub-l.e of putting magic to the test, he might f ind that

he did know better after: all, and his predicametit woul-ci-

be dissolved.

But how would one put magic to the test? To

ad.opt Horton I s f irst al-ternative, with its horrif ic

implications, is to embrace magic; to adopt the more

hopeful second al-ternative is to repudiate magic"

Neither al-ternative coul-d properly be cal-l-ed a test,

and no cther alternative offers" Coul-d we now say: a

kind- of relativism is forced upon us by the existence of
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incompatibl-e world-views which we cannot put to the test,

therefore observational- evidence for the existence of

i.ncompatible wor:fd-views is observational evidence for

the existence of a kind of rel-ativism? [o this question

there are several- replies.

First, the cla,im that members of the community

identify phenomena in magicaf terms requires transl-atj-on

of their utterances, and is thus the product of a complex

net of assumption, comparison and inference rather than

of observation.

Second, the cl-aim that the world-view their

utterances reveal is incompatibl-e wj-th that of the

observer, 1f thi.s means that they identify phenomena in

inad.missabl-e terms, would support cl-aims of faulty

translation, or of an unusual-fy high incidence of

rlel-usion or mass hal-lucination at l-east as readily as

any relativist thesis.

Third, it is not clear that the scientist

cou.l-d not put magi-c to the test in some sense: i-n the

sense , perhaps, that mod.ern scientif ic medj-cine can put

trad-itional f ol-k arts of healing to the test, f inding

in some of them merit independent of their explanatory

embroidery. General-1-y, this story d.oes not identlfy
an oroservatir:¡nal base, nor does it show that the base j-t
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supports a rel-ativistic concl-usion in

any other.

In sumr it seems that neither the origin nor

the justification of rel-ativist theories is to be

explained. as resting on empirical observation. Even

if it were accepted-, contrary to some of the arguments

above, that the existence of incompatibl-e worl-d-views

coul_d be established. on such a basis, this would not

lend support to a rel-ativist thesis; indeed, quite the

contrary, since one would be constrained, in the view

one took of the newly d-iscovered,alternative, by the

canons of the process of discovery under which it was

found_ and. id_entified" This, of course, does not show

that relativist theories must be whimsical- or unjustif-

ied; it shows merely that their origin and justificat-

ion must be sought in fiefd.s other than that of empir-

ical enquiry, and in views other than those concerning

the d-iversity of human societies.

One might put this point more strongly. Any

argument that can be offered for relativism must be one

that holds even in the event that no more than one world-

view has ever been held-; for the task of testing and

justifying that world.-view in isolation, or against

alternatives that ape merely possibl-e, must, if rel-at-

ivism is correct, bê as impossible as the task of
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showing its superiority to another worl-d-view which is

actually hel-d." At most, one could say that there would

be l-ess obvious occasion to develop rel-ativist theories

if there were no systematic disagreement; but this is

not to the point"

[hat relativism cannot be read off the Iace of

the worl_d as a simple fact is not surprising, since if it

were so I the kind. of rel-ativism I have cal-l-ed linguistic

would be true only if there were multiple worl-ds in a

most direct and- simple sense: we shoul-d have to be able

to move at a Step from the commonplace world into fairy-

land, and ignore the change only at the cost of the most

perverse d.istortion of evidence c And what the worl-d

woul-d- have to be l-ike in order to offer an observational

base for epistemic rel-ativism is even less cl-ear. If

\de explain d.ifferences rel-ativistically, it is roecause

\de have a theory, of a very general sort, about man' or

the world r or cultures, or knowl-edge, which obliges us

to accomodate the facts of cul-tural difference in a

particular way. One must then ask: what kind of

theory could this be?

One sort of candidate, which has been common

in some areas of recent uriting on educati-on, appears to

be moral theory. Unl-ike the views mentioned above,

which present moral claims aS concl-uSionS from refativist

premisses, these writings appear to draw refativist
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conclusions from moraL premj-sses. fhus Esl-and, i11 a

paper offering educational- recommendations, begins by

describing a positionr or class of positionsr âs
7rrobjectivist epistemofogy". His sharpest criticism of

this position though perhaps not the sharpest that

might be mad.e is that it is hard not to see it as

dehumanizing. As a basis for his further remarks, hê

describes a presumably non-objectivist epistemologyt

using notions like the intersubjective negotiation of

meanings, and freed.om from external facticities, which

is intended to escape this criticism.

It is perhaps positions of this sort that

Gellner refers to as anthropomorphism as the rro . plea

for a humanist psychology or sociologYrr, or in this case

educational- theory and epistemology. It does appear to

fit in the category of rr. . positive, moral-order-pre-
8

serving anthropomorphic doctrinesrr.

The detail- of Esl-andts comment is of no partic-
9

ul-ar interest, and has been dissected by F1ew. The

general pattern of argument, in which an epistemologica]

concl-usion appears to foll-ow from a moral premiss, iSo

On the face of it, the case is implausible; that it

would. be in a more or less moral- Sense more satisfactory

if one epistemology were sound and another were not does

not seem compelling. One l-ooks for an appropriate
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variation of Gel-lnerts comment that

cannot be true, otherwise our l-ife would make
no sense r. 10

Of course, it might be a development of an

argument from epistemology to morafs. If an epistemol-

ogical position O entail-ed. the falsity of a moral posit-

ion M, then the truth of M woul-d entail the falsity of o,

and we might even be abl-e to offer some account of an

alternative epistemofogy which woufd be consistent with

M; and perhaps this is what Esland thinks he is showing"

But there are problems in this pattern" I shal-l- l-ater

argue that epistemological positions do not have moral

consequences. I shall_ then be concerned with some

alleged consequences of relativist positions, but the

point holds generally.

But even if the entail-ment were thought to

hol-d, one woul-d stil-l have to show why M was better

ground.ed than O, and this, given the nature of O as

objectivist, raises difficul-ties. M cannot be defended

on ground.s which presuppose objectivism; but it is not

entirely cJear what the force of non-objectivist

arguments for M could be. Presumably, if I were an

adherent of O, and. it were Esfandrs purpose to persuade
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me that M, he would have to proceed by anrrintersubjective

negotiation of meaningsft. Even if I knew uhat this

meant, I suspect that I wouLd be uncertain of how

negotiations were to proceed; and whY, in the course

of these negotiatJ-ons, I should give up the meanings

in uhich I accepted 0 in order to have it shown that M.

I do not think thatr generalfyr arguments from

moral- positions, classifiabl-e by Gellner as positive

anthropomorphism, are significant. In order to take

them seriously in a philosophical- contextr one must

convert them to arguments of a different kind: Gell-nerrs

negative or defensive, epistemologically based anthrop-

omorphisms, which argue rr. o . that the very nature of

knowled.ge, in the sphere in question, is such that no
11

non-anthropomorphic theory can possibly be truert. It

was such a process of conversion which led even the

casual- comments on Esland above to focus on his notion

of meanings. So we need, not a moral theory, but a

theory of knowl-ed.ge and meaning. Gel-lnerts example of

a proponent of a theory of the right sort is Peter l{incht

and I shall- folfow him in considering the theory develop-

ed in \,Vinchts writings. It may seem at l-east insensit-

ive to take, âs an example leading to rel-ativismr one

who is on record as denying imputations of rel-ativism.

However, Winchts work provides such a useful- example,

and his denial- of rel-ativism is so equivocal, that T feel

justified in so taking him.
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SECTION 4 Winch offers an epistemological basis for

relativism in an account of forms of life

in which the notion of identification is

central-.

Since in my subsequent d.iscussion, the account

Winch gives of forms of fife is substantially modified' a

relatively brief acknowl-ed-gment of a debt to Winchrs more

oï less wittgensteinian position might suffice for my

central purpose. However, there iS a 1eason analogous

to that offered- for the d.iscussÍon in Section 3 for

giving h/inchrs views more space .

on hls account, the relation between observat-

ional- and- theoretical language is, at least in the case of

human action and- social- relations, so very tight as to

make outside observation of the activities of a community

impossible; and- some of his uses of rform of lifer seem

to suggest that the possibility of observing the activit-

ies of a community, resting as it does on the possibility

of correctly id.entifying themr Presupposes something like

a parti_cipatory understanding of the total- life of the

community.

Although the account I offer in Part II

incl-udes an account of the rel-ation between relatively
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observational- and theoretical language, it does not supp-

ort so close a relation as this, nor does it support the

view that the total life of a communityr or its language,

must be intelligibl-e as a whol-e or not at al-l. Hence it

is important 1n the development of my account to see the

kinds of difficul-ty which arise on the contrary view.

V/inchts position is complex, and one has a

choice of points of entry, and l-ines to foll-ow. I shall

first trace a short path which is not obviously favourable

to relativism, then consider whether this path adequately

represents his position. I hope to show in this way the

significance in his story of notions of identification,

and of the difference between the constitution and the

operation of a form of l-ife; and also to indicate the

d.irections in which attempts to clarify the notion of a

form of l-ife might proceed.

l,riinch proposes a dÍfference between physical

and sociaf sci-ences. lhis difference is related to a

difference between their respective relations to

phllosophy. He says:

liVhereas the scientist investigates the nature,
causes and effects of particular real- things
and processes, the philosõþher is concerned
with the nature of reality as such and in
general .... the sense in which the philosopher
asks tl,tlhat is real?t involves the problem of
manrs relation to reality, which takes us 

1beyond pure science.
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But this is the physical scientist: for the

social scientist the case is di-fferent. In the light

thatof \,tlittgenstei-nrs remark that it is forms of life

have to be accepted as the given, he suggests that

whereas the philosophies of science, of
art, of history, etc., will have the task of
elucidating the peculi-ar natures of those
forms of l-ife cal-l-ed rsciencer , rartr , etc. ,
epistemology wil-l try to elucidate what is
involved in the notion of a form of l-ife
as such. 2

this has consequences for the socj-al sciences, since
il the central problem of sociology, that of giving an

account of the nature of social phenomena in general,
t

itsel-f belongs to philosophytt . This is because rf . . the

social- relations between men and the ideas menrs actions

embody are really the same thing considered from diff-
+

erent points of viewrr, while j-n the case of physical-

relat j-ons between ob jects,

o.. although human beings can think of the
occurrences in question only in terms of
the concepts they do in fact have of them,
yet the events themselves have an existence
independent of these concepts. fhere
exÍsted el-ectrical- storms and thunder long
before there were human beings to form
concepts of them or establ-ish that there
was any connection between them. But it
does not make sense to suppose that human
beings might have been issuing commands
and obeying them before they came to form -the cot öepÏ of command. and óbed-ience

So we might sâyr of some visiting extra-

terrestrial- anthropologists, that we need have no

reason to suppose that they must get their account of
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electrical storms and thunder on earth wrong, even if

the concepts they in fact had were in some way differ-

ent from ours; but we coul-d expect error in their

account of human society if they did not bring to it

the right concepts of, sây¡ command and obedience.

Suppose that they had no such concepts: that each of

them acted always only for his oun reasons, and that

expressions which sounded to us like commands were

understood by them only as invitationso Ï/hen they

observed a situation in which a sergeant called rfEyes

right lrr , and his men al-l- turned their eyes to the right 
'

they would describe this as a situation in which an

invitation was unanimously accepted, and perhaps specul-

ate on the common interest felt by all the men in some

object to their right, and the reasons they might have

for thinking the sergeantts judgment of the interest-

value of this object to be reliable " In doing so r

they would go wrong in two related ways. They woul-d

attribute to the sergeant and the men bel-iefs and inter-

ests which they probably did no-b hol-d, and would l-eave

out of their description the social relation which was

in that case of central importance"

Now, there is no obvious impetus to relativism

here; but this is perhaps because, if the point of this

l-ine of argument is to make it clear that the extra-

terrestrial-s face a different task in their description

of human activity from that which they face 1n their
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d.escription of the physical features of Earth, the

d_ifference consisting in a requirement in the first

case that they shoul-d operate uith human concepts rather:

than with their own, the point is not conclusively.made"

They are in error, but it is not clear that they couJd

not correct the eïror by further observations in their

own terms. They might note that we engage in practices

]-ikelockingpeopleuPlorwithholdinggoodsfromthern'

and that in some cases these practices are rel-ated to

d.eclined. invitations. They might observe that there

af|e signs by which this category of invitations can be

id.entified, such as the uniforms worn by the sergeant

anc his men. they might then speculate that the known

consequences of ci.ecli:ning invitations in this category

constitute, for the majority of those receiving themt

a sufficiently strong reasoll for acceptance to override

anyotherintereststheymighthaveatthetime.It
would then be much less cl-ear that they were wrong in

either of the ways previously suggested, even if it

were only much later that they noticed the correlation

bettteen the acceptance of invitations in th.is category,

and our use of the previou sl-y puzzling expressions

rcommand t and t obed.ience r . of course , they are still-

usi-ng concepts peculiar to social- relations, and concepts

which rve al-so have; but it is not clear that this

matters, provid.ed. they are not usirig our concepts for

this case.
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It seems that the force of Winchrs argument

must have been missed, and that

the suggested identity between

of them has been neglected.

immedj-ate1y following this

are internal, in the sense

perhaps its falling under a

intrinsic to it if it is a

this has occured because

social- relations and ideas

The argument which he offers

claim is that social- rel-ations

that an eventrs character, or

certain description, is

soci-al event, but not if it

is a physical event. He says:

An act of obedience itself contains, âs an
essential- element, a recognition of what went
before as an order. Bu't it would of course
be sensel-ess to suppose that a clap of thunder
contained any recognition of what went before
as an el-ectrical storm; it is our recognition
of the sound, rather than 'bhe sound itself ,
which conta,ins that recognition of what
went bef ore . 

urra' u r çuL'6rrr uruar ur vvrrq u 
6

Now, if the identity 'oetween social rel-ati-ons

and ideas of them is acceptedr we can certainly argue

that the extraterrestrial-s must be wrongr tro matter how

detail-ed their account: the idea of an invitation,

even wher:l unpLeasant effects of refusal- are recogni.sed,

is not identical- with the idea of a command, therefore

an act of acceptance of an Ínvitation is not identical-

with an a,ct of obedience, therefore the ext.raterrestrials

reported acts which never took p1ace, and missed acts

'which did. And this must be clearly distinguished

from the similar-sounding, but false, claim tha,t they

reported acts which took place, but misdescr:ibed them,

for this woul-d be to suggest that an act could be
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identified. as a physical movement, and subseq'uently

d-escribed. in social- terms, whereas ln/inch clearly wants

to sa,y that an act can be identified g]*y in social-

te_rms, But it is not easy to come to terms with the

argument which supports the necessary identity claim.

Itd.oesnotappearthathigargumentrestson

the vie,w that there is e -logical rel-ati-on between social-

concepts which is lacking in the case of physical

concepts, since he points out that ouI use of telectrical-

d.ischarge t , t el-ectrical stormt and- rthunder I does commit

us in ways analogous to those in wh.ich we are comnitted

by our use of rcommandr and. tobed-ienc€r r ancl regards

this theory-impregnatedness as a general, perhaps even a

necessary., feature of language. His point rather seems

to be that the referents of physical terms have an

existence anci. character ind-epend-ent of these logical

relations, whereas the referents of social terms do not'

It is possibJ-e that his point is otherwj-se'

Concepts l-ike telectrical stormt aTe quite sophisticated,

and. that one d.oes happen to embrace tthundert; but this

might not have been the case " Simpler concepts of

lightning as a flash of light in the skx, and thunder as

a loud. noise corning from the sky might be in some

Sense theory-impregnatecl, but they need no'b be impregnat-

ed. by any particul-ar theory¡ oI by a theory which reJates
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them. I might have accomodated these phenomena in quite

d.ifferent theories, net there still- be a sense in which I

coul-d be said to pick out the same things r âs lightning

and- thunder, as does \,rlinch. So it might be possible to

express his point aS one about the presence or absence of

logical rel-ations: one might say that a statement in

which an expression is used to refer to some aspect of a

social situation immedi-ately entails a statement involving

a particul-ar social concept (tX is an act of obedi-encet

entail-s tsomething was recognised as an orderr); a state-

ment in which an expression is used to refer to Some aspect

of a physical- situation entail-s a statement involving a

particular physical concept only through the mediation of

some theory (tX is a clap of thunderf entails rThere was

a lightning flasht onl-y in conjunction with certain

theoretical- premisses ) .

lhis proposal introduces a concern with the

relation'oetween observational- and theoretical- language;

and while I shal-l be concerned with aspects of this

issue in the next chapter, particularly in discussing

some arguments by Scheffler, it does not fit liVi-nchrs

approach well. Also, the proposalr even in this crude

form, raises problems. Even if the cfaim is accepted

for the examples given, it is not clear that it 1s

generalizabLe: that al-l- socÍal concepts are different
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in this way from a1l physical concepts. An attempt to

investigate reveal-s ambiguity in the status of the

proposal itsel_f. Ts it to be understood as a comment

on two categories of concept already di-stinguished in

i;ome other wayr or aS a criterion by lvhich a ci.istinction

between social and physical concepts might be made?

If the l-atter, its genera.lizabll-Lty is guaranteed, but

it must be appropriate to argue against its adoption on

the ground- trat it introduces unnecesfsary complications

into the social- sciences. If the former, this kind of

argument may not be appropriate; but its generalizabLl--

ity must come under question r âs must the basis upon

which the distinction is drawn.

T shall put this suggestion aside for the

moment. As I have said, it does not appear to be

\,Vinchrs intention to argue from a claim about differ:ent

relations between concepts, but rather from a claim

about di.fferent ways in which concepts relate to their

reference. One reason for keeping the conceptual

relations story in play is, as noted above r that it

shows a connection with later discussion. A more

immediate reason is that the al-ternative seems such an

unl-ike1y story for l¡linch to offer, given the gener:al

features of his position. He seems to say that the

important d.ifference is between things which are in Some

sense identical- with the concepts particular people have

of them, and things which are independent of the concepts
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anyone has of them; and it does not seem consistent

with his general position that he shoul-d al-l-ow there to

be anything of the second sort.

In saying this, I am in some danger of being

hel-d to have misunderstood Winch. He has offered it as

a truism tha'b it is one thing for a man to think that

soniething is so and quite another for what he thinks to
7

be sor and has disavowed crude Pr:otagorean rel-ativism.

0f a statement about the heigirt of Ben Nevis, he has

said:

V/hat we need, in order to determine the
truth or falsity of this statement, is
geological, not anthropological cr li.nguist-
ic, inforntat j-on " Using Jarvie rs terminol-
oglr I might express this by saying rthe
reality of Ben Nevisr height is extra-U
lingu j-stic.

So he certainly wants to say that what makes certain

kinds of statement true or false is extra-l-inguistic in

some sense; and its being extra-l-inguistic in this sense

might include its being independent of the concepts we

have of it. In Jarviets sense, the iivorldrs being

extra-linguistic invol-ves its not being al-tered by the

language in which it is being discussed; and since its

having or not having particular concepts would presum-

ably be a refer.ant feature of the language, it would

follow for Jarvie that at least in the case of physical

thì.ngs and events, they are i-ndependent of the concepts

we have of them. [hat it fo]-l-ows for h/inch is l-ess

c]-ear.
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After allowing that he might say that the

reality of Ben Nevisr height was extra-linguistic, he

goes on as follows.

Does this mean, though, that the reality of
height is extra-linguistic? titlellr wê might
Fp in this way if we wanted to express
tñe point that the kind of remark I ha,ve rnade
about the sort of information which is
rel-evant to questions about Ben Nevisr height
would apply equally to a,ny questions about a
mountaiñ*rs- height 1o", ffirr suitabl-e mod-ific-
ations, about the height of anything else)

But he thinks this misses the point of phj-1os'.:phical

questions about reality; and goes on to speak of an

observer from a group of whom we might say: rrFor them

height has no realityr'. He ì-magines this observer

saying: fr[here is no heightr', anrl meaning by this

something like: ttfhe whole idea of height as something

to be measurecj- is an illusionrr. He compares this case

with philosophers who have denied the reality of time

without wishing to d.eny the truth of propositions such

aS f Before I h¿rd breakfast I washed myself t. He quol,es

Wittgenstej'n saying: rrlt is r,vhat human beings say

that is true and false; and theY agree in the language

they usee [hat is not a.greement in opinions but j-n

10
form of l-iferr.

I think we might ' reasonably in this context,

invent an extension of Wittgensteints comment, to the

effect that in their opinions, which are matters upon

which humans may d.isagree, and which are not identica.l

with their language 01' form of l-ife, the determinants

9
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of truth and. falsity may invol-ve tt a certain constancyrl

which is independent not only of their wish.es and

bel-iefs, but al-so of their language; but in their

language or form of l-ife, agreement in which is pre-

supposed- by their disagreement in opinion, the notion

of checking against extra-l-inguistic reality is in-

appJ-icable. This is consistent with l¡/inchrs use of

Vrlittgenstein, and with what he goes on to say about the

\^/ays in which Zande beliefs might be corrected or changed"

Now, the q.uestion is whether, in his remarks about thun-

d.el: and lightning, ]¡Vinch is saying thi.ngs analogous to

rernar:ks about the reality of Ben Nevisr height, or to

remarks about tf the reality of @!.tt.

When he says that there existed electrical

storms and 'thunder: long before there were human beings,

he expresses an opinion v¡ith which I can agree. More-

over, should it turn out that we were wrong j-n this

opinion, the evidence of our error woul-d not be li.ng-

uistic info.rmation. But when he says that it would be

senseless to suppose that a clap of thund.er ccrntained

any recognj-ti.orr of what went before as an el-ectrical

storm, the situation is less cfear.

It is my rrpinion, ar¡d I suppose his, that the

suppor:itj-on that a clap of 'thuncier: contained recognition

of an¡rfþing, in the sense in which he says an act of
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obedience con'bain¡l recogni-tion of what v¡ent before as

an ord_er, woufd_ ]Ðe false:, since this woulcÌ i.rnply th.a't

thund.e.r wa.s tlte act of a conscious being, and I do not

bel-ieve tha.t thunder is the act of a conscious being"

But I d.o not find the s'upposj.tion senseless, since I

can read.ity conceive of circumstances -in which I might

have bel-ieved that thunder was the act of a conscious

being. The situation is cornplicated by \n/inchrs use

of telectrical stormr. This is a sophisticated concept,

set in a causal- pattern of explanation which cloes not

al-tow sense to the notion of a.n effectts containing

recognition of its cause; and it rcould be, if not

senseless, at least very orld of me to use these concepts

in an attempt to say just the sort of thing they are

not intend.ed- for. But this is just the point that

b.uman beings can think of occurrences only in terms of

the concepts they do in fact have of 'bhem, and winch is

quite expticitly nc,t making this poj.nt.

He seems to be tr:ying to say that the real.ity

of thunder not just v;hat we need in order to

d.eternine th,e truth or falsity of some statement in

which rthund.ert appears, but the reality cf tliunder

is extra-l-inguistic. IIe was less sanguine about hei.ght 
"

The most he a,ppea::ed. 'tc all-ow -bhat a claim for the extra-

Iinguist-j-c reality of height might mean was that the

rules applical¡k: in answerj.ng a particul-ar question

wcul-d. be appl-ical-rl-e to a range of 6ther: ctruestions" No
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rj.oubt this is true of thund.er too; but it fal-l-s short

of making the desired point, since if this j.s al-l- that

having extra-linguistic reality comes to, acts of

obedience woul_d surely have extra-linguistic reality

afso.

lhe general point is this. If Winch, in

d.eveloping his argument, is using the notion of reality

which shows itsel-f in a particular language or form of

l-ife, then perþaps he can say that reality is ind-epenci--

ent of concepts in some cases and not in others r Pro-

viding he is using the notj-cln colrectLy; but he cannot

take his conclusions to be statements about languageS or

forms of l-ife. If r oil the other hand, he is talkingt

in some second_-ord.er wây, about the way th.e notion of

reality shows itself in a particul-ar langr-rage oI form

of life, then his conclusions wiLl- of course be about

forms of l_ife; but the most he can d6 is to show what

it comes to to say that reality is extra-linguistic in

that language he cannot make it a part of his

argument that realit¡r really i-s extra'-linguistic there'

In his response to Jarvie, he seems to be taki-ng the

second line rather than the first; but in ldea of a

social_ science he seems to be taking the first line,
yet treating his cgncl-usions as though he had taken the

second*
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It .is perhaps worth mak-1ng this poin b in a

stightly different way. Winch has defended himsel-f

against imputations of relativism by invoking a dis-

tj.nction which might be called a distinction between the

use and the standing of concepts. The use might be

roughlly id-entified with the set of rul-es by which the

truth or falsity of statenrents in which the concept

appears is decid-eri.. l¡Vhether people agreed in the

resul-tant jr.lclgmen-bs of truth and falsity would depend

upon the nature of the rules, as wel-l as on the sort of

contingent d-ata which Winch characterised.¡ j'rl the case

of Ben Nevisr âs geolrtgical, not anthropological o-T

linguistic; but it is a tautol-ogy to say bhat those

sharing the forn of l-ife in the language of which the

concept had a place v¡ould agree in the rul-es" 1o agree

in such rul-es is wtrat it is to share a form of l-ife.

By thc. starrding of a concept, I mean to refer to its

being an object of agreement, in the sense which makes

it partly constitut lve of a form of life.

On l,/inchrs account, i.t is possjibl-e to d-iscuss,

clebate ancl to Some extent identify the use gf a concept.

This proceSS, the common notion of conceptual analysis,

must be und.er:stood- as an explorat-'r-on, ttfrom the i-nsiderr,

of the fo:r:m of life in which the concept has a place 
"

Consideration of its standing is mcre tri-cky. 0f

course, in showing its use, one shovus that it has stand-

ing in the form cf Life; but this is not a. great
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achievenìent. That any concept has standing in the form

of life in which it is used is presumably part of wha,'c

we take as given in tak1rrg a form of lif e a[J given.

But this cannot show that it hasi standing in any other

f orm of l-ife: this is the point that lr/inch makes when he

speaks of the reasona'ble lack of Azancle interest in ollr

scientific r:r logical concepts r or the people for whom

height was not r:eal.

He uses this distinction most explicitly when

d.ealing with charges of crude rel-ativism, He takes it

that those making the charges have asgumed that he is

relativistic about the use of concepts - one thitlks

cf Newton-Smith defining relati.vism in terms of disa,gree-

ment over truth and falsity and points out that he

is not. IIe then goes crn to express relativis-b v'iews

a,bout the stand-ing of concepts. This is clearly the-,

pattern of his remarks on heigh'br Quoted above"

However, the d.istlnction is al-so -|mplici'b in his discuss-

icn of the .Lzande" Ib is no-b just loecause we are

interested in them as a socj-ety, and social science is

d-ifferent from physical- scj-ence because social- concepts

are different from physical concepts in their rel-ation

to their reference, that we must ta.ke ca.Íe to get th.eir

social- concepts right. It is rather that .a11 their

concepts must be a.ssumed to have standing in their form

of l-ifer âs our concepts hav'e standing in ours, a,nd it
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is their form of life that we are studying. Nowr we

may have very goori. reason to expect that the use of some

of their concepts - obserr,'ational- physical object con-

cep-bs, perhaps - will- be very like our oldn; but we

cannot jump from that expectation to the concl-usion that

their form of l-ife will be fundamentally like our own,

or even that the concepts we find most familiar wj-ll tre

quite identical-. A conceptfs standing is standing in a

particuJ-ar form of life; we must explerre its use in

that form, not in another"

But then it seems that even if his comments orl

Ithunderrandtobediencerare correct, i.e., if there is

a form of lÍfe in whj-ch these concepts have standing and

the 'use he suggests, his recommendations can have s-band-

ing only withi.n that form of l-ife. If the social-

scientists he addresses do not share that form of life,

then the concepts he describes have no standing for

them, and his advice is worthless. If we take it

reasonably enough, given the significance of agreement

that th.ey can be said to share his form of l-ife only if

they accept his a.nalyses of critical- concepts, then there

is some reason for saying that they do not; and what is

he to do then? But perha,ps their apparent understanding

of his cl-aims shows that tkrey do share his f orm of Jife.
It would seem that the task of epistemology, to elucidate

what is involved in the r¡otion of a form of l-ife i-n
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general, has not been well- done, si-nce j-t is not in the

l-east cl-ear how the questicrn whether these social- scien-

tis'bs share with l,Vinch a form of l-ife is to be decided.

Again, this line of argument may be said to

d_o l_ess than justice to winchts position. It makes it

appe¿)lr that his main eoncern is with analysis intended

to establ_j.sh the use of certain concepts; but at most

points, and- parti-cularly where he is concerned with

lrüittgensteints account of folf owing a r:u1e, hi-s main

interest is ctearly in the questi-on how concepts have

stand-ing. As an introduction to his development of

this discussion, he quotes Wittgensteinrs remark about

forms of life as ttre given as a summaTy expression of

the view that rro . . the philosophical- elucidation of

human intelligence, and the not|ons associated with

this, requires that these notions be placed in the
11

context of the relations between men and societyrr"

\,rie are to see these relations, exstressed, inter aliat

through agreement in ru1es, which is agreement in

concepts, as consti-br;tive of forms of life. This

position has immed.iate pluralistic consequences. A

plurality of forms of life is possible if it is possible

for groups to disagree in concepts to go differently

about the business of going on in th.e same way. A

plurality of forms of life is actual if peopl-e actually

d.o d-isagree in concepts. Tt clearly is poss-ibl-e for

groups to d-i.sagree in concepts, and there is reason for
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saying that some actuallY do t

or l-ess al once.

so we have Pluralism more

thisisrofcourseralittletooquick:there

is nothing in this primitive story to show how much

d_isagreementr of ruhat kind- of d.isagreement, is needed

if we ane to count more than one f c;rm of l- j-f e. However t

the exploration of ways of improving the acccrur:t of a

f orm of l-ife is stil-l- to come; what shoul-d be noted

now is that two possibl-e objections iuhich have 'oeen

mentioned above dcl not hold.

This is not a case of inferring relativism from

empirical observationo of the kind I have already reject-

ed_. observation of the d-iffering behaviour of groups

canno.t tell us ivhether they d-iseLgree in concepts¡ oI

agree in concepts but differ in opinion. It is only in

the light of a more or l-ess ltlj-ttgensteinian theory of

meaning of the sort that hlinch pI,oposes that v,re can

sort out such quest r-cns. second., this is a ca,se in

which disagreement is a ground for relativism'

Disagreement in the use of coricepts is at l-e¿¡st in

principle open to resoLution - the notion of correct-

ïles$ has some force. Disagreement in the standing of

concepts is another niatter. If we encounter a group

r¡hich denies stand.ing to Some concept or set of concepts

in which we agree r we ca'n perhaps explain to them the
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use we give the concept(s), so that, they coul-d .recognise

correct or incorrect use, Vet they might sti1l deny

standing; and th.ere does not seem to be any way of

sa,ying that this ck:nial- is correct or incoruect, or any

further: point we m.ight go on to make. I,tI€r might explain

to them, âs \,r/inch does to the socj-al- scientislts, what we

think it is for a concept to have standj-ng; but only if

they rejected the e.xplana.t:'-on mi.ght there be any reason

for their granting standing to the concept(s) in quest-

j-on. For them to accept the explanation woul-d be for

thern to see tha'b there could be no reason , ãt l-east no

reiìson that we couJd offer them, for thu'm to al-l-ow the

concept(s) standing.

So .this line does nothing to lessen the force

of my last criticism of lVinchrs argument" Incleed, it

may strengthen jt" I¡/hen Winch is confronted by a social

scientist r,vho a,.pproaches the task of describing society

l^iith a bat'bery of more or less scientific concepts

one wh.o saysr âs liVinch quotes D'Llrkhein as sayj-ng, that

social life shoul-d be explained, not by the notions of

thclse whcl participate in it, but by'more profound causes

which are unperceived by consciousness what is he

to do? By way of :leply, heHays this.

The crucial question here, of course, is how
f ar any sense can be given to Durkheimrs iclea
of rthe manner ia.ccording to which asÊociated
individ.ual-s are groupedt apart from the 12rnotions I of such indir¡iduals.
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I am not sure why this is the crucj-al question.

Presumably, it would be possible to identify some

i.ndividuals and groups ¡ln ter:ms acceptablc: to

Durkheimrs program. Perhaps lV:'_nch wishes to suggest

that they woul-d not be the right groups; bi-rt if thj.s is
a question about use, it is to be answered. on the basis
of Durkheimrs concept set, not Irr/i-nchts; and if it is a

questir-rn about stancling it i.s not clear what rol-e tri.gh.t t

coufd be playing. Tt is interesting that winch speaks

in terms of rrgiving sensetr, which certainly makes it
seem that the confl-ict he discusses is over standing
rather than use. But how can standing be a matter of
conflict? Differences over standing should. ind.icate

different forms of life; and though no doubt forms of
life can confl-ict in some ways, the notion that Winch

seems to suggest here, that the confl_ict is of a

rational sort, is not compatible with the difference
between use and standing as I have und.erstood. it.
Winch appears to be doing just what he says cannot be

done: attempting to reshape one form of life to fit
another.

This criticism is very simil_ar to one of those
17

offered by John Kekes, whose arguments r wilr- d.iscuss in
the next section. rt is part of the complex of problems

which arise because the question hou forms of life might

differ, and what they might have in common, is l-eft so
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open. one is rather l-eft with the impression that a

form of l_ife, like one of Trtittgensteints language games'

is what it is, with nothing further, of a general naturet

to be said.. However, \,r/inchts discussion has suggested

that the notion of forms of l-ife provides a potentially

useful perspective on questions about the rel-ation of

meaning and truth, and. the cond.itions affecting identif-

ication and individ-uation; and. might yield a notion of

relativism more substantial than the negative forms I

have employed., and more plausibl-e that such primitive

versions as that set up by Newton-smith. In continui-ng

the d-iscussion by examining the counter-arguments offered

by Kekes, I shalt hope to show that something like ldinchrs

position can be maintained., and- al-so to find indications

of the lines along which atternpts 'l,o improve the notion

of a form of l-ife might Proceed.
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SECTION 5 Consideration of a criticism of \¡/inch

suggests further development of the notion

of a form of life.

Kekes ad-dresses Winchrs loeition as a relativ-

ist theory of rationality" He notes that it has been

opposed- on the ground. that there are absolute standards

of rationality, and on the ground of unsatisfactory

analysis, citing as an example the vagueness of tform of

l-ife t . HiS CriticiSmS, hOwever, he SayS are rf o o o intern-

al-. They show that if what !üinch says were true' t4"
1

certain obviousl-y possibl-e things woul-d be impossiblerr.

His first criticism is based on the need for a

rul-e by which the cli-Cference or Sameness of forms of

life coul_d. be d_etermined, and. is developed to yield the

dilemma: rrlf the required- rul-e is part of a form of

tife, then infinite regress results. If the rul-e is

ind_epend.ent of all_ forms of life, then \,vinchrs thesis

is false, for forms of l-ife, then, may be judged
'¿

external-lytt" Given Winchts commitment to irüittgensteinrs

view of the rel-ation between the notion of a rul-e and the

notion of Samenesg, the basis of the argument is sound;

and there is no d-oubt that the notion of a rul-e outside

al-l- forms of l-ife must be unacceptabl-e to \'Vinch. The

argument for infinite regress turns on the suggestion

that, if the rul-e is part of a f orm of l-if e , then that
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form must already have been distinguished from others by

another rule. concerning which the same questions arise.

In the absence of a clear notion of a form of l-ife, and

of the possibl-e relations between forms, it is hard to

evafuate this argunrent. It is Kekesrs view that there

can be no relations between forms. He says:

there must be discrete forms of l-ife, for if
there were not, notions of rationality woul-d
not be really different.... But the compul-
sion to recognise discrete forms of l-ife
makes it impossibl-e to account for communic-
ation between participants in them. For
communication requires a shared medium and
if forms of life are really discrete, then
there could not be any. 0n the other hand,
if there was a shared medium, then forms of
l-ife must be related to it, and through it
to each other, consequently they would not 

5be really discrete.

This view, that forms of life must be unrel-at-

ed if they are to be discrete, was not a part of his

initial- representation of ltlinchrs account of a form of

life; it is, however, a crucial part of his argument.

It is on this that his claim that Winch makes impossibl-e

what is clearly possible depends. The pattern is clear-

est in his d.iscussion of a religious/scientific d-ebate

between two hlinchian characters cal-l-ed Rench and Sinch.

I shal-l- return to this example bel-ow; for the moment

I merely want to note that the point that Kekes makes

here is so glaringly obvious that it is almost

inconceivabl-e that \,Vinch could have overl,ooked it, and

so totally destructive of the notion of discrete forms
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that Kekes attributes to lVinch that it is almost incon-

ceivable that the attribution could be correct. It

must be said, however, that I do not find anything i-n

Winch which woul-d serve as a conclusive refutation of

the attribution" Much of his discussion seems to assume

the possibil-ity of communication, but he does not provide

any cl-ear reason for re jecting Kekests cl-aim that through

this relation the discreteness of forms is dissolved,

nor d.o I see how he could do so r except on the basis of

the sort of clear and detaited account of the notion of

a form of l-ife that he has not offered. Thus Kekesrs

argument exploits the vagueness of the notion of a

form of l-ife; and while it is fair criticism, it has

the weakness that a more precise notion might pass

between the horns of the dilemma"

This weakness may have occurred to Kekes,

since he considers a possible objection to his argument

which invol-ves some slight consideration of the kinds of

rule which might go to make up a form of l-ife " The

objection is that:

o o c the rul-e used for distinguishing differ-
ent forms of life occurs within a form of life,
but it is self-referential-" The rule may be
said to contain a description of some import-
ant features of the form of life within which
it occurs. Other forms of life can then be
distinguished by noting whether or not thef 

Ol-ack some of the specified features.

He offers
The first,

two reasons for rejecting this suggestion"

that the point of having such a self-
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referential- rule is to distinguish one form of life

from another, and that this involves assuming that

there are different forms of life when the rul-e is

supposed to establ-ish that there are, seems to be just

a mistake. that, whatever may be the difficul-ties of

getting outside a systemr wê can at least work up to its

l-imits from the inside, is a common Kantian view, argued
q/

by Strawson; and it does not depend upon assuming that

there are alternatives.

The second reason is that a sel-f-referential

rule could distinguish between those activlties which

were in conformity with it and those which were not;

but not, among non-conforming activities, between those

which were poor attempts at conformity and those which

fel-l- under another rul-e. By way of example, he

suggests that a sel-f-referential- rul-e for science,

applied to religion, could not determine whether relig-

ion was a different form of life, or an inferior form of

scj-ence. He does not cite a possible rule. One may

imagine he has in mind something like : an observation

counts as evidence only if it is intersubjective or

repeatable in the required sense. Since religious con-

texts commonly afl-ow status under such rubrj-cs as

religious experience or revel-ation, reJ-igious activities

would not conform to the rul-e. But whether we have the

choice Kekes suggests, between taking religion to be
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non-science or bad science, depends on the status of the

rule.

John Searle has discussed a distinction between
6

constitutive and regulative ruleso I shal-l- be concerned

with this distinction i-n some detail- in the next chapter.

For the present, it is sufficient though somewhat ovêr-

simplified to say that the difference is that breach of

constitutive rules does, while breach of regulative rules

does not, cancel- the cl-aim to be engaging in the activity

to which the rul-es apply. The required sort of sel-f-

referential rule woul-d surely be constitutive; and if

sor the concl-usion could onl-y be that religion or

those activities which we have chosen to test against

the rul-e, in which religious experience and revel-ation

are concepts with standing 1s not science.

It is important not to suppose, as perhaps

Kekes does, that such a use of a constitutive rule woul-d

be a simple, one-step process. If I wished to decide

whether two people were playing chess, I would not

conclude that they were not the first time I observed

an illegal move, for people can be, occasionally or

systematically, in error. So I might interrupt them to

cite the relevant rule, and only on the basis of their

subsequent behaviour reach a conclusion. I woul-d have

to behave similarly in order to decide that a chunk of

discourse was non-scientific; but I see no reason to
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think that the choice will- remain open indefinitely.

This seems to have missed two of Kekesrs points:

that the rul-e has not shor¡vn that the discourse identified

as non-scientific is part of a form of l-ife; and that I

shoul-d. not presume the possibility of communication.

It would be absurd to suppose that the constit-

utive rul-es of chess could. include those of other games

as well; the Same applies to the constitutive rul-es of

science. ldhat is puzzling is Kekests apparent assumpt-

ion to the contrary" If we can find constitutive rules

for science, perhaps we can find- them for rel-igion too;

and. it is these ru1es, not those of science, that will-

id.entify the religious form of life.

Kekests ansuer, I think, would be as folfows'

Suppose that we are participants in the scientific form

of l_ife" whyr,, then, should we come to think that there

are others? Why should. we accept these rrreligious

rulesrtas constitutive of a form of l-ife, rather than an

aberration? lVhy shoul-d we say that certain queer

concepts have religious stand.ing, rather than saying

they have no standing at all? And if we were willing'

for no reason, to suppose an alternative form of life,

how could. we cross the communication gap to find out

about it?
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The answer to the last question is crucial- and

d-ifficult. I d.o not think that ìdinch provides it,

though he gives a hint, which I shall- mention befow"

I take the attempt to answer this question as my main

task in this thesis, and- I take the proper articulation

of the notion of a form of l-ife to be necessary for

success. some preliminary suggestion is desirable;

but I defer this to the discussion of Kekesrs second

criticism of Winch, which provides a better occasion.

To the earlier questions an answer WaS Suggested earl-ier.

The source of our will-ingness to recognise alternative

forms of life must ]ie, not in rul-es constitutive of

particular forms of life, like the evidence rule I

suggested_r or Kekesrs reference to hypothetico-deduct-

ive method, which establ-ish the use of concepts; but

in such rules as might be found to show how concepts

have standingr oï, in Winchrs terms, show what is

involved in the notion of a form of l-ife as such.

Such rules woul-d be d.iscoverabl-e in any form, and would

be the same in every form. Kekes, of course, quite

properly asks by what rul-e this sameness is judged,

6,nd, how it is related to various forms. I 'bhink that

this question can be answered-; but the answer must

await further develoPments.

I should l-ike to note at this point that

although my invocation of Searle t s notion of constitut-

ive rul-es is subject to further discussion, it has a
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prima facie appeal arising from the way it meshes wÍth

the d.istinction between use and standing which I have

attributed to !,/inch. One might say: a constitutive

rul-e establj.shes the use of a concep t; the concept I s

stand-ing consists in its occurrence in a constitutive

rule. Of course, nothing so crude as this wil-l

ul-timately do; it can l-¡e seen only as an adumbration.

Ilowever, it is a further part of its appeal. that at least

one point which at first sight counts against such

meshingr oil closer examination offers some degree of

promi-se. Searlets examples of rule-constituted act-

ivities - playing chess, making promises - are

l-imited- and specific, and seem remote from the sweeping

conception of a form of l-ife " Moreover, they clearly

admit the common medium of communication which Kekes

sees as troubl-escme for Winch" But then we turn to the

hint which I mentioned above 
"

Winch says:

In a discussion of Wittgensteinrs
philosophical. use of language games, Mro
Rush Rhees points out that to try to account
for the meaningfulness of language solely in
terms of isol-ated lang'Lrage games is to omit
the important fact that ways of speaking are
not insul-ated from each other in mutually
excl-usive systems of rules " What can be
said in one context by the use of a certain
expression depends for its sense on the uses
of that expression in other contexts (Oiff-
erent language games). language games are
played by men who have l-ives to ]ive - l-ives
invol-ving a wide variety of different
interests, which have alL kinds of different
bearings on each other. Because of thist
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what a ma;n says or d-oes may make a difference
not merely to the performance of the activity
on which he is at prese:nt engaged, but to his
lif e and. to the l-ives of other people.
ffiEEher a man sees point in what he is doing
wil-l then depend on whether he is able to see
any unity in his mul-tifarious interests,
activities and relations with other men;
what sort of sense he sees in his life will-
d-epend on the nature of this unity. The
ability to see th.is sort of sense in life
d-epends not merely on the individu¿ul concerned,
though this is not to say it does not depend
on him at all; it depends also on the poss-
ibilities for making such sense which the
cul-ture in which he lives does, or does 

7not, provide.

For rform of lifer in ldinchrs writingsr we

sometimes seem abl-e to read runityr or rcul-turer in

roughly the sense those terms have in the passage

quoted; and at other times to read something rather

lj-ketlanguage gamer. Ihe lists of examples and

synonyms wlrich Kekes q'uotes from ldinch illustrate this

variation in scope. Sciencer art, history and relig-

ion, no matter how obsessively they may be pursued by

ind ivj-d.uals, wil-l- general.ly only be a part of the l-ife

of the ind-ividual, and a smaller part of the l-if e of

the community in which they are pursued; the life of

a monkr oil the other hand, may be thought of as a case

in which , àt l-east in principle, the whoJe l-ife of the

ind-ividual is an expression of fa.ith, and is in this

representative of the comrnunity in which it is pursued.

'Mod.e of life' or tway of lifer may be thought to appfy

to a, unity or culture; tfcrrm of acti.vityt, rcategory
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of behaviourt and tmod.e of discourser Seem more readily

applicable to language games. Although very often

lVinch seems indifferent to the scope of tform of lifeI

and its possible cognates, in the passage above he is

drawing a reasonably cl-ear distinction, involving a

part-to-whol-e relation. His warning is against ex-

cl-usive concentration on the part; he might, by way of

corollary, have warned against excl-usj-ve concentration

on the whol-e. So, if Searl-e I s notion of constltutive

rul-es does not seem readily applicable to the most

sueeping notion of a form of l-if e, it does not foll-ow

that it is not applicable at afl. And to the extent

that it applies to something on the scale of ai-language

game, it might provide a basis on which the necessary

account of the articul-ation of a form of life coul-d be

developed 
"

\{hil-e the above is, strictly speaking, suffic-

ient for my main purpose in thís section, \iVinchf s

general position is of sufficient importance in my story

for it to be des-i-rable to consider what force certain

arguments, turning on notions of communication, critic-

ism and rational-ity, have against him. I shal-l there-

fore go on to consider the second major criticism of

lVinch which Kekes offers.

this criticism is based on the cl-aim that
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positions, beliefs and- practices in religion, politicst

history and_ so oh r al-e commonly criticised from the

stand.point of another position, and by extracting rules

from this common practice, and- d.istinguishing reasonabl-e

and. unreasonable ways of going about it, one could

present it as a form of 1ife. 0n th.is basis Kekes

offers a dil-emma:

o . . ei-ther forms of life can be criticised
from the point of view of other forms of
l-ifer or they cannot be" In the former
case, magic and. religion can be argued to be
irrati...¡nál- witrrout absurdity. In the latter
case, liVinchts criticism of the form of l-ife
involving externa,l criticism of other forms
of l-ife is illegitig?te. In either case,B
l¡/inchrs position collapses.

This criticism, or at l-east the second horn of the dil-

emma, is very l-ike that which I advanced i-n the last

sectionr so I mr_¡st clearly have some degree of sympathy

with it. However, I do not think that Kekesfs version

wilL do 
"

The dilemma says in effect: concerning the

external- criticism of forms of life, either l'Vinch is

wrong or he is right" If he is wrong, then he is wrong;

if he is right, and says that he is right, then he is

wrong to say that he is right, and so he is wrong. ff

one takes it ser:'-ously, tLLe second horn is a disaster.

If forms of l-ife cannot be criticised from the outside,

then no one d.oes so I though they rnay make mistakes which

they mistakenly call external criticism of a form of
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life; thus there is no form of l-ife involving external

cri.ticism of other f orms of l-ife; thus in criticising

this mistake Winch does not break his own rule. The

real argument behind this confused presentation seems to

be as follows. It is clearly possible, because it

happens, that people criticise one position from the

standpoint of another: in Winchts terms, they critic-

ise forms of life externally. Hence Winch must be

wrong, since he says this is impossible. If he admits

thj-s, fine; if he denies it¡ we can show that in deny-

ing it he refutes himsel-f by offering external- criticism

of a form of l-ife. It may be that he thinks that Winch

himself acknowledges the a.ctivj. bies in questicn by crit-

icisirig them, that he shoul-d accep.b then as a form of

life, and that the alleged confusion of Keh.esrs argument

was in fact just a refl-ectiori of -bhe inte-rnal- confusion

of l¡Vinchrs position.

Now, it seems obvious that in order to adjud-

ica,te the point, one would at least have to be clear

upon the difference between one form of life and another,

and in this nei-ther Kekes nor ]¡Vinch is very helpful.

Winch uses science as an example of a form of l-ife;

but in the light of the quotation referring to language

games which I gave abovt:, it seems clear that oniy in

the most exceptional cj.r:cumstances could seience be the

totality of the trunityrt or rrcul-turerr to which he there
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refers. To sayr as he there does, that the rul-es

conventions of activities may relater to tra Sense of the

significance of human l-ifefr does not seem to advance uS

very far, Kekes, hovlever, does make a,n attempt to

move the discussion ono

He offers a religious and scientifj-c d,iscussion

between two people called Rench and sinch, who set ou'b,

in a Winchian way, to und-erstand each otherrs positions,

which turn out to be based r lêspectively, on the Thirty-

Nine Articl_es and the hypothetico-deductive method.

But when this is achieved, sinch says in his heart that

there is no rationality in accepting the Thirty-Nine

Articles, a view which he might tþen debate with Rench"

In orde-r to clarify the 1ssue, Kekes introd-uces a

d.istinction between weak rationality, which consists in

behaving in accordance with Some noïrm, and strong ration-

a1ity, which eonsists in behaving in accordance with a

rational norm"

The question he raises concerns the medium in

which such arguments are concj.ucted" He thinks it

cannot be either religious or scientific discourse, and

he takes it that these aTe the only possibilities Winch

could all-ow. lie ploposes that the medj.um is a natural

language, in this ca,se English, that the technical- sense

rrationalf acquires in reJ-igious or scientific discourse

rro.od.erive from the original, non-technical- uses of

.

f ¡ ¡r')"
áTid.'
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tratj-onaf trr, and. that the d-ebate will- usually invol-ve
9

some comparison of derivations.

Now, the suggestion that, because rrational

has a sense or senses in English it can be used to

d.ecid"e a religious/scientific dispute sounds rather l-Íke

the suggestion that English embodies opinions on what is

and what is not ratj-onal-, anrL this is a suggestion tha,t

ldinch explicitly rejects. An alternative interpretat-

ion, that the use of trationalt by English speakers

shows the norms which they take to be rational, would

bring the notion of strong rational-ity close b that of

conformi-ty with popular opinion, and this would not

serve Kekesrs interest well-.

A great d.eal- of the trouble with Kekesrs

argument is the obscur:ity of the target; the way in

which he ha,s set it up affects his tal-k of trationali-tyr"

He begins by making Rench and sinch as hrinchl-ike as he

cani but since we do not know what exactly a form of

life is, and what are its scope and l-imits, the force

of saying that they participate in religious and scient-

ific modes of life is unclear, and the way is open for

Kekes to set the scene very much in his own terms¡ we

d.o not reälly know what they can and cannot do, if they

are to remain faithful- to ldinch.
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Each und.erstands the other perfectly we11, in

the sense that each could understand, present and- approp-

riately criticise arguments in the icliom of the other,

sinch thinks that Rench is only weakl¡r rational-: that

he acts in accordance with an unacceptable norm. But

then Sj.nch participates in a scientific mode of exist-

ence, anti. the Thirty-Nine Articles a-re not an acceptable

substitute for hypothetico-dedr:ctive rnethod. What

Rench thinks of Sinchrs r:ational-ity we are not told"

lde are toki. that a,n answer -bo Sinchrs cha'llenge in

rel.igious terms woul-d be very unsatisfactory indeed;

but apart from the rinsatisfactory suggestion that a

natural- language may be the path to satisfactionr we

aïe not tol-d. what kind of answer might be satisfactoryt

or why it shoul.d be supposed that satisfaction was

possible 
"

Kekes is now eclging away from Winch: he no

longer takes the notion of religious dj-scourse very

seriousfy. If he did, he might have to say that Rench

could reply only i4 religious terms, and thus coul-d not

satisfy Sinch, whcl could accept an answer only in

scientific terms - an a,nswer which might be acceptable

to Winch, and incidentally quite plausihl-e as a descrip-

tion of much rrclebatefr of thi-s eout. But Kekes wants to

show us @ debate, ancl to do this he has tc¡ drop r¡linch

altogether. Religious atrd scientif j-c discourse , he
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says , aîe not languages, but technical vocabularies

superimposed on natural language. So when he says

that Rench shoul-d not answer in religicus terms, and

that Sinch does not conduct his ai:gulen.t .'r in scientific
discourse, he means that 'they abandon their 'cechnj.cal-

vocabularies, and u.se the resources clf ordinary English"

And now he is so fa-r from \,Vinch, and frorn any ser:i-ous

notion of a form of 1ife, that the relevance of his

argunrent is tenuo'us. IIe coul-d save it on1.y by showing

clearly, albeit in his cwn ter:ms, 'i;he possj.bility' of

real deba.te between Sinch and Rench. This possi-bility,

coul-d it be shown, would be sornething thab Winch woul-d

have to accomodate. But even with the freedom he has

all-owed himsel-f to builrl irnpli-cit contradictions of Winch

i-nto his presenba-bion of the case, he fail-s to show it"

Th.e ar:gumcnt is not to be conducted in scient-

ifj.c discourse, for Sinch is not a foo1, and does not

expect to be given an experimental justification for

accepting the Th-trty-Nine Articles. But if he does

not expect this - a,nd it is not cl-ear tha,.t he-: woul-rl

be a fool- if he did, though no cloubt he would be dis-

appointed then what does he expect? Wel-l-r he

expects to be shown the derivation of tkre religio.us

from -bhe ordinary senses of rrationalr, and may compla.i.n

if j.t is too th.in-c1L:awn. BuL what rrordi.nary sensesrr

of rrational-f ? R.ench can say that religious ratj-cnality
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involves conformíty to a norm; but this wil-l not do

for Sinch, who must be shown not only that trational:'-tyr

in religious contexts has this ordinary senge, but that

it is deriveci- from an ordinary gqg.

Kekes employs both ruser and tsenset in speak-

ing of trationalr, without drawing a d-ist-';-nction loetwecn

them. I think that this is unfortunate, for this may

well be the real ciistinction between weak arid Strong

rationality. One is weakl-y rational when one obse-r-'ves

the Sense of rratj-orlal-t when one acts in conformity

with a norm" But any use of hationaf t m'ust involve a

particular norm; and given any use of frationalr,

further cases of weak rati.onality can be sorted into

those v¡hich d.o and those which do not conform to the Same

norm as the given caseo tRationalT is userl. in d-iscourse

in non-technical language r so it is possible to ask of

any technical- use whether the norm j-t invokes is con-

sistent wj-th the norm of an ordinary use o To find that

it is, is to find tha.L the technical use is str:ong1y

rational- at l-east, this is what Kekesrs argument

seems to say.

But ordinary discourse is indecisj-ve. Regard

for empirical evidence is a significant norm, but so is

regard. for intuition or insight, and one can override

the other in complex ways. 0f course, empirical
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evidence is beyond rational- chal-lenge in the ri.ghb sort

crf case, but such tautologies do not decide the issue.

Now, if Si.nch expects to be shown that the religious

norm is d.e::ived from the empirical- norm he uilf be

disappointed. But if he is shown that the religious

noîm d.erives from a norrn of intuition, why shoul-d we

suppose that he is satisf ied by this, rathe.r than that

he extend-s his doubts to those who employ trationa,lt irl

this way in their non-technical concer:ns?

Al-1 that Kekes does Ís -bo exterrd the unresol-ved

confl-ict into domains whj-ch might ha've been thought to

be exclucled. from the original notions of scientific and

religious modes of existence. In so doing, he does not

show genuine debate to be possibl-e; that Rench and.

Sinch both unde::stand these ordirtary senses is no more

to hi-s point than the i.nitial assumption that tkrey

coul-d unders.batrd each otherrs technical discotlrse,

unless we have Licence to assume tha-b there are no

d.i-sagreements that they express in non-technical English,

with effect on their uses of rrationalr. If English

does not embody opinion, the only sense it can give bo

rrational-tis the weak one; if it does, then it need be

no more common to Rench and. Sinch at its non-technical-

l-evel-s than it was when they spoke technically.

I do not think that Kekes makes the point he
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intends; but it does not foll-ow that he makes no point

at al-l-" The activities of Sincrh and Rench, and -bhe

problems they raiser reinfo-rce bhe dclubts about 1rtinchts

use of rform of 1-ifer which I expressed above, in rel_at-

ion to the comments cn unity and cul_ture which I there

cluoted. Rench and Sinch have much in common, and

lVinclr mus-b somehow -bake this intcr account; but it is
not easy io see Ïrow, if science and religion are rea11y

cListinct f orms of l-if e, he is to d.o so. The gulf
between forms of life lies between them, and vrhere

are we to place the things they seem to have in common?

The problem would be sofved, to Kekesrs

satisfaction, if he could show i;hat it was possible ,60

critj.cj-se one form of life from the standpoint of another,

for this would reduce the gulf to an -i-nsignificant cl.r:ack.

But the question whether: this is possible i.s confused

ratlrer than clarified by the cliscussion. In one sense,

of course it is" Sinch can extract from lìeuchts

disco urse 'bhose expressions to which he can gi_ve some

satisfactory, i.e ., scien'cific, ílense, ueconstruct the

argument, and show "tt to be bad science: he can accuse

F.ench of l-ack of evidencer âs Rench can accuse him of
lack of faj.tkr. Thj,ss so::t of thing probably. mahes up

the greaiest part of the rrimmense l-iterature" of relir,'-
ious and political arg'ument to whi.ch Kekes d_irects;

\,Vinchrs attention. Neither side neeci be igno.rant of
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the position of 'Ll¡c¿ other: they may know it very well,

and- refuse to concede any part of it. To suggest that

because they und-erstand both views, they are somehow

prohibited. from speakj.ng øT acting in accordairce with

either is just nons€jrlse. Yet this is what Kekes does.

He rem:'-nd.s us of such quarrels, then refuses to afl-ow

his sarnple protagonists either to attack or defend from

the point of view by which they were identified.

On the face r.tf it, he does so because it is

otherwise impossibl-e to see how they could ar1üe with

cìâch other; but of course they can alrgue with each

other withoutabd-icating stand.points. Each can r:r¡iterate

his princ-i-p1es, and deny those of the other; each can

attempt to persuade the other by irLvoking feelings of

pity or fear or p-r:ide; each can abuse the other" 0f

course, this is not, in a certain restricted sensie,

ration¿r.l- argument; but it is not irrational- either;

and. nourhere has Kekes shown -bhat the criticism which he

wants to counb as a form of li.fe must be rational in

that restricted. sense " Without this requirernent , tlne

practice of critj-cising one form from the standpoint of

another woul-d. not need yet a third form to do it in

it woul-d be preeminentJ-y an activity we could perform

at home. If we were not Winchians, then r âs Kekes

himself has insiste<l, \,ve lvould need a gclod rea[jon for

seeing the odd behaviotrr of others as an al-ternaiive
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form, and- would not need to put our standpoint in

storage during the argument; if we were \n/inchi-anst

we would. not expect the argument to be rational i-n the

restricted sense " Only the fact of rational- debate

between fc¡rms woul-d force usr in either case, to pfay

by the rul-es imposed on Sinch and Rench; and that

there is such a fact Kekes has fail-ed to show. So why

did Kekes choose this path?

He wishes to refute Winchrs cl-aim that one

form of l-ife cannot be criticised from the standpoint of

another. lTow, in the sense I suggest above, the cl-aim

is false, and lVinch must know this as wel-l- as Kekes or It

else how coul-d he suppose that there were any such

practices as those of the social scientists ',vhom he

criticises? But this wil-f not do for Kekes" Fie

wants to press home the dil-emma that Wilrch nlust account

for communication a,cross forms, Yet is committed by the

very notir¡n of discrete forms to denying it; and in

th1s case Winch rnight argue that there is no communicat-

ion, even where there is a coinmon naturaf language '
So Rench and Sinch nust be supposed to understand each

other. But this is not enough: \,{inch could all-ow them

two common J-anguages, w j-thout there being a language

shared. by the for:ms themsel-ves. Nothing will- do but

that Rench and Sineh compare the validity of their

forms in ::ational debate. This is what !,/inch cannot
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all.ow, sr: this is wha.b they must be supposed to doo

But the arg'ument sband.s on its hea,d. That

distinct forms preclude communication, and that cominun-

ication is a fact to be acconlodated, are not showrl by

the cli-scussion c,f Sj-nch and Rench, but presupposed- in

it. They are said. to par:ticipate in different forms.

But there is no attempt 'to show wh.at account of the-ir

activities cclulcl be given under a theory of forms of

llfe r or how much of our ordinary descriptions of what

goes on coul-d- be accornodated or explained under such a

theory. We are told that there is a rational issue

between them: ttlf Sinch is right, then Rench may turn
10

out to be irrational- after: a.l-lrt; we are told that they

can debate it: rrn. Sinch may malie this view lcnown arid
11

Rench may con-best it"; we a):e told that they abandon

.their forms i.n the debate. The only possible question

is in what forbidci.en medium the debate is conducted, so

tlie notion of a form of l-i.fe mo\¡es from vagueness tc

incoherence without the need. for any troubl-esome

attempts at clarification.

Yet there is so 'much here that \llinch migh.t have

accomodated. Clearly, Sinch ooul-d criticj.se Rench as a

bad scientist, neither knowing nor cari-ng wha.t signific-

ance that behaviour had for: Rench himself . T-,ess c1ear1y,

he might be right to do so r if this were part of living
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a f orm of life r âs opposed. to seeking to understa,nd

other forms t oT the notion of a form of --l-ife as such.

clea.L:ly, Sinch co'uld come to und.erstand Rench's form of

f.ife, and the significance Rench fo'und -tn j.t, and yet

re ject it. clea:rly, he might a'bternpt to persuade Rench,

in a non-ratior:inative wayr to pïefer the scien-bj-fic

form of life; anrl_ he might s'ucceed in thi.s" uluch

less clearly, but I thi-nk intelligiÌ)ly, Sinch might

come to thinlc -blLat he and Rench differed in a language

gaae but sharecl a form of life. This last suggestion

coul-d- cause p::oblems for \¡/irlclr.. It might al-low that

the activ.ities of scientific social sci.-'ntists of which

hc¡ disapproves, and. those of philosophical social

scient:lsts which he approves, could be al-ternati-ve

language games within the sarne frirm of l-ife, which woul-d

suggest that he had sad.ly ntisunderstood his ol^in thecry;

but it woul-d provide richer rescrurces for dealing wi.th

I(ekes.

Nov't, whethc-'r r,vhat I have saicl is cl-ea,r is

real1y SOr and. whether such Suggestions as the "l-a.st aTe

useful at all, are parts of 'bhe general question of wh.at

Sort of account can be given of the rio bioir o:f a f orrn of

l-if e. I have tried. to show that, even in its present

form, the notion can trl-unt the edge of such cr:iticism

as Kekests, even if it cannot wholly turn i't aside. I

take the rnost prromising directions of enquj.ry to have
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emerged in this discussion to be the idea tha't a

language game account allows the articul-ation of the

notion of a form of life; the relationship which I

have suggestecl exists between this aspect of lVinchrs

theory and Searl-ers account of constiti-ltive rules;

ancl the need to give an acceptable acccunt of th<:

basj-s of communication between ci.i-stinguishabl-e forms"
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CHAPTER 5 A lG.ttern, discoverabl-e in justificatory

regress, can be identified and discussed

by the use of a notion of constitutive

rules.

SECTION 6 A comment on Procedure.

The attempt to present forms of life as

organizations of language games requires an account of

language games which shows both how they are disting-

uished. and- how they are related. That is, one needs to

show, with respect to some universe of disccurse, both

that it is in a certain sense partitioned or discontinu-

ous, and. that it is in a certain related sense integrat-

ed or continuous, and that both these senses are

explained. by the notj-on of a language game" [here are

two more or l-ess complementary ways i-n which the attempt

might be mad.e, both of which coul-d be explained by

reference to the \,Vittgenstei-ni-an background to this way

of stating the task"

That such an explication of the notion of a

f orm of l-ife is reasonably consistent with lilittgensteinrs

use of the expression is shown not only by such judgments

as that of Rush Rhees quoted above, but also by such

comments of lVittgensteinrs as rr\,{e see that what we cal.l-

frsentencefr and- rrlanguage" has not the formal unity that
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I imagined, but

refated to one

is the family of structures more or less
1

anotherrr.

One method of approach is that implied by the

aphorism rrDontt ask for the meaning, ask for the userr;

and explicit in his comnents when considering the notion

of games. Ï/e can attempt to show what it is that we do

and say under certain circumstances; and perhapsr âs an

extension of this method, what it is we might do or sâXr

or the extent to which we could decide what to do or sayr

in unusual circumstances, or in circumstanceg in which

the point of our activities were somehow different" It

is in the context of such an endeavour that one can most

easily und-erstand. his suggestion that philosophy simply

puts everything before us" In such a procesg, we rely

upon acceptance of our identification of activities, a

point which is significant for that notion of a constit-

utive rul-e which I mentioned above, and wil-l discuss in

more detail- in this chapter. There is a relation

between the notion of such rul-es as prescriptive and

behaviour d.irecting, and as descriptive, or as providing

the basis upon which identifications are possibl-e.

At one point, \,Vittgenstein says:

let us now examine the fol-l-ouing kind of
language game: when A gives B an order B
has to write down a series of signs accord-
ing to a certain formation rul-e. [he first
of these ærles is meant to be that of the,
natural- numbers in decimal- notation.
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Now, Bts fol-l-owing this rul-e is his doing a
)

certain thing rrrobeying a rulet is a practicerf o

But our saying what he does our identifying his

practice as writing d.own the natural- numbers in decimal

notation is equally a practice rel-ated to that rule,

and. exhibiting our agreement in it. [his rel-ationship

wil-t recur from time to time, first in the f orm of the

suggestion, by Scheffl-er, of an indeterminacy between

empirical statement and definition; second in the form

of the question whether Searlers constitutive rul-es

l-icense prescriptions or descriptions; and in other

ways. At present, its point is that it explains the

sense in which an identification might be accepted in

such contexts as this: it will- be accepted to the

extent that it identifies what we do or saX, or might

under some c:ilrcumstances do or sâY, in ways that are

accepted as expressions of the rul-e that the activities

in question express. Thus in this approach one tells

stories of real or imaginary activities, hoping first

for assent, and second to show, through that assent,

significant features of the caseo

The second approaeh is that which in

ldittgenstein takes the form of describing simple language

games which we might imagine being played, although we

do not actually pfay them. These games have, in his

view, a limited function" He says this of them"
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Our cl-ear and simple language-games are not
preparatory studies for a future regulariz-
ation of language - as it were first approx-
imations, ignoring friction and air-
The language-games are rather set up

resistance.
as objects

of comparison which are meant to throw light on
the facts of our language by way not onlY of'
similarities, but also of dissimilarities"

For we can avoid ineptness or emptiness in
our assertions only 'by presenting the model-
as what it is, an object of comparison âsr
so to speak, a measuring-rod; not as a pre-
conceived idea to which reality must A

correspond.

However, I want to suggest that, although such

a I'model-tt is not something to which reality must corresp-

ond, it is something to which reality might come to

correspond. We might set out a language game which

people chose to playr so that what we presented as an

object of comparison became one of the family. And,

if our model were suitabl-e, it might al-low the playing

of a philosophical game " [hat is, while it is extremely

improbable that the model- woul-d provide a substitute for

all the games that people play, it might substitute for

some of the games that philosophers play, if they came

to see it as providing a rule by luhich they acted and

identified; though it might not regularise languager it

might come to count as a philosophical thesis.

In this chapter, I shall- employ both of these

Section 7, I shall offer an account ofapproaches. In
what it is that

ary regress, and

goes on in the context of justification-

suggest that we might see the regress
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as concerned with just that sort of federation of games

that might constitute a form of life. In Section 9, I
shall- consider Searle t s notion of constitutive rul-es as

the basis of a formal- model- of language games united in

a form of l-ife, and thus of a playable philosophical

game" Fol-l-owing my practice in Chapter 2, I shal-l in

Sections 8 and 10 consid.er fairly specific criticisms
of the views expressed. in the preceding sections, with

the intention both of defending the views, and finding

in the criticisms some basis of cl.arifÍcation or

improvement.
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SECTION 7 Consideration of the justificationary

regress leads to the recognition of frways

of acti-ngrr in which both bel-ief and con-

vention are invol-ved.

In that part of the dj-scussi-on of Section 2

which concerned the views of W.lV. Bartley, I noted his

view that rel-ativistic commitment arose from inability to

terminate the regress generated by the acceptance of

justificatiøn as the basis of rationality. I al-so

noted that the problem of justificationary regress was

taken by Bartley to require for its sol-ution an absolute

rather than a relative notion of justification. This

is a common attitude. Quinton, for example, gives an

account of philosophical theory of knowl-edge as rr. . bound

up with the idea that knowledge as a whol-e is a hierarch-
1

ical systemff. He pictures Aristotefian contexts of

rel-ative knowledge modell-ed on geometry being colfected

as by rt. . Plators conception of dialectic as a sovereign

study in which the relative axioms ... of particular

bodies of knowledge give up their status as axioms on

being derived from an absolute and al-1-incl-usive set of
2

first principlesrr. That this is his own view becomes

clear when, in his discussi-on of the numerous distinct

systems which were l-ater f ormed, he says:

[he only objectively logical ground for choice
between- them was their comparative economy irl..

' axÍoms and primitive terms. The idea that one
set might be epistemologically preferâbl-e to
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the others i.. was l-ost sight of. This
formal relativism about systems of formal
truths glçLssed over into the analysis of
factual- truth ... in the face of disputes
about the nature of the basic factual
statements ... Carnap o.. put forward a
principle of tolerance, allowing that any
formally satisfactory systematizati-on of
knowledge was as good as any other .. o

since the dispute about foundations was
resolved in this radical- wayr by denying
the significance of the question at issue t
philosophers interested in logical system-
atization have in effect abandoned an
interest in knowled-ge. 

vør¡uvrrvu e' t

The instrument of the regress is scepticism:

the notion of justificatj-on turns on the notion of

challenge. Thus Quinton develops the comments above

be reference to rrsceptical challengerr; and even

Rescher, in the course of a detailed defence of coherence

theory of truth, takes account of the "spectre of

scepticisfl", which he represents as leading to questions

like rr. . how can there ever be a secure standard of

rational- acceptance? How can we secure such a standard

save by appealing to another standard - and then again

onward-s until- ultirnately some un justified standard is
4

irrationally accepted?'r .

One shoul-d first see that this absolutism is

itsel-f a guid.ing principle. It is not an integral part

of a sceptic-induced regress of justificâticrn. The

sceptic may base his approach on the assumption of a

liability for justification attaching to claims gener-

ally, and proceed by requiring that justifications be
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actually given; but this is the limit of his substantive

commitment. He may suggest evidence contrary to a claim,

where this evidence is such as ought to be acceptabl-e to

the proponent of the cl-aim; but it is not his business

to deny claims. Hence scepticism is not a process

suited to falsifying views ¡ or even to casting doubt on

them. Even if it is assumed that the demand for just-

ification must outrun supply, the outcome can only be a

body of unjustified claims. This is not a demonstration

of their falsity; it is not even a reason for abandon-

ing them. Scepticism is an instrument by use of which

to ind.uce a justificationary regress we can show something

of the structure in which our initial cl-aims were made.

The question whether we require some total- structure

allowing absofute justification if we ate to accept any-

thing at al-l as a justification is another matter.

In my discussion of Bartley, I have already

suggested that the structures revealed in a justificat-

ionary regress are not simply l-inear r or something like

tree diagrams in which each step is of much the same sort

as the others; but that justifications come in clusters.

Some thing simil-ar is impliclt in the comments quoted

from Quinton, thóugh his concern is only with the kind

oÉ cl-ustering represented by explanatory theories. I

think it is possible to see that the clustering of just-

ifications is more complex than this, and that its effects
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includ.e not just the ways in which we attempt to defend

the claims we make about the worl-d, but al-so the ways

in which we find it possible to talk about the world.

It might be helpful to consider an imaginary example of

conflicting cl-aims, in which these aspects of contexts

of justification can be exhibited.

Suppose that my motor car displays a mechanic-

al- d.efect it misses fire to such an extent that I

can no longer coax it up even a moderate gradient

and- I take it to a garage, where I consul-t a motor

mechanic. Suppose further that after inspectj-on, he

d.elivers the f oll-owing report: the troubl-e is that

fairies are finding their way into the engine and- steral--

ing the sparks, a thing they often do in order to

re-ignite fireflies that have gone out. The best

sol-ution would be to ca1Ty some spark-emitting device

on the car so that they did not need to get into the

engine.

The interestingty problematic feature of -bhis

situation is not that what I am told is false. lve may

suppose that my views are in conflict with those of the

mechanic r so that I take his report to be fal-se, do not

ad-opt the remedy proposed, and, should there be any

apparent sign thab the proposed remedy is effective, I

seek an alternative explanation. But the report coul-d
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h¿rve been false in l-ess bízatre ways. I might have been

told. that the pl-ugs were defective ruhen in fact the

d.istributor was al fault, without seeing the case as in

any i-nteresting way problematic. In fact, it woul-d be

much. more appropriate to call this sort of mistake a

fal-se report; the origi-naI supposition raises questions

not so much about the truth of the reportr âs about the

basis on which truth is attributed to reports.

Nor is the problem adequately identified by

saying that rl-emand.s for justification expose a body of

background. belief d.ivergent from that commonly held by

motor mechanics, So that we shoul-d go on to see which of

the d-ivergent beliefs is susceptible of further justific-

atj-on. Mechanics might d.iffer, in ways affecting the

practice of their trad.e ancj. their successful perfolmance

in it, and we might represent their differences as such

precisely because we und.erstood the criteria under which

they would compete for justification; but this does not

seem to be that sort of case.

lVe can, of course , compare this report with a

more conventional one by seeing which proposed remedy

works; but this process will- not be l-ike that of

checking to see rlhether it is the plugs or the distrib-

utor which is at fault. Even if the proposed remedy

appeared to work that is, if the car ran
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satisfactorily after it had been put into effect

a,nd such conventional- remedies as were tried did not

work, I shoul_d not take this as establ-ishing the claims

about fairies against the competing normal account of

the way an engine works. I shoul-d be puzzled r ilo

ctoubt; but hardly convincecl about the existence of

fairies. Nor woufd the mechanicrs further success

compel me to accept his beliefs, though there might

come a point at which his reco.rd of SuccesÊ constituted

a reason for me to change my beliefs in some way.

The att::ibution to myself of this conserv'at-

ive attitude is not entirely a psychological hypothesis.

I am to some extent committed to conservatism by my first

statement of the case. In this statement I made use of

such terms as tmotor carr, tmechanicr, rmisses firer,

and so on. These expressions, together with a number

of others, d.raw part of their meaning fr:om their use in

the context of a,ctivities concerned with the restoraticln

of function, and. to the extent that to be a motor

mechanic is to be one who restores the functic'n of a.

certain kinci. of thing, there would be some pressure to

change the use of tmotor mechanict, and certainly a

substantial change in the connotations of the term, if

it were to be the case that established procedures for

restoring function ceased to work, and other quite

different procedures succeecled. These notions of

SuCceSS rel-ate the terms to various norms and conventions
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of behaviour, and notions of functionr so that our view

of their applicability is not only' disturbed by a, break-

down in expected outcomes, but by improper attitudes:
a conservationist who said cars ran best when they were

wrecked, and proceeded to wreck them in the interests of

environmental- conservation, could not bt: cal-l-ed a motôr

mechanic.

The terms al-so draw meaning from their use i-n

contexts that might be loosely described as scien-bific

that is, j-n whj.ch certair:r ontological- assumptions and

heuristic principles are parametric. If the procedures

found to be effective in restoring function were to

change in the radical- way supposed in the example, and

if this were accepted as good reason for acoepting the

explana'tion my imaginary rnechanic proposed, this would

involve to some degree the abanclonment of these para-

meters, and hence a change in the sense of the terms

employed in describing the situation.

0n this account, in accepting the mechanicrs

report fully, for whatever reason, I would effectively

change the meaning of the terms in wh.ich the sj.tuation

was initially described, and hence change my account of

what the situation in fact was" Although this change

may appear to be in some degree required in orcler to

retain the place of the terms in function-restoring
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activities, even this is not clear, since the function

which was to be restored the enginers smooth runn-

ing must be Ídentifir:d in terms tnat, are themselves

to some extent affected by the changes in sense affecting

the cl-uster of relevant terms generally. Thus I wil-l

not be in a position to assert that the lost function

has been resto::ed, since this assertion would requi-re

the use of a seriousl-y ambiguous term to refer to the

function i a term which occurred once in its abandoned,

and once in its new sense.

Even to say that one function had been replaced

by another might be difficult, since the new network of

terms might make it hard to use any term to refer to

running in the way the old term did; âsr for instance,

a scientific worl-d-view makes it hard to refer by the use

of tmagicr, except perhaps in a Pickwickian sense.

Thus my conservatj.sm involves not just a

d.esire to retain a body' of accustomed belief, but a need

to maintain continuity of reference. The situation isl

much more complex than one in which a mistake has been

made, ov a demand for justification has been rejected

arbitrarily. The problem is not that I cannot know

that the mechanicts claims are fal-se unless I know that

al-l the claims upon the basis of which I reject them are

true. The problem is that, appearances to 1;he contrary
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notwithstanding, I cannot make sense of his cl-aims in

the context in which they have arisen. 0r, in other

terms: the mechanic and- I d.o not l-ook at the same things

in order to see which of us knows what he is talking

about; it is rather that until we know what we are

talking about, v,/e d.a not know wheth-er we look at the

same 'things.

Hence one mi-ght suggest that the function of

a common use of tknowledget is connected to rel-ative

rathbr than absolute notions of justification; that it

Serves to p¡eseïve the Sense and reference of critical

terms in a d.omain of discourse; that this is effected

through the preservation of the bodies of bel-ief anrj.

convention which d.irect the use of the terms in

question; and that these bod-ies of bel-ief ancl conven-

tion constitute the contextua] features of 'th.is ordin-

ary use which systematic scepticism has traditionally

been thought to pla.ce unjustifiably at risk. 0n the

account suggesteci here, it can be seen that, since

conceivably one might have hel-d- to other bel-iefs and

conventions, the sceptic is not merely mischj-evous, but

justified in asking why these, in particular, aTe hel-d;

but since what is at risk is nr-rt one or more specific

bel_iefs so much as an accustomed way of acting in the

worl-d, resistance to the sceptic is not mere dogmatismt

and. the task of providing further justification is more
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compl-ex than it was when the sceptical- challenge coul-d

be answered within that way of acting.

A formally similar answer occurs to Rescher,

who suggests that we cope with the sceptlc by

... recognizing that the things one rationally
accepts are not of a piece. Specificallyt
it is necessary to give careful heed to the
d.istinction between theses on the one hand
and. method.s on the oTffi. . . we justify
the ãFptance of specific theses because
(ultimately) t'rey are validated by the
employment of a ce tain method on our
viéw tne scientific method as codified in tr

the coherence approach. t

IIis account of the significant distinction and context

is not, of course, quite l-ike mi-ne; but i-b shares the

concern with the significance of notions of relative

justification, and 'bhe conceïn that we see clearly that

to challenge a context of relative justification is to

enter lnto a debate of a very different kind fr:om that

conducted within that context.

I shall- henceforth use the expression rway of

actingr , used_ informally above r âs a technical term for

a context of rel_ative j'ustif ication, taking it, in a way

suggested by my imaginary example above, that the ident-

ification and. explanation of objects and events in a way

of acting is in terms of an interactive body of bel-ief

ancL convention, which might be said to be constj-tutive

of a way of acting in tiiat its defence introduces a

significant d.iscontinuity into the justificationary
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regress.

hrhile my imaginary example provides the

occasion f or the introduction of the term twa,y of actingr t

it is not offered as a satisfactory samç1le. One can

readily see that i.nvolvement with motor cars, were this

accepted as a way of acting, would be neitþer distinct

frorn other ways of acting at the Same theoretical- leveI,

nor discontinuous with ways of acting at other theoret-

ical l-evel-s. The notion of a way of acting can be in

some degree improved by seeing why this is sor and that

there can be potential ways of acting to which such

criticism does not aPP1Y.

the first criticism is that ar:tivities involv-

ing motor cars aTe not d.istinct in terms of the befiefs

and conventions they involve. Many of the propositions

relevant to activities invoLving motor cars would be

equally relevant to activities involving trains and

bicycles; anci. though to a lesser degree would overlap

with the propositions which were in the same sense

constitutive of the contex.ts in which most of my other

forms of activity were concltlcted.. The second criticism

is that, since the mechanical principles in question in

such a case are spe cific examples of more general law-

like statements, and tkr.e conventionis in use aTe Specif ic

applj_cations of more general principles of conduct, the
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context of activities involving motor cars is not in
any important sense discontinuous with more theoretical-
l-evels of discourse. Hence the notion of a way of
actingr so far as it depends for its substance on th.is

example, may be vacuous, and in any case cannot suppo::t

cl-aims about the loss of sense and refel:ence, of the kind

made above.

The seriousness of the first criticism depends

upon the length to which it can be pressed" Nothing

important happens if the context :is required to embrace

motor cycles as wel-l- as motor cars, and consicl_erabl_e

harml-ess extensi.cln bey'ond this seems possibl_e. However,

j-f it could be shown that such a way of acting wa.s not

distinguishabl-e, in the sense of being constituted by a
distinct body rrf bel-ief and convention, f:rom any other

way of acting, then tway of actingt woul_d be perfectly
generalr âs I ta.ke rform of l_ifet to be perfectly
general when used to refer to some totality or unity;
and the entire weight of the notion would fall upon the

notion of a distinction between theoretical- l-evels.

Pending further discussion, a case, of a

preliminar:y sort, f or saying tha-b the notion of a way of

act-i-ng cannot be e>ctended to total- vacuity can be based

on those ways of acting which pr:ovidecl bhe easiest basis

for the discussion of constitutive rul-es in the past:
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i.e., games such as chess. If playing chess can be

defended as a distjrict way of acting in the sense so far

suggestedr â.s I think it clearly can, then there are at

l-east two ways of acting, and the exp.ression is c-lpen to

the kind of use I have given it. However, the quest-i-on

how ways of acting are to be distinguished that are more

significant and less stylizeci tkran chess remaj-ns an

impo::tant one.

Prima facie, the second criticism is directly

effective against my present l-ine of argument. If the

path of justification l-eads from appeal to a mechanical-

principle in support of a judgment that a particular

situation exemplifies that principle to appeal to a more

general 1aw j-n support of the particular mechanical-

principle which is held to be an application of that

1aw, there seems to be no reason to say that the path

is discontinuous; and the same can be said of a path

leading through conventions of increasing generality.

Briefly put, a possibl-e answer is as fol-l-ows.

From the fact that empirical- bel-iefs and conventions are

interactive at a certain theoretical- level-, and both can

be presented as derivable from more gemeral bel-iefs and

conventions, it does not fol-l-ow that these more general

bel-iefs and conventions are similarly interactive. We

may take empirical beliefs about motor cars into account
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in formulating conventions for their use: we might,

for example, determine speed l-imits in part by reference

to tables of minimum stopping distances -at various

speeds. The tables we use might be explainable as

instances of more general laws, dealing perhaps with

friction or the conservation of energy, and speed

regulations might be explainable as as instances of more

general conventions of regard for the wel-fare of others;

but it does not seem that these groups of relatively

general and fundamentat claims are in any significant

way i-nteractive. Moreover, if r âs this sequence seems

to suggest, our empirical- defence path might lead us

eventually to propose theories regarding the behaviour

of sub-atomic particles, it i-s not even clear what an

interactive relationship between these theories and the

most general conventions of behaviour coul-d be like.

The notion of a way of acting involved the context of a

body of interactive befief and convention, and it

cannot be preserved when the interaction is l-ost.

Hence the distinctness of ways of acting at different

theoretical- levelsr âs evidenced by discontinuity in the

regress of justification, can be maintained.

A way of acting, as so far discussed, offers a

unit d.istinct within, fet related to, the general body

of our activity and discourse u Consistent with the

Winchian model- I have proposed to use and indeed

with the Davidsonian view of the identity of objects of
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propositional- attitud.es mentioned in Section 2 a

way of acting includes ways of identifying objects in

which are established both sense and reference in a

context-relative way. A way of acting provides a

context of rel-ative justification, and turns the probltem

of absol-ute justification into the problem of justlfying

ways of acting. It is no doubt because of this last

point that Quinton, in the discussion already quoted'

sees cl-aims about distinguishabl-e kinds of knowledge as

yet another sceptical challenge. Iaking the logical gap

between physical object talk and- sense impression tal-k

as an example of a justificatory discontinuity, he

proposes sol_utions. Most interestingly, he mentions,

aS one concerned. with the SaPr \n/aismann, of whom he SayS:

He sees the gaps as indicating the l-ines of
fracture between various strata in language
within which, but not between which, strict
logical rel-ations obtain. Rejecting
intuitionism and reductionism, hê al-l-ows
that evidence from one side of a gap can
support, in an unanalysed way, hypotheses 6
a'oout what l-ies on the other side of it.

lVays of acting are not so1ely strata of languâgê I though

given the significance which I have attributed to the

systems of d_escriptions through which reference is

secured, it is clear that I shatl- employ cl-aims about

such strata in distinguishing ways of acting. Thus

an account of the logical and conceptual relations which

obtain within and between ways of acting will be the main

part of the development of my account of ways of acting

and_ forms of life, commenced l-ater in this chapter, and
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developed in Part II.

Before attempting this development, I shal-l-

consider an objection which might have force against even

the preliminary outline of the notion of a way of acting

so far offered, by attacking the assumed relationship

between belief, sense and reference on which it rests.
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SECTION B An objection to the notion of ways of

acting based on extensional-ism involves

implicit abstraction, and an inadequate

notion of individuation.

Essentiaffy, the objection I wish to consider,

while allowing some change in the sense of expressions

as a consequence of change in the context of belief,

denies the alleged effect on reference. It might

suggest that although in some sense of rmeansr , a

sentence l-ike rrl took my car to a mechanic, and now itrs

running wellrf means one thing to me if my background

bel-iefs are scientific and another if they are magical,

this does not show that the things or events to which

terms like tcarr, rmechanicr and rrunsf refer vary

accordingly. Indeed, it is a condition of our under-

standing statements like that made in the first part of

the precedíng sentence that we suppose reference to be

preserved. If we could not take it to be the state-

ment that different beliefs were held with regard to the

same thingsr w€ woufd not know how to take it at al-l-.

Very much this point is made by Israel- Scheffler,

in terms of

and between

distinctions between category and hypothesis,

individuating and categorizing. He says:

ç.. suppose two theorists with non-overlapping
category systems. . . . we are not . . driven to
describe them as necessarily observing
different things ... A category ... both
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delimits items to be recognized, and sorts
them the same form of individuation into
separate things may be shared, over a given
range, by two non-identical- categories....
Nor does anything prevent us from trying to
explain the genesis of categorizations
differing who11y 1n individuation:
characterize their d r_vergen t items

we may
as having

been differently composed out of elements 
1admitted by us.

So, both the scientific and magical- view of things might 
'

though they involve different hypotheses, employ the same

categories; even if they differ in categories, they may

agree in individuation; and even if they donrt do that,

we may stil-l be able to cope: one party can learn to

recognise the individual-s the other recognises, even if

this seems to him an odd way to divide up the worl-d.

This line l-eans heavily upon the distinction

between category and hypothesis. Scheffl-er says:

Conceptual-ization .... l-inks up with the
notion of category and, also, the very
different notion o hypothesis. The very
same category system is, surely, compatible
with alternative, and indeed conflicting
hypotheses .. .. Conversely, the same set of
hypotheses may be formed compatibly with
d-ifferent category systems .... Simply to
set up an alphabetical- filing system for
coruespondence is not yet to determine how
tomorrowts correspondence will- need to be
fil-ed. Conversely, to guess that the next
l-etter wilt need to be filed under rrErr or rrfrrr

is a prediction that may be made whether or 
2not wei l:ave^a place for rrxrr in our system. -

There is much in this that is reminiscent of

Winchrs Wittgensteinian distinction between agreement in

a form of life or language, and agreement in opinion, in
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which the former is prerequisite for the latter, but does

not guarantee it. Agreement in a category system is

consistent with disagreement over distribution; agree-

ment

ment

or

in

disagreement over distribution requires agree-

a category system, though, on Scheffl-errs account,

we can see what is going on even in the case of non-

overlapping category systems providing there is agree-

ment in a form of individuation. The dispute between

Scheffl-er and Winch may be presented as a dispute over

the notion of meaning. For \Minch, meaning is primarily

sense, established in a language structure; for

Scheffler, it is primarily reference. He summarises

the argument from meaning which.he opposes thus:

He argues

A category term .. derives its meaning from
its rol-e within a language system; its
meaning is not an atomic somewhat, mysterious-
ly linked to its physical character. But
then to al-ter the language system in any 'ûtay z
is to al-ter the meaning of the category Ï'erm.'

against this view, saying:

In sum, though connotative meaning is relative
to langua1a¡ it may remai-n fixed through
alterations of belief; opposing theorists
may employ sel-ected synonymous terms, and
indeed the same language s^ystemr though 

Oholding conflicting beliefs.

Since \,Vinch does not think that language

structures forbid disagreement in opinion, this conclus-

ion is not one which he woul-d'oe obliged to deny, though

it is no d.oubt intended to conflict with such views as

his; but it does not express Scheffl-errs main point.
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He goes on to suggest that the conclusion is strength-

ened by thinking of meaning as reference rather than as

sense, identity of reference survivi-ng, he suggests,

both changes of belief and changes of synonymy rel-ations.

One might ask at this point what it can come to

to say that a category system is rfconsonant with-any

distribution which the d.ata may form in actuatit]", if

category terms are d_efined- extensionally, for it is not

easy to see how the d-istinction between the definition

of categori-es and the actual- distribution of individual-s

is to be d.rawn, and this distinction carries much of the

weight of Scheffler's position. He does say that

... the cl-assification of any scientific
proposition as definition or empirical truth
is
interests of convenient systematic present-
ation for the purposes at hand; nothing
beyond. referential rel-ations need, in any 

6event, be taken into account.

But the problem is not whether extensionalism can cope

uith both definitions and empirical truths; it is

rather that by meeting the question above by calling on

a notion of purposes at hand-, this l-ine makes the notion

of purposes at hand So powerful that Winch, for whom such

a notion is central-ly significantr oI I, who build it

into the notion of a way of acting, begin to appear as

champions of objectivity rather than as its foes.

Some further consideration of Scheffl-erts argument may

help to make this Point.
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The only hypotheses he considers

through a category system of

AS

theaïe

he

possibly

form

affect our

we may

dropping

expressed

rCategory

judgments

revise the

the ilxil in

C has n membersr . These, says,

of the usefulness of a system; and

system if they prove false r sayr by

our letter filing system. He says

Acceptance of the scheme may be said, then,
to be based on the hope that no category o..
wil-l remain empty; yet the scheme itsqlf
d.oes not pre juãgé. thó satisfãffiffiffis
hope but rather all-ows perfectly well- for the
expression of its frustration as a certain 

7sort of distribution.

Now, it is not immediately cl-ear how this state

of affairs might have come about: whether because we

have received no l-etters from Xanthippe or Xerxes, or

no l-etters about xylophones or xebecs. This is not a

quibl*lle: the expression rran alphabetical filing system

for correspond.encen d-oes not adequately identify a system

of ca,.begories, but only a set of labef s that might be

applied to categories. It is thus fairly easy to think

that the only respect in which category systems might

express hypotheses is the one that Scheffl-er suggests.

The example supports a treatment of a category sys-bem as

a set of sets, in uhich we can find out anything we need

to knolu about the set indeed, all tha,t we can know in

the context provided by counting members. We find,

of course, ti:rat We cannot learn, just from the statemen-t

that a d.omain of particula,rs is organized into sets on an
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unstated basj-s, what the cardj-nal number of any set will
be , whether any set v¡i1l- be null r oÍ of which set a

randornly selected particular wil-l- be a member. We

are therefore to infer that category systems do not

embocly or pre judge hypotheses. It is also easy to see

the creation of category systems as arbitrary, and to

suppose that rf..o the same sort of arbitrariness, if
B

such it be, characterizes all intell-ectual creationrr.

Scheffler makes his comments oú' the notion of

a category system abstracted from al1 considerations of

its use: from questions concerning its accetrrtance, and

from questions collcerning the purposes at hand. But

an abstracted notion may not be an independent notion;

and Schefflerts conclusions run counter to the back-

ground- knowledge which we need in order to understand

him. l,l/e know r,uhat an rfalphabetical- system for filing

correspondencerris, and we can see the sense in which it

is arbitrary', and the ci.istribution of l-etks is contin-

gent. But this is because we know what correspondence

is.

lde know that the alphabet can be of use in

f iling corespondence, and v;e might suspect that it

would be odd to keep empty fi-les, while other files

bulged awkwarrlly; and taking this for gra.nted, v/e might

be drai,'vn into Scheffl-errs littfe world, where what rea11y

matters about correspondence is the number of items
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that wind up in each file. But if we begin to reflect
upon what counts as an j.tem of correspondence r or its

content ¡ or the point of fiting it, or why a folder

with a letter of the alphabet inscribed on it shoul-d

courut as a f ile r or what it was for a f il-e to count as

a categoryr we might begin to see the filing system as

a partial expression of the body of belief and. conven-

tion within wh.ich the activity of exchanging corresp-

ondence is carried on. These beliefs and conventions

are not changed in the light of contingent features of

our actual correspondence, because nothing that counted

as correspondence could conflict with them; and it is

only because we understand them that ralphabetical

filing system for correspondencet makes any sense to us.

It may t'e reasonable to abstract the notion of a filing

sysltem from the context in which it is a meaningful one

in order to make cer:tain points about it; but the point

that the system is independent of the intensional- features

of the context is not one that can be made in this way.

Scheffl-errs use of abstraction woulcL be l-ess

worrying if the extensionalism which supports it were

itse¡lf independently supported; but it is not. The

argument uhich supports the claims on constancy of

meaning, particularly meaning as reference, quoted above,

is persuasi-ve and perfunctory. He says, in effect,

that we should not think of category systems as sets of
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boxes so arranged that we cannot change one withc¡ut

changing all the others. He says tlrc,l boxes that are

simitar in sonte respect before a change may remain

simifar, in that respect, after the change; and

suggests that vue will be more convinced. of this if we

stop looking at boxes, trntJ- l-ock instead at the things

that go in them. But it is not at all- cl-ear that this

is so. Even if the s-imilarity in question is similarity

of contentr âs ofie suspects it is, one would need to be

assured- that the similar-ity was not being preservecl by

putting things in the wlrong boxes; and how one is to

be assured of this without attending to the boxes aS well

as the things is unclear.

I take this to be the view of the commentator

who remarks of Scheffler that:

he d.oes not produce any substantial-
arguments for this confidence in the refer-
ential constancy of scientific terms. . . .
Refe::ences do, after all, depend on senses .. '
It seems quite open for someone of relativist
incl-inations to maintain that the referential
values of scientific terms are as theory-
d.epencLent as their senses r varying whenever
the theory j.n whÍch they are used is
mod.ified-"... there wj.ll always be new and
as yet unexamined. instances ... for them to
appiy to. And- this malees it diff icult to see
hõw ttreir referential vafues cart be fi>ced by
ragreement on parti-cular casesr - vrle

obl-i-ousl-y cannõt fj-x the referential- val-ue of
such a sóientific term by simply laying down
that it applies to each and evelry one of a 

9giv'en num'ber of id-entif ied individ.uals.

Another aspect of Scheffl-errs uÍje of
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abstraction arises directly from his distinction between

a category system itsel-f, and its acceptance. Having

made this distinction one can say tha-b any hypothesis

bearing on the useful-ness of a system of categories is

is to do with its acceptance, and the system itsel-f

can be anything at alI. Presumably, a system of filing

atl l-etters under rrArr would be all rig ht as a system,

though it would be acceptable onl-y to one who hoped

(or hypothesised.) tnat al-I his letters would. be fileable

in such a systemr or that he uould get so few l-etters

that it did not rnatter" But atl that this makes clear

is that the notion of a system of categories, abstracted

from all- considerations which bear upon its aceeptance,

is not a significant notion.

As an al-ternative way of making this pointr one

might say that Scheffler's use of the distinction between

category and. hypothesis works only for unaccepteci- systems

of categories; to consider a system as accepted is to

consicler it not in itself, whatever that may mean for an

-in-pri-nciple-arbitrary artefact, but as a partial

expression of a way of acti.ng, and thus as a partial

expression of a body of bel-ief anrl convention. 0f

course there is a d-istinction between category and

hypo'bhesis: this is just to say that we can draw upon

category systems for the terms of statements wirich can

be true or fal-se, a proposition which no rel-ativist has
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d.enie;d. And these statements may be just those concern-

ing the distribution of particulars over categories that

Scheffl-er suggests, although not if we were to suppose

that category-terms were extensionally defined. On

the whole, I thj-nk that , far from providing a convincing

case against the.vi-ew that beliefs and category structures

are rel-ated in the way that my account of ways of acting

suggests, Scheffl-er -reinforces it by showing how important

the rol-e of pulposes at hand and the point of ¿rctivities

is, in providing a context from which intelligibl-e

abstractions can be made.

The other main l-ine of his argument concerned

the d-istinction between categorization and individuation,

ancl presented. the l-atter as significantly independent of

the former., !l/e flâyr he suggests, al-l-ot the same

ind.ividual-s to a variety of category systems. Again,

a commonplace truth covers a major mistake. 0f course'

we might vary our filing system for correspondence in a

number of ways, but keep in it the same l-etters. But

all- that is happening here is that we are considering

vari¿Lt,ions in a sorting system applied to something

which j-s already individuated in terms of categories.

\'Ve can vary our use of the alphabet; but a l-etter of

the alphabet is not one of the categories which alJows

ind.ivid-uation to work here. I understand tlie ways of

acting in which corresponding and filing correspondence
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have a place; I know, theref olle,

kind of inclividuation Schefflerf s

this is not clearly distinct from

rel-evant categories.

how to carry or.lt the

example requires; but

my understanding of

I could noL sort items if I could not individ-
uate them; but it is not cl-ear that r could. rirndividuate

them without some iclea of how they might be sortecl. I
individuate items in the first place as things of a

cert¡¿in sort - roughly, as correspondence relevant to

certain ways of acting. T must know about the ways of
acting i-n order to trerform -bhe individuatj_on. I must

know about the general business of correspond.ence r so

that I do not clog the cabinets with l_unch-wrappers ,

or treat each page of a let1,er as a separate individ.ual,
or incl-ude the bossts wifets shopping listr or my own

private love-letters. But if I know thj_s much, I
al-so know a good deal- about the way ind_ividuals are to
be cl-assified: I know why categories l_.ike t'vertebrate'r

will not do; f know why classifying items by the cofour

of their paper or ínk is unhelpful; I know which of
their features and relations give point to the activity
of filing theml so I know at J-east something about th.e

ways in which they can be categorized.

More generally, it wil_l- not do

we might pick things out just as things,

to suppose that
with all-
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questions of sort yet to come. First one must try to

understand what tthingr might be doing in such a claim.

Does it i.ndicate a rel-iance on the most general sort,

or an attempt to use a notion of an indi-vidual which

i.s rrpurerr: something recognised as an indj-vidual without

being sorted at a1l, which must mean without being

characterízed in any way, since to predical,e anything

of it, say, be:lng red, would entail- that it was at l-east

of one sort r sâ¡r extended or visible?

0f course, I can individuate without being

sure of, or even considering, all the categories to which

th.e individual might belong. I can pick out something

in the fog, and think j-t is a truck; but perhaps it is

a, 
.building or a clump of trees, or per:h.a,ps just a trick

of the tight" In any case, I may be sure that it is a

publi.c object tha,t is, I pick it out as a public

objec'b. I may be wrong even about this, but I do not

think that matters " The question is not whether I

must be certain, or right, but whether I can pick some-

thing out without picking it out as something. I

cannot pick it out unl-ess I can predicate something of

it, however tentatively, and in that case I must pick

it out as an indiv-idual of some sort of the sort

of which such predications are possibl-e.

This discussion perhaps seems to s'uggest that
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the most generally successful account of individuation

woul-d requi..re the most general categories, so that tal-k

of picking out things as such inay in the encl be possible.

This is not so. There is the general point that while

more general categories are easier to appfy in cases

where specific detail is unclear, they compensate by

being more heiavÍly theory l-oaded. It is easier to

pick out the thing seen in the fog as a publÍc object than

as a truck; but one cannot learn to use tpubli-c objectf

as simply as one can l-earn to use ttruckr, and it is no

advantage to Scheffler to clutter up individuation in

this \day. There is, however, a more i-mportant poj-nt.

Schefflerrs general position requj-res that we

be able to say things l_ike: rf This is the same individ-

ual- that l-ast week was categorized in one waX, and is

nor/'l categorized. d-ifferentlyt': it expresses his opposit-

ion to the notion that by shifting categories we might

lose our ability to refer to the same i-ndividual. He

therefore requires a notion of individuation which is

strong enough to imply reidentifiability. This requires

the uSe of rel-atively narrow and Specific categories, and

speclfic information about the sort of thing in question.

need to know that a gap of a week between sightings

d.oes not rul-e out their being sightings of the same

giraffe, but may rule out their being sightings of the

same may-fly.
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Generally, the wider the category, the less of

this sort of informatÍon it provides. Animals l-ive for

varying periods, and some of them change in ways that

others do not. If I know of two sightings only that

they were sightings of animals, I do not know how to

d.ecide whether they were sightings of the same animal.

For a very wide category, like public objects, the case

is worse. Some public objects, like light flashes r may

be of very brief duration; others, like mountains,

persist for a long time. For some, like bill-iard

balls, the observer can change position to some extent

without affecting the question of reidentification; for

others, like mirror-images, he cannot. It is easy,, in

the sense previously mentioned, to pick something out

just as a public object. It is not so easy to pick out

the same public object again for this one needs

finer categories.

So not only does one need categories in order

to ind.ivid.uate; 1n order to use tsame individualr as

Scheffl-er must one needs fairly narrow and specific

categories. Even the attempt to deal with this by

supposing that referential force could be established

by agreement on particular cases r criticised by

Papineau in the passage quoted above, uill not do, for

it afso rel-ies ul-timately on the notion that different

judgments apply to the same individual-.
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Part of the troubl-e is that Scheffler does

not take the notion of a system of categories serious-

ly. In themselves, category systems r âs he explains

them, are purely formal- and essentially arbitrary

artefacts. It j-s not clear that one could design any

set of rules which must be satisfied by anything that

was to count as a system of categories. This, on my

account, is because all- the systematic features of

category systems have been left behind in the context

from which he abstracted the notion. The point of

having filing systems is part of the context in which

such systems are accepted, and from which the rrsystem

itsel-f'r is abstracted. That what is so abstracted is

not in any serious sense systematic is convenient for

his argument , àt I east as long as we continue to draw

upon background understandings for persuasive evidence

that there is something significant to be said about the

system in itsel-f and unaccepted.

The general view I wish to express is that

to see what is systematic in a system of categories

requires some understanding of the way of acting in which

that category system has a point. It is a view which

Scheffler himsel-f seems to endorse when he says that
rr... meaning is not .... a function simply of the

physical- constitution of terms; it depends al-so on the
10

human context within whj-ch they are usedrr, though he has
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littl-e to say about this context and the nature of its
role.

The importance : indeed, the over-riding
importance - of the background context of human

activity can be indicated by a further comment on

Schefflerrs thesis of the indeterminacy of propositions

as empirical truths or definitions being resolvable

as a matter of convenience for the purposes at hand.

I have already suggested that the indeterminacy thesis

cl-ashes with his extensionalism, the latter requiring at

l-east some category-membershi-p statements to be defin-
itions; but there is another way to make the point that
problems created inside his account require a notion

l-ike that of ways of acting for their treatment.

The indeterminacy thesis is a judgment on a

second-order categorization issue. If we re-apply

Schefflerrs general view of categories at this level,

it seems to say that rempirical truthr and rdefinitiont

are l-abels for essentially arbitrary divisions, correct-

able in the light of distribution. But this requires

a doctrine of natural- kinds applying to propositions

that they shoul-d be truths or definitions in some sense

that allows us to check our categories against the facts,

and this is what the indeterminacy thesis does not

all-ow. It blurs the notion of a matter of factr âs
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distinct from a matter of defínition, by making it

relative to purpose. Perhaps not the only, but in this

context an obvious way to reduce the resultant tension,

is to accept that systems of categories are also

expressions of purpose, and in that sense are not non-

propositional-. they can be presented as non-proposit-

ional only by abstracting them from the context in which

they are used; the benefits of such a process could be

significant, but they could not include a refutation of

rel-ativism based on the non-propositional- nature of

category systems.

Thus it seems that my suggestion, in Section 7 ,

that sceptical pursuit of the justificationary regress

revealed ways of acting, based on interactive bodies of

bel-ief and convention, and constituting a significant

context for relative justification by supporting part-

i-cular possibilities of reference, is not refuted by

such arguments as Scheffler advances; and is to some

extent supported when one sees to what extent such a

background rfhuman contextft is required to explain the

point of his discussion, and the extent to which he

presupposes the availability of category systems which

provid.e the descriptions necessary for the identification

and reidentification to support his use of tindividualr.

To the extent that this is so r my first purpose, to

show that some sort of federation of language-game-l-ike
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systems, perhaps countable as a form of life, can be

reveal-ed as part of our ordinary practices by a consid-

eration of justificationary regress, is sufficiently
served.

ldhat is next required is a more serious account

of the sub-structures and rel-ations which on this view

constitute a form of l-ife. I turn, in the next section,

to some considerations more directly preparatory to this
more formal enterprise, based on a consideration of the

account of constitutive rules given by Searle. I have

already suggested, in the course of my discussion of

Winch, some reason for regarding Searlers account as

useful.It is a further point that his concern with

human contexts covers the gap left by Scheffl-er r so

that his discussion might be expected to cast light upon

those questions about the point of activities, the

working out of purposes, and the role of conventions,

that I have regarded as significant. It coul-d aJso be

noted, following the discussion immediately above, that

the indeterminacy thesis which I have argued is a point

for concern in Schefflerrs story, is reflected in Searlets

by the suggestion that constitutive rules have an

analogous appearance of indeterminacy between rule,

tautology and empirical truth. One might reasonably

hope that this coincidence i-s more than coincidental.
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Searlets account of constitutive rul-es

provides a context in which the issues so

far raj-sed can be related and developed.

I have twice found occasion to refer to J.R.

Searlets account of a category of rules which he cal-ls

constitutive: once in discussion of a criticism of

liVÍnch in Section 5, and in the previous section as

involving a notion of indeterminacy analogous to the

indeterminacy between empirical truth and definition

mentioned by Scheffl-er. I shal-l- attempt, in Part II'

to show a form of life as a system of ways of actingr a

way of acting as involving a system of what I shal-I call

interpreted games, and an interpreted game as a system

of rul-es. Searle ts constitutive rul-es I shall- use as

the basis of an account of these foundational- rules.

I shall- criticise Searle t s account, not on the ground

that the generaÌ notion of constitutive rul-es is unsat-

isfactory, but on the ground that it requires the

support of a much more detail-ed account of the theoret-

ical structure in which it occurs.

In this section I consider the account which

Searle offers of this category of rules, hoping to

clarify as far as possible their nature, relations and

function. He distinguishes constitutive rul-es from

regulati-ve rules on the one hand, and on the other from
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conventions which may or may not be ttrealizationsrt of
1frunderlyi-ng constitutive rulesrr. I do not find the rol-e

of rconventionr in his discussion at al-l- clear, and shal-l

later suggest a way in iivhich the term might be employed,

and an al-ternative way of talking about the ttrealizationfl

of a constitutive rul-e set; hence at this point I shal-l

foll-ow Searl-e in supposing that the nature of constitut-

ive rules is best shown through a contrast with regulative

rules.

Searle inftially offers two ways of disting-

sugge stsuishing between these rule-types. First, he

that fr. . regulative rul-es regulate antecedently

independently existing forms of behaviour a

oï

constitut-

express-

ru1es, as

a
4

ive rules do not merely regulate, they create or define
2

new forms of behaviourrr. This he subsequently

es by the formul-a rfThe creation of constitutive

it were, creates the possibility of new forms of behav-
z)

iourrr. Second, he says that:

Regulative rul-es characterístically have the
form or can be comfortably paraphrased in the
form rrDo Xrr or I'If Y do Xrr. \,Vithin systems
of constitutive rules, some will have this
form, but some will have the form rrX counts a
Ytt, or rrx counts as Y in context Crr.

he

is
Y

the formula offers for this characteristic

utive rul-es rrConstitu t ve rul-es often have

X counts as in context il

of constit-
the form:i

5
r't

Having offered these formulæ, he proceeds to
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clarificatory discussion, and attempts to express the

meaning of the first formul-a in the formal mode. This

he first gives asrr.. where the rule (or system of rules)
is constitutive, behaviour which is in accordance with

the rule can receive specifications or descripti-ons

which it could not receive if the rul-e or rul-es did not
6

exi-stfr. This, after some discussion of examples, is

reformulated as rr. . constÍtutive rules, such as those

for games, provide the basis for specifications of

behaviour which could not be given in the absence of
7

the rul-efr .

Constitutive rul-es so characterized are con-

trasted with regulative rules in two ways. He says

that rr\,t/here the rul-e is purely regulative, behaviour

which is in accordance with the rule could be given the

same d-escription or specification (tfre same answer to

the question t'ldhat did. he d.o?rr) whether or not the rule
B

existedrr. He also ri¿ìJrs:

r:egulative rules often provide the basis
for appraisals of behaviour, e.g., ItHe was
rude rr , rrHe was immoralrr , rrHe was polite fr 

,
and perhaps these appraisals coufd not .be

given unl-ess backed up by some such rules.
But appra isal-s are not specifications or
descriptions as I am noi/v using these

9phrases.

Thus, putting aside for the moment any questions about

material- or formal mode, one might suggest two more

distinctions between constitutive and regulative rules

to fol-l-ow those inj-tial-l-y given: third, that
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constitutive rules establir¡h new expressions for th.e

d-escription oï specification of behaviour 1tihile regul-

ative rules do not; and- fourth, that constitutive rules

provide the basis for description or specification,

whil-e regulative rules pro\ride the basis for appraisalt

or perhaps evafuation.

I suppose it is the third distinction which

searle takes to be the first expressed. in th.e forma,l-

mode; and. I further suppose that his reason for so

taking it is a view similar to that which I earlier

quoted from wi-nch: the view that social rel-ations and

the ideas men have of them are identical-' 0n such a

view, and given that the rul-es searle consici-ers to be

constitutive aTe constitutive of social rela,tions, the

move from speaking of fo-rms of behaviour to speaking of

specifi-cations of forms of behaviour might present itsel-f

asamovefrommaterj.altoformalmod-e.Butthisisa

debatable view, and one cannot generate the third dis-

tinction from the :first merely by substituting mention

for use; krence I shall regard the four distinctions as

distinct , rather than as reformul-ations of each other.

Searleil]-ustratesthefirstdistinctionby
offering chess and footbal-l as examples of new r rule-

constituted activities; anc]- ru]-es of etiquette his

first example has to do with table manners - as
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exampl-es of rules regulating a pre-existing activity
for the exa.mple I mention, presumably, eating. To the

extent that this establishes a difference, it is not

cl-ear that it i.s a diffe::ence of the right sort. I¡/e

might be supposed to say: nobody played chess before the

game of chess was invented; nobody dined before that

game was invented" But people d-id eat, and did not

pusLt 32 things around a 64 square board. So dining is
a matter of eating in conformity to regulative rules,
whil-e playing chess is a matter.of behaving in ways

made possible by constj-tutiv'e rul-es. But this is a

contingent matter. People might har¡e been nourj-shed in

some other wâXr and taken up dining as a game; they

might have spent time pushing things around a board,

then introduced rules to regul.ate this common practi-ce.

How much does the contingency matter? In

the chess case, the contingency is important, since it

does not seem to matter at al-l- what the contingent state

of affairs was before the game was invented. If people

had pushed things around a boardr âs an art form or a

kind of doodlingr we woul-d not say that what they then

did was the same as what I now do when I play chess.

Why, then, should we want to say that a certain similar-

ity putting more or less nourishirrg mate.rial- in the

mouth and swallowing it suffices for us to say that

the caveman gnawing a bone is doing the same thing as
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someone attending a ceremonial- dinner, though doing it,

in a certain sense that a rule of etiquette defines, l-ess

well-? It seems we should be able to say, of someorìe who

attended the dinner ancl behaved like the caveman, not

that he was doing what the others did, i"e. eating, but

doj-ng it badly, but rather that he was not doing what the

others did, i.e, dining, ãt alJ-; and this is very l-ike

what we would say of one who, beirrg invited to pfay

chess, merely pushed the pieces around the board without

regard to the r:ules.

lhis leaves the cr:uci-al notions of antecedence

and independence 'used in the f irst distinction obscure.

\,Vhat seems to me the most potentially troublesome aspect

of the obscurity concerns the question uLLether activities

have antecedent and indepenclent status absolutely or

relatively. Searle seems tc, suggest the former: chess

is an independently constituted activity no matter how

we l-ook at it, while rules of etiquette are dependent

upon some antecedent activity no matter how we look at

them. But the discussion above shows that this -ill not

clearly so. Hence it seems possible that we might

f ind. a hierarchical structure ttf activities, in which

tconstitutive' and tregulativer, appl-ied to rules or

systems of ru1es, identified not some intrinsic feature

of the rules, but rather their place in the hierarchy

refative to other rul-es which were thei:: rrneighboursrr.
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To clecide the point one reqLrires a clearer idea of the

structure in which rul-es or SyStemS of rul-es are cgmpon-

ents, and one requires this not in addition to, but as

par.b of the account of constitutive rul-es.

The point of the second way of drawing the

constitutive/regulative distinction, in terms of the

form taken by rules, is uncl3ar; indeed, it seems at

times a. complete red herring. the forms suggested ar:e

only loosely related to thestatus of the rules. Searle

says that form is not a formal criterj-on of status, and

concedes that the fcrms can be interchanged. Searfers

interrest in the forms characteristic of rul-es is no doubt

rel-ated to hj.s ccnceïn with the forms of ordinary lang-

uage; but this is not obviously sj-gnificant when one is

concerned, as I àfrt to generali-se and systematise the

notion of a constitutive rule as far as possibl-e.

I{oweverralthoughthenoti'onofa'natu'ral-or

characteristic form of utterance is of no great importance

to ffie r the notion of a stand.ard. form may be used as a

way of recording aspects of the function of a rul-e-type.

As will emerge in the next section, where I note the view

that the constitutive rufers function in licensing pre-

scription can be m¿¡.nifest in its form, anri. in my discuss-

ion in Part II, I think that there a?e significanb points

to be made in this way'. I d.o notrhouever, think that
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Searle makes themr so this seccnd kind of rlistinction

fai ls to clarify -bhe notio:n of a constitutive rule.

The third- d.istinction ma.kes the ci.ifference

between constitutive ancl- regulative rules turn on the way

in which it is possible for behaviour to be described or

specified. There does seem to be such a distinction '5o

be drawn. We do say rrl-fe threatened a knight forkff

rather than rrlIe moved the thing carved. in the shape of

a horsers head in such a way that . . .rr¡ ürereby employing

descriptions or specifications that depend for their

sense on the rules of chess; we do sayrrHe slurped his

souprr ra-bher than rrlTe misd.inedrr, thereby enrploying terms

antecedent to or independent of the rules of dining, or

of manners at table. This is an interesting approach,

since it connects the account of a constitutive rule to

the matter, of great importance in the last section, of

the descL:iptions under which individual-s can be identif-

ied, and since it reintroduces that concern with the

rel-ation between technical- and orclinary vocabularies

which was important in Section 5. Ifowever, the

distjlnction between speci-alized, game-based terms and

antecedent ol: ind.ependent terms has its own problems.

]¡Vhat Searl-e says about constitutive rul-es does not sol-ve

them; rather, the problems show how incomplete the

account is.
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As an example relevant to this pointr we can

anticipate a criticism of Searle to be discussed in the

next section. the criticism involves the contention

that specialized descriptions or special-ized specific-
ations established by the constitutive rul-es of games

are in principle eliminabl-e, and replaceable by

independent terms. Whil-e I shall dispute this claim

on at least one of its possibl-e interpretations, it is
cl-ear that it would, if successful, completely destroy

the attempt to characterise constitutive rules by ref-
erence to the necessity for technical- vocabulary j.n some

casese so the non-eliminabili-by of constitutive-rule-
based specifications must be argued.

An argument might be basécl. on the ldinchian

cl-aim that activj.ties woul-d be specified or described

corectly onl-y in those terms, and that what could be

described or specified in other terms would not be those

activities. But again, we l-ack the information and

understanding of the systems of rules within which we

are supposed to be a-rguing, which we would require

properly to understand- or evaluate sr-¡ch a cfaim. The

mistake, if it is a mistake, of describing a game of

chess wi-thout using any of the speciali.zed vocabulary of

chess, is riot like the mistake of describing a cat as a

dog. In the latter case , I cat I ancì. tdog I share a

context of rules in which the mistake can be identified.

In the fo¡:mer case, the choice is not between terms, but
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contexts

of rul-es
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of rules; and

this choice is

need to know in what

be made.

WE

to

Although the fourth basis of disti:rction,

betrleen specification or d.escription and appraisal or

evaluation, is not offered by sear:le as central, being

rather slipped into discussion, it seems to me that this

is where the clistinction starts to biter âs one between

the rules und_er which we id-entify a, perfotmance in a

sense relevant to the questions ea.rl-ier raised. in dis-

cussion of individuation, and those under which we eval-

uate it as a good, bad. or indifferent performance of

that kind.

I say that this is the way it seems to me; T

am not sure that this j-s the way it seems to Searle. He

says: I'Constitutive rules constitute (and. also regulate)

an activity the existence of which is logically depend-
10

ent on the ruJ_estr; and_ in a footnote on the same page

he comments on the Scope o:11 constitutive rules in a Way

that suggests tha,t one who makes a lega1 chess move which

is part of a plan to throw the game is not playing chess

because he is in breach of a constitutive rufe. A rule

which both constitutes and- regulates cannot be disting-

uÍshed as provid.ing only specificatory and not evaluative

descriptions; and. if someone can make a legal chess

move, fiot inadvertently, but by intent in the course of
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a game, and. yet not be P

chess terms which we might use to refer to this move

both d.o and d.o not identify or specify what it is that

he is doing.

These od.d. consequences are, I think, to be

explained. as d-ue to the extreme sketchiness of Searlers

concern with constitutive rule systems. He says that

rul-es come in systems, in whictL any particular rul-e
11

might be central or peripheral, and er/en suggests that

the form t. .. counts aS ...t might characteriSe systems

rather than ind.ivicLual- rules: rt... acting in accordance

with all oï a sufficiently large sub-set of the rules
12

does count as playing basebal-l-fr. But, in the footnote

under d-iscuSSion, he all-ows constitutive force to rules

v¡hich ar:e extra-systemic I oI perhaps inter-systemic, and

thus clouds whatever clarity the notion of a system might

have gained from the comments quoted Ímmediately above t

and_ from the suggestion, also in the footnote, that he

includ-es in the notion of acting in accordance with the

rules, those rul-es that make cl-ear the aim of the game.

Again, it is only by provid-ing a more detailed account of

Searlets thesis than he has offerecl 'that one might cl-ear'

up the problem.

Generally, I have argued in this sectic-¡n that

the notion of constitutive rufesr aS Searl-e pr:esents it'
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is unclear, and requi.res the support of a much molîe

d-etailed. account of the th.eoretical system in wh.ich it

occurs. f shal-l attempt such an account in the next

section and. part. Before doing sor howeve::, j-t seems

d-esirable to offer some explanation of lvhy, in the face

of the d-ifficul-ties I have suggesbed-, I taÌ<e this to be

a promising course to foll-our.

In ex,oosing my notion of wa¡rs of acting to

the criticism implicit in Scheffl-erfs comments, I

argued that his acceptance of indeterm-inacy between

d-efinition and empirical truth was a weakness in his

posi.tion, I argueci that although category sys-bems

were not forced upon us by natural distributions, they

were not arbilrary in the sense of not expressing or

d.epend.ing upon propositions or beliefs; rather, they

express or d.epend. upon propositions or bel-iefs forming

the point of the activity in which they have a place.

One might Say: category systems can be called arbitrary

if al-l- that is meant by this is that they cannot be

justified or explained by reference to the domain to

which they are appliedn and perhaps al-so in the sense

that there may be no cl_ear answer to the question rr]/ì/hy

should_ there be an activity with ivlwt point?rr; but only

in those senses. Al-l- these cl-aims have their counter-

parts j-n Searl-ets account of constitutive rul-es.
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For Searl-e , àt l-east some category systems

woul-d be the expression of constitutive rul-e sets; he

requires the rule sets to be arbitrary in the first of

the acceptable senses; and, given that there is no

cl-ear answer to the question rrl^lhy shoul-d there be such a

game as chess?t', woul-d take them to be arbitrary in the

second. He provides a context in which concern with

the function of certain kinds of specificatory or

identifying description can be related to concern with

the rel-ation of technical and ordinary language. He

al-l-ows that constitutive rules can have the appearance

of rul-es of procedurer or analytic truthsr or definitions.

He does not say that they can appear as empirical truthst

but clearly they can: the statement that checkmate in

chess is achieved in such and such a way can be construed

as a statement about what chess players do.

Thus Searlets account of the notion of a

constitutive ru1e, though not yet sufficiently c1ear,

does relate in a promising way to the issues with which

I have been concerned, and the position which I propose

to develop.
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the account of constitutive rul-es is made

more d.etailed, and issues clearer, through

consideration of a critical- comment on

Searl-e.

In rrOonstitutive Rul-es and Speech - Act

Analysisfr, J.R. Ransdel-l-rs general concern is to argue

that constitutive rules do not provide a basis for the
1

analysis of speech acts generally. This is not to my

immediate purpose, though I shall later suggest that it

invol-ves a mistake which a better account of the structure

of a form of l-ife allows us to identify. However, as a

preliminàTy¡ he attempts an improved version of Searlers

account of constitutive rul-es, and it is with this part

of his paper that I am now concerned. His account

allows a much more detailed and suggestive consideration

of questlons about the form of constitutive rules,

stresses the importance of the rel-ations betueen the

language of a game-constituted context and that of ante-

cedent or independent activities, and can be made b

show the relation between these two matters.

He begins his account of the notion of a

constitutive rule by looking at the categories the

rules establish rather than the rules themsel-ves; that

is, he first directs his attention to rrgame-termsrr, this

being his expression for referring to those expressions

which, according to Searle, are availabl-e for the
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of these terms, the connotation being

specification or d.escription of behaviour only because

of the existence of constitutive rul-es. Taking it

that rr. . games like basebal-l- and chess are paradigm

cases of systems of CRtstr, (tfrat is, constitutive rules),

he goes on:

A fundamental logical point a'oout a game
such as basebatl is that, although the

playing of the game is a physical activity,
consisting of interactions between physical
objects, these things usually appear in the
gaine oniy und.er a special game-interpretation'
itrus, foi example , the persons r,uho participate
d.o so as Players, considered individually, or
as a Team, cónsidered collectively; the ball-
used is a Baseball; the wooden stick is a
Bat; the plot of ground is a Field; t4e bags
located at certain places on the ground are
Bases; and so orl. All- of these terms ,
capitali zed. Ltere to i-ndicate that they are
special game-terms, have special- meanings
wittrin the game and are in fact specially 2
defined for the game in the rule book. '

He d.istinguishes between the connotation and the import

the cTtaracter-

istics a thing, Person

application of a given

rr.. the logical- effect

or logical effect, is

oï action has that justifY the

game-termrt, and th1 imPort being
)

of that applicati-onrr. The import'
rr... constituted bY rul-es of

permission and obligation which apply to whatever object
+

the term is appliedr'. He all-ows three different kinds

of connotation, by d.istinguishing three different bases

on which game-terms aTe pred-icated of particul-ar things:

... some are predicated on the basis of the
physical characteristics of the objects they
quáfify (".g., rBatr is predicated of a gi-ven
öU¡ect-on the basis of the objectrs belng of
a certain sizer shape, type oi m?terial, 9tc.)
Some are pred.iðated.- arbitrarily ( 

" 
. g. , tPlayer t
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is assigned to persons selected by some
criteria 1ogically external- to the game
itself . .. ). And some the major part
are predicated on the basis of prior game-
inteipretations (e.g., being a Runner on
First Base is conditioned upon being a
Player who has just previously been At Bat,
has been \,{al-ked- or else has got a Hit, and r;"";I"" a-- ' )

On this basis, he distinguishes two varieties
r... counts as ...t pattern suggested by Searle:

rX counts as Yt, in which rxr is replaced by the

connotation of a game-term and rYr by the game-

term itself; and

(2) 'X counts as Z', in which fxr is replaced by the

connotation and I Zt by the import ofa game-term

which d_oes not itself appear, but which is defined

by (z) as a uhole.

Searle, he believes' concentrates on (t)r but should

have concentrated on (Z), because

:.. the notion that CRrs are quasi-definit-
ronal in character is uninformative, even
misleading, when the game-term is regarded
as oceupying the second variabl-e position t
since tñis suggests that the conditions of
application constitute the definientia and
thé game-term in question the definiendum.
But in fact the game-term is defined not by
what fil-l-s the X-sl-ot, but rather by the
el-ements expressed in the X-s1ot and those
expressed. iñ the Z-slot and- the cffiitiona)-,
relation obtaining betweãñ-them.

Thus game-terms are el-iminable: apatt from its

mnemonic and practical function, a game-term can 'oe

replaced by an expression in the form of (Z) - Such an
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expression rf.. . really expresses a second-order rule

relating the sati-sfaction of a certain set of conditions
7

to the appl-icability of a set of first-order rulesrr

and allows us to see that, ratkrcr than thinking of

constitutive rules rr. . . as merely making certain

descriptions possible it would be more accurate and

more suggestive to say that CRrs make certa,ih
B

pre s criptions possibleft . In ill-ustration , he quotes

the f ol-lowing passage from Strawson.

If one is playing a game of cards, the
distinctive markings of a certain card
constitute a logically adequate criterion
for calling it, sây, the Queen of Hearts;
but, in calJ-ing it this, in the context of
the game, one is ascribing to it properties
over and above the possession of these
markings. The predicate gets its meaning
from the whole structure of the game

He takes this as meaning that it woul-d be inadequate and

misleading to throw the weight of identification of the

Queen of Hearts solely upon its markings, or solely

upon its rol-e in the game, i.e., the import of rQueen of

Heartsr; and says:

Both are essentially involved in what it is
to be the Queen of Hearts, âs is the condit-
ional- rel-ation between them. To be the
Queen of Hearts is to be an object which has
such-and-such markings and which is in 1o
consequence governed by such-and-such rul-esj -

Hence, he suggests:

The ftX counts as Ztt form can be regarded as
functionally equivalent to the conditional-
form "If X then 2", sj-nce the satisfaction
of certain conditions is represented to be a
sufficient condition for the application of1 

1certain (tirst-ord.er) rules.
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Ransdel-l has d.one a great deal- in a short

space. He has greatly enriched- the vocabul-ary available

for the discussion of constitutive rules; and he has

offered. a way of tightening the l-oose and uninformative

relation between form and- function which Searle present-

ed, without und-ue reliance on the r... counts as ...r

formul-ation which was, for Searle r Süch an unrel-iabl-e

instrument. He has proposed a relation between the

specialized vocabulary of a rule-constituted context and

a prior domain of discouïse, in a way that both rel-ates

this issue to the proposed. Second-order structure of a

constitutive rule, and shows the possibility of the kind

of hierarchical system of meanings previously mentioned.

Despite certain criticisms which I think can be made,

this provid.es the basis on which I shalf proceed, in

Part II, to develop a more detailed account. Herer âs

a prel-iminary to that endeavour, I shall note two rel-ated

issues on which the juxtaposition of searlers and

Ransd el-l- r s comments is inf ormative .

The first issue can be approached through

Ransd.el-l-ts d.istinction between game-terms, uhich are

speciall-y defined. for the game through the constitutive

rules, and. the natural- terms through which the game is

tied- to our background und.erstandings and activities.

we may draw a consequent d.istinction between connotat-

ions, in Ransdell-ts senser ofl the basis of their
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containing game-termsr and thereby already presupposing

certain constitutive rules; or being composed entirely

of natural terms. For conveniencer T shal-l call these

g-connotations and n-connotations respectively.

Ransdel-l- makes a further distinction, within

n-connotations, between those that are related to the

game-term arbitrarily, and those that are not. While

somè distinction of this sort can no doubt be drawnr it

is at best a relative one. The physical characteristics

of equipment affect the game, of course: one could not

play basebalJ using a stick of spaghetti and a nine pound

shot as bat and balf. But, even apart from a more

rad-ical- point about the interpretation of game-terms to

be raised. below, it is clear that the range of variation

in respect of any physical characteristic which would

al-Iow the game to be played is very great, and the point

in such a range specified by the regulations governing

equipment must be arbitrarily chosen - that is, must

turn upon criteria "1ogica1ly external to the game

itsetfrr as much as might the sel-ection of players.

similarly, although players may be chosen for a variety

of reasons, it is clear that their physical- character-

istics are related to the playability of the game in

the same way as those of the physical- equipment.

Even in the favourable case of chess pieces, where the

specific characteristics of pieces are not determined
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by the game at all, the choice is not entirely arbitraryt

si-nce there are stil-l l-imits on what would al-low the game

to be played. Thus the relation between a game-term

and some natura] terms relating it to an antecedent

d.omain will always be in some degree arbítraty, since

the sel-ection of any n-connotation must always be in

some degree arbitrary.

This raises a problem about the identity of

games. on the account Ransd-e1l gives, the identity

of chess is a matter of its being constituted by part-

icul_ar ru]es, and the identity of a particular rule is

a natter of its being a cond-itional- relation between

a particul-ar connotation ancl a particular import. It

then seems that by changing a corlnotation, which we can

ri-o within the range of arbitrariness without, one would

suppose, effect upon the identity of the gameI we must

cl1ange the iri.entity of the rule; and thus, contrary to

our expectation, change the identity of the game' If

this is so I then either chess pfayed with different

kind.s of piece is a d.ifferent game r oI rul-es with

arbitrary n-connotations and- I have argued that all

n-oonnotations are j.n some cegree arbitrary must have

a. different status.

Searl-e appears to take it that it is

that the rul_es in question ri.o have a different
so r and

status.
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He says:

;;;"ti?åå"3":3?åJl"i: åi,ili#t åä"*åiiîä;:'
åi,l3i:it :3iäH,-3:i ;:"::;1,' ",uornit"iñ"uplay the same game of chess according to
different conventional- forms. Notice,
also, that the rules must be realized in
some form in order that the gane be 12p1-ayable.

0n this account, the identity of chess is no doubt a

matter of the rul-e-set tha't constitutes it; but the

conventions determining the forms in which it may be

real-ized are conditions not of its identity, but of j-ts

playability. Given the i-mportance of identifications

in Searl-ets accountr we shctuld surely take rules of

conventional- reali zat'ian as distinct from constitutive

rules.

It must appear, from Searlers point of view,

that Ransdellrs account of constituti've rules is in a

sense upside down. Ransdell- makes a constitutive rul-e

a rul-e about the applicability of rules; yet it is

rul-es of just this sort that Sea-rle wishes to distinguish

as conventional reaT-izati-ons of constitutive rules.

There are two possible objections to this claim.

First, Ransdell clearly says that most const-

itutive rul-es wil.l have g-connotations, and such cases

would count as constitutive rules for Searle too, so

the problem about n-connotations cannot be a defect in
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13
Rans<j_el-lts general account. But in the same passage,

Ransd.el-l- says th.at constitutive rul-es come in systems,

through which we can trace rel-ations of logical prior-

i-by leading ultimately to n-connotations; so the rules

which have logi.cal priority in Ransdell-ts account are

the Very ones which Searle distinguishedr âS con'ventj-onSt

from underlying constitutive ruJ.es.

Second., it might be said that what could be

shown in the case of chess could not be shown for the

nori-arbitrary n-connotations of, sâYr baseball. I

have already questioned- the non-arbitrariness; but

there is a further point. Ransdell- appears to take

it as clear and unproblematic that the game-term rHitl

refers to a proper sub-set of the referents of the

natural term rhitr, a sub-set picked out by the rules

of basebalL. But we might take it otherwise. suppose

it were a conventional real-ization of rules about Swings

and_ Hits that a Player rolled a d.ie, ce¡tain resul-ts

counting as Hlt, strike and so on; and other rul-es

were interpreted accord.ingly. If this supposition

makes Sense, trere is not the proposed sort of differ-

ence between chess and baseball-; and it makes Sense if

vJe could call- such a realization of rules BasebalJ.

since Ransdell, ât least by impJ-ication, cfaims that the

physical characteristics of Bats aïe logically internal-

to the game itself, he might be assumed to say that r,tie
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coul-d. not; the way is open, àl least, for Searle to say

that we could, through a more careful del-imitation of

our notion of constitutive rules.

It is some reason for leaning to Searl-e I s

sid-e that Ransclellf s incorporation of n-connotations in

constitutive rules leaves him with problems of identityt

both for rules and for systems of rules, which searl-e

offers Some hope of avoiding, Howeverr since Ransdellfs

problems arise at the points where he attempts to plug

the very substantial gaps which Searle l-eft in his

account of constitutive ru1eS, Ransdellrs notions cannot

be put aside.

The second, closely related issue, concerns

Ransdell-ts account of the form of constitutive rules.

I want to suggest that there are serious difficulties

in the notion, central in his account, that the essent-

ial- characteristic of constitutive rules is that they

are second-order rules.

Game-terms are d.efined by constitutive rules,

cond.itional in form, having as their consequent tLre

import of the game-term they define, that is, those

rules of permi_ssion and_ obligation which apply to the

object to which the term applies. Hence constitutive

rul-es become second--order: tr... the fact that such a
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formula mentions a firs.b-order rule (o" set of rul-es)

in its apod.osis is, of course, what makes it a second-
1+

ord-er rulerr. Presumably, a rule is first-order when

it d.oes not mention another rul-e. I do not thinl"i

tihat this d-istinction would pro.\re as readily drawable

as Ransdell seems -bo suppose i but I rvish here to

suggest lnihat I take to be a more important problem,

which closely retates to the f irst issue, and arises

when r,tie accept the distinction in RansCelJrs terms.

Ile takes his account of constitutive rules to

Suggest both that such rul-es are second-order, and that
rr. . . the game-term is in principle

15
el-iminabl-e from the

clescription of the game altogetherrr. The proposed

replacenerrt for a game-term is a, constitutive ru1e,

or perhaps a constitutive ruJ-e preced-ed by 'the ùti-n1/

person/action such that ..t. l{ornr, it fol-l-ows from

this that a first-ord.er rule cannot contain a gatne-term

oï any expression synonymous with a game-term, since if

it rlid, it ltiould_ contain an expression replaceable with

an expressiori which mentioned. a .rul-e, and woul-d hence be,

contrary to hypothesis, second-order. Thus first-order

rul_es cannot be, so to speak, game-oriented: they must

be perfectly intelligible, if somewhat pointless, to

one w.itb. no acquaintance with the game in ques'bion.

But this l-eads back to the problem noted above.
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Suppose a set S of first-order rules of a

game G. Since the members of Sr being first-ordert

cannot show in themselves their Same significance r we

might ask: what is it that makes S the rules of G?

[he answer appears to be: the constitutive rules of

G, r¡rhich both establish the sense of the game-te-rms of

G, includ-ing 'Gr itself, 4 establish relations' basic-

ally definítional, between those game-terms and the

natural_ terms in ruhich memloers of s ale expressed.

But it is precisely this dual- function of constitutive

rul-es which, I have argued, leads to problems of

identity, àt l-east in the case of chess. By somewhat

stretching Some comments of Searlers, I have Suggested

that these problems might be eased if constitutive rules

were restricted- to the function of establ-ishing the

sense of game-terms in the game; and the relations

between these and- natural- terms were established by

rules, of a d_ifferent sort, for the conventional-

realizafio'n of the constitutive rufes. This

d.istinction wilL in fact be a centraL. feature of the

account I attempt to der¡efop in Part II; and though the

l_ine is not directly open to Ransd-ell, I shall neverthe-

less be abl-e to base much of my earl-y account on the

structures, vocabulary and insight which he has added

to Searl-ers somewhat sketchy proposals'



PART II

Relativism can be based on a notion

of a system of systems of sys bems of

ru1es, counting as a form of l-ife,
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CHAPTER 4 Ihere j-s a significant distinction between

constitutive and interpretive rules.

SECTION 1 1 A comment on rul-es and conventions

One might begirr the attempt to art_i_cul-ate the

notions of a way of acting or a form of l_ife by consÍd.-

ering a number of common verbs which might be said to
l-ead to the identifieation of ways of acting: terms r-ike
Ieat| , rfight t , rloveI , tworship t and. so ou. Eating,
fighting, loving and worshipping might reasonably be

regarded as kinds of ttnatural-rr behaviour rather than as

ways of acting in the intended sense; but for each, one

can identify a conventional_ized f orm banquets, d.ue1s,

affaires and religious services - which appear to be

more likely candidates.

There is in this approach some conflict with an

aspect of searlers account of constitutive rul-es which r
have previously mentioned and. questioned_. He seems to
say of such cases that the conventional-ized- activities
are always to be identified by the original verbr âs

activities prior to the rul-es which might be introd.uced-

to conventionalise eati-ng as banqueting, fighting as d-uell-
ing, and so on. The rul-es in question would. therefore
be regulative, not constitutive. certalnly he says this
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about eating, and he might be expected to extend the

account to other cases. It is not clear whether the

initial verbs are to be taken to identify a level of

behaviour that is natural or primitive, irt some sense

which precludes its being thought of as rule-constituted;

or whether the point is just that, whether rule-constit-

uted or not, eating is the basic form of activity in-

vol-ved, and the encrustation of ceremony characterising

banquets is only a regulation of that basic activity.

Against this, f have argued that the distinct-

ion between constitutive and regufative rul-es is best

regarded as context relative, rather than as the absolute

distinction which Searle seems to suggest. One need not

suppose that eating is the main point of a banquet. Those

attending may neither need nor want the food; thisr even

if true, seems to leave much of the point of the activity

untouched. One might attend a banquet to be seen to

attend, to hear or make speeches, to savour food or wine

without particularly wishing to consume much of it; and

banquets might be planned to meet these purposes, rather

than to see that everyone gets a square meaf. In other

words, if the point of the activity is the consumption of

food if we say that what is happening is eating

then the rul-es for conducting a banquet donrt constitute

that; but if we call the occasion a banquet, there'oy

indicating that the point of it is something other than
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not cl-ear that SearJe'rs cl-aim

Of course, it is not to be supposed that all
rul-es relating to an activity would count as constitut-
ive, whether on Searl-ets account or on any other. The

suggesticn to a beginner at chess that he shoul-d not move

the same pj-ece severa.l- tin'les in the opening may increase

his cbance of wi-nning, but his neglect of it does rrot

cancel his clain tc te playing chessr âs i,vould his neglect

of a constitutive rule. Such a suggestion may well be

ta.icen as based oll a regulatj-ve ::ul-e. Altkough i-t d-oes

not contribute trs constituting the game, it -i-s not beside

the point of the game. It helps to establish notions of
quality applicable to chess games, ena.bling us to say of
someone not merely that he is playing chess, but ¿rlsrl

th.at he is play':'-ng it well or il-1. It enabl-es eval-
uation, which I ha'r¡e already sr.rggested is one of the

cJearer aspects of Searl-ers distinctj-on between constj,t-
utive and regul-ative rules

Rul-es of etiquette have no comparable use in
th.e busj-ness of eating qua eating" The noticrr of eating

well is not that of eating politeìyr or in due form.

Rul-es abo'ut the.¡rder i.n which food items shouLd be taken

might be a basis of gustatory vafue, though this is
relevant only i..f the point of eating is taken to be gust-

ation rathe:: than nutrl-tion; but the concerns of Emily

Post coul-d fairly be cal-led, from either point of vi-ew,
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mere conventj-on. Thus we can distinguish between two

ki.nds of non-constitutive rul..e as foll-clws: a regulative
r:ule does not contribute to establishing the point of an

activity, but it cloes provicle a basis on which the act-
ivity can be eval.uated as a way of achieving that poj_nt

a mere conr¡ention serves neither: of these purlroses for
the activity to which j-t is applied.

IÏo,,vever, it ca.nnot be assumed that a mere

convention is entirely ai:bi-trar-.y, ir.'rel-evant a.nd insig-
nj.ficant: it may be so; but there are other possibil-
ities. Regulative rules, becaus;e they a:re directed to
the pc,int of an establ-ished actirrity, do not point to

anyth-ing beyond ít, except through the tenuo'us l_inks

provided by the systenratic ambiguity of terms like
rwel-lt and til-1r. Mere conventj.ons may indica.te pc;ints

beyond that of the game to which they are applied.

They may ri.o this in two way.s: either by ind.icating a

feature of the con l,ext in whieh -the gaûte is set, or: by

showj-ng hovr an alternative game might be constitr;ted_.

f'or example , in educational sitr,tations, teachers are not

perm-ttted to use extreme forms of torture on their pupiJ_s.

Depending on the account given of the point of the educ--

ation game, the rule proscribing torture might be

constitutive, establishing part of the point of the garue

saÍr to develop a certain sort of re.l-ationship with the

pupil1' or regulative, reflecti.ng a befief th¿¡.t the point

of the game is not wel-l served by such means i oT me::ely
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conventional in the sense suggesterj. above, harring no

d.irect relation to the poi-nt of the educatiolr game itself ,

but arising frorn an important featu-re of the socjal-

context in which the educat-ion game is set. In the l-ast

case, the significance of the convention is ma.inly in

establj.sh.ing a contex-bual feature, but j-t is also possj..ble

to see that in a different education game, which had- that

part of the context as part of its point, the rule woul-d

be constitutj.ve. Similarly, rules of etiquette are nere

convention where the point of eating is taken to be nut-
rj"t-ion, br-rt might serve to constitute dr'-ning as an act-
ivi-by lvith. a different point.

Tha,t a rule-set nrigh.t be merely conventional- in

one activity anrl constj-tutive of another j.s an importa.nt

suggestion, bearing on the way jn whieh ways of actirtg

n'iight toe interrelated in a. way of l-ife; but I shal-l not

a.ttempt to spell the mabter out at tLre moment. Similarly,

I shal-l clefer the ques;tion whether any level of activity

-is to be regard:d as absolutely primitive , rathrcr than as

primitive only relatively to some other l-evel, tr'or now,

it is sufficient to note that the ciistinction betvr'een

regula'ti.ve rules and mere conventions permits us to

preserve something l-ike Searlers account of constitut-ive

rules as the basis of an. account of games, even in the

kind of case which he thought was to be excl-uded"

The inftial suggestion, then, to guide the

look for con'ventiona]-izedsearch for ways of acting, is to
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forms of common actívities, orr in a sort of formaf mode,

to look for ter:ms that are refa-becl to c.)mmon v'er:bs as

f banquett is rel-ated to tea.tr t oT rduel-r to rfi-gh-br.

Orre neecl not suppose that each commorl verb would del-iver

a way of acting. There may be activities which have not

been conventionalized; and it woul-d not be surp:::'-sing if

eati.ng and drinking turned out to have conventional-ized

forms in common ¡ ar if an activity were conventional-ized

in more than one way, as worship might take many forms.

These possib.ilities ¿,J-so 'oear on the possible interrelat-

eri.ness of ways of acting" However, this approach allows

at least a fj.:rst approximation:- a way of getting some

so::t of body into the notion of a way of acting r so that

.one might be able to move on to questions about the

development of notions of identity and completeness for

ways of acting. The conventionalízed forms are to be

regarded as constituted by rul-es which establ-ish the sense

of terms like rbanquetr and rduelr.

The above discussion of constitutive and reg-

ulative rul-es and mere conventions r particularly the

educational- example which suggests that what is in some

sense the same rule might be any one of these, depending

upon features of the context in which it occurs, shows

that we cannot rely upon the form of a sentence expressing

a rufe to show what kind of rul-e it is: to use sentence

form as a criterion for sorting out rules in use would be

to risk going very much astray. However, the purpose of
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clarifying the notion of a rule-constituted game can be

served- by attempting to establ-ish what would be a

perspicuous standard form for a constitutive rul-e; and

to that purpose I now turn.
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SECT]ON 12 Constitutive rul-es should be distinguished

from rul-es of i-nterpretation.

In discussing the form of a constitutive rule,

I shal-l- make use of some of the terminology introduced by

Ransdell- in the paper previ-ously discussed. I shall-

employ his distinction between the connotation and the

import of game-terms, i.e., between rr... the character-

istics a thing, person or action has that justify the

application of a given game-term to it,
1

and the l-ogical

effect of that application'r , the logical effect being the

rules to which the thing becomes subject by the application

of the term. I shal-l use rOr and tlr to stand for

expressicns of connotation and import respectively. I

shall also employ Ransdell- | s distinction betueen game-terms,

whích rr.. . have special meanings within the game and are

in fact specially defined for the game in the rul-e-
2

bookrf , and non-game ¡ or natural terms, the meaning of

uhich is prior to, or independent of, the game in question.

I shal-l use îGt to stand for game-terms, and subscript tgt

or rnr where necessary to indicate the terms of which

expressions of connotation or import are comprised.

In these terms, and on Ransdellrs

Searle t s preferred version of the form of a

rul-e i-s
(t) c counts as G.

One of Searle I s examples, when put in this

kingrs being attacked in such a way that no

account,

constitutive

form,

move

is rrlhe

wil-l-
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l-eave it unattacked- counts as checkmatert. He says that

such rul-es aïe al-most tautologicaf in cLtaracter, and the

fact that they can be construed as rul-es or aS tautologies
3

is a clue to their constitutive status .

Ransdel-1ts own preferred version is

(z) C counts as I.

He offers as example trrAllowing four Bafl-s to pass while

one is Batter counts as being henceforth subject to the

fol-lowing rules:_" the list of rules which are then

specified. being, of course, those which apply to a Runner
+

on First Basef . This form, he says, is functionalJ-y
5

equivalent to the conditionaf form , so we might write

(2,) rf c then r.
Game-terms are defined by the whol-e of expressions in the

form (Zt): thus, tHe was walkedt is defined by a condit-
6

ionalty expressed version of the example above . His

earlier d.iscussion of the way rrgame-terms ate predicated

of particul-ar thingstr suggests that ue are to see a

system of such rul-es aS one in which game-terms introduced

in this way are used- in the C and I places of other rules,

and- as having at its foundation level rul-es j-n which
7

natural- terms occur in the C place . Thus we might

distinguish
(=) rf c., then r

from

(4) rr c' then r

not as different forms of rule, but as displaying internal

d.ifferences between rul-es rel-ated to their place in a

system.
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The main troubl-e with this account is that (l)

and (+) exhibit significantly d.ifferent logical behaviour:

the suggestion that connotation is a sufficient condition

of import is true in the case of (Z), and fafse in the

case of (4). If C is a sufficient condition of I, then

I is a necessary condition of C. [his is c]-ear enough

in (f). If the player is not subject to the rul-es which

apply to a runner on first base, then we can infer (inter

al-ia) that he has not just allowed four bal-l-s to pass as

a batter, i.e., that he has not been walked. The sit-

uati-on in which this inference would be mistaken - in

which the player satisfied the connotation but was not

subject to the import is not possible: the point of

the rul-e is not to deny that this situation will- occur,

but to make such a description meaningless. Thisr to

doubt, is the point that Searl-e made by saying that

constitutive rules had an appearance of analyticityr or

were quasi-tautologous. fn the case of (4), however,

the inference does not work. Something may have the

natural- cltaract'eristics of a basebal-l bat or achess piece,

yet not be subject to any rules of those games, being in

fact a club or an ornament.

Consider this example. I observe a man seated

at a table with a pack of cards. He takes thirteen cards

from the pack one by one, placing them face down in a pile,

then turns the pile over. He then places one card face

up above and to the right of the pile, and places four
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more card.s face up in a rorrv to the right of the pi1e.

I decid.e that he is dealing a Canfiel-d layout. It is

part of this d.ecision that I identify the cards I have

mentioned. as stock, first foundation and tabl-eau respect-

ively, and. assume the applicability to them of certain

rules. For j-nstance, in identifying one card as first

foundation, I note that it is dealt in a certaj-n relat-

ion to the stock, and that it may be built upon in certain

ways, but not used for builLcìJ-rrg on the tableau. At

this; I-roirrt, the man takes the card I have irlentified as

first found.ation, and places it on one of the carcls I

have identified- as the tableau. I point out to him that

this is wrong. I then discover: that, although acquainted

with some forms of patience r he is not acquainted with

Canf ield , and was not clealing a garne of any sort, but

merely laying cards d.own at random aS an accompaniment to

thought.

In these ci-rcumstances, I nust wj-thdraw the

claim that the card. is subject to the proposed rules, and

oïl the basis of a rul-e of form (Z) defining rfirst

foundatioot, must consequently withdraw the cfaim that

it was deal-t in a certain refation tcl a stock, thus, in

effect, withdrawing the cl-aim that it was a f j-rst found-

ation. There seems to be no diffj.cul-ty about this, and

the status of the rul-e in form (Z) is not affected by my

discovering that it does not appfy in this case. If,

however, the rule is t;o be in f orm (+) , having in its
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C-place the sort of cìescri.ption which I gave in the third

and fourth sentence of the last paragra,ph, the case is

d"ifferent. The rul-es governing f irst foundation do not

apply, but I cannot in this case de¿¡.l- with the matter by

ri.enying the correctness of the descriptions in the C-place,

uhich contj-nue correct regardl-ess of what the man intended.

Ifence f must regard this case as falsifying the rule; and

this is not the way cjonstitutive rules are supposed to

wc'rrk, either on Searlers account or on Ransdellrs.

\,Ve mi.ght retain the conditionaf form by revers-

ing it; i-.e., by replacing (4) by

(+') onJ-y if c' then tr.

This would. alj-ow us to infetr from the correctness of arl

attribution o.f import to the correctness of cetrtai-n

natural- clescriptions in cases uhere such a rul-e applied,

and its applj-cation would be entailed by the correct

attribution of j-mport; but not from the correctness of

any natural description to the correctness of an attrib-

ution of import - thrat is, to the applicabi.lity of a

rul.e. This is j.ntuitively plausible, and -it saves the

rule in the sor:t of case -imagined above; but it has the

problems I mentioned in the earlier: discussion of Ransclell.

If the naturaf d-esc:ript j.ons are specif ic and prec.ise, they

will- have the effect of forcing us to say thrrt informal-

or improvj-sed games of basebafl- are not really baseball

at all. This would confli.ct with the way we no::mally

identify such activities. If , to avoj.d thisr we nake tha

natural- descriptions more general- and indeterm-inate, they
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wili have about the force of tsuch properties as afl-ow the

rules clf the game to be satisfiedt, which Seems to make

the natural. characteristics to which game significance is

attributed less important that r,ve take them to be 
"

Bef o.re accepting such consequences, one might

consid.er abandoning the cond-itional interpretation of the

t.. COUntS aS o. t formUla where natUral- terms are inVolVedt

and. consid.ering Some alternative way of ulnderstanding j-t.

Two refations can be Suggested as more or Jess analogous

to the relation which the formula expresses.

One possibl-e analogy is with the relatj-on

between the language of a scj-entific theo::y and observat-

ion language I âs these are d.istinguished by Scheffler in

the work previously discussed. Ife-re we have an analogue

of game-terms in the technical terms of a theory, the

meanings of which d-epend primar:|ly on their place -in the

theoryr âS in the case of SucLI terms aS ratomt, rnucleust,

telectront, etc.; and. a very Cl-ose analogue of natural-

terms in the te::ms of an observation language r regarded.

as independ-ent in the sense that their appl-icability is

not d.ependent on the sound.ness of the scientifjc theory

in question, and the truth of a statement in which they

appear is not d-epend.ent on the truth of any putat-ive l-aw

contained in the theorY.

It is peTrhaps temPti.ng

re-ì-ation between theoretica] and

to think that

observational

the

language
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is best Seen as arising from tlLe process of experiment.

At the cost of some ov-âr-simplification, it might be

replresented as a conditj-onal rel-ation in the form of (+t)

above, irr which the truth of a statement in theoretical

te¡rms is presented. as sufficient condit-ion of the tru'th

of a statement in observational- terms. The diff icul-t-

ies which I suggested. attach to this form disappear i-n

such a case: the observational description should

cLearly be as specific and preci-se as possible, and the

possibil-ity that we rnight be forced to distinguish

sha::ply between s.ituation whj.ch we had previously treated

a,s simil-ar is not a problem. But this apparent support

for the conditi-onal form is a Tesult of over-simplif-ic-

a-bion. The conctitionaf framework of an experiment

req'ui.res in its anteced.ent not only an h.ypothesis in

theoretical terms, but also a statement of initial-

conditions in oltservational- te::ms. Theoreti.cal and

observ¿¡.tional terms ate conioined. rath.er than condition-

ally relatecl -in the antecedent; anc.[ the sort of refation

whích (4) and (+t) attempt tc express j-s presupposed

rather than exhibited in such a context.

An alternative context is provided by the

notion of sgientific explanation, as when a li-ghtning

flash is explained- a,s an electrical discharge. The

crucial point of such an explanation is commonl¡r ¿n id-

entity clai_m: the lightning flash is explaineri. uhen we

unclerstand. that it is the same thing as an el-ectrical'
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discharge provid.eC., of course, that we understand

the theory in which tefectrical discharger has a place.

At first sight this is even l-ess promising. There is

a wefl--worn path from such identity cl-aims, through

L,eibnizts law, to cfaims of -intersubstitutivity for the

expressions concerned. I have already suggested that

there eìlîe d-ifficulties for weaker Tequirements than this;

and we could- certa.inl-y not recast (4) or (+t) as identity

statements, or as statements that the expression in l,he

C place was interchangeable with the explession in the I

place, -in vieu of the fact that the C place may contain

a l.ist of physical- charaote/istics of an object, and the

I place is requJ-red to contain a rule.

Yet the ex.ample does not seem entirely beside

the point, Sentencefl like ltfhe piece of wood with such-

and.-such properties is the basebal-J- batrr are in use, are

refated to the kind of rul-e f am considc¡ring, and can be

regarcled as id.entity statements. they even support a

l-imited- intersubstitutivity: I can sa.Ir to a beginner

who I know -is slow to acquire nevi terms, rrHold the

piece of wood. by the thin er:drr, and achieve thereby

just vrhat I luoul-d- achieve by sayingrtHol-d the bat by

the hand.lerr. The qual-ificat-ion trlimitedrr is important;

every h'.ghtning flash is ar: el-ectrical dischar:ge, but not

e'Very piece of wood of the Same sort need be a baseball-

bat. But perhaps this difference is not cr-i-tical.

Broad.ly speaking, scientific theory takes the whole
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range of physical phenomena as its domain, hence no

observational- description of a phenomenon will- be out'

siri.e its scope; and-, to the extent that the theory is

sound, there should. be n,o pr:oblems , aI l-east with sub-

stltuting theoretical- f or obse.rvational terrns r âs long

as the observatíonal lartgu¿ge is sufficiently rich to

cope with the d-istÍnct j-ons which are there to be made.

Baseball- rules, on the o-bher hand, have as tkLeir domain

only a l-imited range of human activity - that which,

on the account under consideration, they constitute.

Thus there is no reeson to suppose that rbatr should

be substitutabl-e fo:: a n¿1,'Lr;ral- descriptiort occ'urr.ing

outsir:i-e the domain of the .rules, evon if it would be so

withj-n thej.r scope. Tha,t j-s 'bo say, the difference may

inciicate a di.fference in the sccpe of the relata, rather

than a difference in the form of the rel-ation.

A slightly dj-fferent account of the relation,

which helps to make thj.s poirrt, can be drawn from another

example. In a cl-i-scussion of central state materiafism,

Deutscher Ìras suggested that a typical expression ctf titi-s

position shoul-d- be regarded, not as an j-dentity state-

Ineht, but as at7 identif-ication statement, in whicl:. some-

thing i-ncompletely ltnown and inadequately identj.fied as

a mj-ncl state is, on the basis of rnore complete knowledget
B

more ad-equatety icj-entif ied as a brain state " This l-ine

clearly tahes the physi-calist lariguage of the scienbific

theories in terms of which central state ma'ber:iaJism is
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st¿lted_ to be superior to the or;d-inary or technica-l-

language of the dualist theories which allow the ident'-

if icat-ion of minrl sta'tes. It is fcr this reason that 
'

al-though. -bire scieirtifj.c basj-s of central state materia'l-

ism has the Sort of all--i-ncl'utSive rJcope ment-i-oned above,

anc there is clearly an id.entity st¿Ltement burj.ed in

Deu'tsche¡r. 1s versi.on of the thesis , one does not expec t

the two identifying descr:iptjons to be intersubstitutable"

The physj-r:al state descri-ptj-ons which nright be srlbstitubecl

for menbal- st¿rte ,J-escr:iptions are generally not available,

and- if they were, WoulcÌ TÌot Serve ptl.rposes Such aS moral

aSsessment, which are an important part of the aclivities

in whj.ch the d.ualj-i--lb language is used" Mental s'bate

d_escrj_ptions which might be sutrstituted f'or physi-ca1

state descriptl6rnS aTe generally available, but are not

expressed in telms v;hi-ch eria.ble them t6 be l--'i-nked bo

other expressiorlsl in the explanation. Tcr say, fclr

instance, that gi'ven a cerbailr state of' mental- awareness'

cer:ta,j-n visual- stimul-j- wjt-1. cause a. state of recogni-tiorl ,

which will i-n 'turn cause movement lvitkrj-n ¿r certain Ta'nge,

j-s not to provid-e an explanation, in any Serious liense

tesbabl-e, of that movement. Confronied by such a

statenient, one woul_d. probably assunìe -bhat tstate of

mental a.lvalteneSfJ I ancl tstate of recogn-i-tion t Were place-

hofder:s f or fairly complex clescriptions of b::ain state s

an.d ohanges in brain stater oï pertlaps for series o-fl EEG

reaclings accepted as signs of such states. But not until

1;hese appropr.iatr: rì.escripti-ons afie avai.labl-e is the state-
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statement testabl-e; and until it is testable, it is not

so much.a scientific statement in which some substitution

of expressions has been made I âS an unfortunate hybrid of

doubtful- sense and vafue.

I take this discussirn to support the comment

above on the significance of the scope of a theory: to

show that faiture of intersubstitutivity can be the con-

sequence of attempts to apply a theory outside its scope t

and. that central state material-ism is such an attempt.

This, of course, is just what the central state material-

ist d.enies; but in this d-enial- he incurs one, or possibly

two, obligations. The first is to provide an adequate

alternative to mental state descriptions. Since

physical-ist and. dual-ist theories are significantly diff-

erent, there must be problems in deciding when one pro-

vides an alternative, in the relevant sense, to the

other; hence this notion of an alternative is not a

clear one. Houeverr one can offer examples. Science

offers an al-ternative to magic, at least insofar as

both are regarded as ways of understanding the uorld,

and. pursuing one I s interests in it. Science is not,

perhaps, a cemplete afternative to religion, but it

might be argued. that it offers alternatives in so many

areas to which religion has l-aid cJaim, that, if it is

accepted-, the scope of religion is greatly diminished.

The second obligation is to show that the alternative

has a superior ctai-m to acceptance. Until- the f irst
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obligation is met, over-extension of a theory wil-l- yield

unfortunate hybrids like the example above. To meet the

first obligation without meeting the second is to produce

two systems of equalJ-y acceptable and non-intersubstitut-
able terms.

All these notions, of explanati-cn, identification,
scope and preference, bear on the task of improving (+)

above. The basic analogy consists in this: that the

objects and activities involved in games such as basebal-l

can be identified and discussed in natural_ terms; but
cannot be explained in these terms. They are explained.

by reference to the rules constituting baseball; and it
is essential- to this explanation that things initially
identified in natural terms be rej-dentified in game-

terms. It is the form of statements effecting this re-
identification that (4) attempts to capture. Ihe analogy

suggests that these identification statements have more

in common with statements of identity than with condit-
ional-s. It is because of this that they support

limited intersubstitutivity, the limitation being the

scope of the rul-es constituting the game. The identif-
ication in game-terms is the preferred or superior

identification. [he implicatj-ons of game identification
supersede those of natural identification uhere these

conflictr âs when two pieces in a board game are a11owed,

in game-terms, to occupy the same place at the same time.

It should be noted that the basj-s of this preference is
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not best explained as being the superior comprehensive-

ness or accuracy of the game-terms, though there is a

sense in which they must be said to have this character.

Rather, the und.ertaking to play the game is the acknow-

ledgement of this superiority: part of what it j-s for

us to be playing the game j-s for us to be engaging in an

activity which is not adequately explained without the

use of game-terms.

As well as casting d-oubts on the conditional

form, this analogy suggests that the form (1) above,

which Ransdell- attributes to Searl-e, may be more adequate

than Ransdetl suggests. \¡/hen we say rrÎhat ffash of

light in the sky was an efectrical dischargerr, our

puïpose is to identify the phenomenon in terms of the

theory in whicir rel-ectrical discharget has a place.

It is not necessary for this purpose that we should, in

the same statement, spel1 out the theoretical implicat-

ions of the id.entification - that is uhat the theory

is for, Similarly, when we say I'Such-and-such a thing

counts as a baseball batrt, we identify the thing in a

way that brings it under the rules; and we can do this

without making the rul-es an explicit part of the identif-

ication statement. I am, in effect, distinguishing

between those rul-es which constitute the formal- structure

of the game, and- those rul-es through which that formal-

structure is applied . For rules of the second Sort r a

small- revision of the formufa attributed to Searle seems
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sufficient,
(t') c

viz.2

counts as Gn

this approach is already familiar in the area

from which I draw the analogy. Nagel, in his discussion

of scientific explanation, having distinguished between

theories and experimental- laws in a way loosely paral1e1

to the distinction between game terms and naturaf terms

which I have employed, proceeds to characterise the

components of theories thus.

For the purpose of analysis, it will be use-
ful- to distinguish three components in a theory:
(1 ) an abstract calculus that ís the logical
skeleton of the explanatory system, and that
ftimnlicitlv definesfr the basic notions of the
=y"t"*; (2) a set of rul-es that in effect
assign an empirical- content to the abstract
calculus by relating it to the concrete mater-
ial-s of obäervation-and. experiment; and. (=)
an interpretation or model- for the abstract
cal-culus, which supplies some fl-esh for the
skeletal structure in terms of more or l-ess o
famil-iar conceptual or visual-izable materiaf s.'

I have not suggested any general need for a modelr though

I shall- l-ater suggest that the notion of a model- is usefuf
10

in certain sorts of case; T have taken it that when

the formal- system Nagel mentions in (t ) is d.eal-t with by

the set of rul-es he mentions in (Z) , the result is an

interpretation of the formal- system. However, the

remaining apparatus of cal-cufus and content-assi-gníng

rules - often called bridge principles - is clearly

similar in form and purpose to the apparatus of formal

game structure and rul-e of application proposed above.

Thus my approach reflects what Hempel called the standard
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11
conception of scientific theories.

The comparison suggests certain criticisms.

Hempel, in the paper mentioned, says of the distinction

between internal- principles and bridge principles that

i når'l 
" 

" i:: åi 
": 

".;if åi i ål'il"3" äå:i'iiËiÎuåå'
for distinguishing internal- principles from
bridge principles. In particular, the
dividing line cannot be characterized syn-
tactically, by reference to the constituent
terms; forr âs has been noted, both internal
principles and bridge principles contain
theoretical as well as antecedently avaj-labl-e

' terms. Nor is the difference one of epist-
emic status, such as truth by convention
versus empirical trutTL.12 the distinction ist
thus, admittedly vague. '-

Feyerabend, discussing a simil-ar account of scientific

theory i-n terms of an uninterpreted postulate system and

correspondence rules quoted from Carnap, and regarded as

the basis of objection to claims of incommensurabilityt

takes its point to be rto. that new and abstract languages

cannot be introduced in a direct wayr but must be first

connected. with an already existing, and presumably stable,
13

observational- idiomff ; and goes on to say that this rr. . j-s

refuted at once by noting the way in which chil-dren l-earn

to speak and in which anthropologists and linguists fearn
1+

the unknown language of a newly discovered trÍberr .

None of these problems seem serious at this

stage. l,r/hatever may have been the case for Hempelrs

examples, it is quite cl-ear that appli-cation or bridging

rules in the form (1 t ) id.entified above must contain both
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natural- and game terms; and that formal rules in the form

(Z') id.entified above must not. At least, this second

point woul-d be clear if some clear position were establish-

ed on logical or syncategorematic expressions, and if it

were remembered that expressions which were capitalised

to show game status in Ransdel-lrs presentation, such as

r\,Valkedr, are not synonymous with terms left uncapital-

ized to show natural status, such as rwalkedr . hrhiLe

it is not cl-ear that rules in the form (1t) are to be

distinguished from those in form (Z') as empirical truth

from conventional- truth, it is tc be remembered that these

forms were distinguished precisely because of a difference,

if not in their truth conditicns, at feast in their withç

drawal conditions. It should also be recal-l-ed that the

apparent jndeterminacy between empiri-ca1 and conventional-

truth, arising in both Searl-e and Scheffler, provided part

of the basis for the present approach.

Concerning Feyerabend I s comments, it is not

clear that the sorts of case he mentions provide a

refutation of the claim that this distinction has the

place proposed, even if we accept his account of its
main point. Anyone who accepts that new and abstract

languages or theories or games must be interpreted in

a preexisting idiom through correspondence rules there-

by confronts a problem of foundation: either the very

first structure acquired must have been of such a

different type as to require an entirely different
analysisr or some abstract language must have been
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l-earned uithout being in some degree translated into an

anteced.ent idiom. Either alternative would damage the

anaÌysis. one might suppose that it is to this problem

of foundation that Feyerabendrs comments are directed,

but this is not so. His concern with chil-dren is not

with their first conceptual structures, but with later

ones. He suggests that a later rrconcept and perceptual

image of material objectsrr replaces a stage at which

ttobjects seem to behave very much like afterimage srr,

without this earli-eï view either explaining or providing

evid-ence for the new notion of a material object.

Ind-eed, the previous objects of perception, rr... or

things somewhat like them, sti1l exj-st, but they are now

d.ifficul-t to find and must be discovered by special

methods. (fire earlier visual- world therefore literally
15

disappears.)ft . Similarly, the anthropologists and

linguists learning the unknown language of a newly dis-

covered. tribe have an anteced.ent structure, but scorn to

use it. They rr.. remind us that a perfect translation

is never possible, even if one is prepared to use complex

contextual definitions. [his is one of the reasons for

the importance of field work where new languages are

learned. from scratch, and- for the rejection, âs inad-

equate, of any account that relies on rcompleter or
16

t partial I transl-ationrr .

there is a problem of foundation

am attempting to for:mulate, and I
think that

of view I
I

for the sort
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attempt to deal with it in a later chapter; but Feyer-

abend does not j-nvoke it" This is because his suggestion

that ttre childts new concept owes no debt to the olcj. one,

and the anthropologist t s new language is srmil arly detachecl,

is implausibl-e on the face of it, and .i.11-supported by

argument. The context of Piagetian theory supports the

identification of development¿rl stages, but not the claim

that an earl-ier stage has no significant relation to a

later one. The afterimageish, indeed, sense-data-l-ike

cbjects of the earl-ier stage do not expla:i-n the notion of

a material object, but this -is not to be expec'tjed. The

not-icn of a material- object, however, mi.ght be used to

explain them; 'and it can do so r through tlr.e very

theories of Piaget and his sc:hool- which are cited by

Feyerabend" It would be odd to suggest that these

earl-ier private objects were evj-dence for the notion of

a material- o.bject¡ but given such a notion, trvs can

explain what j-t might mean for a private object - a

per:ceptual image of a material object to be evidence

of a commonly reliable kind for statements about particul-

ar material objects. Of course, one canncrt see the worl-d

j.n tvro incompatible guises at once, and one mJ-glit use

this example, âs I ear'lier used examples relating to

motor cars, to suggest the difficulty cf supposing tha-b

a conceptual change changes nothing but concepts; but

this just emphasises the oddity of Feyerabendrs using a

case of alleged conceptual change as though it were a

refutation of a general account of conceptual sbructures.
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There is a simil-ar l-acLc o-f appropriateness

about the other example. Even if we clisregard more or

less Quj-nean objections to the apparent view that only a

perfect translation is better than no transl-ation at all,

ancl even if we ignore the question hovr the anthropofog-

istrs fir;,t language is to be kept out of the business

of learning the new langua.ge from scratch, both of which

questions affect the quality of Feyera.bendrs argument,

there is stil-l the point that noone has ever wished to

sâVr of uatural- languages, that one coul-d be learned

only on the basis of prior tr<nowledge of another. One

cannot refute an account of the relationsh-ip of ccncept-

ual- structures within a language by showing that this is

not the way that different natural languages are rel-ated

to each other.

In justice to Feyerabend, it shoul-d be said

that in the passages quoted. he is particularly concerned

to meet an argument against incommensurability. He

a1lows a distinction between ccnceptual apparat'r-ts and its

basis, -insi-sting on1y, in the liagetian case, that the

basis changes from stage tl stage. But it is part of

this view tha,t represents the basis a,s in sDme sense

rrobservational-tt, and thus constant; and it appears to be

his vie',v that only by relati'vising observation to the

conceptual structure which e.xplains i-t can certa-in

unfortunate consequences be avoided. However, it is

not at all- cl-ear that the antecedent language must be
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ff a presumably stabl-e observational idiomfr. " The language

anteced.ent to a new cr-rnceptual structure need not be

observation. Ind.eed, it need not be stabl-e, though no

d.oubt things aTe easier, and the new structure more useful,

if it j.s. This point is mad-e in the f ielcL in which

Feyera,bend. wrote. Commenting on a concept of theoret-

ical- terms proposed by J.D. Sneed, Stegmuller says:

I'According to Sneed and unl-ike the common view, the diff-

erence between the theoretical and the non-theoretical

does not coincide with the observational - non-observat-
17

ional dichotomyrt. I shall not, however, attempt to

pursue issues within the philosophy of science. I

have taken it tha'b the most obviously' simj-lar proposals

and difficul-ties arisi.ng in the field should be noted;

but I d-o not think that my more general concerns arc best

worked. out in the terrns of a restricted field of enquiry.

These accounts of scientif-ic theory and explanation

provide analogy, not solutions.

îhe distinction between rul-e forms is perhaps

more clearly seen in the second case which f wish to

offer as analogous: the interpretation of an uninter-

preted. forrnal- system" P.F. Strawson, using this as a

way of looking at the acti-vity of. a fo-rmal- logician,

suggests that the logiciants task may be seen as hav'ing

two parts. The first part, he says, j-s the construction

of a purely abstract system of symbols, involving the

introd.uction of symbols, and of various kinds of rule
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for their manipulation. He goes on:

Such a system i-s cal-l-ed ra'ostract I beoause
no meaning is attached to the symbols over and
above the rules of combination and transform-
at-ion. The second part of the task wil-l then
be that of g:lving the symbols a meaning or
interpretation; and for this it will- be
necessary to use ex.pressions of wh.ich the.to
meaning is regarCed as alrea.dy knc¡wn. '"

He-r:e we have the clistinction between riatural-

terms and terms with a meanj-ng established j.n a system of

rules clearly drawn, together with the notion of establish-

i-ng a rel-ation between them. In interpreting the systen,

vüe establ-ish j-ts scope by determining the domain over

which its variables range, and a l-im-ited intersubstitut-

ivity in regard.ing efements of that doinain as values of

the variables of the system. In i-nterpreting a system

as sententi-al- calcu1us, we identify the menLbers of

certain cl-asses of sentence as formula: subject to the

rul-es of the system, in the process disregar'ding or

restricting or expanding functions that those sentences

may have had in informal. di.scourse. In all- these

respects, thi-s process is closely analogous to that of

introducing a gamc, and to the process of scientj-fic

explanation discussed abctve. 0f course, scientific

explanation is no-b quite l--ike the -interpretation of a

formal- system; but one of the more obvious differences

rnight reasonably be said to mask a significant point.

In the case of scientific explanation, we are

commonly inclined to think cf the observed Jrhenomena

comi.ng f irst, and the theoretlcal- explanation coming
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second; in the case of formal- logicr âs Strawsonrs

presentation suggests, we are inclined tc think of the

abstract system coming f irst, a,ncl its interpretation

coming second. Both inclj-nations a,re open to criticism.

Strawson thinks that we woufd be misled in so seeing the

logic case, since rr. . . in practice, the logician always

approaches the task of system-construction w:lth some
19

paL:ticu1a.r kind of interpretation in mindrr; and the

broadly speaking inductivist account of scientific

explanation above has been vigourously a,ttacked by

Popper. If Strawscrn arid Popper are correct, one might

argue that the distj-nction between explanation ancl

interpretation rested not on a. d-ifference between two

processes, but on a difference between th.e -i-nterests and

intentions of logicians and scientists. This is not

entirely beside ttre point; but there is a further point

which does not depend upon this kind of argum€rnt. It

is no doubt true thatr âs a matter of fact, people

encounter physical. phenomena before they encotlntei:

scientj-fj-c theories; and they could invent, or be shown,

purely abstract systems before they found ways of inter-

preting them; and that th.e sea,rch for explanations ancl

interpretations in such cases would be rlifferent, at

least psychologically, and probabl.y methodol-ogically.

But I do not wish to use the d-istinction between the

formation and the interpretation of systems in the j-nvest-

-tgati-cn of historical or psycholc,gi.r:al or methodological

questions. I wish to use it as an instrument of analysis:
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as a way of rûore clearly articufating a structure of rufes

which might be seen as constituting games, or ways of

actingr or forms of life. I v¡il.l .regard it as suita'bfe

for this purpose if, understood in terms of the analogies

I have discussred, the analog:'-es irivoked are suffic-iently

strong to provide a coherent way of talking about con-

stjtutive rul-e systems, ancl there is reasonabl-e hope of

further illumination.

I think that this d-iscussion has shown a suff-

iciently strong analogy between explanatioir and i-nterpret-

ation on the one hand, and rules in the form (t t ) above

on the other, to satisfy the first reqllirement. Con-

cerning the seconri. requirement, I will quote further

from Strawson. After pclinti..ng out the respect in which.

his division of the logiciants task may be misJ-eading' he

goes on to say:

The reasons why it -i-s illuminatl.ng are at l-east
two: (l) it suggests,what we shall- see to be
the case, th.at a system const::ucted with one
interpretation in mind may turn out tc be
susceptibl.e of more than one ì-nterpretation
(i.u., lrle may be put on the track of further
forma] anal-ogies); (ii) it remincls us that
we cannot be quite sure how the symbols of a
system are to be interpreted until v're have
supplemented thg explanations given wi-th a 

ZOstudy of the rules of the system.

The significance of the poss-i-bility of a.lternative :'-n.ber-

pretation I trust wilÌ emerge in subsequent Ciscuss-i-on;

I shall not attempt to develop it at this point, though

it migirt be noted tha-b being lrtrrt-rt on the track of further

formal analogi.esrr is highly desiraÏ.¡le. Th.e second
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s.uggestion has more immed-iate appl-ica'l,ion. The error

of supposing tha.t r¡re under:stand the symbols of a system

on the basis of their interpretation, without a full

understanrling of their place as defined by the rul-es of

the system, is in effect the error which, according to

Ransdel_l, threatens searle. Noting that searle says

that gameterms are not merely l-abels, but mar:k something

that has consequences, he says:

ButSearledoesnotfo]-].owupthisimportant
poin b to develop its fu.l-1 signif icance '
Moreover', the iñtra,-game iniport of the part-
icular term he cites is not brought r-rut" "
In view of the fact that none of this is brought
out in a general v/ay, there is reason to doubt
that searle fulIy recogn-tøed the signif:i.ca-nce21
of the ?rconsequencesrr Ìre mentions '

Ransdel-lrs way of giving weight to the consequences l-eads

to his proposal of the fc¡rm (Z'), in which the consequen-

ces form the conseqr,rent of a cond-ì-tional- whichr ¿ìS a

whoJe, clef ines the gameterm whj-ch searle appeared to

define upon the antecedent a,l-one. Now, Ranscle]-l is al

this point e:cplicitly concern(>d. with cases in vrhich the

connotatiorL is explessed- in gameterms; and for these

cases I hi¿ve found no reascn t3 quarrel with h-is proposed

refinement. But h.j-s reasons woulrj. apply, with even

more force, to cases in which the connotation is expressed

in natural. terms. He takes it that the Same refinement

works in thr-.se cases. I have argued. that it does not;

anct the distinction between a forrnal system and its

interpretation provi.cles a way of saying why it does not,

and offers ¿rn al-ternat-Lve account of the¡;e caseS' while

r:e_inforcing what was ccr:r:ect in h-i-s d-iagnosis. I take
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this to be sufficient for the second requirement.

I propose, therefore, that we distinguish two

kinds of rul-e j-n systems which might constitute games or

ways of acti-ng or forms clf l-ife. The first, which I

shall call for:nal rules, can be regarded as having, idea-
22

11y, the f orm (Z) above, and are const j-tutive of what I

shall- call formal games: abstract, uninterpreted

systems" the second, which I shal1 cal-l rules of inter-

pretation, can be regarded as having, ideally, the form
a7
L)

(tt) above, and. reJ-ate formaf games to independent

doma j.ns of language. The def init-ions of gameterms r ofl

this account, must al-so have two components. A game-

term may be said to be formally defined, in the manner

suggested by Ransdell, by a fornal rule: i.e., to

predicate a gameterm of some subject is equivalent to

asserting of that subject that it fal-ls under a particul-

ar rul-e " It sho'ufd be noted that this is a very

schematj-c account" The relation between gameterms and

-f ormal rul-es need not be one-to-one. This, to def ine

rkingt j-n chess woul-d involve rules about initial place-

mentr ilovement and capture, and. al-so the rul-es refevant

to tcheckr ancL tcheckmater. There is point in saying,

as Ransd-e-Il quotes Strar,vson riaying, that the basis of

meaning js the whole structure of the game; there is,

however, also point j-n a more limitecl notion of a defin-

ition. To define a term formally is to place it in a

formal- game. fts inte::preted definition - its
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ci.efinition :'-n an ir:terpreted game vuil-l involve a

l-ink to natural- terms. This l-ink may be ind-irect,

There .is no reason to suppose that every gameter:m must

directly' rel-ate to F.joIIìe natural- expression. Trle coulcl

riot satisfy such a recluj-rement for tclectronr, nor is -i-t

satisfierj. for rmaterially impl-test. Howeverr tlLere are

direct lj.nlis -i-n some cascis. Thus, tcricket ba-Lr might

be formally defined loose1y, and with -no attempt to

l.nrpose conci.itional- form as that whJ-ch the batsman

uses to str:ike the balJ-. Under the normal interpret-

a,tion, th.e familiar sort of wooci.en artefact w.il-l count a,s

a crj-cket bat, h-itting a particula.r sort of spheri.cal

object wjth it wil-l count as striking the ball, and

varior.rs consequences r,v-i-l-l fol.l-ow depencling upori the out-

cclme of this ope::ation,, In an al-ternative interpretat-

ion, a die rnight count a,s a cricket bat, rolling -i-t might

count as striking the ball, and. various consequences

mj-ght fol-low depending upon the outcome of this

operation. As my use of Inormal interpretatio-nr suggests,

a purely fcrrmal- d,efinition, or one based cn arì unusual

interpretatj.on, wolrld not normal-ly be accepted as defj-n-

j-ng tcri.cket bat f . Typj.cally, the accepted d.efinition

of a gameterm witt be an interpreted- defin:'-ti.cn, a,nd in

the cl-earer¡t cases wil-l- invol-ve a normal- -i-nterpretati.on,

though there meiy be less clear cases in which a formal-

game is variously i-nterpreted, or wher:e more than one

formal- game -i.s interpre'red j-n the same rj.ornain.
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SECTIO}T 15 This account of rul-es meebs requirements of

generali zabll-i_ty and rel-evance .

At this point jn the development of th.is

a,ccount of rule--constituted structures, I should sub ject

it to two tests: one of gerreralizability, and one of

rel-evance. The account has used, as a basisr games in

the orrlinary sense of bhe word. In these cases, 'úhe

dj.stinctness of the game from our ordinary, non-frivof-

ous conLrernii is generally clear enough; in contrast to

our serious activities, the gcals of games would not

arise in the norma ì course of events, ancl woulri. not

interest us if they did, ancl the terminoLcgy anri act..

ivities of games wor;l-d not make sense vrithrtut the n;l-e-

book.. When we move to the sa-rt cf activity tvhi-ch,

however conventional-j-zed, is not thought cf as a, gamet

the importa,nce of the rules appears to dim-in-ish. We

feel we couL.d. unci.erstand the point of vrhat is going ofl r

e\¡en if we clidntt know the rules; we might say of these

cases, as Searl-e said of rules of etiquet'le, that the

rul-es can only be regulative. I have already sa.id

something about these cases ; l¡ut more is needed. Tf

this feeling carlnot be shown to j-nvol-ve a mi-stake, then

we have an ¿¿ccount of formal- a.ncl interpretetl games which

is applicable only to games in the ordinary sense, and

this would not serve the purpose I j.r:tend" The attempt

to show such a mistal<e is the attempt tc m:et the test

rif generaLizabllj-by. The test for rel-evance is tir.e test

for relevance to the purpose a,s I previously and provis-

ionally sta,ted it, f -intrcduced. the notion of a way of
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acting, which I characterj-zc¿d as i'nv'o1'ving interactirre

bodies of belief and convention, which pr:ovided frame-

works for individuabion, identifj-cation and reidentific-

ation. I claimed, in opposition to Scheffler, that

d-isturbances itl -bhe conceptual structu:res embedded in

these bod.ies of bcl-ief ancl convention affected our

ab:i-li.ty to refer to individuals; and offered ti'rese

cl-aims aS contrj.butory to an account of a relativist

position. It is necessary that the present account

shoulcL permit 'r,he for'mulation a.nd d-efence of s-irnj-lar

cl-aims, for if it d.oes not, the refevance of thj-s to

earlier sections of my d-j-scuss.ir:n is lost o I shall

first consider the question of general-izak¡J-1ity.

That an account of this sort is not restri-ct-

ed to ganLes in the ordinary Sense appears to be acceptecl

by Ransdell, in the pape.r I have cl-iscuE¡sed. He a.ccepts

it, in his versj-crt, ,for the non-frivofous speech act of

promi-s-ing; he d-iscusses its application Lo the case of

law, and in passíng suggests that it might apply to
1

profess;iona.l rcrles generally. Of cou.rse, his main

argument, that the account does not provide an analysis

of speech acts generally, tend.s to the opposite effect;

but thisl argumen't, even if it i-s sound in its o1Àrll terms,

-is irrelevant to mlr present concern because of a differ-

encie between the notion of a rul-e-c,onstituted way of

acting and of a speech act which is implicit in Ransdell-rs

own discussion. These notions a¡e very dif.ferent in
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scope. The operation of law must clearly involve a

variety of speech act types. There is testi.fyingr wh-ich

not only J-nclud-es, in the case of testimony under oath,

a kind. of promisi-ng in the taking of the oath, but

might afso be said to include, in the case of expert

testimony, cases of advising, another speech act type

which Ransdelt discusses; there is al-so r:endering a

verd-j-ct, antl passing jud-gment. Thus the analysis of a

speech act type may involve not just the association of

ac.bs of that type with a particular rul-e constj-tuting

certain behaviour: as an ac-b of that type, but rath-er

giving such acts a place in a vray of acti-ng, which i-n

j-ts turn is analysed by reference to a constitutive rule

set. The particular speech act type gets its meaning,

one rnight sayr from the whol-e structure of the game;

hence Ransdelf ts conclusj.on, far from counti-ng against

the generalizability of this account of ways of acting,

is what the account vrould lead one to expect "

There r:emains, however, the general question

whether the sort of case which r ini-tiau-Jr suggestecl as

providing exampl-es of ways of acting can be regarded as

sufficiently distinct tc yield to the kind of analys-is

which can be applied to games.

Games, in the ordinary sense , are

convenient examples of interpreted games in

presenting felv problems of indivj.duation or

generally

mJ¡ sense ,

id ent ity 
"
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More problems are to be expected when the notion of

formal and interpreted games is used to organise tal-k

about less arbitrary and well-disciplined spheres of

activity.

At the beginning of this chapter, I suggested-

that some vrays of acting might be identified through

nouns referring to conventionalized forms of activities

named by common verbs: rbanquett deriving frotn reatr,

rd-uelt from tfightr, and so oll. It can now be suggested

that the verbs are to be taken aS natural terms rel-ative

to the games identified by the nouns: reatr i.s to be

regard.ed- as a terms of establ.ished reference through which

a formal game is interpreted as dining; reatr stands to
f d.ine I as rf ight I stands to tduelI , oL' as rcompete I

stand-s to tplay chesst or rwin t to t checkmate I .

[o bring out a further point ' one might say:

tswordt stand.s to tduefr as tbatf stands to rcricketr.

One might suppose either that nothing of the sort that

duell-ists call a sword or cricketers a bat had existed

untit they were designed to complete the interpretation

of a formaf game (.s one might suppose that nothing of

the shape of a conventional- chess bishop existed until it

was d-esigned. tg complete a set of pieces); or that things

of that general sort, and known as swords and bats, had

existed before any formal game was interpreted as

duelling or cricketing. On the former supposi-tJ-on,
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rswordr and tbatr are gameterms, which will- be defined

partly by their function in the game, i.€., in rel-a,tion

to other gameterms; and partfy by their interpretation,

i.e., in terms natural relatj-ve to the game. 0n the

latter supposition, tswordr and rbatt will be natural

terms with establ-ished reference, given a technical sense

i-n the game to the extent that either the function or

constitution of their referenbs is restricted by the

rul-es. Thus a cricket bat may be recognisably simiL.ar

to a rounders bat, Ì¡ut distinguished from it by being

constitu.ted in a specified way related to its function

in the game i a duelling sword may be recognisably simil-ar

to other swords, but distinguished by the requirement,

related to its function in the game, that it be the same

in specified respects as anothe:: sword a sword can be

a sword in isolation, but a duelling sword only as one

of a pair.

This resurrects earlier difficulties with

Searl-e I s distinction between constitutive and regulative

rul-es. In the preceding paragralh, I treated the rul-es

of cricket and duelling as constitutive, rather than as

regulative. The rules of fo::maf games cannot be

regarded as regulative, since they do not refer to

anything external to the game; and I am considerÍng the

interpretation of formal games as chess and cricket as

being basical-ly the same sort of operation as the

interpretation of formal games as dining and duelling
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roughly, as creating the possibill.ty of new for:ms of

activity, For Searle, however, chess was a paradigm

case of a rul.e-constituted- activ|ty, and c.t'ichet woul-d

no dgubt fall in the same cl-ass; but these were to be

di-stinguished. from what he regardecl as the regulative

rules of etiquette at table, and no doubt also from a'

co.l-e ri.uel-lo" [he fi.rst questi-on about this differe::.lce

of opinion .1s not whether the rule-sets jn questj-on are

constitutive or regulative, but whether there -is a

significant difference l¡etween chess ancl cricket on

the one hand, and d.ining :rnd. duelling on the o-bhe-r''

I have pr:eviously cliscussed the accounts gi-ven

by SearJ-e of the d-ifferr:nce; r¡vhat is to be stressed at

tÌte momen't is its contingency. The point can tre made

in -rel-atign to the above d.j.stinction be'tween í¿ newly

introduced. gameterm, and a natutal- term given tech.nical

Selnse aS a gameterrr. Tn orCer to make the difference

aS sharp as possible, let us take as contrasting examples

the use of tpawnt in chess and tswc-rdt in duel.ling. 1¡/e

will stappose that tpa,lvnr is Cefired on the rul-es of a

formal- game ancL the physical character:istics of a

conventional- object; th.at the tern has no use ante-

ced.ent to or ind.epend.ent of the ptaying of chess; and

that the behaviour of chess playel:s j-s s-1gnj f icantly

d.ifferent from any a.n'tecedent or indepenrj.ent forms of

beha,viour. I{e wil-l- suppose th.at rswordr has established

r:ef<:rence to a elass of weapons; that td¡elling s'¡ord t
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j-s introduced to ide;ritify a sub-set of these weapons on

the basis of the restrictio:rs mentj.oned above; and that

the behaviour: cf cluel-l-ists j s signif icantly s-inil-a:: to

that of people fighting with sworcls prio-r to olr iridep-

endent of thr: code due11o. Searf€r might then be supp-

oseci. to sayr of chess and Cuelling, (i) tnat the former

is, as ther latter is not, a new form cf beha.vj-our; (ii)

that the rules of the latter d.o, as thosa of the former:

d.o no1: ¡ characterist j.cal-ly take imper:ative f ort,; ( iii )

th.at the l-atter can, as the for:iler cannot, be desc.ribed

in the sa.'rxe ter':ms wheth.er the rul-es exist or not; and

(iv) that the rules of the fcjrmer: specify the beha'viour,

whil-e those of the latter evaluate it.

\Tow, the contingency of tho distinction con-

sists in this. The suppositions a,bove are reasonable ,

anr1, perhaps, rrore o.r less correct; but they could be

fal-se. One coul-d Êuppose tnat the physj-ca] model- of

chess had. antecerlent and independ-ent use in informaf

games similar to chesls; and that weapons, and incÌeed

personal combat, were unknown beyond the l-imits of a

code cluel-1o. On these cont-tngently fa,lse suppositions,

it woufd. appea.r that ther code duello was constj-tutivet

lvhile the rules of chess were regul-ative. Th.us the

question whethe-r a rr;le-set -is constitutive or regulat-

ive is an histo.r:j-cal question; it is a. question aboilt

what happened first about tho ontogenesis of the

e.cti.rity and- it cannot be answered in the absl-'nce of
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the required. h-i.storical- d-ata.

This consequtìnce brings out internal str:eSSe S

in the erj-teria for the ri-isti::ction. It is plausibl-e

toSupporjethatwecannotrj-ecidewhetheraformof
beha'viour is new with6ut histo3ical knowlc:clge; it is

much Jess plar,rsibl-e - intleed, it seerÌls simply lvrong

tc suppose that we cannot tel-l whe'bher we are specifying

or evaluating wibhout that know.l-erlge. Th.; obvious \^ray

to el-imjnate the stress is to e-liminabe the history: to

t::eat the first basis of d.is'binct-ion above aii concerned

not v,ij-th nev¡, but r,vj-th distinct fclrms of .behav'icur" 
We

thlus rna,ke ji; cLear that vue are concernecl with the analys-

isrnotth.eontogenesisrofformsofbehavicur'l/e:

afso make i-t clear that our first concern must be r,vith

the ind.ividuat.ion of f orms of behaviour, and with the

question what makes s j.mila,r:ities ¿Lnd. d ifferences signif-

icant. The simi.larities between a squabble betv¡een

armed ruffians anð. a. rj.uel- between gentlemen might seem

more signifi-cant to Searle than the clifferenccjs. (mA

a.fso, perhaps, to the ruffi.ans.) To the gentlemen'

tl:e d.:Lfft-rrences mj-gh.t seem more si-gn:'-ficant. This

suggests that the gentÌernen rryoulrj take duelling nlore

setriouslv, as a d.istinct form of 'oehaviour, than either

searLe or the ruff j.ans. This ini.ghb be taken to mean

either that the gentlemen can índ.ivici-uate uhere the oth'ers

cannot t 01 that the gentlemen take serj-ous;1y' regulative

rul_es of good. form that the others clo not. And. what
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sort of question .is j-t, which r:.f these interpr:etatj-ons

is coruect?

It is ternpting ta see it as a question about a

matter of fact as the cluestion whether or not duellirig

reatly is a d.ist-inct form of actj-vity from fighting; but

th-is is a cir:cul.ar path, for it is so if it is signific-

antly dif fererit, anrj. v¡h.ethe-r it j-s s j-gnif icantly cliffer-

ent is just the question, àt issue between Searle and the

gentlemen, froni which. we started. The temptation, I

think, is really that of a return to ontogenetic questions,

for the matter of fa,ct that might riecide the issue is

the hj.storical one. But questions of the ontogenesi-s

of' games ha've been r:ul-ed out, so this is rlot a way to a

salution. Rather, i-t js neceí:tsa'cy to consicler: t'vhat

acco'unt of a form of behaviour j.s acceptecl, and what

this account recluires to be said abcut the case. That

is, expressi ons like tform of behaviour t , ttlistinctr and

so on are to be regarded not as terms the use cf which

is establ-j-shed through their: reference tc: bits of huuan

activJ-ty t¡¿ken as g-iven, but as part of a metal-anguage

as terms established -i-n a game interpr:e'bed as a theory

of games.

0n the account gi-ven here, the ident-ity of

inte.rp.reted games invoh'es both th.e identity of the formaf

games of which they are the interpr:etation, and the ident-

i-l,y' of th.e referents -tn terms of which the formaf games
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are interpreted: let us sa,yr the identity of an in'ber-

preted game has both formal and substantive aspects.

Games rnay show similarit-i-es or differences in either

respect. If a formal- game is interpr:eted as a sent:

ential calculus, and also as a cal.culus of switching

systems, we have two inte.r:preted games whi-ch are

forrnally simil-ar, and substantively different. If one

formal game is interpreted as a legal code for h.uman

behaviour, and anoth.er .is interpreted as a moral- code

for human behaviour, we have two interpreted games which

are formally different, and substantively' similar'

Cases of formal similarity and substantive difference

are not j-ntrinsj-cally problematic. Since the games

involve diffe¡:ent things are, one might sâYr

semantically distinct they are not likel¡r to be the

source of practj-ca1 confusion; it is easy enough for

players to teII which game they are in. Similarlyt

the games do not conflict: the differences are those

which a,rise from the game ts being interpreted in dif f-

er:ent areas; and should they come togethe-rr say, in the

event of someonef s deciding to use the sruitching calculus

to bui-Ld a logic machine, their formal or syntactical

similarity yields cohererice rather than confl-ict.

Cases of formal- clifference and substantive similarity

are, however, a natural source of problelns. Ihe games

have referents in common. Their terms wil.l refer to

what are the same objects under natural descripticns,
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though not in gameterm descriptions r so the formal- rul-es

governing statements about these objects will- be different.

Nor does the discovery of forma-L diversity automatically

yield coherence; it simply opens the question which game

is being played. Thus, the question can be raised

i,'vhether people ought to be penalized for breaking the l-aw

in certain circumstancesr sâX, when they have a conscient-

ious objection to the law in question. [his is sometimes

presented as a lega1 question, which it co'u1d hardly be;

to see it as a moral question is to cfear the air a little,

but not to decide which game has p.riority.

So, since an interpreted game is by definition

an interpretation of a formal- ga,me, two games can be

identical- only if they are the same interpretation of the

same formal- game. Thus duelling is at least formally

distinct from fighting, and is therefore a distinct game.

Thls point hol-ci.s whether one regards fighting as a

separately constituted game, o,r as a form of behaviour

which is in some sense primitive or unconstituted. In

neither case coul-d the two activiti-es be formally simjlar.

logether with this ground, that it is distinct'

for regarding dueJ.ling as a rule-constituted activityt

goes the third of the claims attributed to Searl-e above,

that it coul-d not be described in the same terms in the

absence of the rul-es, because rswordr, taleen as rduelling
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swordl, is a technical- term, deriving part of its sense

from the rul-es. There is also, perhaps, some point to

the cl-aim that the natural form of the rul-es is that of

an assertion rather than an i-mperative; but not the

poi-nt that Searl-e seemed to intend. lhe basic effect

of interpretation of a formal game Ís to i-mpose form on

the referents: by making them referents of gameterms

one attributes to them the relational properties

established in the rufes. To say rfThese are duelling

sword.sff is to attribute to them relations to each other

and. to the activity of duelling. 1o say rrTake these

to be d-uelling swordstt qy, depending on the context,

be to do the same thing, but it is at least as likely to

be to suggest that they are not duelling swords, but are

the best that can be found. in the circumstances. That

is, the notion of the natural form of a rule may be

explained- through reference to its introductj-on through

the interpretation of a formal game, and in this case

the natural form may be regarded as an assertion. In

what seems to have been Searlets intended view, however

that the natural form of a rul-e was that in which it

was most commonly uttered neither the correctness nor

the relevance of the cl-aim is clear.

The satisfaction of the fourth claim, that

the rul-es shoul-d specify rather than evaJuate, will be

estabfished in the same way. Indeed, it is not quite

clear why Searle thought of rules such as rules of
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etiquette as evaluative, even when he t'rought them reg-

ul-ative. What could they be supposed to evafuate?

A code duello does not evaluate the quality of duell-ing,

for this would make it seff-refering; it does not

evaluate the qual-ity of fighting, since a stickler for

the code coul-d be an inept swordsman. Perhaps he thought

it eval-uated the form the fight took; but lt does

not - it specifies the form. It all-ows one to say,

not that the fight was a poor fight or a poor duel,

but that it was only a fight, and not a duel at al-l.

This discussion does, I believe, indicate a

mj-stake in the tendency to regard human activities,
other than games in the ordinary sense, as not amenable

to analysis of this sort. The mistake is, however, a

complex one; certainly not that of thinking that these

activities are not rul-e-governed when in fact they are,

for this woul-d also be part of the same mistake. One

aspect of the mistake is the tendency to impose on the

instrument or process of analysis features which are

already taken to be significant aspects of the domain

to which the instrument is to be applied. I did this

to some extent, and unavoidably, in attempting to sketch

the view which I wished to oppose, by my use of t serious I

and rfrivolous f. No doubt we do commonly draw such a

distinction; but apart from the questicn whether we draw

it correctlyr or indeed, what it comes to to say that we

draw it correctly, it is not clear that it is a distinct-
ion that the analysis is required to reflect. Similar1y,
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and perhaps more pertinently, I have acknowledged the view

that our behaviour in games is wel-l--disciplined in a

sense in which it is not in other spheres of activity.

This is not always regarded as accidental. There is a

common view on which, though it is proper for our behav-

iour in games to be rule-governed, our seríous ccncerns

are too serious for such regimentation to be acceptable,

and the rfrigidityrt a common epithet of rule

structures is more likely tr frustrate than to further

our purposes. Anyone sympathetic to such a view might

well- regard the proposed kind of analysis as inapprop-

riate. this view is often confused: it is not always

clear what story, alternative to one about rules, might

be intendedr or even what notion of a rule is in use;

and in some cases it seems clear, even in the rhetoric

itself, that substitution rather than elimination of

rules is going on. But even if the view that the ess-

entially human is essentially anarchical were clearer

than I take it to be, it would not be to the main point.

The question is not whether those engaged in an activity

see it âsr or say it is, rule-governed, but whether it

can be analysed in those terms. If we found a chess

Grand Master who decl-ared that he was neither acquainted

with nor interested in the rules of chess, but was inspired

to act in certain ways when confronted by a chess board,

we might decide that he was a liarr or invent a theory

of sub-conscious rul-e-following to cope with the case;

but we woufd not regard this as reason to withdraw an
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account of chess as a rule-constituted game. Even if

such cases became commonr we would not be obliged to

withd.raw the account, though we might in such an event

make d.ifferent use of it. Generally speaking, it is not

the case that a means of analysis must be consistent

with, or take account of, a proposition maintained as

true in the analysandum.

Another aspect of the mistake is a tendency to

confl-ate analysis and explanation. Having, ir approp-

riate terms, Shown that Some activity arises from Some

natural or instinctive behaviour, we may require of an

analysis that it conform to this di-scovery. It is this,

perhaps, that led Searl-e to say that rul-es of etiquette

could only be regulative. But, as I have argued above,

historicaL or ontogenetical accounts can yield only

contingent, not logical or conceptual, relationships;

and. the formal structure of an activity may allow

diverse ínterpretations.

These aspects are of a mistake which might best

be identified. as a fail-ure to distinguish between formal-

rul-es and rules of interpretation. So failingr we

import into formaf systems features of the domain in

which they are interpreted-, or see objects in the domain

as having in themsel-ves the relations of the formal

system. Confronted. by a formula in Russeflian notation,

we take some of its signs as propositional- variables t
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though it might be otherwise i-nterpreted; confronted by

a matched pair of pistols from the eighteenth century' we

take them to be d.uelling pistols, although from none of

their properties could a code duel-lo be inferred. In

ord-inary circumstances r this is not a mistake, but a

natural feature of a well-establ-ished interpreted game

in use; but it is a hindrance to analysis. Even

attempts to break the spe11 of accustomed interpretation

may go astray. Thus Frege, in a passage further discuss-

ed_ bel_ow, says that chess pieces acquire no new properties
1

simply because rules are laid down; and this, in a wayt

is clearly true. An object which might count as a chess

piece has those physical- properties that it has, whether

it is so counted. or not; so to count it does not change

it, or make it subject to new physical laus. It i-s as

it would have been had chess never been thought of, and

it had been made for some other purpose. so far, this

is a salutary remind-er that the formal rufes of chess can

apply to such an object only through rufes of interpret-

ation, and it might have been perfectly satisfactory if

Frege had. not used- tchess piecest to refer tl the objects

of which he spoke. But no list of those properties of

an object which are unaffected by the rules of chess can

be sufficient for it to count as a chess piece, and the

formal rul-es and rul-es of interpretation relative to

which it can so count confer upon it rel-ational propert-

ies; and_ these rul-es cannot be at once invoked in its

identification and d-ismissed as not affecting it.
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I d.o not take this discussion as establishing

the absolute generalizability of this basis of analysis;

I do, however, take it to show that it is not restricted

to games in the ord.inary Sen5e, and that certain general

arguments for its non-generalizabiljty are mistaken.

Turning now to the test of refevance, I shall first

consider the applicability of this account in terms of

interpreted games to my earlier comments on individuation

and conceptual structures, and. to this end use the foll--

owi-ng example.

John plays chess by correspondence. For his

game, he uses an ivory chess set based on medi-eval

figures, while his opponent uSeS a set of boxwood turnings

of conventional shapes. John determines, and signifies

to his opponent, that he wil-l move his kingts pawn, which

he picks out as a replica of a medievaf pikeman, and his

opponent as a particular boxwood turning. \de can nohr

sâyr of this pikeman and turning, that

(1) The pikeman is Johnts kingrs pawn

and

(Z) The turning is Johnrs kingrs pawn.

Taking it that (t) and (Z) are identity statements, we

can proceed, by transitivity of identity, to

3) The pikeman is the turning,

which is also an id.entity statement. But about (=) we

may feel Some qualms, since there is a clear Sense in whi-ch

it is fal-se; and this seems to throw strain on the
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transitivity of identity.

Now, I do not offer this as a particularly

diff icul-t or puzzling case, though it is l-ittle removed

from some of those with which Quine has made great pfay

in discussions of referential- opacity. The obvious

answer is to say that (t ) and (Z) are not identity state-

ments, but predi-cate something l-ike | . . o represents John rs

kingrs pawnr of their respective subjects, in which case

there is no inference to (Z). This sol-ution is in some

respects uncongenial. It makes chess pieces into

abstract objects when we are accustomed to think of them

as concrete, and thus confl-icts with the language in which

we are accustomed to speak of them tnoving spati-ally,

si.nce although as abstract objects they no doubt ha'ue a

reference frame, j.t is not clear that it is a spatial

one. Moreover, it is a solution which would bind us

al-so in face to face games, where it seems much clearer

that statements l-ike (1) aïe staternents of identity.

I do not think tha.b these objections are finally telling,

and will l-a,ter argue that our common inclinatj-ons in

this mal,ter are mistaken; but this argument wil-l

depend upon prior application of the notion of inter-

preted games which is under discussion. What is clear

is that a great deal- depend-s upon whether we takc' (t ) and-

(Z) to be id.entity statements or not; and arguments upon

this sort of question can, as I shall suggest befow in a

dj.scussÍon of some arguments of David Wiggins, appear
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question-begging. The arguments must draw upon some

principte of analysis: bhe objections which I briefly

sketched. to -bhe proposed sol-ution of this minor difficulty

take, bi:oadly speaking, conformity to ordinary speech

d.ispositions a,'i the criterion of a sound decision. let

us see what the interpreted games accounb woul-d suggest'

On this account, the formal g¿lme interpretable

as chess is constituted. by formal- rules, of which (1) and-

(Z) aïe clearly not members. (1) and (2) woul-d be rul-es

of interpretation, expressibl-e j-n the r. o counts as .. r

form, and hence statements of identification' supporting

intersubstitution within the scope of the game " (S) is

not a rule, either formal or interpretive, but a contingent

identity cöntingent, that is, upon the adoptiori of (t)

and. (Z) agaj-n licensing intersubstitution wj-thin the

scope of the game. Thus, for statements which arise in

the course or the description of the game itself one could

use any of the id.entifying d.escriptions in (l) and. (Z)

interchangably, perhaps for the sort of reason for whi.ch

I earlier suggested one might substittlte tpiece of woodr

for tbatt or tthin endt for thandlet; but for statements

outside the scope of the game r sâY, concerning the

histories or composition of the objects in question,

intersubstitutivity fai1s. lhe reason that (Z) raises

particular qualms j.s, on this account, clearly that whil-e

(1) and- (Z), bej-ng rules of interpretation, expJ-icitly

rel-ate ordinary or na.tural expressions to the forma.l
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structure of the game , (S) is expressed entir:ely in terms

of the d.oma,in in which the game is interpreted, and in

this domain i.t is clearlY faf se.

This is, in effect, a thesis of relative ident-

ity, by which objects may be irj.entical in one domain and

d-istinct in another; tiri.entity' here being defined by

the p::inciple of the ind.-iscernability of i-dentical-s.

This outcome is m-isl-eadingly -tl-lustrated by chess, sÍnce

I shall l-ater algue that chess pieces aTe part of a morìel,

rather than an interpretation, of the formal- game; but

the thesis of relative identity is a consequence of the

proposed mod-e of analygig, and a f eatur:e of the earl-i-er

d.iscussion to whj.ch I am attempting to establ--i-sh relevance t

so it seems appropriate to consid.er an objection tc it at

this point. the thesis of relative identity was attack-

ed by liliggins in Identity and Spa tio -temporal- ContinuitY.

He d-iscussed. a number o-f cases purporting to be of this

type. My e.xample, in which that which is the same chess

piece is not the same physical objectr appears to fal-l

among bhe cases he call-ed class 5z those where

(a - b) & (a I ¡) & (g(") " e(¡)) & (e(") a e(¡))
fg

whe.re tf t and tgt stand for substantive sortaf concepts

uncler which objects can be counted, and ra I bt reads

ra -i-s the same f as br " None of hi-s examples quite

rnatch mine, and much of his detail-ed discussion is in-

applj-cable. The general l-ines of argument which seem

most applicable are those concerning arrrbiguity and the
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the t isr of identity and the rist of

which tfThe lord Mayor is not the fJame

in the case

official as

of Gnome Road Engineering LtC,. t

one another letters) ¡ut he one and

difference between

predication; and

Managing Director

they often write
3

the same man. rl

these are best shown

Cf this case he saJ¡s that

in
thre

( indeed

l_s

it
.. exploi-ts an ambiguity. Under one inter-
pretation it is sirnply false. In, fa,ct Sir
John Doe, tina,t tireless official, is both
lord. Mayor and. Managing Director of Gno.me Road
Engineering. So they a-re one and tÌ:e same
official, The interpréTãtion which makes
the fj-r:st part of the case true concerns
what it is to be Jrond T and what it is to

â EU oro ome Road. Lln neerf
SC rege wou vec concep S.

wha.t the exarmple then says is that to satisfY
the one concept ... -is not necessarily to
satisfY the other 

vv.-t !+J 
4

If we take this answer back to my example, it resembl-es

in sjome respects, though rrot in al-l, the answer which I

sketched above" îhere are clearly two objects, the pike-

ma,n and the tttrning. Both satisfy the concept of the

chess piece j.n question, and since this is p:r'eCication,

clearly there are tv¡c such pieces. We then require

some fast f oo bwork to show that John cloes not have two

kingrs par/vns t or at least that he does not have them in

a sense that contradicts the ru1es, just as we rlici i.n

orcLer' to shov¡ that the same official cou-ld both be

required and. forbidd.en to take special interest in the

welt-being of Gnome R.oad Engi-neering. No doubt we can

d.o so, by drawing further: on the dist:"nction between

identity and predi-cation; but let us return 'to the

example in 1r{iggins to see how the neecl arose.
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l¡r/e were encouraged, under a light cl-oak of

whimsy, to take toffic.ial-t as a predicate attached to

f sir John Doer, rather than as a ffcover-ing ccnceptrr

unde:: which things wer6 counted, and thusr unsurprising-

fy, to d.iscove.r that Sir John counted as one rather than

as tr¡ro. On this basis we u/ere fed to see that, in

effect, given the sentences rrThe l-,ord l4ayor is the same

man arj the Managing Director of Gnome Road Engineering"

and rrThe I,or:d Mayor is not the same officj-¿rl- as the

Managing Director of Gnome Road Engineeririgrr, the f ormer

\^/as to be understood- as an identity statement, and the

l-atter as a second-order: statement a.bout the appl-icab-

ility of certain predicates which were mentioned in it

rather than used-. But how did we discr:ver such a diff-

erence between such similar sentences? Both have the

form ïequired of id"entity statements by Wiggins' and jt

does not seem refevant that one is negated. The diff-

erence is the difference 'oetwee-'n rmanr and rofficialr.

But Frege would have called rmanr a concept as readily as

'of-ficialt, so why should we not attempt sone perverso

interpretation of the first sentence which wouJd raise

problems just where Wiggins has sinoothed them awa,y?

Tt is ncu clear whytsir John Doet got into the discuss-

ion, though it cLid- not a.ppear in the statemenb of the

case, If we take it thal; propell na.mes have reference

but no sense, and build clj-scussion around a proper name

rather than around- rmanr, we settl-e questions of refer-

ence once and for all, and feave open only questions
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about the sense of such terms as toffj-ci-alr r so that any

problems can be presented as arising fram-bhe way mis-

und.erstanding occurs in conside::ing the refation of

pred.icates to an unprobl-ematically individuated subject.

However, if we adopt a description theory of proper

names, sayr one which renders tsir John Doet as rthe

bearer of ttsir John Doerf t, th.is foundation fail-s.

Nou, it is not my c.ncern at this point to

d.efend. a description theory of names, though such a

position is implicit in much of my discussion, and my

earl-ier d.iscusrsion of ind.ividuation, identificati-on and

reid.entifica.tion implies that desc:riptions of some sort

are prior to names. My present concern is to show that

it would. be a mi-srepresentaticn of the positi-on to say

that I had advanced. a certain theoretical- basis of

analysis yield_ing consequences, in the for:m of a notj-on

of rel-ative identity, v;hich is shown to be false by

arguments of the kind \rr/iggins advances, and that the

theoretica1 base is thereby refuted. What i-s the case

is 'that tþe theory I propose yields consequences j.ncom-

patible with the theory Wiggins espouses ' a theory whi-ch

begins to emerge when we ask how his distinction between

statements of id-entity and of predication is drawn"

This woul-d- be a problem for me only if it were my oblig-

aticlnr âS the proponent of a theory, to refute any theory

with i-ncompatibl-e consequences. While no doub'b such an

obligation hol-d.s in some cases, ancl in exper-imental-
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scienoes the principle upon r,vhich j.t is based is l-ess an

obligation than a d.efinitj-on of the activity, it does not

hold. in this caser since the principle - roughly, that

a.lternative theories must conflict i-n the same domain

must be denied- in any accoun't of the theoretical frame-

work of a re-lativist positi.rn. Hence I suggested above

that arguments such as Wiggins I s can appear questj-on-

begg-ing in this context, s j-nce the prinoiples on which

their concluSions aïe based- are aS much a contradictic¡n

of the position I wish to devel-op as are the conclusions

themselves 
"

[here is a further point of some -interest in

Wiggins. In his discussion of the vexed case of onLl

God in three Persons, he tries several- rc+visj,ons of

leibnizr law. The last is a principle of the indiscern-

ability of identicals, which says in effect that, if a

is the same f as b, then a is ó qua f, if and only if

b is / qua f . He suggests that thj-s form has the

ad.vantage of rr. . :l-nd.icating how f and. d woul-d have to be

related. to secure a valid application of the i-ntersub-
6.

sti-bution of id-enticals", a remark with obvj-ous a,ffiniti-

es to my comments above on the timitation of intersub-

stitutivity by the scope of a ganle. But he does not

think it wil-l- do , for, although it seems to f it some

cases, the revision seeks tfo o . utterly to generalise

this phenomenon, without doi-ng any-bhing to show us how

to find. a tqua ftfor every /, o:r: how to decide the
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appl-j.cability or meaning af every such crrmposite pred-
7

icateil. I am not sure that I und.ersbarrd the second

problem" Cases l-ike ttal-f qua Japaneser seem straight-

forwa::d; and though cases like rgreen gua absol-uter would

be puzzling, there is nothing to show wheiher this is the

sort of puzzle he has in mind.. Perhaps the second

tr-rroblem i.s related. tc the f irst. This appears to be

the suggestign that we m:'-ght have on hand more /t's than

fts; but the real point is nc doubt the need. for a

principle by w6j-ch certain f ts and /ts were shown to b<;

rel_aterl, anc otLrer--s not, of which the second problen

wouil-d- be a consequence.

On my accc,unt, the best candidabe f or such a

princip1e woul.d- be: rrfd.entify the game whÍch estabf-ì-sh-

es the sense of rf rrr. suppose that r,ve were offered

theav¡l gS pawnt as an example. If tpawnt takes -i-ts

sense from our notions of physical- objects, being used

to :refer to rnembers of identifiabfe - by conventional-

resemblance - col-lections of metlium-sized specimens c-'f

dry goocis commorrl_y manipulatecL by people, and- with. no

signifi.cant clebt to the rules of chess, the neaning anrl

a,pp1-icabili.t¡r of the explession is quite clear: ib ÛÞy

be that the thing is heavj-er than the average pawrr I oI

hea,vy enough to be awkward- in hand. But if tpawnr takes

itl¡ Sense fr:om the f ormal- rul-es of chess, the expres;Sicn

is meaningl1ìSS , s-i-nce f heavyr isr a symbol wi.th ncl uSe j-n

tkwt contexl;. On this account the-re could be no
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principle l-ess general or more substantive tro be found

than the prescr-iptj-on abo've; there would be as many

specific principles as there were games. Nor woul-d I've

l-ook fclr direct rel-ations betrreen particular fts and ó'si
they woul-d be related through the whol-e st::uctu::e cf the

game. 0n this; view, Wiggins is l-ed astray by the

apparent presumption that only a single kind of direct

rel-at j-onship will- meet the needs of the case. In this

he resembles RansdelJ-, who, as I noted above, appears to

assume that th.e notion of constitutive rul-es provides a

basis for the analysis of speech acts only if kinds of

speech act cari be rel-ated- one-to-one to rul-es. Such

presumptions turn proniising avenues into blind a11eys.

When they are abandoned, the problems v¡hj.ch lrViggins

founcL in hi¡¡ l-imitatj-on of leibnizr lâw disappear:, and-

a.re replaced by the problem of how the notion of a game

is to bc-¡ developed, with which I am itor¡v concer:ned.

I shall- take it that the above discussion is

sufficient to shovl the relevance of analysis in terms of

games to the questions about individuation which T earl--.

i-er raised, though not, of course, to dec.ide them; and

turn nov/, more lrriefly, to the other aspect of the

.Lrelevance test: that of the resources thj-s approach

offers for restating and clarif-ving my ea::l-ier remarks

about interactive bodies of bel-ief and convention.

The distinction between belief and convention
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has generally appeared as one between the empirical and

the non-empirical; but the force of the distinction has

varied from time to time. [here has been a factfvalue,

or at l-east a facl/significance d-istinction. Some of

the discussion in Chapter 3 suggests that the important

distinction is between the general body of what might

loosely be cal-l-ed rrscientific informationrr and the con-

siderations by which some parts of that information are

sel-ected as significant. Thus, there was the suggestion

that selection was made of those pieces of information

relevant to an interest in travel, producing a context

in which the discussi-on of motor cars uent on. This

context coul-d not be entirely rrempiricâltt, since the

principJ-es of sel-ection were not; nor could it be

entirely conventional. In this chapter, the distinct-

ion between natural and gameterms has occupied the ground,

sometimes with an implicit association of natural- with

empirical or observational, and with an explicit assoc-

iation of gameterms with abstract formal systems.

Now, it seems clear enough, without further
argument, that some aspects of the early notion of

interactive bodies of belief and convention are refl-ect-

ed in the distinction between naturaf and gameterms,

supported by the distinction between constitutive and

interpretive rules. The distinctions mentioned in the

l-ast paragraph can be expressed in terms of the naturalf
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gameterm distinction, and the notion of an interpretive
rul-e provides the basis of an account of interaction.

I take this as sufficient to show that the

basis of analysis I propose satisfies the requirement of
relevance. However, it seems equally cl-ear that the

present account needs development. Distinctions be-

tween fact and val-ue are part of my concern; and I
cannot offer as a general account of such distinctions

the rel-atlon between natural and gameterms, since I have

already argued that the terms of interpreted games do

not eval-uate anything in the domain, but rat,iner identify
it in a new way. Hence, when I commend a move al
chess, the rel-ation between my beliefs about the game

and the conventions by which I appraise it is not to be

unpacked in terms of interpretation, unless the notion

of interpretation, and hence of an interpreted game,

can be enriched by further exploration. This further
exploration is the business of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 Interpreted games are systems of formal-

rules and interPretive rules.

Formal- games may be interpreted descriptively

or normativelY, and may be model-l-ed.

SECTION 1 4

A formal- game, interpretabfe as chess, might be

constructed. by first estabfishing a frame of reference

consisting of sixty-four ordered. pairs, subsets of which'

interpretabl_e as ranks, files and diagonals, couJd be

established., at worst by complete enumeratj-on" Pieces

coul-d be introduced as initial- positions and possibl-e

transpositions within this reference frame. Ultimately,

a set of terminal- configurations coul-d be defined, the

simplest of which woul-d- be checkmate" c1ear1y, such a

formal_ game woul-d. be more complex than these sketchy

suggestions indicate; but I do not think the complex-

ity hid.es any serious problem. [he rules of chess are

statabl_e; the complexity is just that which woul-d be

forced upon us by the loss of the convenient short cuts

that the interpreted game offers distinctions drawn

ordinarily in terms of the colours of pieces, for

instance, would. take longer to state. This way of

putting the matter suggests points that should be made

about the notion of a formal- game which I employ, and

about the identity of games; and these points in turn

l-ead. to consid.eration of the notion of interpretation.
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The way of introducing a formal- game just

suggested, whil-e convenient, tÍes the formal- game to a

particular interpretation, and this coul-d be dangerous.

Even the notion that any formal game is tied to some

interpretation may be misleadi-ng. It coul-d l-ead us to

overlook alternative interpretations t or to attribute

undue j-mportance to intended or actual- i-nterpretations.

At first sight, this is not a serious problem: if the

notion of games j-s to be used as an instrument of analy-

sis, it will- be used in the analysis of actually inter-

preted games. Uninterpreted formal games wculd not

present themsel-ves as objects for analysis. If , however,

it is, as I earl-ier suggested, important not to confuse

formal- rules with rules of interpretation, it must be

equally important not to adopt approaches which facil--

itate such confusion; and talking of formal- games by

reference to their intertrnetations seems to be such an

approach.

In speaking of a formal game as that interpret-

abl-e as chess, I seem to invoke certai-n criteria of

completeness. It appears possible to sâXr of the

sketch I offered, that it is not only informaf, but

incomplete, and to say in what respects it is incomplete.

But from the fact that an account of the formal- features

of chess was incomplete, it cannot be inferred that a

formal game, constructed to exhibit the features the

account mentioned, is incomplete qua formal- game. No
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doubt certain criteria of satisfactoriness, SaYr concern-

ing coherence, aTe applicable to formal games as such;

but to express the question whether a certain formal

game is interpretable in a certain way as a question

about its completeness as a formal game woul-d be to

encourage just the sort of confusion I have suggested

needs to be avoid-ed-. An uninterpreted game is to be

regarded. as a çlurely formal, abstract system of rul-es

and signs. Its id-entity criteria are extensionaf: the

id.entity of a game consists in its being constituted by

a particular set of rules; of a rul-e in its being con-

stituted by a particular sequence of signs" It is in

this sense arbitrary in its composition: there a1e no

criteria of completeness r flo claims of omission or Super-

fluity of the kind. that might arise from considering it

under an intend.ed interpretation, that are applicable

to it as a formal game.

One should., therefore, specify a formaf game

by a complete inscription of its ru1es, rather than by

reference to an actual- or possible interpretation. I

shall_, however, persist i-n the d.angerous practice in

which I have begun. The d.angers aYe reduced when they

are recognised; we shoul-d- not confuse interpretive and

forma] rules if we remember that we are using the

former to mediate our id-entification of the l-atter.

Actually to specify fcrmal games woufd 'oe complex and

wearisome beyond- any obvicus necessity; and beyond
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mere questions of unnecessary use of space, the detailed

specification of formal games would render necessary a

consideration of questÍons which, though I shal-l- briefly

indicate them, are, I believe, outside the necessary

concern of my present thesis.

I have spoken of formal games as systems of

rules. As the use of rsystemr, truler and tsignr

suggests, not just anything counts as a formal- game.

A sequence of sequences of arbitrarily chosen marks on

paper ca:n count as the inscri-ption of a formal- game only

if the marks are signs, which is to say¡ at least, that

their inscription is rul-e-governed. fn the case of

some signs, the rul-es for their use will be components

of the game; but in order to perform this functiont

the riul-es must contain signs which are used in accord-

ance with previously establ-ished rules. Thus a formal-

game, of the kind I discuss, is already the interpretat-

ion of a prior game. One might suppose that there had

been a series of strings of marks, the components of

which exhibited patterns of recurrence. Suppose the

patterns to be arbítrary, but not accidental- the

inscription of the strings is to be regarded as a kind

of artistic exercise. Some of the marks might then be

j-nterpreted as signs of the predicate calculus, this

requiring only that the rul-es governing these signs

should yield those patterns of recurrence exhibited in
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the strings by the marks to which this interpretation was

given. This suggests that the connection between formal

games and particular logical or syncategorematic systems

is not in principle unbreakable. A formal game must

exhibit some such system, but not any particul-ar system.

Thus I am not, in my discussion of formal games, committed

of necessity to any particular system; though f am, of

course, contingently committed to that system, whatever

it is, which goes to constitute the formal games whicht

under interpretation, provide the language which I now

use. I do not believe that the discussion of this

contingent commitment is a necessary part of my present

endeavour; nor is the discussion of what might be

call-ed preformal games which, lacking even formal- sense,

coul-d be considered only as art objects, of any obvious

vafue. However, it is worth noting that some logical

and syncategorematic system is assumed in referring to

that level of games which I treat as primitive.

The situation regarding the identity of a game

changes when the formal- game is i-nterpreted. Ï/e might

think of the formaf game sketched above being interpreted

by the assigning of reference to its signs by use of the

r.. counts as .. t formulaz an eight-by-eight squared

board counting as the reference frame, each of its

squares counting as an ordered pair, various objects

counting as pieces, and so on. The range of possible
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referents is limited_ by the sense t]nat the sign has in

the formal- game. Other things than a conventional chess

board coul-d count as the reference frame an eight-by-

eight set of pigeon-holes, for example but not ;ius-[

anything other than a chess board. If one chose to

count a fl-ower-potr sayr âs the reference frame, other

signs in the formal game woul-d be uninterpretable. Thus

what were in the formal game, irr effect, l-ittl-e more than

rul-es for the inscription of signs, become in the inter-

preted game rules providing identifying descriptions by

which the referents of terms can be picked out, or for

d.etermining the truth of statements in which the term

is predicated of scmething.

It thus becomes possible to raise completeness

questions about sets of objects, people or events in the

domain in which the formal game is interpreted, on the

basis of their identification in terms the sense of which

d.erives from the formal- game. l,Ve can, for instance, ask

whether a set of chessmen is complete, a question which

woul-d make no sense applied to these objects identified

under natural descriptions, unless the natural descript-

ions already invol-ved some principle of collection, in

which case the question woul-d make sense, though not the

same sense. As a related. point, given the existence of

chess as an j-nterpreted game which we know how to PlaY,

we can use the practices estabfished in this game as a

basis for questioning the completeness or adequacy of
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any statement or inscripti-on of the rules.

Thus, f'lr interpreted gamesr questions of

individ.uation, ì-d.entity and- completeness are more complex.

An interpreted. game is arr interpretation of a formal-

game, and the criteria applicable to the formal- game

basically, criteria concelned with recurrence patterns

will- remaln necessary; but in the interpretation will

no longer be sufficient. Taking as the paradigm of

interpretati-on as this notion has so far been used the

assigning of classes of physical or public objects to

the signs of the formal game as reference, it is clear

that ind-ivid.uation and id.entity crj-teria appficable to

ob jects of these classes wil-l- also be necessary for the

individuation and- identification of the interpreted game'

otherwise the notion of an interpreted game woul-d not be

that of a specific game, but only of a very broad game-

type - in effect, the notion of a formal- game as

interpretabl-e. It seems reasonable to suppose that these

ind-ivid.ually necessary sets of criteria will be joínt1y

sufficient. Interpretation so conceived imposes a

formal or theoretical- structure on its ref erents, and j-n

so doing creates questions about the correctness and

completeness of the interpreted game. I¡t/e can ask whether

the statements about the referents which the game makes

possible are ever true r or whether a revision of the game

might not make possible more true statements about the

referents. To interpret a formal game as a theory of
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the motion of heavenly bodies introduces the possibility

of observation and. test by means of which the formal

structure of the game might be revised.

But this possibil-ity does not fit the example

which was used to show the interpretation of a formal

game: the case of chess. There aTe no observations we

coul-d. make of chess'ooards and men which could have such

consequences. Chess is an abstract gamo. The prop-

erties of the physical- apparatus do not have the place

in the game that the pr.)perties of heavenly bodies have

in the gaÍìe mentioned above. Indeed, one might say that

the apparatus of chess has no essential place in the game

at, alf . one might say rather that it prorrides a visibfe

mod-el of states of affairs; it aids visualization of

curren'ì, configurations, and generally serves as a

mnemonic device; it has the function that Ransdel-l-

attributed- to game-terms; one could- dispense witht'le

conventional apparatus, and write down moves on paper;

given an adequate memoryr one coul-d dispense with the

pencil and paper, This is not the rol-e that heavenly

bodies have j-n astronomy.

One must therefore ask whether it can be an

adequate account c:f the interpretation of a formal game

as chess that one assigns referents to the game terms;

and also whether, if this account is j-nadequate, the

inadequacy is d'ure tc a peculj-arity of chess, or a gm:ral
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d.efect in this kind of account.

I have suggested a distinction between giving

a physical mod.el of a formal- game, and -i-nterpreting the

game in"phys-i-cal terms. These processes were d-isting-

uished. by reference to the ways in which it seemed

proper to d-evelop a rrfitrt 'oetween the formal game and

the physical- apparatus. The purpose of morj-el-ling a

fornnl game is tr¡ exhibit the features of the game in a

convenient formi 4ny discrepancies must therefore be

eliminated by modifying the proposed mode-l-" The

purpose of interpreting a formaL game is to exhibit a

new pattern in prior phenomena; any discrepanci-es must

therefore be elj-minated by modifying the formal game.

An arrangement of balfs and wires, intended as a model-

of a theory of the structure of the atomr must be con-

structed in accord.ance with the theo::y; an atomic

theory, interpretecL as an account of th-e way the world

works, must be ad.justed to fit the phenomena which are

accepted as referents of its terms.

let us calt th.is a distinction between a model

and. a rlescriptive interpretation descriptive in the

sense in which a frLrmal game interpreted as a physica,l

theory might be so cal-led. One can then ask: are

chess boa-rds and. pieces referents j-n an lnterpreted gamet

or modeJs of a formal game? If th.e latter, what are

the referents of the gameterms of chess? And in any
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case, i.s the interpretation whicþ yielcls chess descrip-

tive in the above Sense? A discussion of SoÛìe aspects

of formal-isri and its relation to human concelns which

offers a starting poini for d.jscussion of jssues of this
1

sort is provided- by Frege. In a discussion of arj-thmet'-

ic, in v;hich chess is put 'bo ill-ustrative use, he some-

times Seems to take chess tc be a fcrmal- game in Something

ve.ry like my sen5e, though he does not do So consistently.

He says that chess pieces have no reference, in which

they are analogous to the signs of formal arithmetic t

another rrmero. gzlmerr; that a move in chess is rrmerely

the transition from o¡e configurati on to anotherrr; that

to set someone the problem of de:riving a theorem in a

formal system would. be like givíng him initial positions

and transf ormation rufes in chess ' he not having in th-is

rrthe slightest inkling of -bhe sense and reference of

these signs t oT of the tho.urghts expressecl by the formulasrr;

that a chess problem invol-ves the intell-ectual- labour of

"passing from an initiat position to a given final^
?_

position i-n accorda,nce with the rules of the gametr'

ile also says, of formal arithmetic, the following.

AJ-though intel-lectual l-abour would thus 'oe
expended, there would be r'vho11y lacking !4"t
tr'ãi' of thought which accompanied the affair
for us andactually rnade it interesting. It
might be possible, but scarcely prof i.bable;
reÍusaf -bo i.nterpret the signs would not
simplify the problem but rnake it much 

7harder.

If thjs is So of for:mal arithmetic, holv much more must it

be so of chess, for which the accom¡trying train of thought

is not hid-d-en, bu'i, never existed? No wonder such games
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are mere.

So, for Frege, chess Bieces do what the signs

of formal- arj_thmetic do. oï, to put it ano'bher waYr if

one used something analogous to a chessboard and pieces

to rnod-el- the configurations and transformations of the

signs of formal- arithmetic, one would not thereby give

those signs a Sen5e and a reference one rvould merely

do formal- arithmetic with a different scrt of thing. So,

although the pi_cture is not entirely clear, there is

some point in saying thatr ofl tr'regers account, chess is

a formal game, with which a physical model- is associated.

This 1s not the customary picture of chessr ''

though in some respects it resembl-es it. We do not

normally think of a pawn as referring to anything;

rather, we think of it as a referent of rpawnr.

Perhaps we aTe wrong in this. A theory does not refer

to, or designate, or stand for, its model; but thenr a

mod-el d.oes in Some Sense stand for its theory, So perhaps

the notion of a pawn having refererice is not entirely

incomprehensibJe. A move in chess is a transitiolr from

one configuration to another; but it is not merely that.

It is a means to an i-ntencled- end: to a goal" lhe trans-

ition is not pointless. lve do not think of moves or

posltiong in chess as expressing thoughts; but they have

sigrriflcance" Chess invol-ves intel-l-ectual labour, and
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may be val-ued for that, a.s sports may be val-ued for the

physical exercise they provide; but not only for that.

Merely to reach a final- posj-tion, even a g-iven final-

position, in accordance with rules, is not to play a

game : when the driver says, rrMove to the -back of the

bus, pleaserr, in obedience to this demand, and vuith due

regard to courtesy, I shuffl-e through a serj-es of pos-

it-tons in the bus until I reach one beyond which there

is no further position, without any sense of playfulness.

Frege t s mere fornnl game is like chess, but not in every

respect.

But the picture j-s worse when we trirn to those

comments in which Fregets v-i-el Seems closer to the view

that chess pieces are the ittterpretation of a game. He

does not say that the rul-es of chess are moci.ell-ed in the

configurations a.nd transpositions of pieces; he says

that fr... the rul-es of chess treat of the manipulation

of the piecesrr" He objects to the view that rl .o. the

chess player c.. assigns the pieces certain properties

detel:mining

aÍe only the

their behavio'ur in the game, and the pieces

external- signs of this behaviourrr. He says:

a. chess pieces acquire no new properties
simpl-y because ruLes are laid dolvnl after,
as before, they can be moled in the rnost
diverse ways, only some of these moves are in
accord with the rules whil-e others are not.
Even this accord does not arise frcm the
establishment of the rules; it is only that
we alre unable tc judge of this accord until- 

4we know the rules.

Of cou.rse, some of this is rather peculiai:. Without
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becoming involved with the question what sort of thing he

has in mind- as a p.roperty, there is the obvious point

that tchess piecesr has neither Sense nor reference until-

the rul-es are laid downr so the statement that chess

pieces acquire no new propelties through this process is

at 'oest careless. The::e is a simiLar l-ack of care in

the apparent sl_ide from speaking of moving pieces,which

could be d.one in natural terms (Move those pieces front

the table ) , to moves of pi-eces j-n accord r,vith the rules,

which seems more li}cely to invol-ve gameterms; and from

the legality of a move to our abiJity to judge the

legality of a move " Of course chess pieces can be moved

in the most diverse ways put on a shelf, in a box,

roJl-ed acrcrss the floor, whatever but th.ere is no

such thi.ng as a mc,ve, in a game sense, which is not in

accord with the rufes. An illegal move is nctt a move

at al-l-. Of course we cannot know that a move is

i}legal unless we know the rul-es; but unless there are

rules there cannot be anything of the sort for us to

knov¡" To say that the legality itselfr âs distinct

from our judgment about it, does not arise from the

establj-shment of the rul-es is simply si-Ily.

The pieces cannot be said to acquire ne\^J

properties, because 'they are chosen on the basis of the

prope.r:ties they have a.s physical objects, and no new

properties of this kind" ar:e created by the fcrmal game.

But the properties that chess pieces h.ave as physical
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objects are j-rrel-evant to their role in the game. It

is important that they'halre properties that enable us to

ident_ify them; but physical objects commcnly h.ave. It

is only the rel-ational properties brought into being by

the rules that matter, and this remains true whether we

think of the pieces as part of a model- oT of an inter-

pretation "

A more impcrrtant point, suggested' abovê, 'is

that Frege und.erestintates the importance of goals t oT

rather, that he fai.ls to see goals where he should. To

prove a, particular theoremr or give checkmate, is for him

to reach a given final- position, not a goa1. Perhaps

this is because the only kind. of value he al-l-ows final-

positions to have is instrumental. The game must be

applied; it must seïve some end outsj-de itsel-f. But

if we say that only instrumental goals count, then no

goals count. Arithmetic is instrumental to science;

but science must be instrumental to something outside

itsel-f by parity of argument; and the external- ends that

science might serve are likely to be of the Same order

as the goals of chess playing something which we can

take as valuable in itsel-f, like comfort, pleasure t

security or victory. To See the point of al-f games as

lying in their being in this sense applied is surely a

mistake " However, if this is a sound point to make

against Frege, it is al-so a point that tells against the

account of interpretation so far given.
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If the difference between rcheckmatet, under-

stood as a techni-cal term in a formaf game, designating

a terminal- configuration, and the cry of victory
rrOheckmate !fr has the sort of signif icance the above

comments suggest, one needs a notion of interpretation

other than what I have call-ed descriptive interpretation,

in which gameterms are correl-ated with prior things or

events. The particular kind of event the partic-

ular kind of victory that rrOheckmate !ff signals

cannot be a prior phenornenon. Perhaps interpretation

requires victorj-es as a genus; but the interpretation

introduces a new species. Interpreting a formal- game

as chess has more to do with correlating its terminal-

configuration with such terms as rgoalr and rvictoryr,

that is to sayr with assigning to these configurations
j-ntrinsic va1ue, than with correlating its terms with

physical objects.

Thus the defect in the account of interpret-

ation was not so much the stress on reference r âs the

failure to dlstinguish between kinds of referent.

The ldeal referent in a descriptive interpretation

woul-d be a publicly observable object or event.

Although I did not explicitly restrict interpretation

to such referents, the obviously paradigmatic cases

tend to obscure the view of phenomena which would be,

in Rylers terms, referents of achievement-words.

these phenomena are not unrestrictedly publicly
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observable; they are observabl-e only by an informed

public. Anyone can observe a runner breaking a tape;

only those who know about races can observe him winning

one. To the extent that this was what Frege meant by

his comments on rules, moves and pieces, his comments

were correct and significant. To the extent that he

meant to say that winning a Tace was nothing different

from breaki-ng a tape, he was wrong. \,Vinning a race is

breaking a tape j-n a certain social context, which

includes the intelligibility of both descripti-ons.

In recognising such a victory, one does not simply make

a famil-iar phenomenon the referent of a new term; one

recognises a new kind of phenomenon" Of courser one

need.s a rel-ation to a natural term of some kind.
tBreaking a tapet, or something of the sort, is correl--

ated with rwinningt . But this is not exactly l-ike

correlating tflash of light in the skyt with tlightniîgr,

and explaining it as an electricaf d.ischarge. When we

cafl breaking the tape winningt we do not explain it as

a victory in a race; rather, we g[ it as a victory

in a race, and its so counting shows the point of racing.

That this is a defect in the initial- account

is a point with general significance. It applies to

games l-ike cricket, in which the physical apparatus

contributes to the game, as well- as to abstract games

like chess. Her.e also, the terms that refer to actions

in a context of purpose are more central in the
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interpretation than the terms that refer to things. The

domain of possible referents for tbatt and rbaflr is

narrower than that for rpawntandtknightr. As j-n the

case of base'0a11, one coul-d not pfay with a stick of

spaghetti for a bat and a nine-pound shot for a ball-.

But this is because rbowlt and rstriket aTe interpreted

as referrlng to a certain kind. of actj-on. The rel-ative

formal game can be interpreted- as a board game by taking

certain moves of pieces as referents of rbowl-r and

tstriket, and substituting a randomizing process l-ike

rolling d.ice for physical causes. In such an interpret-

ation, constraints on the interpretation of hatr and

tbal-lt woul-d be no different from those affecting rpawnr

and.rknightt. Of course, cricket would then loe a

different game; but the point is that cricket is the

game it is not primarily because Some of its terms refer

to certain objects, but because Some of its terms refer

to certain goal-directed actions.

This is not the notion of interpretation to

which I above attached the expression tdescriptiver.

A formal game interpreted d.escriptively would refer to

objects and events rather than actions and purposes, nor

woul-d any referent count as a goal, achievement or

victory. When Darwinian theory is presented, not in

terms of rand-om mutation and natural- sel-ection, but in

terms of the development of characteristics which pro-

mote survival, and when the survival of individuals and
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species is spoken of as though it were their purpose, in

which they might succeed or fail-, then certain changes

take place in the game. lhe sort of argument that

woul-d suffice to establish that a species survived in an

environment because of a particular characteristic would

not suffice to establish that it had that characteristic

in ord.er that it should survive: to put the matter

briefly, causaL and- teleological explanations differ in

structure. EVen reference couJd Shift" The expression

rsurvival-promoting changer , in a causal explanation

need. not have the same sense that -i-t would have in a

tel-eological one, nor is there any obvious reason to

think that it must pick out the same characteri-stic.

In descriptively interpreting a fcrmal- game 
'

we impose a particular pattern on phenomena, or make

phenomena intelligible in a particular way, but we do

not interpret any part of the formaf game as an action,

purpose or goa1. To interpret formal- arithmetic by

making its signs refer to numbers woul-d be to interpret

it descriptively. Thj_s does not precfude the possibil-

ity that the game, so interpreted, might be useful- in

some goal-directed activity. Similarly, if a fcrmal

game were interpreted_ as a theory of physics, some of its

referents might well be objects which had a place in

goal-directed activities. One can use arithmetic to

check onets bank balance, and physics to plan nucl-ear

reactors; but keeping oners affairs in order and finding
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sources of energy are activities in which such descript-

ively interpreted games are applied., ratLter than part of

their interPretation.

If the problems I have found in Frege I s dis-

cussion can be regarded as involving a particular mistake,

that mistake woul-d be that, although a distinction

between the interpretation of a formal- system and the

applicationofad.escriptivelyinterpretedsystemis
implicit in his remarks, it is never clearly drawn.

Because of this, the possibility of distinguishing

between descriptive and. (what I shall- call-) normative

interpretation d-id not arise, and chess was treated as an

uneasy mixture of formal- gamerand trivial and pointl-ess

d.escriptive interpretation. On the account I have

given, formal arithmetic is a formal game, and arithmetic

is a d.escriptively interpreted game with many applicat-

ions. chess ís best identified. as a normative inter-

pretation of a formal game, with which a certain limited

range of physical modefs is strongly conventionally

associated.

Normative interpretationr consideredr âs in the

case of chessr âs essentiatly involving the attribution

of val-ue to some aspect or stage of the formal- game,

leaves the ind.ivid.uation, identity and completeness of

the game relatively untouched-. As already noted, if

the stand.ard- apparatus of board and pieces is regarded as
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an interpretation, there is some tendency to see individ-

uation and identity as complicated in the same way as in

descriptive interpretation; but if this error is cl-eared

away, the only remaining complication in the identity of

the game is its involving the possibility of a particular

kind of purpose or victory. But this does not introduce

any notion of completeness or correctness criteria app-

l-icable to the game over and above those it had formally'

since the particular purpose or victory kind involved

can be identified only by reference to the identity

criteria of the formal game.

0f course, chess is atypical. In the case of

cricket, where the normal interpretation involves the

assigning of physical- referents to some game terms,

decisions on the proper identification of a game may well

be affected by information of the physical apparatus

with which it j-s played. However, even here, the case

is unlike descrlptive interpretation i-n that the physic-

al apparatus is designed to interpret the game, and does

not i-ntroduce any possibility of observation and test by

means of which the formal- game structure might be revised.

Provisionally, one might say: in a descript-

ively interpreted game, the rel-atj-ons the game imposes

on the public referents are external- to their relata, and

the individuation and reidentification of a game is ex-

tensional, that is, it depends on the individuation and
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reid.entification of the relata. In a normatively inter-

preted- game, the relations the game imposes on the public

referents are internal- tc their rel-ata, and the individ-

uation and- reidentification of a game is intensional,

that is, it depend.s on the ind.lviduation and Ieidentif-

ication of the relation. In some cases, like that of

cricket bats and- balls, the characteristics of an object

may constitute what Strawson called logically adequate
5

criteria for the existence of the rel-ation" In the

case of abstract games like chess, where the physical

apparatus is a model rather than an interpretation, the

characteristics of the pieces could not constitute a

logically adequate criterion for the existence of the

refations established in the rules, Since game terms aTe

not d.efined in terms of the characteristics of such

objects, and no causal relationships tie pieces of any

particular sort to the game ; but, where conventi1ma:-

patterns are sufficiently wel-I establ-ished, it may be

proper to sayr in searl-ers terms, that they are convent-

ional- ind.icators of the existence of the rel-ation in
6

questi-on.

The account T have given of chess differs from

ordi_nary ways of talking, which I think in many 1espects,

including some d.egree of inconsistency, a?e closer to

that quoted. from Frege. chess is commonl-y said to be

constituted by a set of pieces and the rules for manip-

ulating them. this is not a problem in itse lf. It
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is not a necessary condition of SucceSS that an analytic

stud-y shoufd yield ordinary ways of talking. However,

it should be reconcil-abl-e with them; and indeed should

show that these ways of talking, 1f they are not in some

way mistaken , are reasonable, given the resuft of analys-

is. Since the point of a model- is to serve as an imm-

ediate focus of attention, and since in the case of the

model of a game there are not the consideration which,

in the case of theoretical- model-s, lead one to maintain

an explicit process of comparison between the object and

the mod.el, it is reasonabJe that, where an abstract

game has been mod.el-l-ed. in a certain way for a consider-

able period., the model and its object have come to be

id-entified in ordinary ways of talking. That the

id.entification is only a way of tauring is shown by the

readiness with which those accustomed to tal-k in this

way can be brought to see the variety of possibl-e

model-s, and- the in-principle-dispensability of physical

mod.els. l,{hat j-s not dispensable, though Frege ts account

endeavours to do without it, is the interpretation of

the final state as a goal.

At the concl-usion of the l-ast chapter, I took

it as evi-dence that further development of the notion

of interpretation was requlred, that aspects of the

important factfvalue distinction did not seem readily

expïessibl-e in the terms I had then presented. The

d.istinction between descriptive and normative
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interpretation imprrves the situation, bearing directly

on a centïal- aTea of debate. It offers an obvious basis

for one kind of argument against the possibility of a

value-free theory.

A d.escriptively interpreted game in which none

of the referents were significant for any nolmati-vely

interpr:eted game woul_d_ be of no practical interest to

anyone. This, of cou.lrse, is a tautology. It is

contingently very unlikely that such interpreted games

would be de.veloped, or woul-d. attract much interest if

they were. This point is much cl-earer when it is

sieen that normatively i'nterpreted abstract games fike

chess are excl-uded. from the possible range of cases.

[hus it is at ]-east highly probable tha,t any descript-

ively interpreted gane will- figure in some purposeful

activity, and the-'ref ore possible that the process of

interpretation was under:taken in the interest of that

purpose, artd that where latitude in interpretation

existed, tha"t purpose was decisiv'e in the outcome.

There j-s, however r ho basis here for the more

re,.dical- version of the argument agai:nst value-freedom,

which invalves the repud.iation of any significant fact/

vafue dj.stinction, for the dÍstinction between descript-

ive and normative interpretation is, o-f ccurse, itself

a factfvalue distinction. Still-, the less radical
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thesis develops strongly in this context. Although a

descriptively interpreted garne is, irl the sense that

the d.escript ive/normative d istinction def i-nes, value-free,

the activity of descrj-ptively interpreting a formal- game

is itsel-f a goal-directed activity, which would uncLer

anal-ysis reveal- a basis in normative interpretation.

llence the less radical thesis is more than just the

suggestion that people may have purposes in mind in non-

obvj-ous ways. I-b would rather be the suggestion that

normative interpretation is a necessary part of any

intelligibl-e structure.
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SECTION 15 Expressions permitting reference are

d-erived from interPreted games.

The preceding secticn introduced a distinction

between descriptl-ve and normative interpretation, based

largely upon the d.j-fference between assigning physical.

objects or events aS the :reference of terms j-n formal-

games in the former case, and valued states of affairs

of certain kinds in the latter. I shall attempt further

to elucid-ate the general notion of interpretationr and

the two types of interpretation I have distinguished, by

a consideration of various rel-ations involved in the

interpretation of formal- games, and of kinds of

expression through which reference is achieved.

the notion of a for:mal- game has been i-ntro-

d-uced as an abstraction from ways of acting. The

rec:i-procal process concretion, perhaps - would be

that by which the formul-æ of a formal game came to

express propositions in an interpreted game oT a way of

acting: came to say somethingr of to roe usabl-e for the

purpose of saying something. The best example of such

a process is the interpretation of abstract formal

systems as systems of logic, for even if Strawson is

correct in the view, quoted. aloove, that the designers of

formal systems always ha.ve an interpretation in mind, it

is easy to imagi_ne the case in which he woul-d be wrong.

Now, it seems reasonahle to suggest that there are
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cond.itions to be satisf i-eci. in this i-maginary caÍle. To

slightly correct a point made above, not just anyth.ing

can serve as a model for the i-nterpreted game chess.

To propose that a flower pot model- that part of the

game which isr conventionally model-l-ecL by a squared

board woul-cl be to create a problem, which mj-ght be

descrj-bed either as the problem that nothing could then

serve in the place conventicnally fil-l-ed by the squares

of the bcard, or as the problem tha,t nothing chosen in

this place coul-d stand to a fl-ower p,rt in a, rel-atj-otr in

any way comparable to the refevant relation in the game.

Simil-a-r j-ssues must a.rise in the case of inter:pretation.

On the account gi.ven, i.t is necessalry in interpretation

of a formal game that some expressions of the formaf

game have reference in the domaj-ri in which it is to be

interpreted; but wjr.ether this is suffj-cientr or vrhat

woul-d count as sufficient, are questions which require

further consideration of th.e not-ion of i.nterpretation.

Four l<inds of relation are invol..ved in 'this

notion. First, there are the relations esta'ol-i.shed.

between terms in the formal game. That there is such

a set of rel-at:'-ons is part of the notion of a formal

game. Seconcl, there are the relations holding between

elements of the domain. 0n the assumption that some-

thing i-s avail-abJe as a domain o:'rly to the extent that

it is articulated, and that this requires prior in.te-r-

pretation, these relations wil-1 be exressed j.n ter:ms of
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the prior interpreted game invol-ved. Third, there i-s

the rel-ation of reference in which the eLements of the

domain stand to elements of the formal- game. Fourth,

there is the relation, earlier called rrfitrr, and

significant in the comments immediately above, holding

between the rel-ations mentioned first and second.

The fourth relation, which I shal-l- continue

to cal-l fit, is obviously crucial-. It is a relatÍon
between sets of rel-ations. It is like isomorphism;

but it cannot be cal-led isomorphism, since what the

rel-ata woul-d thus be said to have in common is itself

one of the rel-ata. It is a difficult notion to

characterise, since it and reference together in effect
constitute interpretation; andr âs the example above

of alternative problem descriptions shows, it is not

clearly distinguished in my account so far firom the

rel-ation of ref erence.

that

work

It may be of some il-l-ustrative value to note

the expression rfitr is used by Goodman, in the

earlier mentioned, in a simil-ar way. He says:

Briefly, then, truth of statements and
rightness of descriptions, representations,
exemplifications, expressions of design,
drá.wing, d.iction, rhythm is primarily a
matter of fit: fit to what is referred to
in one way of another, or to other render-
ings r or to modes and manners of organiz-
ation. [he differences between fitting a
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version to a worl-d, a world to a version,
and a version together or to other versions
fade when the role of versions in making
the worlds they fit is recognised. And
knowing or understanding is seen as ranging
beyond the acquiring of true beliefs to
the discovery and devising of fit of all sort å

In the account I have given so far, that we

can introduce forms of description, and use them in the

making of true statements, is frprimarj-fy a matter of fitrf

in the sense that it is the mark of the successful- inter-

pretation of a formal game. I shal-l go on to character-

ise other relationships between games which turn primarily

on the relation between a formal game and the domain in

which it is interpreted, so that something like fit to
frother renderings, or to modes and manners of organizationfr

is al-so part of my concern. However, I do not wish to

coi:sider rrfit of all sortsrr, but only fit of that sort

that the notion of interpretation of games gives rise to.

Further consideration of this notion, particularly as it

invol-ves a descriptive/normative d.istinction, seems

desirable.

For this purpose, suppose that we have a formal

game F, having as elements the terms a and b; that we have

a domain D, including in its el-ements f rs and gts; that
rAll ats are brst is a rule of F, that no f rs are gts in

D; and that the first interpretive rul-e proposed is f f rs

count as arsr. To the proposal tgts count as brsr r can \,ve
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respond by accepting the proposal, and going on to point

out that F shoufd be revised so as not to require false

statements; or shoul-d LVe reject the proposal on the

ground that, since all ats are bts, and no f rs are Its,
gts cannot count as brs? On the first responser fit

and reference are clearly separated, go that rar and rbr

have the force of proper names, and rAl-l- ars are brsr

has the force of a contingent hypothesis" On the

second response, fit and reference are taken to be

indissolubly relatedr so that f ar and tbr have descriptive

f orce, and rAl-l ars are brst has the force of a tautology

or a definition.

[he previous paragraph presents these responses

as though they were mutually excl-usive, and some seem to

have taken them to be so. Thus Scheffler, in the

arguments which I discussed in Part Ir seems to have

chosen the first response; but the alternatives recur

in the cl-aim of indeterminacy between empirical truth and

definition, which T there took to be a significant

feature of his discussion. I wish to argue thatr âlth*

ough the ,alternative responses are in a sense mutually

exclusive one could not make both responses tc the

same case at the same time they are in a very import-

ant sense mutually dependent. Some further consideration

of the business of assigning reference to expressions

may serve to make this point more cfear.
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Reference presupposes the indivriduation of

referents, and individuation, by the argument advanced

in Part I, entail-s identification under some description.

Putting aside for the moment the question of names, the

basis of identifying descripti-on is the common noun:

the basis of an identifying description of Fido is
tdogt. This example seems to be of a case in which

the extensionalíst decision which I attributed above to

Scheffler seems quite reasonable. 0f course, rdogr is

related- in various ways to other expressions like fcatl

and. tvertebrater and tkelpiet; similarly, Fido is

rel-ated in various ways to her environment. No doubt'

we coufd not suppose tdogt to be useful- if there were no

other expressions to which it was related ) nor woufd we

take seriousfy, except as a ratlter odd sort of philos-

ophical example, the notion of a universe which consist-

ed. only of Fido. But these considerations do not seem

to intrud.e too seriously on the refation between tdrgt

and. Fido. They bear on the general business of refer-

ence of this sort, but they are not a problem for the

particuJ-ar case. If we can l-ist the non-refational

properties that d.efine tdogt - if we can giver so to

speak, construction specifications for a dog - and if

Fido has these properties, then we can identify Fido as

a d.og. There d-oes not seem to be a problem about fit.

If we can identify Fido as a dog, it does not matter if

some things which we took to be part of being a dog turn

out not to be so: we have still- a basis for reference.
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Indeed, it may be onl-y because we have achieved

for reference that we are in a position to find

we cannot achieve fit.

a basis

out that

But tdogr is not the only noun that might do

the job. Vrle can refer to Fido using rsheepdogr or

rlapd-ogt; we can refer using rcompaniont or rpestr;

we can refer - puzzlingly in this context - using

rFid_or. In the first case, the properties by virtue of

which she qualified. for the extension of tdogr remain

relevant, but to these ¿-Te ad-ded. other and rel-ational

properties, and these relations must be satisfied if

the id.entification, and hence the reference, is to be

effective. In the second. case, the properties she has

as a dog are rel-evant only marginally, or not at aII;

but a broader range of rel-atj-onal- properties, in this

case more explicitly involving the notion of purposes

or interests and their satisfaction, is required for

effectiveness. In the third case, it is not clear

that any properties, relational or otherwise, are

rel-evant, unless we are to count such properties as

having been named. Fidor or being the bearer of rFidor'

So the cases are uneven. \,r/e can refer to

Fid.o as a dog, or as Fid.o, without regarding ourselves

as thereby committed to any particular view about the

fit of the formal game invofved and the domain; but to

refer to Fido as a sheepd.og or a companion seems to
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invol-ve some serious commitment along these l-ines. If

the relations between rsheepdogt and rsheep I and any

other rel-evant terms in the formal game are such that

the things Fido herd-s supposing that she does herd

something cannot properly be referred to as sheep,

then we cannot refer to Fid-o as a sheepdog. If

tcompanion' implies a certain kind of rel-ationship to

another individual- of s?me sort, and if the domain does

not provid-e any referent for tcompaniohr, then we cannot

refer to Fido as a comPanion.

I should. stress, at this point, i',Trut the comm-

ents above a;Te not equivalent to the comment that certain

predicates aTe not true of Fido. since in fact we can,

and normally woul-d., identify Fido as a dog, it woul-d be

natural so to read the above sentences; and I have

contributed to this by using tFido t as though it were

a sort of noncommittal- poínting d.evice " But my comments

above should be read as applying to a case in which onl-y

the expression und.er consideration is available aS an

identifying description. In such a case, if we couJd

not id.entify anything as a sheepdog or as a companion,

we coul-d. not identify anything at all; and, given that

reference presupposes identificationr we cannot refer"

Hence tfWe cannot refer to Fido aS a companionrr is to be

read- not as frt.. is a companionr is false of Fidorr, but

as rrtFidor names something only if that thing is identif-

iabl-e as something other than a companionrr.
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let us scrt out and identify more clearly the

cases I have mentioned. Cases of the first kind, in

which Fid.o j-s id.entified as a dog, I shafl say involve

categorizing descriptions; cases of the kind in which

she is id-entified. as a oompanion I shal-l say invol-ve

evaluating descriptions; cases of the kind in which she

is identified as a sheepdog I shalL say involve mixed

descri-ptions; and. cases in which she is referred to as

Fido I shal-l- calJ- naming. One can then order these

kind.s of d.escription as follolvs, basícally in terms of

the range and kind. of properties of the referent involved

in effective reference.

In naming, unless we adopt some kind of des-

cription theory of names, we assume nothing about the

properties of the referent. Of course, there must be

properties, since if one coul-d not predicate something

of that named, a christening ceremony could not be

effective; but no particular cl-ass of predicates is

involved. Even on a description theory of names, the

posession of a property such as being the bearer of the

name is not helpful.

In categorlzing descriptions, non-rel-ational

properties of referents are invofved. The ideal

examples of non-relational- properties woufd be sensibLe

qualities such as col-our. The use of rsensibl-er of
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course suggests a relation, but I think not a trrubl-e-

some one" Roughly, the point woufd be that whil-e there

might be implicit and- indirect rel-iance on the notion of

individuals other than the one in question, to recognise

a non-relational- property woul-d. not invol-ve the explicit

oï d-irect recognition of any other individual-'

Inevaluatingd-escriptions,onlyaparticu}ar

kind. of rel-ational- property is involved: properties

establ-ishing a relation to Some individual in terms of a

pu:r?pose or interest of that ind-ividual. 0f course, there

must be some property of the referent by virtue of which

it stands in that relation, and this property may be

non-rel-ational-; but to have such a property is not in

itself sufficient to support id-entification under an

evaluating d-escription, nor need the evaluating descript-

ion contain or entail- reference to any particul-ar plop-

erty.

In mixed descriptions, both relational and non-

relationa]- properties of the referent ale invol-ved.

Now, although T have grouped names and categ-

orizing d.escriptions togetherr âS those kinds of express-

ion for which the development of a fully satisfactory

fit d.oes not Seem necessary in order that the express-

ions be used- to refer; and. f have grouped evaluating

and. mixed d-escriptions as those kinds in which it does
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Seem that fit is necessary for use in reference, this is

not a simple opposition of pairs" Names are not tied to

categorizing descriptions in any direct way. In terms

of the distinction between individuation and identific-

ation, naming appears unique in involving only individ-

uation, while the other forms are all identifications.

However r according to the argument I of f ered j-n

Part I, individ.uation entaifs identification: we cannot

pick something out without picking it out as something"

The cLaim to identify may be very tentative, and the

sort of thing very general, but that does not affect the

point. On this account, naming is parasitic upon the

forms of description mentioned; and since categorizing

d-escriptions are the only form that I have a1l-owed to be

avail-able in the absence of fit, when names are also

usable, it Seems that there must be Some strong relation

between them: perhaps the feeling that a name attaches

in some very d.irect way to its referent is refl-ected in

the feeling that it must be more closely tied to descrip-

tions which say what the referent is than to those which

say what value it has, and this common availability of

categorizing descriptions and names in difficult circum-

stances looks l-1ke supporting evidence for the feeling.

But I think this is a mistake. On the earl-ier

assumption that the avail-ability of a domain Iequires

that there be an interpreted game prior to the formal-

game to be interpreted, there must in any case be
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avail-able d.escriptions which permit reference to those

objects or events or states of affairs which are to fil-l-

the f irst space in interpretive rul-es. If i-nterpretat-

ion of the new formal game is successful, the names can

be regarded- as applying to individuafs identified under

the des;criptions thus made available; if it is not, we

retain our grip on individual .referents of the nantes

und-er their ol-d clescriptions. This, I assume, is lvhat

made it possible for Scheffler to distinguish as sharply

as he d.id. between individ.uation and categorizairi-an, and

r:egard. reference as unrij^stur:berl. by changes in sy'stems of

categories. On this account, indiviciuation cannot be

ind-eperrd.ent of every system of categories" If there

were n,o interpreted gameÍl, naming woul-d not be possible.

But since we are not general-ly requj-red tc suppose that

all inte;rpre'ced games are in question at once, the point

is not forced on oul attention: even when Scheffl-er

pushed his argument tc the point of Supposilig differences

in individuation, he preserved the notj.on of ry common

set of d.escriptions. Stil-l, when terins in an interpret-

ed game aïe used. tc re.fer to entities reference to uhich

would not have been possj-ble in prior interpreted games'

e.8", relectronf or tneutronr in modern physical theoryt

the supposi-tion that these theo::ies were dismissed

seems clearly tcl involve loss of reference, Even if

we supposed that we had a pet electron called FreC, we

cannot suppcse that dj-smissal of the relevant theory
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woul-d Jeave us with something for which we had a name t

but nc-r category or hypothesis. rFredt woul-d be a

usel-ess noise i at most, lve might have a vague sense of

l-oss.

There is thus a cl-ear relation between the

earl-ier assumption that interpretation required an art'

icul-ated d.omain, and the claim that individuation entail-s

j.dentification. If interpretation involves providing

ter:ms with reference, and if this requires the individ-

uation of referents and hence the identiflcation of

referents prior to the interpretation, then any inter-

pretation must be regarded as presupposing another

interpretation. this generates a IegreSS, which coul.d

be vicious. In fact I bel-ieve it i.s nct; the argument

for this view will- be presented in Chapter 7.

If we now divide th.e four forms of description

in a d.ifferent vray, putting aside naming and mixed

description on the ground that each is, in its own wayt

a derlvative form, we are left with categorizLng des-

cription and eval-uating descriptionr which offer a clear

contrast" The former does not, while the l-atter does,

make fit a necessary condition of reference; consequent-

ly, the former does, while the l-atter does not, permit

significant revision of the formal game as part of the

process of interpretation"
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[his contrast, of course, relates to the family

of contrasts which constitute the fact/value d.istinction.

The contrast between empir:ical or observational and non-

empirical characteristics, the previously mentioned

contrast between inter:nal- and external relations, those

contrasts invol-v.ed. in d.iscussion of the is/ought Bapr the

the naturalistic fallacy, and even the pr:oblem of other

minds: aIl these come together at this point. lo the

extent that empir-ical or natural- or observatjonal or

public properbies of individuals coincide with what I

have cal-l-ed non-relationaf properties, or those ¡roperties
characteristic of individual-s lvhose refations are gener:al-

ly external, al-l- these contrasts turn on the same dis-

tinction: that between the sort of statement that is

in principle confirmabl-e or disconfirmabl-e by reference

to properties of this sort, and the sort of statement that

is not.

The contrasts are based on a di.stinction which

invites discrirn-ination between rlred has a nevJ coatr and

rFred ought to have a new coatr, between tTruth-telling

tends to maximise the balance of human pleasure over painr

and rTruth-te1ling is goodr, and between tFred behaves as

I behave when Itm in painr and rFredts i-n painr. And

this is, in effect, the difference between those sbate-

ments in which truth-tellingr or Fred, is identified on

the basis of categorizi-ng descriptions, ancl those

involving evafuating descriptions. To refer to Frecl as
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one þaving righbs, or aS a conscious agentr oI to refer

to truth-tel1ing as a morally significant activity, is

to refer in luays which presuppose a game context which is

not revisabl-e on the basis of any external relations intir

which the referent may enter; to refer to Fred as having

a certain sort of covering, or to truth-telling as a

phenomenon with causal consequences is not. Thus

categor'izing descripticns can be thought of as extension-

aI, Since their reference is protected from changes Which

might be mad.e in the game from which they derive their

senser or formal defi¡ition; evaluating descripticns,

Whose Sense requires satisfacl,ory fit for the wh.ol-e gamet

cannot. To illustrate th.ese features of the contrastt

we might take a.s an example of categori-zing descrì-ption

science, consid.ered. as a value-free activity; in whi-ch

reference to indj-viduals undeT a:ny common description

provides the basis for: an interpretation of formal- games

in which f it is achieyed by formal rc'vision, and the sense

attributed to game te-rms d.epends upon the revised fo:rm of

the game. As a comparatrJe il-l-ustr¿ution of evaluating

description we might take chess, on the earlj-er account

on which physical_ apparatus Ís a model ratlter than an

in'terpretation, in which primary reference is to si-buat-

ions as val-uab1e, and. individuafs a.re irlentifiable onl-y

in terms of theil going to const-itute these situations.

interpretat-
of reference

Thus we have a

ion as the establ-ishment

general account of

of the possibility
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refations between expressions of a formal- game and

elements of a ci.omaj_n; and a distinction based on the

refation betlueen tÌre establishment of reference and the

establi.shment of fit between the formal game atld the

domain. Where the establishment of reference entails

the establishrnent of fit where evaluating descrip-

tions are the basis of identificati-on we have what I

have previously called- normati.ve interpr:etation. \'Vhere

the establ-ishment of reference d.oes not entail the est-

abfishment of fit .- where categorizing descriptians

are the basis of identification we have what I have

previously ca1]efl d.escriptive interpretation. This ist

in effect, the stand.ard. fe"ctfvalue distinction, underlying

noticrns l-ike those of an is/ought gap mentioned above.

It is a.l_so the r].istinction underlying the problern of

other mindsu taking this problem to concern the questi-on

whether ïeference to individuals aS agents i.s a reference

loased. on eval-uating cJ.escriptilnr or an hypothesis based

on categorizi-,ng description of some object.

This further comment ,s'upports those comments

on the ractfvalue distinction which I made at the end of

ihe last section. The factfvaLue disbinction is far

from simple and- cl-ear-cut. Purely descriptive inter-

pretation, for instance, is niost easil-y understood as an

abstraction from a way of acting. A developed body of

theory is the result of choices which cannot be explained,

or even acknowledged., in the terms alJowed by clescriptive
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interpretation. This is the difficulty witir Popperrs

\,r/orl-d, 3. If it is to be really independent of the

subjects and agents and purposles and interests of lvorl-d

?_, it must somehow maitage to nap unproblematiøally onto

worl_d. 1 , and the only thj-ng which coul-d do that would be

\ir/orld 1 j-tself . Of courser we can abstract theories

frorn the context in which they were developed, and we

frequently have good reason to do this; but such

abstracted_ theories are not independent. similarly,

purely normative interpretation is best regarded as aYl

abstraction. Even in the favoura'ole caso of chess, oh

the given account, one absr;racts from the contexts in

which the playing of chess goes on ancj. is understood;

and- these contexts involve d.escriptive interpretation,

if only to give some basj-s to the notion of a player"

But the fact/value distinction, though not

clear'-cut, is no.b undrawable. It is not impossi'ol-e to

consiC.er either the descripbive or normative aspects of

a way of acting in the abstract. There wil-l- be limi l-

ation, though different limitationsr in each case: the

SucceSS of refe.rence baseci cl'l Categorizing descriptioifS'

and the more or less conjectural external- rel-ations

between referents, vui.l-l- not be problematic, though the

significance of the reference may be; the significance

of reference based on evaluating description will- not be

problematic, but its success may be I tg the extent that

successful- reference depends upon non-rel-ational-
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propert j-e s

ref erîents.

ccrmment on

of , and external relatj-ons between, the

The point can be .il-lustrated by a brief

reference based- on mixed cLescription.

Perhaps the best examples are artefacts, which

offer both cha-racteristic patterns of non-refational

properties, and a furction established in a context of

the purposes and interests cf agents. We can provide

construction specifications for, say, a knife, which,

while showing arees of indeterminacy, will not be l-ess

ad-equate thatr those we coufd provide for a dog; and we

can do this o'n a minimal- basis. a small chil-d can l-earn

to recognJ-se dogs and knives at si-ght. So tknifer

cou1d. be a term with reference cl-earl-y basecl on r:ateg-

orizing descriptions; but generally j-s not. If some-

thing qualitati.uely identical_ with m5r pocket-knife were

prod.uced- by sorne frea.kish combination of natural- forces,

it is rrot entirely cl-ear: that it would be a knife. By

a, sui.tabl-e agent, it might be used a,s a kriife, and in

bime it might come to be, by that agent, g!ec! as a

knife; but this is not quite the same thing. Similarly,

a fl-at rock or a tree sturnp might be usecl as a table

without being a tab1e, even if, at times, similar objects

had. been made of stone or wocd, and these objects were

tables. To be a knife j-s to be, inter al-iar â possi.bfe

referent in a way of acting in which cutting is a signif-

icant action. At the same time, al-though we c<luld

perhaps do sornething with the notion of a, knife as a
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cutting ins'brument, a'bstracting from all questions about

what sort of process, in descriptive terms, cutting was,

what sort of things there were to be ctrt, and what sort

of instrument permitted the process, we could not do

very much. tKnifer, consj-der:ed as a purely cat'egotiz-

ing descr:iption., woul-d allow us to pick out things, but

not to determine the significance of piclcing out those

thj-ngs; considered as a purely evaluating description,

it wou.L.d allow us to tal-k about signÍ-ficance, but not to

attribute si.gnificance .

Ttrus reference based ori mixed description sh.ould

be considered not as a mj-xture c¡f in-pr:Ínciple-inclepend-ent

purely descriptive and evaluating forms, but as the basic

form of reference in a way of act"ing , frctm which categor-'

izing and avaluating forms may be abstracted.. This

restates, in dj.fferent termi'sr my earl-ier cl-aim that thi.s

thesis is bo be seen as an exercise in the analysis csf

ways of acting, r'ather than as an account of their onto-

genesj-s. It al,so makes it cl-ear that the notion of a

way of acting is not irj.entical with the notion of an

interpr:eted game, and is to be further explained. I

shal-l explai.n j.t as a system of interpreted ga,mes;

this account is the business of the next chapter.
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Ways of acting are systems of interpreted

games.

Interpretation generates structures of

interpreted games, in which tway of acting I

may designate units of rational- discourse.

I shal-l now proceed to consider some of the

implications of the foregoing for an account of the

structure of a way of acting. First, I shall estabfish

a more clearly defined. body of terms for the discussion

of such putatively significant units.

On the account given, what might be cal-l-ed a

mol-ecular unit of Sense and reference is constituted of

a domain establish.ed by at least one interpreted game' a

formal game, and- the interpreted game which results from

interpreting the second in the first. [his cou]-d be

represented diagramatically after the fashion in which

loulmin, in [he Uses of Argument, represented an argu-

ment proceedi-ng by substantial- rather than by analytic

rul-e , viz. ,

IG
1

IG
2

FG

IG1 and IG, being interpreted games, and FG a formal- game.

Ihis is a usefuJ model, since the place occupied by tFGr

above was 1n Toulmints examples occupied by a statement

providing the warrant by which the argument proceeded"

In a very similar wâyr FG provides a warrant by which
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predicates drawn from IGZ can be inferred on the basis

of predicates drawn from IG1; and a formal- game can be

readily seen as the basis of a system of warrants of the
1

sort Toulmin discussed.

I shall- say of such cases as that il-l-ustrated

that FG consists of constitutive rules, and that IGZ is

an j-nterpretation of FG based on IG1 . This gives to
tconstitutive rulest a sense similar to that used by

Searle and discussed above, but with a difference which

that discussion foreshadowed. I shall- not distinguish

between constitutive and regulative rules as he did in

distinguishing between chess as a new activity constit-

uted by constitutive ru1es, and dining as an old

activity - eating - regulated by regulative rules.

In any case we will expect to find something that stands

in a simil-ar rel-ation to a rule-constituted activity to

that in which eating stands to dining, the relation in

question being that represented by rbased onr above.

I shall use rinterpretive loase r, or more

briefly rbase r, to refer to parts of the domain of

IG1 in the diagram above - necessary for the inter-

pretation of FG as IGZ. As some remarks above suggest,

the precise l-imits of the base in any given case may be

hard to determine. The base wil-l include whatever is

necessary for the individuation of things to be
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identified by expressions of IGz. It may or may not

need to incl-ude means for the identification and re-

identification of these thlngs" The criteria for

reidentifying a golf ball-, although of great importance

in the game, involve those properties which it has as a

physical object, rather than any properties confered on

it by the rules of the game of go1f" On the other

hand., the criteria for reidentifying the Prime Minister

of Austral-j-a are not those for reidentifying any part-

icul-ar man, but rather those arising from an account of

the office. Of course, if we happen to believe that

Mal-colm Fraser is the Prime Minister of Australiar we

may find. it more convenient to reidentify him; but this

is only a matter of convenience, and we coul-d be fed

astray by falling behind on current events.

I shal-l- say that an interpreted game presupposes

its base. This is roughfy equivalent to saying that the

base must be assumedr or taken for grantedr or regarded

as necessary (synthetic a priori, perhaps) within the

interpreted game. It is similar to the Strawsonian

notion of presupposition, taken to be that tp presupposes

qt is defined as tthat p has a truth-value implies that qr

in that sentences in the interpreted game make true or

fal-se statements only 1f the base is accepted; and in

that the breakdown that occurs if the presuppositlln

fails affects reference: to motor cars in the example
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which I d.iscuss in Part I, and to Johnrs children in
2

Strawson I s case.

I shaff sâYr in cases such as that in the

d.iagram, that IG1 is prior to IGZ:' and generally that

IGi is prior to t*j if and only if t*j presupposes al-l-

or part of IGi. Thus priority is a transitive relation.

It therefore provides the 'oasis of a vertlcal- or hierar-

chical structure of interpreted games.

Two or more interpreted games may have a common

base, or at l-east a common prior interpreted game. Thus,

an interpreted. game which gave a use to a notion of comp-

etition might prcvide the base for a number of games, in

the ord.inary sense of the word. This might be made to

yield a more satisfactory notion of a game than a

\,Vittgensteinian account in terms of ttfamify resembl-anceSrr.

Family resembl-ances, after all, hold between members of

a family; my d.oubl-e may not bear a family resemblance

to me. The notion of a family resembl-ance as an over-

lapping of sets of characteristics, without the unifying

focus provided by blood relationship in the normal use

of the expression, is not il-luminating. The notion of

a common base can fil-l- the gap without requiring games to

have any single common feature"

Where interpreted games are reJated by a common

pri-or interpreted game, I shal-l- say that they are
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materiafly related. lVhere they are related by being

interpretations I oh different bases, of the Same frrmal-

game, I shall say that they are formally related. Both

material- and formal relations are transitive, and, with

relations of priority, allow the formation of more

complex systems of interpreted games. The possibility

of identifying such relations between interpreted games

does not invol-ve the assumption that games so related

must be consistent or compatible with each other. As

distinct from priority, which involves a notion of fit

as part of the notion of interpretation, formal and

material rel-ations may involve stresses " Competing

physical theories, for instance t are materially related;

formally related games woul-d not compete in this wâVr but

cÖufd be a source of error in the way that an il-l-chosen

or over-extended analogy or metaphor could.

In the terms so far explained, I shall- now

offer a preliminary account of notions of a way of acting

and of a form of life, and further develop the account of

these notions in this and the following chapter.

I shall- give to tform of l-ifer that sense which

it has in some of \,Vinchrs uses discussed in Part Ir where

it is used to speak not of some distinguishable portion

of experience or understanding, such as religious as

distinct from scientific life, but of l-ife as some sort

of more or l-ess coherent whole: as that rru . o unity in . o
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multifarious interests, activities and relaticns with
3

other menrt which al-l-ows us to say of these dlstinguish-

abl-e portions that they are portj-ons of the same thing.

I shal-L ind.icate this sense in the present context by

defining a form of l-ife, relative to a given interpreted

gamer âs the sum of al-l- those interpreted games having

priority or material relaticns to the given game. I

d.eliberately exclud.e reference to formal reJationS here.

In cases l-ike that which I gave above as an example

of sentential cafcufus and a calculus of switching

systems as formally rel_ated their rel-ation in one

form of life can be esta'olished through priority and

material- rel-ations: roughly, both can be presented as

interpretations in a domain of human behaviour" Hencet

in such caseS, reference to formal- relations is unnec-

essary. It would be necessary only where games were

related in no way other than formally. For now' I

shall simply assert that a form of life cannot contain

two interpreted- games uhich are only formally related;

the point wilL be further discussed bel-ow. Hence appeal

to formal rel-ations in the account of a form of life is

either redundant or mistaken"

It will- be part of the point of my further dis-

cussÍon to argue that while a form of l-ife defined in

this way is a useful notion, and not, for instancer one

within which irremed.iable breakdowns in communication need

be supposed to occur, it is a context which permits the
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occurrence of disputes for which no rational- resol-ution

is possibl-e. Now r we can think of domains of discourse

f or which this is notJrue. Games, j-n the ordinary

sense, commonly offer such rrrational- domainsrr. Any

question which can arise within a game of chess can be

answered, in principle conclusively: the pointr or one

of the points, to be observed in designing games is to

approach as closely to this ideal situation as possibl-e;

often this is done by introducing the notion of an

umpire, not so much to give the correct answers in

awkward cases, as to constitute a standard of corrcct-

ness. Now, being in this sense a rational- domain, or at

least approximating to a rational- domain as an ideal-, was

a characteristic which I attributed to ways of acting

when, in Part I, I first introduced this expression as

an j-nformally technical- term. The irregularities en-

countered 1n pursuing a regress of reasons were, I then

suggested, the resul-t of reaching the limit of what I

have now cal-l-ed a rational domain, and being consequent-

1y obliged to shift into a new context.

I have just said that forms of lifer âs I have

defined. the notion, are not rational- domains; I said at

the end of the last chapter that we must regard both

d.escriptive and normative descriptions aS isol-atabl-e only

by abstraction, and shafl- further argue befow that it

fol-l-ows from this that an interpreted game can be a
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rationaf domain only under certain circumstances. Hence

if tway of actingr is to have the sort of use which I

initially intended, it must identify a unit more complex

than a single interpreted game, and less complex than a

f orm of l-if e. It wil-l- help in the task of saying how

such a unit might be identified if I turn now to consider

certain kinds of internal tension which might arise in a

form of life, and affect its status as a rational

domain.
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Three kinds of relation between statements

and statement sets create i-nternal- stresses

in a form of life.

I shal-l- distinguish between contradicti-on,

incompatibility and dissonance, which I shall- regard as

relations holding between statements or statement sets.

Contradiction holds only between statements in

the same interpreted game. A contradiction, in the form

rp and not-pr, requires that tpt have the same sense in

both occurrences, and consequently that the terms con-

stituent of tpt have the same sense. The sense of an

expression in an interpreted game has a fcrma1- and a

material- component, the former from the relatj-ons

established in the relevant formal- game, and the l-atter

from the domain in which the formal- game is interpreted.

Thus distinct interpreted games must be distinct either

formally or materially, so expressions drawn from

different interpreted games cannot have the same sense t

so statements in different interpreted games cannot

contradict each other.

Where interpreted games are materially relatedt

and result from normative interpretation, they may

del-iver statements which are not on the face of things

in conflict, but which cannot hold concurrently. Draw
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poker and five card stud are formally different, and both

are normatively interpreted in the same domain of people,

purposes and objects. Statements of the duty of the

deal-er, in one case to deal- f ive cards to each player

face down, and in the other to deal one card face down

and one card face up to each player, are not contradict-

oryr since they do not occur in the same game; but if we

were to suppose them to be carried out concurrently by

the same agent, and the resul-t to be described in the

language of the domaj-n, this description would involve

a contradiction. T shal-l- cal-l statements or statement

sets having this sort of rel-ation to each other

incompatible.

There are al-so statement pairs which are not

contradictions, and which do not necessarily lead to

contradictions in the language of the domain, but which

are nevertheless in confl-icto I shall suggest a more

complex example for this sort of conflict.

Among educational- theories, one can disting-

uish between those which take certain significant

characteristics of l-earners or content to be cultural-l-y

neutralr or 1n some sense objective, and those which take

such characteristics t¡ be culture relative. The

characteristics in question might be picked out by

accounts of intelligence clr of }irrowl-ecìge; the cul-turcl
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in question might, in different cases, be identified by

reference to ethnic group or social cl-ass. Thus, some

more or less traditional theories have tended to identify

a capacity of learners, measured as IQ, and a category

of worthwhile learnings, as independent of cul-tural

context; other, more or less radical- theories, have
1

regarded these as refative to cultural- contexts .

Since the languages involved are primarily descriptive,

they are correctable against phenomena in the domai-n,

and are not to be separated by relating them to contra-

dictory pairs of statements in the language of the

domain, each one of the pair representing the expectat-

ion or prediction which might be made on the basÍs of

one of the theories. Such a situation woul-d l-ead only

to the revision of one theory or the other" It may seem

that, like card games, these theories would be incompat-

ible: that when action was taken in normative contexts

invol-ving the theories, the descriptions of these actions

1n the domain would be contradictory, but this need not

be so.

0n a traditional- el-itist thecry, the proposed

re¡iponse in a situation in which many l-earners a.re of

l-ou intelligence is the development of separate prograrns,

directed to activities of a sort juclged to be appropriate

to these learner:si on a cultural- refativist theory,

which sees a different rather than a low intelÌigence,

the proposed response is the development of a
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cultural-ly appropriate program. The proglrams, and the

l-earners d-irected to themr flâY well be the same in both

casesn There mây, of course, be differences; the point

is that it is not necessary that there shauld be. It

seems possible for theor"ists of both types, confronted

by the same domain, to put their theories into effect

concurrently without generating incompatibl-e situations.

One might have to hear their accounts of what is going

on in order to discover that the-r:e is a significant

difference between them. I shall- cal-l- statements or

statement sets of this sort dissonant.

Dissonance is the sDrt of rel-ati-on which has

figured in mucLL relativist and anti-relativist debate.

On the one hand, there is the somewhat positivist

inclination to say that sj-nce on either theory we pick

out the same things and take the same action, the alleged

distinctj-on between the theories must be il-l-usory; on

the other hand is the inclination to say that since the

theories are dj-fferent, it cannot be that we pick out the

same things at all, or take the same action, j-n each case.

Neither approach is congenial: one wants to say that

there is a difference, but not the sort of total- d j-ff-

erence which would fo::ce us to say that the different

theories were being applied in different worl-ds. 0n

this account, what is the same in each case is the set

of individuals iclentifiable in the domain, and used as
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the basis of interpretir¡'e rules; what is different is

the kind of ind-ividual- id.entifiable in the j-nterpreted

game. Both the sameness and the dj-fference aye signif-

icant.

It shoul-d- be notecl that dissonance is a product

of descri.ptive interpretation, and incompatibitj-ty of

normatj-ve interpretation. Dissonance and -incompatib-

ility er-.rt h6ld between interpreted games without inter-

fering with their relations of priority or materiaf

relations; theref ore both can be interna.l- to f orms of

fife in the light of the above definition of this

notion.

As some of the above comments strcngly suggest t

ei-ther incompatibility or cli-ssonance, taking the form of

id"eological or more or less metaphysicaf disputes

respec'bivelyr may provide occasion for invc;stiga.tions

leading to rel-ativistic concl-usions. In tho' case of

dissonance, where f ormal structu-res aTe reviseable under

interpretation, it ma,y be argued that in a sufficiently

long time it coul.d be expected that dissonant interpret-

ed games would approximate to each other; the deniaf of

this view would. fit the pattern suggestecl in Part I for

epistemic relativism. In the case of incompatibility,

where 'chj-s prospect of approximation is not opent

oppositi,rn to the view that the r:l-air¡s of one in-berpreted

game coul.d- be estabJished would fit the pattern of what
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I there cafled linguistic rel-ativism.

The above comments indicate the areas in whi-ch

various tensions are possible: contradj.ction only within

an interpreted game, and Íncompatibility and dissonance

only in more complex systems of games. It does not

fotl-ow, of courise, that these tensions are acceptable in

the areas in which they can arise. Contradiction counts

as an error or a defect, and demands correction. But,

as the examples indi-cate, incompatibility is in at l-east

some cases an entirely unproblema,tic state of affairs t

and dissonance is at l-east a state of affairs which seems

to be tol-erable in a way tha.t outright contradiction is

not. The process of more clearly defining a use fcr
tway of actingr will- rerluire further examination of the

question of the extent of acceptability of these forms

of tension; and the sense in which a form of tension may

be taken as acceptable must bear upon questions about

relati.vism: questions about the extent to which such

tensions are acceptable or el-iminabl-e are in effect

questi.ons about the status of relativist theses"
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SECTION 1 B In ways of acting, certain relations between

games are necessary, and certain forms of

internal- stress a-re impossible.

I have said that I wish to use tway of actingr

to ref er -bo a rational- d.omain of discourse , that is, to

a domain in which any question which is askabl-e is, at

Jeast in principle, raticnally answerable " [he iritended

distinction between such a rational- domain and the context

in which it may be set is not, of course, that between

rat-ionality and. irrationality. lhe suggestion is not

that the r,vj-der context is irrational, but that the rul-es

and contex'tua-l- assumptions which, v'rithi-n the raticnal

domain, provide the basis on which questions can be

formed and. resol-ved, cannot be presumed to hold in the

wid.er contëxt. In essence, a rational domain of this

sort is l-ike Carnapts notion of a linguistic framework.

For Carnap, internal questions were those which could be

asked and answered- within a framework; questi.ons which

coul-d. not be answered., and coul-d not properly be asked

within the framework, \,vere external questions, which

mad.e sense in a wider context j-n which the linguistic
1

framework was set. Similarly, I wish to identify as a

uay of acting a d.omain within which certaj-n internal-

questions become possibl-e, and within which certain

i-nternal stresses, potentially preventing answers, do

not arise.
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However, the notion of a rational- domaj-n

provid-ed by Carnapts linguistic frameworks is too thin

fclr my purpose. I have argued before, in my discussion

of Kekes, ancl. shal-l argue further in Part TII, that that

which is basically assessabl-e in terms of ratirlnality is

a course of action, and the attenrpt to create a-rrstrongrr

sense of trationaf t applicable to systems of belief is

a. mistake. Consistent with this, and with my original

introduction of tway of actingt as involving interactive

bodies of convention and belief, I seek to identify by

the term domains which trnrmit the identification of

crfurses of action: in which notions of purpose

expressed- in the terms of normative inte.rpreta-bion, and

of bel-ief expressed in the terms of descriptive inter-

pretation, interact. Such a notion of a way of acting

is required for my general purpose; but it is al-so

necessary that the notion of a rational domain be under-

s-bood as involving such interaction, if a rational-

domain is to be independently intelligibl-e: that is, if

it is to be possible to make sense of there being such

a system without suppcsing it to be a part of some more

extensi-ve context. The existence of a criterion of

independent intelligibility marking off a smaller unit

tha,n a form of l-ife woul-d obviate the necessity of the

language of a form of life to be an indissoluble whole;

and this substantially affects rel-ativist theses"

I have already sketched an argument to the
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conclusion that descriptive anrl- normative descri-ptions,

and hence, of course, -interpreted games which yield

either kind of description, can be isol-atecL from each

r-¡ther only as abstractions. That is, I have suggested

that neither descriptively interpreted games nor norm-

atively interpreted games are independently intellig-

ibl-e, and that a way of acting must j-nclude both. f

shall- argue this in rnore detail.

Let us consid-er a lim:'-ting case of a way of

acting whicir is identical with a f orrn of life r so that

no l'rider conterct can be invoked, Suppose the way of

acting to be the sirnplest molecular unit: one prior

interpreted game acceptecl as given, anci. one furth.er

game interpr:eted in this domain. Suppose further the

way of acting to involve only one form of interpretation:

to be either purely descript-i-ve or purely normative.

]¡Ve may now ask: is the final supposition acceptable?

To aj-d consideration, we will take as an

example for the purely descriptive case two empirÍ.cal

theori-es, the subsequent rel-atecì- to the prior: as

expl-anation: sayr a p-iece of eommonsense realism

incl-uding descriptions identifyi-ng visible objects

such as lightning flashes, and a theory identifying them

a,s el-ectrical discharges. For the pr.rrely normative

case r we will- take chess as a particuJar form of
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competition and victory, based in more general notions

of competition and victory, and treating physj-cal

apparatus as a. dispensable model. The former we might

regard as a bit of a Popperian wo::ld 7; the l-atter as

something -bo be encoun'tered in a kind clf Berkeleyan

idealism"

The point of giving these sampl-es their
accustomed names, and by suggestion their accustomed

contexts, is that it does seem that we can identify

ancl make sense of tire intended examples if we take

them as abstracticlns from a wicier context. We calr,

in tlre former case, abstract from the con.bexts of

purpose in which explanation is carried on the

explanations themselves; and in the Jatter caire

abstract from the context of physical players and

equipment the sort of purposeful activity for which

the one uses the other. It -is par:t of this ability to

abstract that we can suppose that the a'bstracted

descriptive theories coufd be the same through variat-
ions in purpose, and the abstracted purposes could be

the sarne al-th.ough the descri.ptive setting of players

and pieces were ci.ifferent. No doubt this is so; but

what is required nolv is something stronger: that we

suppose that these cases could be the same if their
normative or descriptive contexts were not merely

different, but absent " This supposition is harder to

entertain.
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Continuing, for the moment, to use the notion

of abstraction as a crutch, vue can see that the purely

descriptive case seems more comfortabl-e. The abstract-

ion involved is more positive, in the sense that we can

say what is to be included rather than just what is to

be feft out, than seems possibl-e for the purely norm-

ative case. V/e are used to thinking of descripti've

theories as coming in more or l-ess discrete, competing

or complementary chunks; and we have plenty of terms,

l- j-ke t physics t , rchemistryr , tNewtonian mechanics I and

tquantum mechanicsr to mark the borders. We are also

accustorned to thinking of these expressions as referring

to things which are what they are without regard to the

interest, or l-ack of it, that we may have in them,

Movements for social- responsibitity in science, if they

do nothing else , at l-east emphasise the p-resumed separ-

ability of descriptive theories from normat-i-ve concerns.

\i{e can, it seens, build fences which mark off reasonably

clearly specified patches of ground.

But if marking off descriptivel-y interpreted

games is like building fences, marking off normati'vely

interpreted games is rnore l-ike focussing a camera.

Such comparable expressions as we have for marked-off

chunks, like raestheticsr or tmoralsr, donrt seem to

work as tidyly; but this is not the worst of it. Our

normative concerns are not, even in principle, separable

from our descriptive games. If we focus upon them
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so finely that the d-escriptive context is eliminated, we

lose the benefit of interpretation, being ]eft tvith a

formal structure. The notion that we ought to be kind

to others o without any account of what otirers are to

provid.e a basis foy an acco'urit of what kindness to them

might consist i-n, is not a working notion - it is a

formal pattern ruh.-i-ch has yet to be t.urned into a working

notion. An abstract game like ch.ess offers the best

chance we could expect of ind-ependent intelligib:'-1it¡r;

but without a d.escriptive account of the donain, its

purposes remain fo¡:mal purposes of the kind that Frege

found so unsatisfying" To continue the metaph.or: we

need. scme depth of field. in our camera; we can focus on

normative concerns, but we need to See with Some degree

of clarity the descriptive context of these concerns if

they are to make a picture rather than just a. pattern.

Thus it seems that an abstracted pur:ely norm-

ative game could not be tre¿rted- as ind-eperrdently intel-f-

igible; hence our limiting case c'rf a way of acting, which

has no lvid.er context, could not be purely norma.tive.

But now, is the purely descriptive oase really different?

The territories marked off bY

above r âs separable scientif ic dotnains,

reli-ably d.istinct as they can r f or some

ma,de to appeal-; but again, this is not

the terms

are not so

purposes,

the wors'b

noted

be

of it.
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There is the point about the kinds of reason for whj-ch we

develop particuJ-ar parts of particul-ar theories: the

fences can look odd, if we cannot see the purposes for

which they were buil-t. Theories about electrì-city

cover more than lightning flashes. They cover phenomena

which might not be recognised in a prior game until- the

subsequent game directed attention to them; and perhaps

phenomena which coul-d not be identified in the prior

game at all. 1úhat do we suppose sets the l-imits of our

purely descriptive way of acting? So long as it was

regarded as an abstraction, we could note, then forget,

that it arose from a certain kind of significance.
T-,ightning flashes arrest the attention, and are the

sort of thing we want to explain; but once we forgo

this approach, can the game involve anything less than

the whole story? And what would count as the whol-e

story? Popperrs worl-d 5 could be incomplete, but this

is because it is the notion of an abstraction. It is

what would be left of our enquiries if we were taken

awayr and its l-imits ave explained when our purposes in

producing it are understood.

By contrastn Plators world of forms is not, or

at l-east is not intended as, an abstraction, but rather

as something independently intelligibl-e; and it is not

at al-l- cl-ear what it would come to to say that it was

incomplete, or that there coul-d be an independently

intelligibl-e bit of it. A purel-y descriptive way of
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acting identical- with a form of l-ife could not be thought

of as an abstracti.cn, and would have to fean more to

Pl-ato than to Popper. It v'rould have to tell., in some

sense, the whofe story of the universe. I do not think

this is arr inteJ-ligibl-e requirement: such an oddity

coulcl only be something like the universe mapped onto

itsel-f , which is not a useful- notion. So we cann'ct

allow a purely descriptive way of acting either.

It fol-lows that a single interpreted game could

not constitute a way of acting. lhe molecular unj-t

mentioned above couldr upon a cer:tain condition, iulnat is,

that the inter:preted games involved were not both. the

product of the same lcincl of i-nterpretation. We can thus

estabLÍsh the min.imum complexity of a way of acting.

lhe other cluestl-on affect-ing the usefuJness of the notion

concerns the maximun all-owabl-e complex-tty: whether there

is anyth.ing permissiblc. in a form of l-ife which there

could be reason to exclude fuotn a way of acting. fhe

kj-nds of tension dlscussed in the last section provide the

basi-s for such a distinction.

I said of the notion of dissona.nce that it arose

from desc.r:iptive interpretation, lnvolved neither contra-

diction nrrr incompatibility, and ]ed to disputes of a.

generally rnetaphysical sort. I cited an example froul

the fiel-d of educational dispute; I might as readily

have citedr âs exampJ-es of dissonant structures a,nd the
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disputes thereby occasioned, scientific and rel-igious

betief systems, and the quarrels of Kekesrs protagorlists

Sinch and Rench. 0n this basj.sr f wculd argve tha't

religicus and scientific belief structures are

incommensura-ble but not incommunicabl.e, and that they

can arise wit;hj-n a fonn of life, but not within a way of

actirig.

I take it that two systems may be said- to be

incommensurable r¡ihen no statement frcm one can be

directly compared, for truth or falsity, witlL a state-

ment from the r:ther, a:nd there is no independent system

with-in which reasons aa,n be¡ offered for preferring one

system to the cther.

On my account , Lf scj-ence and rel-igion are

dissor:ant structures, th.ey result frorl the interpretation

of different formal- games in a, corìmon dotnaj-n" The inter-

pretation is in each case descri-ptive, srj that each

fcrmal game has, -in the process of -i-nterpretation, been

revised to achieve a fi.t with the domain. Statements

i.ssued within these field.s will- Ïiave in common those

elements of meaning drawn from the d,"rrnain, and appearing

as common areas of reference; but wi-Ll di'rrerge sharply

in the formal- component of their Ídentifications" Thus

no scientific statement w:l-11 be translatable without l-oss

into ¡ or intersubstitutabl-e with, a .religi.cus statentent,
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though there wifl be statements, expressed in the terms

of the domain, which wil-l be recognisable in both

structures, sâXr as providing the basis of interpretive

rul-es. Thus Sinch and Rench have much language in

common; but there is no statement in scientific terms

whlch means what Rench meaas when he saysrrGod is loverr;

and no statement in religious terms which means what

Sinch means by rre

ments such that one comes from each structure, one is

the translation of the other, and they can be tested

together against the domain.

SimiÌarly, since each has achieved effective

interpretation, each has found ways to fit his gameterms

to the domain. It is thus not possible to use the

domain as an independent structure in which they can be

compared. It may be suggested at this point that this

is a bad example of dissonance, and that contradictions

in the language of the domain arising from the

conflict of science and religion are notorious. T

do not think that this cl-aim hol-ds. Some apparent

cases involve not the language of the domain, but a

question-begging use of the J-anguage of one of the diss-

onant structures: claims that religious propositions

ought to be dismissed as not scientifically testabl-e

fal-l into this cl-ass. Al-so , it should be remembered
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that the cl-aj-m concerning dissonant theories was that

normative incompatibility did not necessaril-y fol1ow

from descriptive difference; it was not that the

descriptive difference was such that normative incom-

patibility could not arise. This last cl-aim would be

quite untenable, of course, since normative incompat-

ibility can arise from structures which have

descrj-ptive elements in commonr âs aspects of the debate

over the issue of conservation show. [he best cases

for the objection woul-d be those in which contradictions

in the domain arose from diverse claims on such matters

as the age and origin of the earth t or the manner and

order in which it acquired its biological furnishings.

However, scientific findings in these matters become,

from a religious point of view, merely aspects of the

domain which must be accomodated in the interpretation;

generally, the upshot is to treat previous religious

comment on such matters as involving some kind of

mistake.

However, although on this account of religion

and science as incommensurabl-e it follows that Sinch and

Rench cannot transl-ate each otherrs claims into their

own terms, it does not follow that they cannot come to

understand each otherrs claj-ms. I do not mean by this

that they understand in any sense involving sympathy or

argeement; the sense in which they can understand each
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other: can be precisely specified. By hypothesis they

have in common the language of a domain" Each disson-

ant structure is created by the interpretation of a

f ormal gamr-l in that doma-i-n. Any f ormal game is in

principle equally intelligibl_e to both sinch and Rench,

and. the proceSSeS of interpretation are common to both

their systems. They are distinguisl,red therefo-re by

nothing but the fact that, in expandirrg their systems,

they chose differerrt formal. games" This difference does

not imply that they djffer in their ability to understancl

syste.:ms, even if it -is tal<en as a difference in Commit-

ment. Thus it i-s possible for one to take the c-¡ther

through the process of interpretation which the one

initially followerl, so that, whate'ver one might wish

in the encl. to say about possibilities of conversion or

commitment, it is at l-east cl-ear that the other coul-il

learn to pefornr eve.ry operaticn in th.e interpreted game

to which he had. been introcluced" I woul,d- cal-l

structures incommunicabl-e only when this sort of teaching

was not in principle possible; and this could occur

only where the structures j-n question were no+.; materially

rel-ated , or rel-ated by prior-ity"

From the above it fol-l-ov'is that dissonant

structures can arise within, and onJ-y wi.thi-n, a form of

life, Since the form of life incfuding a. given inter-

preted game includes al-l those games rel-ated to the
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given game either materially or by prÍority, and since

d.issoriant games are rnaterial-ly related, two games can

be clissonant only if they are const;ituents r,¡f the same

form of life. It might be noted in passing, as a

coroJ-lary of this, that garnes can be incomniunicabl-e

only if they are not constituents of the same form of

l-if e.

Now, the fact that dissonant structures are

incommensurable entail-s that they cannot occur within a

way of acting, j.f a way of acting is to be a unit of

rational- discourse, or a rational domain, in the sense

previous;ly discussed. To return to my earlier, educ-

ational. example of alleged dissonance, it woulcl be

possible for questions to ar:ise for which no rational
methocl of resol-ution was possible. The question:
rrls l'red in trouble because hers cul-tural-}y displaced,

or because hels of loi¡r lq2tt may be of this type. To

explain Fredrs l-ow score by reference to cul-tural.

backgrouncl, with supporting evidence of correl-ation

betlueen Fredrs perf ormance and that of others from his-t

gr:oup, is stil-l ambiguouso It may be the cl-ain that

intelligence is cul-ture-.r:e1ative, or that Fred comes

from a group with l-ovr intelligerrce. Orìe can choose

which claim is intended, but not produce evidence which

shows grounds for preferuing one. To f ind a test on

which Fred rs group scores better than others, and cal-l-

that a test of intelÌigence rel-ative to the culture of
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tr'redrs group, solves the problem only j.f the test is
generally accepted under that description, which it

neecÌ not be. To fail to find a test returning such

resulbs would prove the other view onJ.y if it were

acceptecl that Fredts cu1ture was uell- enough unclerstood

to perrnit the desÍgn of an appropriate test, which. it

need not tre. Generally, although we can describe the

situabions in which sc'meth.ing nrigh-b be accepted. as

resolving such questions, and thus in which one of the

apparerrtly dissonan't s-bructures was abandoned, we c¿ìn

also see that it is not necessary that such situations

arise: ther:e is always a \day in which the challenged

structure can be maintained. Hence a rationa,l- domain

cannot j-ncl-ude dissonant structures; and the discovery

of dissonance is at the sanìe ti-me the distingu:'-shing

between rational domains t ar, in the terrns I have used,

between ways of acting"

There is thus a clear point in continuing to

use tway of actingt in addition to the other tecbnical

tertns I have suggested: the point tha't none of the others

picks out doma,j-ns as rational. It has been possj-ble to

make this point by reference to rLissonance al-one; but

it is al-so important to see tc what extent a way o-f

acting can accomodate incompatibility.

I used card games as an example in explaining
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the notion of incompatibility I wisherj. to use. If uays

of acting c¡ln be complex in the Sense in which card pfay-

ing is complex, then the example shows that incontpatibil-

ity is possible within a way of acting. I think that

ways of acting can be complex i1 this sense; and indeed

that something like incornpatibility is necessary. The

rul_es vuhich go to make up interpreted games, uhere they

yield- id-entifjcations of actj-ons, must be incompatible

-in the sense explained. above" This is simply to say

that one action, under its ider.rtificatiori in the terms

of the d.omain, must exclud-e alternatives: one cannot

simul-taneously dea.l- a,ncl play out a hand of brid"ge, for

instance. Even if the game identif ied 6nly one kind o-f

action, it wrul-d. bc; necessary, if that action v/ere to be

anything cleterminate, that it wa,s i-ncompatible with some

possible k-ind of action. Thi-s is merely 1;he poi-nt that

actions of d.ifferent kinds must differ in Some respect.

Thus, given the earlier claim that ways of acting must

invol-ve a normative aspect, it is elear that incompatib-

ility between single rules j-s a perfectly ordinary and

unproblematic affair, required in an interpreted game as

a condition of significant identificatj-on, and necessary

within a way of acting.

Incompatibility between interpreted games

âsr sâXr between different card games, is not 1n any

obvious way more problematic; and if such incompatible
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systems are j-n some cases to count as parts of a way of

actingr flo sj-gnificant tensions within the larger system

seem 1ike1y to ensue. Indeed, one might say: incom-

patibilities of these sorts within a way of acting are

necessary conditions of the way of actingIs providing

varieties of action and the possibility of choice. One

may go on to uonder whether the inclusion within a way of

acting of other i-ncompatibl-e systems, such as systems of

etiquette oI of morals, could also be Seen aS providing

the possibility of choice, though the notion of choice

involved in the case of moral- systems might seem at first

sight more significant than that between card games.

Certainly, it does not seem to be the same

notion of choice in al_l cases. The choice of a card

game, within the context of card playing as a way of

acting, is one for which, at ]east in princlpler reasons

can be given. It is not hard. to justify the choice of

patience over poker, for instance, in a context in which

the characteristics of both games and the availability of

onJ-y one player can be establ-ished. Even in cases which

we woul-d normally Say wele of mere inclination, it Seems

that reasons for choice might be given in terms of

characteristics of the player which were reasons for

him - a facility for bl-uffing which he enjoyed exercis-

ing, perhaps.

In the other cases, things are more complex.
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The attempt to choose a code of etiquette may be only

part of the more problematic matter of choosing a

social_ context: to change one t s patterns of behaviour

within the same context may be identifiable in that

c,on.text only as a defect in manners, not as a change.

When one turns to the case of a moral- system, the quest-

ion whether there are genuinely alternative moral-

systems is a matter of established dispute r so the

question whether one could have any choice in this

matter ¡ or in what sense one might have a choice, is

more difficult. At first sight, one is inclined to say

that a way of acting ccul-d incl-ude diverse card games t

but not d.iverse moral- systems" [hese differing cases

shoul-d be further examined.

It will- help to consider three sorts of case

rather than two. I shal-l- considerr âS distinguishabl-e

cases, a card. game, in which certain distributions of

cards counts aS a victory, a code of etiquette, in uhich

a certain way of eating counts as dining, and a moral-

code, in which certain kinds of action count as right

action. Since these aTe all- normative interpretations'

the ruJes under which identifications aTe made can be

broken: an action falling under a rule can invofve a

breach of the ruJe. where an action taken as falling

under a particular rule was in breach of that rul-e, it

wouLd. commonly be cafl-ed cheating in playing cards,
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discourtesy in dining, and immorality in the moral- case.

In each case, the opprobri-ous term indicates that the

action in question fail-s to qualify under a certain

descripti-on, but assumes that the action is properly

considered as falling within the scope of the particul-

ar rul-e-set in question" One way to bring out the

difference between the cases i-s to consider what we

might find it proper to say if that assumption were

incorrect.

In assuming that a particul-ar action fell-

wlthin the scope of a particul-ar rul-e-set, we might err

in two ways. It might be the case that the action fell-

within the scope of a rule-set of the same sort, but not

that set in particul-ar; or it might be tlnat the action

did not fall- under any rule-set of that sort at''al-l-.

At l-east, while we look at the card case, these possib-

il-ities seem cl-ear enough"

It is quite cl-ear, when we consider a partic-

ul-ar card game, that there is a variety of such games,

and hence other rule-sets r or in my terms interpreted

games, of the same sort. If asked what constitutes a

sort in this matter, we wil-l be able immediately to point

to the common interpretive base and the common notion

of victory or at Jeast the very sj-milar notions of

victory on the basis of which this col-lection of
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interpreted- games can be formed-. It would certainly be

possibl-e that an action which we had taken as falling in

the scope of one game properly felf in another; and,

since the scope of each game is quite sharply limited,

and a considerable range of actions falfs outside any

game of this sort, it is al-sc possibl-e, though perhaps

l_ess ]ikely, that we had mistakenly taken as falling

within the scope of a game an action which uas not part

of any game of the sort: tidying the cards, oI making a

pattern with them, perhaps" In any of these cases,

the mistake in jud_gment j-s readily detected. The

restricted scope and relatively precise rul-es make it

a fairly simple matter to test any action by checking

its context against the requirements of the rufe-sets.

Thus the inclusion of incompatib le interpreted games of

this sort in a way of acting uould give a context in

which there was a variety of games of the same sort,

and_ in whj-ch questions concerning which game was going

oilr and which game shoul-d be played-, were answerable,

and the notion of a rational choice between games was a

sensibl-e notion. This might be catled intentional-

lncom.patibility; and- its occurrence in a way of acting

is quite consistent with its being a rational- domain.

In the other casesr this is Jess clear' We

do recognise alternative codes of manners, and note that

conventionally correct behaviour varies from time to
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time and from place to place. Hence we can recognise a

sort of rul-e-set here, and thus the possibility that a

piece of behaviour has been assigned'to the wrong rul-e-

set. Furtherr we can reasonably cl-aim that codes of

manners are sufficiently l-imited in scope for there to

be kinds of behaviour not properly assigned to any of

themr so that we could also err in taking an action to

be subject to such a code when it was not. But although

the mistake of assigning behaviour to the wrong code is

possible, it is not likely. Codes of manners take in

a communi-ty in a way in which games do not: they

are part of the character of a communi-ty, and part of the

pattern of mutual expectation and belief which make up

the communication system of the community. [o conform

to the manners of a community is l-ess a matter of second-

order politeness than a necessity of communication.

Hence the l-ikelihood of a mistake is l-ess; and it is

not quite so cfear that a decl-aration of allegiance to

an alternative code serves to excuse discourtesy.

AJso, the question what areas of behaviour are

outside the scope of codes of manners is difficuft. To

some extent, the answer varies with the code: whereas

we could say what was not a card game readily, it may be

that only from within a code of manners can we say what

is not a matter of manners, and then only for that code.

Because of the uncertain scope, and the part played by
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such cod.es in forming the identity of a community, it

seems that in the context in which we can recognise a

varietyr w€ cannot develop the same notion of rational

choice. One might make a rational choice of the

community in which one was to live, and thereby commit

oners sel-f to a code of manners; but wlthin a community,

the question what codes there were or rrvhich shoul-d be

ad.opted would- be odd questions, and the notion of a

rational choice between codes is odd, even if we

suppose alternative codes to be known. I shal-I cal-l

incompatibilities between codes of this sort contingent

incompatibilities; on this account they allow a notion

of variety, but not of rational- choice. Perhaps the

most interesting example in the cl-ass would be natura:-

languages: the recognition of variety does not allow a

rational- choice of which language to use in a particular

transaction, since Success in the transaction is typically

contingent on the use of the correct language.

The final case, of moral-s, differs quite clearly

from the others in that it has been strongly argued that

the notion that there are afternatives, or that rmoraf

cod.er names a sort with more than one member, is itsel-f

an intellectual or a moral mistake. The scope of a

moral- code has been argued tc be unlimited, in the way

implied- by the requirement of universal-izability. It

follows from such a positicn that there could be no

variety in such codes, and consequently no notion of
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rational choice applicable to them. Now, I do not wish

at the moment to claim that such anti-relativist positions

are right oï wrong. I wish only to make this point:

that the issue is stíl-l- debated is sufficient reason to

say that questÍons that arise concerning the varì-ety of

and. choice between moral systems are not rationally

resofvabl-e in the required sense, or at feast, have not

yet been shown to be. They cannot therefore be incl-uded

in a rational d.omain. So, if al-ternative moral- codes

are possible, they are not possible in a way of acting

if that is to be a rational- domain; if they are not

possible, then they are not possibl-e in a way of actingt

and could appear to exist there only through some mis-

take. Such incompatibility could be calfed necessary

incompatibility; whether the necessity arises from

there being only one coherent moraf systemr or from its

being characteristic of moral codes that they claim

unl-imited scope does not affect the present point.

This discussion places the l-imit of al-l-owable

complexity in a way of acting somewhere between the

admission of a variety of card games and the admission

of a variety of codes of manners, the choice of this

limit being defended by reference to the preservation

of the rationality of the domain. This is a vague

borderline, and further clarification of the notion of

a way of acting would require the discussion of further
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exampl-es. However, for my present purpose it suffices.

Indeed-, even the d.istinctions I have tried to mark are

open to debate. It might be said that codes of manne3s

are far more l-ike card- games than my comments, and the

reference to naturaf languages, would suggest; and that

moral codes are closer to conventional codes than I

all-ow; and. such arguments would change the limits of a

v,ray of acting, even when they are marked so coarsely as

they are above. I d-o not think that this matters. My

general thesis is not affected. if the limits of a way of

acting are moved one way or the otherr so long as it is

agreed. that there is point to marking off a rational-

domain which may be l-ess extensive than a form of life.

I would lose this point only if it were held that no

choices were rationally resolvable r or that al-l- were.

I think that the distinctions I have drawn are cl-ear

enough to stand. against both these positions; it j-s of

rel-atively smafl- moment then just where the lines are

drawn.

Since it becomes now a tautology that situations

in which relativistic theses might hold cannot occur

within a way of actingr wê must turn to a form of life,

in which contingently and necessarily incompatibl-e, and

dissonant interpreted games, must be held to occur, since

al-l such relations presuppose material relations, and

materiaJly related games share a form of life.
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CHAPTER 7 A form of l-ife is a system of ways of acting"

SECIION 1 9 The notion of a form of life can admit the

necesslty of a foundational way of acting;

but in accepting the existence of a found-

at ion we limit the possibility of specifying

it.

I have proposed that rfcrm of lifer be used to

refer to the most cemplex unit this account allows,

consisting of al-l- i-nterpreted games rel-ated materially

or by priority. Such a statement is incomplete: if

rel-ativist and coherence theories are lo be intelligibJ-e t

one needs rather to say that a form of life consists of

all games related to a given game r so that the possibility

of al-ternatives is not rul-ed out before we begin. An

answer to the question what might cout.t't as a given game

can be drawn from the fol-lowing discussion of the problem

of a foundational game.

0n my account r âfl expression has sense in a way

of actj.ng, or as an abstraction from a way of acting; and

the sense that it has is the product of a formal- game, and

arr interpretive base establ-ished j-n a prior way of actlng.

lhus an expression has sense only if there is a way of

acting prior to that in which it has sense; and since

this must also be true of expressions in that prior way

of acti-ng, there is here the start of an infinite regress.
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The regress appears vicious: it cannot term-tnate in a

way of acting of the kind so far desc:ribedl since expr-

essions in this way of acting would not have sense, it

would- not al-f ow any expression to have sense. Hence,

an account of a basic way of actingr or sclme basic

structure capahle of supporting a terminal- way of act-

ing, is requ.ired.

The problem of foundation or basis is common

enough, and. the solution offered here has antecedents in

and i:el-ationsh.ips to solutions offered in such areas

as theory of knowledge; but there are twc points to be

noticed about the occurrence of the problem in thj.s

context. [he first is that a basic structur:e is form-

a}ly necessary. Whether there is a problem of foundat-

ion for rneaning which is perfectly general, in the sense

lhLat i^t l,voul-d ari-se no matter what account of language

and the world we adopted, I do not attempt to say;

thougli one might argue, in a more or less Wittgetistein-

-lan mood, not that th.e-re was no such problem, but that

attempts to state it were themsefves senseless" If ,

however, we tal-k about the way expressions have sense in

the way I do here, the problem of foundation is unavoid-

abl-e. The second point is that the structure under

discussion is a structure of meaning rather tharr a

structure of knowledge. No doubt the two are related;

but the account required here is not of something we can
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regard aS certain, and hence aS a sound basis for further

d-evelopment of knowl-ed-ge, but of something we can regard

as primitive, and hence as a sound basis for conceptual-

elaboration.

I shal-.1, be interested in two questions: f irst,

what account can be given of a basic way of acting or a

basis for ways of acting; and second, whether the

requirements for a basis could be satisfied in more than

one way - whether there is only one conceivable basis

upon which a structure of meaning could be raised.

lì.lthough the questions seem to fall- logically into the

order in which I have placed them, I think that there is

ad.vantage j-n taking the second question first, and I

shall approach it through a consider:ation of the some-

what inconclusive answer suggested by Strawsor:rs

discussion in Individual-s.

He offers an account of a basic conceptual

structure which includes the concepts of material bodies

and persons, regarding this as a piece of descriptive

metaphysics, establ-ishing the nature of our conceptual

scheme as it is, He discusses al-ternati.ve accounts of

our conceptual schc;me as it is, particularly with regard

to persons, and offers reasons for rejecting these

alternatives" He discusses an a,l-ternative conceptual

scheme of an aud.itory worl-d by way of contrast;

and perhaps another, if his remarks on quasi-lelbnizian
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monad.ology can be taken in this way. It is less cl-ear

what he wishes to say about alternative schemes, largely

because his interest is it .g scheme; and the altern¿¡"t-'

ive sound. worlcl is offered as a model-, in the process of

constructing whj-ch we may see more clearly aspects of

the scheme we actually have. The question whether

such alterna,tive schemes are in any ser-ious sense poss-

ible is of no interest to him; and at the point which

he takes to be crucial the issues raised by

sol-Lpsism - he abandons the model. Floweverr his

attempt to construct it can be made to contribute to

an understanding of the present issue.

If it is accepted, âs I think it clearly should

be, that many points about ways of acting can be made in

terms of the systems of concepts through which the way

of acting is constituted and understood, then there are

several- respects in which Strawsonts story is at least

compatible with the one I have attempted. The priority

he assigns to the concepts of material- bodies and of

persons is not priority in the sense, defined on

j-nterpretation, which I have used; but it has

simil-arities. For Strawson, a cl-ass of concepts C is

prior to, or more basic t?r-an, a cl-ass C I when we can

id.entify some object(s) using a member of Cr only if we

can identify some object(s) using members of C' and C is

basic or absolutely prior if there is no class Crr such
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the interpretive base of an interpreted game would stanri.

to the concepts of the formal- game interpreted as that

interpreted game on that base as relatively basic in

this sense; and I have suggested that some set of

concepts rnust be absolutely prior. One can also note

that Strawsonrs stress on the j-mportance of the ident-

ification ancl. reidentification of pa,rticulars is

similar to mine; and the significance he attaches to

the concept of a person as an i.ndividuaf to which bo'th

physical and mental predicates are attributabl-e has

point in common with my account of ways of acting as

involvj-ng both descriptive and normatj.ve interpretation.

This shows quite clearly when, in considering a problem

about the possibility of ascribing what he caffs P-

predicates predi-cates attributing or entailing the

attribution of states of consciousness he advises

concentration on a group of predl-cates rr. . . which invofve

doing something, which clearly imply intention or a

state of mlnd or at least consciousness in general,

and whj-ch indicate a characteristic pattern s or range

of patterns, of bodily movement, vuhile not iitdicating

at all precisely any very definite sensation or
1

experiencert. 0f the examples he gives, rplaying bal-Lr

is perhaps closest to the list of verbs which I earlier

offered as indi.cating possibl-e ways of acting.

Given this similarity, it ought to be possibl-e
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to make sense of Strawsonrs procedures j-n the terms T

have used, and to discuss his conclusi-ons on alternative

basic conceptual schemes, insofar as he reaches any;

and this is possible. Perhaps the most important

dif f erence -bo be deal-t with is that, although he is

i.nterested in a basi-c system of concepts, he is not

interested in a hierarchical- structure raised on this

base " The notion of identifiability-dependence which
2

he discusses, which I above compare to the notion of

prJ.ority which I have used, is capable of generating

such a structure, but he does not use it for that
t

purpose. His cla.sses of predicates coul-d not be

identifiecl with the sets of predicates established 1n

interpreted games or in ways of acting. They might, I

think, be identified wÍth sets of al-l- predicates at the

same logical level i.e., àI the same number of

removes from the base - without regard to relations of

contradiction, incompa.tibil-ity and dissonance which

migirt hol-d between themr or between the statements in

which they have a place. I do not think thi.s is a

crucial difference; olle need only say that, having a

different purpose in mind, he has been content with an

account which ignores detail-s of the hierarchical

structure for which its general principles alfow.

It is part of the story that I shall- later
offer that vre might construct, within a given conbext,

a model of an al--bernative context , tk:at the language
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associatecl with this model- could not be used in the given

context, that the languages vloul-d be incommensurabl-e, and

that this process might illuminate the structure of the

given language. This might be offered as a translation
into my te::ms of some of Strawsonrs remarks. He dis-
cusses the sound- wor:ld as a model, fcrr the sa,ke of the

f.ight it casts on our c'wn system. He says: fr.. we need.

no more claim to be supposing real possibilities than one

who, Ín stricter sph.eres of reasoning, suppcJses somethi.ng
+

se.l-f-contradictory and argues validly from itrr. The

reference to self-contradiction is probably highly

significant, given his general view that sceptical

arguments, and perhaps some revisionary metaphysics,

invol-ve the repudiation of pos-itions which they pre-

suppose" 0f course, the frustration of a presupposition,

on hi-s account of presupposition, vloul-d be somethj-ng

other than strict contradiction; the some.thing other

utight be caught by the notion of -incomrnensurabi-lity.

Already there is some explanation for the

d.ifficul-ty of eliciting from Strawsonrs discussion an

answer to the question whether al-ternative bases are

possible. Since Ìre, and indeed anyorìe else, works

within a system whj-ch has a particul-ar base, ire can only

give accountsr cr cons-bruct models, clf alternatives.
Consider¿rtion of whether we might use such alternatives,
or whether anyone does, would no doubt count as

rr.. " speculation about what would really happen in
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certain remote contingenciesrr, and fal-l-s outside his

concern, which is vuith our own scheme. There is an

impression of implicit countenancing of al-ternatives

he::e, conveyed by the use of I contingenciesr , and by

recurring references to our scheme t or the scheme in

terms of whj-ch we think about particulars. One feel-s

that he has chosen to examine our scheme, but might have

done otherwise, had the difficult task seemed worth-

while. After some attempt to produce, in the sound

v;orl-d; ãî analogue of the unjfied four-dimensional

reference frame which he takes to be of central-

significance in our scheme, he says:

Evidently, in making such suppositions, one
woul-d be trying to produce as close an
analogy as possible of the actual human
condition. But the fantasy, besides being
ted-ious rwould be d j-ff icult to el-aborate. For
it is too little cl-ear exactly what genr:ral
features \'le should try to reproduce, and why.
It might be better at this point to abandon
the auditory worl-d, and face the issues .. 6in cl-oser ccnnexion with the ordinary worl-dí

I think there is some confusion here. Part

of j-t arises from his apparent view that he picks out

a particul-ar conceptual scheme by his use of f:'-rst

person plural pronouns that rwer and rourr serve

the rlenonstrative func'bion that he discusses elsewhere

and I shall- return to this point; but more immediate

questions arise from his comment.

Why should. we try to produce as close an
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analogy as possibl-e of I'the actual- human conditionrf ?

Indeed, what exactty is the force of the suggestion that

one might do so? The sound world was introduced in an

attempt to answer the questì-on whethei: there coul-d

exist a conceptual scheme which was l-ike ours in that

it pro'rrided- for a sy'stem of objective and identifiable

particulals, but was unl-ike ouIS in that material bodies

were not the basi.c particulars of the system; and this

was glossed- as a concern with whether we coul-d make the

d.iea of such a scheme intelligible to oursefves.

Perhaps the underlying line of thought is that there

aTe close rel-ati.ons between the actual- human conditiort

and. the conceptual scheme which humans or humans to

whom fwer and rourr are applicable, if this is a smaller

group - actually have; betrueen this scheme-- and any

alternative scheme s.r-tch humans could make intelligible

to thenrselves; and between ann such scheme and the

world in which it might arise. Hence, we might sâV,

in the absence of sufficiently cl-ose analogy we uill

not get an intetligibl-e idea; and this does l-ead to

Strawsonts concern a'oout what would count aS sufficiency.

The question then seems to be: what would be a 1ist,

sufficient for the purpose at hand , af genera,l featur:es

of the human condition?

I think that this way of putting the matter is

mislead-ing, and the d.ifficulty is hidden by the use of
tthe hunian condj-tiont. In ordinary use, it would draw
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our attention to such general features as the socj-o-

economic condj.tions in which humaris l-j-ver or their

rela,t-ions to the siupe::-human. This wcul-d callse no

pr:oblems; but of course these are rrot the kind of

general feature meant. Ify âs is surely the caset

j.t is rather the conceptual features of the human

conclition that nlatterr wê might ccncfurle that being

maberial i-s a central feature of the kruman ccndition:

that ou.r basic scheme is of concepts of rnateria,-L objects

is hardl-y surprising, since krumans are materj-al- objects,

al-l¡eit of a speci.al scrt" But tliis is just the aspect

irr which disanalogy is inteirtiotral; and uhere can vie go

fr:om there?

When we loc;h again at the analogies on which

Strawson insists, we fincl that they are o.f a certain

sort, The al-ternative scherne has to pr:ovide ob jective

and ici.en-bifiable par-bic'ulars, lvhich he argues invol-ves

the possibility of reicLentification and â wa¡r ef c'utti-ng

out solips-i.sm. The characteristics of material- objects

which count, and v,¡hich prorrici.e the basis of tire analogy,

are th.ose characteris.tics which supporl; and reflect

the foi;r-ri.imensional- reference frarnel th.eir being

relativeJ-y endur-i-ng three-dimensional objects, thei.r:

being in onJ-y one place at one tinre, more th¿Ln orluâ of

them not being in the same place at the same time, and

so on. îhat is, they are just -bhose ch¿¡.racter-istics

whj.ch Russel-1 thought so conveniently sy'stematic as to
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give rise to suspicion, and whj-ch he and others have

attributed to a process of logical construcbion, rather
than to thej.r being cha.racteristics of objects o.f

acquaintance. I woul-d wish to si:.y that Strawson has

sorted cut 'bhe formal aspects of the conceptual scheme.

If one can put aside for the moment the di-ffj.cul-ties
rela,ted to the schemets being basic, I would- say that
his model--buj-ld.ing enterprise coul-d be represented as

his havi-ng analysed out of an J-nter:preted. game the

constj-tuting fonnal game, and, set out to see what lvoul-d

haptrlen j-f that forural game were tc¡ be ì-nterpreted on a

d-ifferent base.

On this account, one can see whab features are

to be reproduced, althor-rgh tformalt ratlter than the

nisleading rgeneralt woul-d be the expression tcl use.

And rforrnalr, as wel-l- as indicatl'-ng the kirrd of feature

one wants, also helps with the question why. ltle have a

choice of interpreting an ol-d formal- game on a new base,

or interpreting a new forilal game on an old base. 0n

the one hand we are wondering wheth.er our formal- structure
would survive a change in what might be ca,l--Led the taken-

as-g:'-ven base; on the other hand we are wonde;:.ing if
the taken-as-given base might be und.erstood or el-aborated
j-n a nerú way. The fi-rst is a speculative enterprise,
unlikely to ha.ve practj.cal- impact except in the scj-ence-

fiction context of an attempt to establish communication

with an entir:ely alien ent:'-ty, and most likely to Lead to
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ful-ler understanding of the formal game in cluestion,

The second may be only speculative; but it could be a

pract-ica1 enterprise, intended to effect some change in

our wa-J¡s of acting" There is no doubt of what Strawson

is d-oing, and hence of why it j.s the formal- features of

our interpreted games and ways of acting that he wishes

to reproduce.

The other par-b of the confusion is in the

notion <lf an al-ternati've conceptual scheme -itself . ft

invol-ves questj-ons like: j-n what way woulC. contingencies

affect basic schemes? ancl what woul-d make an alternative

sch-eme a real- possibility? and how many actual- or poss-

ibl-e schemes might we suppose there to be? And these

in turn raise the question what is gcing on when

Strawson purports to pick out a particul-ar scheme for

at'bention, and just h.ow tha.t scheme is picked out.

0n the face of it, there is no problem: -i-b is
rrourrr scheme, the one rrwerr a.ctually have. lSut if the

sche,me j.s picked out by j-ts relation to usr what does

rusr pick out? Anci. is there any then? Now, Strawson

crj-ticises those who use first person singular possessive

pronouns in a more oï l-ess Cartesian version of mind/
'bcdy dualism. He says that the attempt to speak of

the experiences reJated to other bod-i-es in the way that

my experiences are related to th.i.s body collapses because

tmyt has no real pJ-ace j.n the statement: on the account
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intended, all- experiences are associated with rrthisil
6

body. lrloul-d an analogous argument tel-l- against his

talk of rf our conceptual schemerr? Are rourt and rwel

vacuous in such tral-ki and if this is sor is it

important?

Taking a criterj.on of non-vacuit¡r f,e 'be that

we can distinguj-sh between our conceptual scheme and

theirs, the terms will- -be non.-vacuous only if an

enterprise l-ike Strawsonrs modelling coufd be success.-

ful, and if the model- is seen as a real- possibilit;r in
the sense that j-t is seen as the conceptual- scheme of a

possible them" In dismissing the need to consider

a,l-ternatives as real- possibilities, Strawson says in

effect tha.t it does nrtt matter if his first person

pronouns are vacuous.

But now, suppose that we do take the auditory

scheme seriously, and regard it as the scheme of a

po,ssible them: let us cal-l them audions. Suppose

further the remote contingency that we find that there

reall-y are audions. It is stil-l- not the case that we

dlstinguj-sh between the auditory and the ordinary scheme

on the basis of a prior distinction between us and

audions; rather, we can d-istinguish between us and

aud-ions only because we can clistinguish between the

schemes. Nothl'-ng in the orclinary scheme al-lows pecr;l-iar

aurlitory phenomena tcl count a.s the discover of audions 
"
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In the absence of an auditory scheme seen as a seraous

possibility, audi.tory phenonena wiJ-l be handÌed by our

scheme, with any' peculiarities covered by notions of

ill-usion or error, One might considerr by way of

analogy, the resources conceptual- structures offer for

not d.iscovering the existence of ghosts. The anal-ogy is

feebl-e, of course; but in the nature of the case t ànV

analogy which does not invol-ve an al-ternative scheme

consid-ered as a serious possibility must be feeble.

In the same wa¡r that we cannot fírst discover

audions, then discover their coneeptual scheme, since we

need the conceptual scheme in order to :i-dentify anything

as an aud-ion, so we do not identify ourselves, then note

that we have a particul-ar conceptual scheme. rWer has

a use once the scheme is available, to refer to a categ-

ory of particulars identifiable within the scheme" Thus

rwet does distinguish something Strawsonrs remarks

sugges b humans from other things r so references to
rrourtr conceptual scheme d.o not appear vacuous; but the

appearance is mislea.ding. We are disti-nguished from

dolphins, if dolphins in fact ltave a conceptual scheme,

and. from Martians, if j-:n fact the:r'e are any; but not by

our conceptual scheme. Strawson I s l-ine of argument

seems to suggest that we coul-d distinguish in that way

only if we coul-d. make the-i-r schemes intelligible to

ourselves, that we could do this onJ-y to the extent that

they had pretty ex'censive features in comrnon with ours t
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ancl that to the extent that they did ' dolphins and

Ma,rtians woul-d be seen as sharj-ng the human condition:

as bei-ng, in effect, more of us. Generally, in the

absence of al-ternative schemes considered as sericus

possibilities r we could recognise a non-Ìtuman them as

having a conceptual scheme clnly if we eoul-d recognise it

as ha.vi-ng our i.e,, the - conceptual scheme, àt

least at its basic leve--f .

From one point of v'iew this does not seeûl

important. Strawson v¿as not investigating non-human

intelligence; LLe was discussi.ng the conceptual. scheme:

the one withi-n which he wclrked, and within whicho âs a

nra,tter o.ll necessityr any reader who understood him alsc

worked. And- that -is a signifi.cant enough rrwerr for his

purpose. But from another point of view, it is imporÙ-

ant. Exotic clevices like Martians and audions all-ow us

to make points which often have a more prosaic applicat-

ion. Thus Quine, discussing inci.eterminacy of reference

in the context of translatj-on 'basks for the language of

a conveniently d-j.ffeL:ent tribe, remarks that we can.

reproduce the effect at home: we can attribute principles

or ontological categories to speakers of our own language t

and interpret their speech d.ispositigns in;rthe lighi; of
I

that attribution. Similarly, we can attribu'be th-e wa,ys

of a,cting to which tr'e are committed to crthers , at home oY

a.broad, and interpret their behaviot)T accordingly. Once
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Ï/e have dorre sor 1^/e have by-passed the quesbion whether

the attribut:i-on was correct or not. We may not be abl-e

to make al-l- their behaviour fit th.e pattern, but this

cloes not matter so long as we have resources to diagnose

or explaJ-n away divergences. Probably our conceptual

scheme wil-l- be rich enough to pr:ovide these resources;

but if j.t is not, we can add them: these are the

situat-ions which call for new theories in psychology or

sociology or anthropofogy in order to make featurcs of

the behaviour of others intelli.gible i.n terrns of the

scheme we have to hand. It is, I think, this capacity

to see divergent groups aFi being, really, the same as

üsr which leads to a concern with a possibil-ity of

error commonly e.x.pressed in rel-ativist terms. The

capacity, arrd hence the concern, j-s greater the more

rich and efficient our conceptual scheme is; and the

concef.'n i.s not dimj-nished by the rrdiscover:yrt that there

a.ce no groups th.at are reaJl--rr divergent, f or this is
just what is to be expected if the concern is well-

fcrunded. the real d-ifficulty raised by such a ooncern

is thi-s: if the souïce of concern is; that our basic

conceptual scherre has the capacity to over-ride possilole

alternat j-ves, and it is a featr-¡re of bhis s j.tuation that

we ca,nnot tell- , in a given case, whether: anything has

been over-rj-dden or not, then the concern is perverse in

critici.zing what cannot be avoided, and futile in plead-

ing a cause which cannot be icientified.
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In sum, the Strawsonian position on the

possibility of alternative basic conceptuaf schemes

seems to be that they are possibl-e, but that their

construction would. be problematic, tedious and point-

l-ess. In the reconstruction of his position which

arises from the attempt to restate it in my terms, the

possibility of alternative bases is in effect the poss-

ibility of interpreting in a d.ifferent domain the formal

game which in its given interpretation constitutes the

basic conceptual scheme: or, to put the point more

carefuffy, the formal game whicir, under interpretationt

goes to constitute the basic way of acting in which

expressions formally defined on that formal game have

a use " The problem of al-ternatives is that they can be

rel_ated_ only formally to any way of acting that ue can

understand. That is, the problem is not, as Strawson

suggests, that rive f ind. it hard to tell which bits of the

human cond.ition we aTe to transfer; it is rather that

we can have no notion of what we aTe transferring the

bits to. Strawsonts sound world is perhaps aS cl-ose aS

one coul-d. get to performing the impossibl-e feat of

id.entifying a familiar domain with no formal- debt to

actual- ways of acting.

Strawsonts d-ifficulty, or at l-east the diff-

iculty which I attribute to him, indicates what must be

the nature of the solution to the problem of foundation
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which I set out to discuss in this section" Given that

a conceptual scheme or a way of acting is basic, it cannot

be explained by reference to any other schemes or ways:

it must be self-explanatoryr or self-evident,or, in

another manner of speaking, it must show itsel-fr or show

what cannot be said about it. And given further that

one abstracts from the formal- structure of this basic

unitr âs I suggest Strawson does implicitly' and as I

wish to do explicitly, what one has l-eft does not even

have formal features to show. Nevertheless, I think

it is clearÌy possible to d-raw a f ormal- f materi'al-

d.istinction here. I do not think there is any special-

d-ifficul-ty in talking about the formal component. A

formal game is a formal game, regardless of the l-eve]

at which it is interpreted, and there is no difficulty

in talking about formaf games in thÍs case which is not

perfectly general.fhe formal- features of material- objects,

most clearly those which rel-ate to a four-dimensional

reference frame, have been discussed by others besides

Strawson; and the fact that he wishes to make this the

formal- structure of a basic scheme does not mean that he

must d.iffer on its nature from those, such as Russell,

who did not. So the notion of a formal- game remains as

clearly appticable in the case of a basic way of acting

as it was in any other case. For the material compon-

ent, I shatl employ the term tthe givenr. Having

introduced the term, I will offer some account of its

use, in order to stop the run of several- hares.
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In identifying something as given' it has some-

times been intended to identify that something as a

source of certainty, or of incorri-gibl-e statements.

[his is not my intention. fn line with the sense in

which I have said that an interpretive base is taken as

given in the relative interpreted game, the material-

component of a basic game must be taken as given¡ or

taken for grantedr or assumed. To say that it is

given is not to say that those who so take it have

chosen so to take the right thing. It is just to say

that what is so taken in this case is not part of a

prior way of acting, and consequently is not accessibl-e

to certain kinds of judgment: in particular, judgments

concerning its corrigibility or certainty. Nor can it

be my intention to suggest that whatever is identified

as given must have that status in every form of life t

since such an identification, being relatúve to the basj-c

way of acting of a particul-ar form, cannot be supposed to

have any force in any possible al-ternative. Nor is it

the case that the given cannot change. To be converted

from the sort of commonsense realism that Strawson

espouses tto be converted tor being distinct from

tto become acquainted witht - woul-d on this account be

to come to take something different for granted, âs part

of a revision of onets view of the rel-ations of priority

within one rs form of life. The apparent constancy of

the given is due to the fact that there is nothing to be

said about it, except in a way of acting.
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Itle cannot suppose that questions about the given

are to be answered by isolating it and examining it, for

the process of isolation must be that of abstracting

from the formaf context which which allows the given to

be characterised. One can usefully think of the given

only as an abstracted component of a basic way of actingt

and either accept accounts of it as presupposing the

formal structure r or treat it as a rrsomething-I-know-

not-what". Questions about the given must therefore be

dismissed as senseless, or translated into questions

about the formal contexL.

The last point provides the principle of

termination for the regress through priority. To

say that the question rrHow is the interpretive base of

this game constituted?rr must in some case be treated

either as nonsense or as a question about the structure

of the rel- evant formal- game is to say that the regress

through priority has a foundation; to identify the galne

in question is to identify the foundation. In these

terms, Strawson might be said to offer an account of a

foundational way of acting involving a descriptively

interpreted game yietding the possibility of identifying
physical objects, and a normatively interpreted game

yielding the possibility of identifying actions.

Faced by chaÌlenges to the foundational- status of this

system, arising from scientific theory and phenomenalism,
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he responds by invoking a notion of priority which he uses

in an attempt to show that these challenges arise from a

misunderstanding about formaf relations. Although I

shall- suggest in the next section that his arguments

point to certain weaknesses in the position he adopts 
'

it is clearly consistent with my redescription of his

position that he responds as he does. However, the

attempt to present an al-ternative system by first

offering a description of the given must r ofl my account,

be a mistake. T shal-l suggest, in Part III, that we

may be abl-e to do a l-ittl-e more about the notion of

alternative forms of life than merely argue their formal

possibility; but to begin with a given articul-ated in

terms of concepts drawn from the context with which we

want to make a contrast must be the wrong way to go about
i!
IUo

Thus I wish to say that the regress which I

introduced at the beginning of this sectj-on is not vicious,

that it can be terminated by a notinn of the given, that

this notion is of a limit of analysis rather than of a

special sort of identification, and that the cfaim that

the materiaL aspect of some context is given is equivalent

to the claim that that context is prior to al-l others.

0n this basis, it is possible to consider further
questions about a comprehensible form of l-ife, and the

possibility of al-ternatives.
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SECTION 20 Intelligibl-e disputes must occur within a

form of life, in which they may concern

priority; but there is a formal possibility

of alternat j-ve bases, and hence of al-tern-

ative forms of life 
"

The general difficulty created by the attempt

to ask questions or make statements in which character-

istics of a basic scheme r or of the system in which it is

set,

ents

are explained as characteristics of various

of the basic scheme, appears in many fcrms.

compon-

Thus

knowledge
1

Quinton associates the quest for foundations of

which I have d.isavowed with the sort of procedure I have

adopted, and makes general comments about the way any

such procedure is likely to turn out. He considers a

notion of rrimmanent metaphysicsrr in whichrr the relation

of dependence can be conceived as the converse of

epistemological priority'r, and notes that phenomenal-ists

can appeal to this to reverse the dependence-rel-ation

between i.mpressions and material things. He says:

An immanent metaphysics, so conceived, is thus
a development of a reductienist thory of know-
1edge. Such a theory of knowl-edge arranges
the various broad categories of things in a
hierarchy ordered in respect of epistemolog-
ical- prrl.ority" At the base of the hierarchy
are the truly concrete, self-subslstent
entities, which can be said and known to exist
without reference to things of any other
category c e c lhe process of arriving at such a
system must begin with a prima @þ set of
categories, each composed of things whose
existence is establ-ished or refuted in the
same way . o c The outcome of a successfully
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completed undertaking of this kind will- be a
hierarchy of logically related categories.
It wil-l- constitute a general picture of the
worl-d, particularly
category or categor

in picking out some
ies of things as basic. ¿

[hings i-n the basic category, he tel]s usr rrlogically

require nothing but themsel-ves in order to existrr;

things in derived categories wil-l- be scrted out as

dependent or fictitious and il-lusory, depending on

whether they can be rrdefined or supported, at some remove

or other, by basic entitiesrr" He then suggests that
rr.. an interpretation can be found for many of the

surprising-looking assertions of metaphysicsrr, the

surprising-looking ones being, apparently, those which

conflict with commonsense or scientific understanding.

the explana$ion is that they are rf. . very general state-
ments about the logical relaticns between concepts

(and, in the case of basj-c ones, between concepts and
z)

the world )rf .

Now, certainl-y a form of l-if e r oî my account,

exhibits a hierarchical structure based on a notion of

priority with features in common with Quintonrs notion of

eplstemologicaÌ priority; but if on this ground it is
regarded as a development of a reductionist theory of

knowledge, the resul-t is disappointing to say the least.
At the l-imit of analysis we have a formaf component which

is, in the sense earlier discussed in rel-ation to formal

gamesrarbitrary; and a given material component.

Perhaps what I have cal-l-ed ttgiventt corresponds to what
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Quinton cal-l-s I'the worldtr; but if we accept this, and

even if we accept tal-k of logicaf rel-ations between

concepts and the world, nothing foll-ows, for there is

nothJ-ng to be said about the given once it is abstract-

ed from the basic structure.

And there are other problems " If things in

the basic category are el-ements of the formal and mat-

erial components of a basic way of acting, there is

little point in the suggestion that they rflogically

require nothing but themselves in order to existrr.

One might be a Platonist about formal- games, and of the

given one might as wel-l- say this as not; but no interest-

ing point is made in this way. Perhaps this is a

perverse way of understanding rthings r. Perhaps one

shoul-d think rather of the kinds of particul-ar which a

basic way of acting al-Iows to 'oe identified. However,

this does not end the problem" Part of the fr¡nction of
rlogicallyt is no doubt to make cl-ear that he is not

saying that material- objeüts a basic category for

both Strawson and Quinton are in some matter of fact

sense ultimate objects, a view which would be contrary

to science and, for most kinds of material- object,

contrary to common sense as well. But then, what is

the positive force of rlogicalfyt? \,riel-l, it has to d-o

with the notion of epistemic priority: the point is

that nothing el-se has to be said or known to exist in

order that material objects should be said or known to
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exist. But this transmutation of repistemologicallyt

into tlogicallyr hides the rather Berkeleyan point that
for objects to have this status does require something

el-se to exist. It requires the existence of knov,rì.ng

subjercts of the right sort; and this, I think, is a

logical rather than an epistemological requirement.

Nor is it clear tha,tr oh my account, things in
derived categories are to be sorted out j_n c¿uite the way

he suggests. Of courser possible ways of acting may be

sorted out as acceptable or unacceptable. The rejection
of , sayr religious ways of acting as ffficti.tious and

illusoryrr is certainl-y possibl-e, and is as much a part

of a form of life as of an epistemology. But the

notion of ways of actirrg does not al-l-ow it to be done in
the way that Quinton suggests. The notion that entities
of derived sorl,s are defined at some remove olr other by
'basic entities can be expressed in the terms I have

used. 1o the extent that the process of interpretation
involves assi-gni-ng referents, identif ied j.n the terms of
th.e domain, to the expressions of a formal game, and to

the extent that interpreted games form an ord.erly hier-
archy on a basic interpreted game, one might sây, at
l-east of some kinds of entity, that they were in this
sense defined, &t some remove or otherr ofl basic entities.
But they are not def ined by basic entities: th.e ma jor
l-oad is borne by the formal game which constitutes the

game in which they are introduced; and there is no
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reason to suppose that the domain is sel-ective: j-ncom-

patible and dissonant ways of acting may invol-ve refer-

ence to entities which are defined in this sense on the

same domain, without the domain offering any basis of

preference.

Even less does a domain provide preferential

support for particul-ar ways of acting. True-or-fal-se

statements issued in a way of acting may, together with

some sel-ection of constitutive rules and rufes of inter-

pretation for the way of acting, entail some statement,

or some member of a set of statements, in the language

of the domain, and in this way be supported by them.

the re1ation invol-ved is similar to that between Ryle rs

process words and achievement words indeed' some of
+

his cases are of just this sort. Having said that

Fred won a race, and having, er.s suppressed premisses,

a number of understandings of the business of racing, the

kind of race this was, and the conventions in operation,

we ar?e in a position to deduce that Fred broJce a tape,

and other thirgs as well: that he must have been

running in competition with at l-east one other runnert

that he must not have started before the Bunr and so o1l.

All these statements, and a number of others , are express-

j-ble in a domain in which racingr âs a way of acting,

might be introduced. The truth. or falsity of such

statements is rel-evant to the truth or fafsity of rFred

won the racer. But what makes them refevant is the
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constitution of racing as a way of acting.

Ryle seems rather to suggest otherwise. 0n

his account, winning is an achievement, and we must not

mix this up with a process r and we must not neglect the

many factors, including intention, which constitu-be this

achievement; but the impression is that we might, with

sufficient care, sây that he won without crossing in-bo a

new language zone. But no such list of things that Fred

d.id, and- ways in which he did them, i,vill be equivalent to

the statement that he wom the race r so long as we are

restricted to the language of the domain. The point is

easy to miss because it is easy to slip into the account

what were call-ed, in Ransdel-l-ts discussion considered

above, game-termst we may say, for instance, that Fredrs

intention was to win. And then, sÍnce the Sense of twinl

which we intend is set by the rul-es constituting raci-ng,

we have acknouledged the new way of acting implicitlyt

and can readily suppose that it has some special rel-at-

ionship with the domain, such that the domain supports

the interpretation of the events as a vace, rather than

as something else.

But this is just carel-essness. lVe start with

the knowledge that it is a race that we are looking

at an instance of a certain way of acting and in the

normal- course of events there is no reason whatever for

us carefully to distí.nguish between expressions, whichi
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have sense within that way of acting, and expressions I

which we ean use in the domain. The question whether

there might be a way of acting oth.er than -racing, of

which the current events might eqr;ally be an instance

an exotic reJ-igious obse::'vance, perhaps - is one which

does not normally arise. Generallyr wê know perfectly

well- in what way of acting we are invol-ved; only when

we are observing a group, in the bel-ief that it is

exhibiting a way of acting, but without knowing what

that way is, does this kind of question natural-ly arise 
"

Hence, although as I argued in Part Ir observed cuLtural-

difference cannot be made to constitute evidence for

relatÍvism, it is not surprising that some of the im-

petus for such views shoul-d come from a consideration of

anthropological cases. It is in such cases that Wincht

for example, has been concerned that we might talce the

observed way of acting to be a way of acting of, ours,

whichever one it rnight be to which the observations coul-d

be made most nearly to correspond, and neglect the

possibility of asking what way it reall¡r is.

However, in the present context, the main point

is that, although some of the evidence refevant to iudg-

ments in relatively subsequent waJ,'s of acting may come

from relatively prior ways, the relatively subsequent

ways are not supported, as ways of acting, against

possible competlng ways, by relatively pri.or ones.

Hence a form of life is not an expression of a
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red.uctionist theory of knowledge in the way Quinton

suggests.

Nor, it shoul-d be added, is my account a

I'general picture of the worl-dr'. It is rather a general

picture of general pictures of the worl-d. lrVays of

acting are not categories of -bhings, if only because of

the necessary normative component attributed to then.

An account of a form of l-ife may incl-ude an account of a

h.ierarchy of categories of things, but it is not identical

with it. A way of acting may invoJve the acceptance of

a category of things; but the nature of the invol-vement

and the relation of the category accepted to prior ways

of acting is l-ess simple than Quintonts account makes it

appear. The introduction of chess involves the

acceptance of chess pleces aS things, but I have preferred

an account on which expïessions in the domain refer only

to mod-el-s of these things; and normative and descriptive

interpretation d-o not relate lntroduced expressions to

expressions in the domain in the same way. It is temp-

ting to make use, for my oryn purposes, of the absolution

that Quinton grants Strawson.

He says of Strai,trson that:

He does not argue thatr say, bodies are
e istemolo icall prior to menta] states,

y are referential-ly Prior. He#ffiabout mentafdoes not hold that
states ol^/es its significance and justification
to discourse about bodies, but rather that there
can be no identifying re:flerence to menta,l states
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unless a technique for identifying reference
to bod-ies has been mastered, Unl-ess his
referential p::iority can be shown to entail
priority of ttre more famil-iar epistemological
XinO- thäre is no more than a formal parallel-
ism between his system aoq the kind of ont- j
ology I have ascribed to RYle.

Since I have disclaimed a reductionist theory

of knowledge, ancl noted. Some simi.l-arities between Straw-

Sonrs hierarchy and mine, I might borrow this way out of

a commitment to epistemologicat priority of rrthe more

famifiar l<ind.rr. But it woul-d. not clo; indeedr I can-

not see that it will d.o for Strawson, either. His

willingness to have his referential- priority called

ontological priority, in circumstances where others

might have uishecL to speak of epistemological priority,

to which I shal_l refer below, raises doubts about the

d.ifference which Quinton cl-aims to recogni-se.

More generally, it is hard to see hoi'v depend-

ence clf reference, which rests on dependence of j-dent-

ification, is to be separated- ,frorn questions about

signif icance. ldhat could. it come to , to say that talk

of mental- states was significant in a situation in whj-ch

we coul-d. not id.entify anything as a mental- state?

sur:ely strawsonts point is precisely that, in the con'-

ceptual scheme vJe actua,lly ha.ve, talk of mental states

d_oes owo its significance to talk of bodies. without

that basis, we could- not know what we were talking about

if we trieri. to talk about mental states. Nor can
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questions of justification be separated from questions

of reference and significance, provided we ¡'emember that

it is the justification of cfaims made in the ternrs of a

piece of conceptual apparatus that is at issue, rather

than the justification of the apparatus itself.

Of course, it is attempts to jus-bify the

apparatus itself which characterise the kind of system to

which Q'..;inton compared Strawsonrs. Suc h attempts are

commonly concerned with the attempt to produce logically

equivalent transl-ationsr say, of statements about objects

into statements about sense-data, ol: of statements about

nat-ions into siatenents about individual people.

Statements d-rawn from different ways of acting wi-th

priority rel-ations will- not form logically eq.'uivalent

pairs of this sort. A statement in an interpreteC- game

has no logical equivalent in its domain, no matter how

complex and detail-ed the offeri.ng may be " No statement

set about what a runner did and felt and thoughtr ilo

ma'bter how complex, from which all racing ga,me-terurs were

excluded, woulcl be equiva.lent to the statenent that he

won a race. Such a statement-set woul-d ha.ve to be

enriched by the addition of the formal game constituting

the new game and ibs interpretation; and this is not

'l;he kind of complex statement-set that reduction:'-st

epistemologists have gcnerally sought.

It is a consequence of my account tha-b knowledge
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can have no founclations, in the Sense in which reduct-

ionist epi_stemologists may have intended. It may be

necessary, if statements issued in a way of acting are

to be true, that some statements in a prior way of acting

a?e true, thoughr âs noted. above, this necessity is not

rep-resented by a simple entailment between the state-

ments in question; but 1t cannot be sufficient, for

the truth. of statements in the prior way of acting may

equally r;upport statements in alternative, incompatible

or dissonant ways. The same holds for significance:

it is in my terms a tautology that the existence of a

basic way of acting is a necessary condition of any

subsequent wayrs being significant; but it does not

pro'vide a sufficient condition for the signifi-cance of a

subsequent vtay" At eacþ step, significance is a funct-
j-on of the constitutive formal game; antl this r âs the

d.iscussion above ind-icates, is al-so true of basic levelst

where questions of the significance of the given have to

be answered- in terms of a forma.l- component.

However, it is also a consequence of my posit-

ion that intelligibl-e disputes can occur only within a

f orm of l-if e, tha-b is, in a context in whic,h. they are

materially related. at some number of moves or other.

The purely formal- rel-ationship which might 'be supposed

to exist beween d-ifferent forms of l-ife at their basic

level-s the relationship which might have hel-d
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between our conceptual scheme and the al-ternative which

Strawson attempteri. tc' construct in the sound worl-d

does not support the notion of a dispute. Strawsonrs

attempt hides this point, for in drawing upon the notion

of sound he was, of course, introducing a material-

rel-ation, by provirj.ing a base f or his f ormal- game which

we could recognise, although it was not the base on

which we were accustomed to interpret that game. But

to suppose a formaf relation to be the only link to an

alternative form of life is to suppose that we have

recognised a form without havi-ng any idea of what it is
in which the form is exhibited. f do not think that
this is a coherent supposition.

It foL.lows that no signj.ficant or intelligible
dispute can be between forms of l- j-fe: all- must be with-
in the form in which they are expressc¡d. 0f those

disputes which might be 1ike1-y to resist solution, I
h¿r'v'e suggested that some might arise from the ex.istence

of incompatibl-e and dissonant ways of acting. Such

disputes wil-l be intelligibl-e because the opposed posit-

ions are communicable, and stubborn because the opposed

pos-itions are incommensurable in the terms offered by

the domain. A f'urther type of dispute, suggested by

Quintonrs comments and il-lustrated by Strawson, is that
over the proper priority ordering of interpreted games.

To arguer âs Strawson does, that private experiences and

the unobservabl-e entities of physics are dependent
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particul-ars is to engage in this kind of dispute. But

it cannot be a dispute of the kind that Quinton suggests,

in which only the way we talk about things, and not

questions of significance and justificaticn r or knowledge

and existence, are at issue. The features of a way of
acting which might be col-l-ected by treferential_ priori_ty'
are those which, I have argued in earlier chapters in
this Part, arise from the noti.on of -interpretation, that
is, from just that concer.n with hierarchical re-l-ations

:i.n the form of l-ife as a whole that generates notions of

epistemic orontological priority; and this is just the

sort of inte::est vuh.ich Strawson professes, and call_s

descriptive metaphysics .

Of course, Strawson does dissociate himself

from the notion tinat tn¡hen a category of things is picked

out as basi-c, this means that to talk of other categorì_es

of thing is just an abbreviated way of tal}<ing about

thi.ngs in the basic category, and he makes the point by

say-i-ng that he uses rbasicr strictly in terms of
partÍcular-identification. But he goes on to say that
it is rr.. unobjectionable to use the expression tonto-

logically prior' in such a way that the cl-aim that
material- bodies are basic particuJ-ars in our conceptual

scheme is equivalent to the cl-aim that material bodies

are ontologically prior, in that scheme, to other types
6

of particularfr, and this point is one that he had already
I

made in greater detail. So although Strawson wishes to
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reject that very simple notion of reducibil-ì-ty and

support from bel-ow which I have also rejected, it j-s far

fi:om c.l-ear that this invol-ves re jection of concern witlt

all the sj-gn-i-ficance and justification rel-ati,.¡ns that

Quj-nton suggests. Irideed, if Quinton were right, it

v¡oul.d be very hard to scje the point which might be sc)rve)d

by noticing referential dependence.

this being said, however, it does seem to be

the case that Strawson at times takes the no bion of

referential priority to be as separate as Quinton says

that it is, and with unfortunate results. Thus, he j.s

generally concerned to argue that the concept o.f a person

is of something to which both physical and mental-

predj-cates are applicable, the l-atter orì the llasis of
B

logically adequate criteria. He al-so rn¡islles to cite
private experiences as being as close as possj.bl-e to

9rrou pure cases of .. direc't identifiabi.lity-dependencc+rr.

Now, even when we al-l-ow f or some d j.f f erence between ¡¿

private experience and the sort of thl.ng predica'bed of

an individual by conr-jcj-ousness-attributing expressions,

there is tension h.ere.

It is true, itr a way, that we can identify a

particular prj-vate experience onJ-y if we can identify a

particular person; but tcl identify something as a
person is to identify it as a subject of prj-vate

expcrience. This is not l-ike the oth.er case whi-ch
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Strawson cites, of the unobservabl-e theoretical entities

of physics. of those he could ar.gue that we must har¡e

the notion of material- objects fj.rst, and could come t,y

these theor:etical concepts only subsequently; but we

cannot have th.e notion of a person that he wants without

having the notlon of priva,te exper:i-ences. If the

concept of a person is bar:ic, and the concept of a

pe-T:son i-g inter al-ia, of a subject 6f private experi-ences;

if, to put this point in another way, the pyivatefpublic

d.istinction must be basic because it cannot be intro-

duced in a system which starts solipsistically, then

private r:xperiences aTe basic, not dependent particulars.

The cl-aim tha.t they are referentially ci.ependent becomefl

trivial-. It cannot be expressecl as the cla-i-m th-at

material boclÍes ar€¿ ontologically prior to pr:ivate

experiences without suggesting preci.sel-y what Strawson

wishes to d.eny: tha,t persons ere put toge-bher out of

two coirrponen.ts of diversc; origins.

What I think -Ls to be said of referential

priority is this. The kind çf priority which Strawson

has poin'ted out is read.ily expl-ained as a product of

interpretation" Generally, that an identification can

be mad.e in th.e terms of an interpreted game entail-s that

some id.ent;ification can be made in terms of the domain

in whj-ch that game was i.nterpre-beri." Our: ability to use

a gameterm cl-epencis on our abilj-ty to use some natural-

term; and this ciependence is expressed in interpretive
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ru1es" But this woul-d- suggest that talk of mental

states, that is, of consci-c¡usness, that j-s, of perscns

is a gam.e interpre ted in a p.ri,or domain of material-

objects. Strawson needs to ai:cept this in orcj-er to

support his vj,ew of referen-bial pri.ority; but it afso

provid.es an account of the introduction cf the concept

of a person which confl-icts w|th his desire to take thab

concept as primitive, even in the limitecl sense that 
10

rro.. it i-s not to be analysed- in a certain way or waysrr'

In the end, I do no't, think it i.s possible to

establ-ish the l-imited and tidy kind of prio-rity to which

Strawson sometimes seems to aspire, and which Quinton

think,s h: attains. Ques-bions of :reference and- identif-'
jcation, of signj-ficance and existence, cannot be prì-ed

apart in this l^/ay; and cluestions of priority in gene-ral

are as radical a form cf me-baphysi.cal question as 1;here

can be I So long as the cluest-ion is to remain substantial

and- i-ntel1igible. Strawson pretends to do Jess than he

dc;es, in ord.er to avoicl the appea,rance of trying to do

more than he can. In his view, a basic conceptual

structure is not a found-ation c¡f certaintY , in terrrs of

which al-l- subsequent questions wil-l be deciderl, after

they have been red.uctively analysed"; Quinton agrees with

this, ancl sor th.ough in different terms, do I. But to

make this point, it is not necessary, and not even

sensible, to pretend that v¡e can isoLate questions of

refer:ential priority from everything efse.
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In fact, the ntost irnportant aspects of Stra.w-

sonts position go into my terms quite neatly. A key

ta.sk o.f what he ca.ll-s descri-ptive metaplLysios is, in my

terms, the iclentification of the given - that is, of

those questions whj-ch must be interpreted aS questions

a'bout a formal structure, and the features of that

structure. Anything other than th|s, that is, anything

whj.ch might count as revisionary metaphysics, must then

fall into olíìe of three categories. It must be either a

mis.taken account of the form of fife in which it is

issued., a futile proposal for a change j-n that formr oI

an id-l-e suggestion abc,ut the logical possj-bility clf

unintell-igible alternative folms.

Concerning the first category, Stra,vrsonrs points

are cl-ea.I enough, aS vuhen he d.iagnoses one kind. of mistake

as arising from a misund.erstanding of the function of a

first person poSSeSSive pronoun, Fcr present purposes

it does not matter v,rho is really mistaken: the important

presumpti.on is that the opponents unde,rstand each other,

and that they w:-l-l- theref ore eventuall y contradict each

other, and- that contradiction implies a mistake. Wore

it possi-bfe that the opponents lvere espousing disscnant

or incompatibie theories, this conc-l-usion would not

hol-d; but ctifferent accounts of the given cannot be

either inconpatib]e or d-issonant, since 'these notions

requi--re a, rel-atively prlor domain.
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Cases in the second- category are futile because

the pnoposals cannot be supported without apparent contra-

dictio:n. The proposal must be made in the langua,ge of

the form of l-ife in which it is being made, In that

language, it is the proposal that certaj-n answerabfe

cluestions are unanswerable, and vice lry. In effect,
jt is either the proposal that we speal< in a.n unintel-J-

igible wayr or an unintell:'-gib1e proposal. Given a

certain structure in a form of life r we cannot within

that form give an account of an a-l-ternative which presents

the a.l-ternative as intel1:'-gible. In effect again, the

proposal- must be a simul-taneous invocation and repudiation

of the same structure; and- thi.s, of cou-rse, is what

Strawson wants to say that phenomenal-ist proposals are.

To the thj-rd category Strawson is kinder than

I: he takes it that his discussion of the sound world,

however tiresome, is at least di-scussion of an alternative.
But as I have suggested above, j-f the example works it is

because r^/e can say a great deal- about sound-s - talk of

souncl cons;titutes an articul-a,ted domain - befo::e we

attempt to interpret a formal- garne in it ¿ìs delive::ing

a notion o.f reidentj.fiabl-e individuals; it is therefore

not an al-ternative proposal for the given. Any proposal

which was not ci.efect-i-ve in this way cou1.d only present th.e

formal- structure and the l.ogj-cal possibili-ty of its beir:g

basic in a form of life. This, for any purpose of

Strawson rs , is idl,e.
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I have been concerned, in this and the pïe-

ceding sectjons, to exhibit the cl-aj-ms that we can employ

a notion of a form of lj.fe in which the conceptual

structures of a particular way of acting are foundation-

âf , wi.thout regard-ing this foundation as determining

the subsequent st-ructure; and tnat any intelligibl-e

questions capable of givir:g rise to relativist answers t

and indeedr any intelligibl-e questions aI; all, must

arise wi-thin a form of life. It foll-ows from thi-s that

we can consirler only one form of life, although we can

accept at least the logical possibi.lity of other foi:ms

unde-r a purely formal- descr:iption. These cl-aims are

not far remoyed- fi:om el-ements of Stra.wsonrs por;ition, and

I have proceed-ecl by atternpting to shot,v the effect of

reexpressing his v.iews in the terms of my thesis.

The point of this approach is not to secure

support frorn h.is agreernentr even if such suppor:t were

appropriate, the substanti've agreement I have shown is
patchy at best. The point is rather that the claims go

to set the l-im:Lt of any philos.cphj.cal- enterprise: they

ahorç what, upon tny a.ccount, -ts th.e limit of intell.igib-

il-i-ty. It must be possible then to give an account of

any philosoph-tcal- work jn these ter:ms, (-)ne itsel-f con-

cerned with phil.osolÌrj.cal l-ir¡its is an appropriate

candidate, and if my approach has adr.ra¡¡t*", it ought to

pe.r:mit d-ì-agnosis and explana.t:'on of e:rror. in these

terms the clains ha.ve been exhj.bited and suppo::teo-.'
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SECÎION 21 The systems described j.n the previous

chapters of this part permit and support

statements of relativism as arising from

the arbitrary nature of elements of the

systems.

Formal games are arbitrary in the following

sense. For any reJ-ations established between express-

ions by the formulæ of a formal- game, there are no poss-

ible correctness checks. Nor can there be a,ny question

whether the set of rul-es given is complete o:: adequate,

without some criterion of adequacy external- to the

formal game. 0n1y in the light of an intended inter-
pretation could these questions be answeredr or ev'en

inteJ-ligi.bly raised. [he identity criteria. of a

formal game are purely extensional.

Since there can be no significant question why

a formal- game is the formal- game it is, and no basis for
preferring it, as a formal- game, to any other; and

sj-nce there are indefinitely many po.ssible formal- games;

and since formal- games provide the category structure for

sentences in interpreted games; then there is no reason

to be given, in terms that are formaf iir the sense that

they refer to formal- games, why any particular category

structure is avail-able. Thus there is no formal- reason

for supposing that any category structure can be
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regarded as the structure of reality; and hence, since

I have not all-owed that the structure of reality is given 
'

no reason for supposing that what is independently or

rrreallyil the case is to be expressed in terms of any

particuJ-ar formal game. Since any putative explession

of what is the case must be expressed in terms of ry
formal game, it folfows that, if the structure of reality

is not given t any formal game in use is one of a number

of alternati-ves, and these alternatives are incommensur-

able, though not incommunicabl-e. This is, in effect,

the position which j-n Part I was identified as linguistic

relativism, though it might as well- be called ontological

relati-vlsm.

This form of rel-ativism is not immediately

applicable to a way of acting, tâking it that a form of

relativism is immediately applicable to an area j-f and

only if it provides an answer to questions about the

d-ecid.ability of the truth or falsity of statements

issued. in that area. A formal game yields statements

only under an interpretation. Contingency is a product

of interpretation, and questions about the decidability

of a statement are in part questions about its inter-

pretation. Moreover, since a way of acting is an

interrelatj-on of interpreted games, decidability may not

be a function of any single interpreted game c

This form of relativism seems to have force as
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a secoird-order theory, immediately applicable to formal_

games, to the effect that for any formal game there are

incommensurabl.e alternatives; and mediately applicarole

to ways of acting, to the effect that fo:: any way of
acting there are al-ternatives whj-ch may be incommensur-

ab1e, on the premise that it is th.e fclrmal features

expressed in an interpreted game, rather than substantive

o:r interpretational or experientiatly given features,

which ultimately determine the identity of ways of
acting.

Any interpretation is arbitrary in the following
sense. For any formal game, and any domain in which it
is i-nterpreted, there is no necessity that that formal

game be interpreted in that or in any other domai.n r or

that that domain be interpreted by that ou by any other

formal- game. [his is most obvious in the case of games

in the ordinary sense. It is not necessary that we

shoul-d have had any activity with the formal- features of
basebal-l; nor is it necessa,ry, had the physical appar-

atus of basebal-l occurred natural-ly, that we shoul-d have

i-nvested it with any significance at al-l. It is less

obvious, but stil-l- perhaps plausible , in the case of
more serious human activities, and more or less recondite

explanatory theories. It is perhaps l-east obvious and

plausibl-e i.n the case of theoretical structures l_ike

commonsense real-ism. There is, however, no logical
differencerunless we say that, in order to avoid
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Pl-atonism, we must allow that some formal game must be

interpreted in some domain.

Normative interpretation is also arbitrary in

the sense that the fit between the formal game and the

domain is imposed upon the domain. There can be no

significant question, in the case of chess, whether the

cond.itions of victory in a game fit the formal- conditions

of checkmate: to find a difference would be to cancel

the victory claim, not to detect a l-ack of fit. Where

physical apparatus and its causaf properties are clearly

part of the interpretation r âs in cricket or baseball,

it may seem that there could be a failure of fit; but

this is only apparent, since the notion of regulation or

rrrealrr equipment can be used to rul-e troublesome cases

out of the game context. There can, in these cases, be

problems about when someone should be said to be playing

a game, but these are not to be confused with questions

about the fit of the game. Similarly there are, as I

shall consid-er in a l-ater discussion of the is/ought galr

questions about when someone should be said to be acting

in a particul-ar context of moral judgment; but these are

not to be confused with attempts to ask whether the

particular context fits the worl-d properly.

Descriptive interpretation is not arbitrary in

this sense; failures of fit are possibl-e, but remediabl-e

by revision of the formal- game. Since such revision
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is occasioned by the priority accorded in this kind of

interpretation to relations between referents in the

domain, and these relations must be expressed in the

terms of the domain, we have in this case a fit imposed

upon a formal- game by a prior interpreted game.

Since descriptive interpretation is not arbit-

rary in this sense, and is dependent for its continuing

acceptability upon contingent features of the domain,

the fit between the formal- game and the domain is in

these cases typically underdetermined. Fit is developed

under interpretation , rath.er than r âs in the case of

normative interpretation, established in the process of

interpretation. To regard the formal game as reviseabl-e

under interpretation is to regard the formulæ of the

formal game as contingent, or at l-east to regard the

sentences which express those formulæ under interpretat-

ion as conti-ngent. This is to treat the requirement of

fit, holding between relations between expressions of

the formal- game and rel-ations between referents in the

d.omainr âs a ïequirement for a truthf falsity relation,

holding between sentences of the interpreted game and

states of affairs in the domain. Thus the correspondence

theory of truth is an expression of the principle of

descriptive interpretation; it expresses as a rel-ation

between language and non-linguistic reality a principle

by which rel-atively formal features of language are to

be adjusted against relatively substantive features"
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It can be read-ily seen that something like Schefflerts

principle of ind.eterminacy between empirical truth and

d.efinition must arise in this case. An interpretive

rul-e will- give a quasi-definition of a new term; but

the sense of this term wculd be fixed only if the fit

of the interpretation were fixed, and fit is under-

determined " To say this is in effect to say that

sentences in a descript ively interpreted game are

typically und.erd.etermined., in respect of truth/tal-sity,

by the evi-d-ence at hand; thus questicns of truthf falsity

and of the sense of theoretical- terms are tightly

rel-ated in descriptive interpretation.

None of this is a problem in itsel-f , unless

one wants to say that attempts to conceive of the worl-d

objectively are a problem in themselves; but problems

can arise when the state of underdetermination is seen,

aL a philosophi-ca1 level- of interest, as damaging the

capacity of expressions to refer. There are at least

two rel-ated ways in which capacity to refer might be

affected. - ways which might be generally characterised

as invol-ving reference to inferred entities.

lhe first way, involving what has been cal-l-ed
1

fropen texturerr, arises within commonsense real-ism. To

refer to an individual- asr sâX, a tab1e, is, it is said,

to commit onets self to an hypothesis, or to a set of

hypotheses. [he reference is successfu] only if these
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hypotheses are true. That it might, had that attempt

at reference fail-ed, have been possible to refer to the

individ.ual as something else, is not generally helpfu1.

It would. have been odd for Macbeth to have asked if this

were an hall-ucination he saw before him, with the handle

towards his hand. It is not cl-ear that hal-l-ucinati-ons

have handles; but more to the point, it would have been

a different question. The question he did ask might

sensibly have been addressed to lady lviacbeth; this

question coul-d not, without supposing particular circum-

stances: that it was not an hall-ucination, and that there

was nothing before him, with or without a handle, except

the thing he mistakenly incl-ined to think was an

hallucination. One recourse, in the face of this kind

of prob!-em about maintaining confidence in reference,

has been to phenomenalj-sm: to the choice as a referent

of something taken to be identifiable categorically.

Or one can temporise: thus Moore, maintaining the truth

of tThis is a human handt, but declining to choose between

commonsense and phenomenalist analyses of the Sentence.

But the shift from commonsense real-ism to phenomenafism

is not just the revision of a formal game, meanwhiÌe

maintaining reference to the same individual-s under

d-ifferent id.entif ications. It is the interpretation of

a different fcrmal- game in a different domain: in effect,

the reversal of a priority relation.

The second way arises within more developed
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theories, when expressions refer to unobserved or

unobservabl-e ent j-ties " The obvious example is perhaps

physics; but the same pattern seems to occur in

religious d-octrines" In physics, and the loosely

simil-ar case of religious doctrine based on argument from

designr we have apparent reference to entities, unobserved

in fact or unobservabl-e in principle, in terms of which

observabl-e phenomena of the domain ar'e to be explained.

In both cases, there is the obvious chall-enge to provide

justification for this ontic postulation, over and above

the instrumental- justj,.fication of the formal- structure as

serving Ínterests within the domain" An ontological

argument, though srmetimes offered, does not meet the

case, for this can only show what are the features of the

formal_ game, which are not in question, and are revise-

able und.er interpretation in any cage. No observat j-onal

justification is possibl-e, of course; and pragmatic

justification is not suited to distinguishing between

ontology and util-ity. One ïecourse is to instrumental-

ism; but this is less a revision of the formal game than

a withdrawal of the interpretation.

The statements, the decidability of which is

call-ed into question in these ways, might be represented

as being of the form, respectively, tX is an Ar and

fThere are Atsl, the first, subject/predicate form

being regarded as displaying the necessary identification
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functir-rn of a potential referring expression rAr.

Questions about the decidability of both forms are

legitimate.

Questions about the truth of statements in the

first form would normally be regarded as askabl-e arid

answerable. Such questions about statements in the

second form might, in certain circumstances, be regarded,

after Carnapr âs externa-L questions, and therefore uTl-

ansv¡erable in those circumstances. However, such

questions, which, again after Carnap , are questions about

the acceptability of linguistic frameworks, are in my

terms questions about the interpretability of formal-

games, whj-ch in turn are questions about the relations

between a formal game and a cj.omain establ-ished by a

prior: interpreted game; ae such they are askable, and

various answers may be attempted..

The phenomenalist answer to the question

suggested about the decidability of statements in the

first form - changing the game for one in which the

referents are better behaved offers a solution with

difficul-ties. The difficulties; most readily expresserl

in the terms used here are (i) that commonsense real-ism

is logically prior to phenomenal-ism th.at is, that the

pri-ority of public over private object talk is not

reversible; ancl (ii) that it cannot provide transl-ations

of ordinary statements that ways of acting cannc¡t be
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anal-ysed in th.ese terms. An obviously opposed answer,

the more or l-ess Austinian or Wittgenste-i-nian lnsistence

on the general adequacy of these statements in the

conditions under which they are made, succeeds in

explaining their function within a way of acting; but

by in effect taking tway of actingr, or some analogous

expression r âs a primitive, it appears to argtte to

cJ-ar:ity from obsc'urity, by ignoring or treating as

unaskable q.uestions whichr oh the face of things, can be

and have been asked.

For statements in the seccnd form, instrument-

al-ism and realism offer comparable afternati'ves with

broadly simj-lar effects.

Any alternativer or pair of alternatives, woul'd

suffice to protect reference; butr âs notecl- above, the

choice of an al-ternative cannot be ful1y justified on

either formal or substantj.ve grounds; and experience,

that j-s, the clevelopment of a way of acting on a set of

choices, will tend to confirm itseff, by limiting the

terms in which difficulties can be expressed. So again

we have alternatives: afternative ar:guments which are

inconcl-usive, To regard these arguments as inconc-lusive

is not to say that we cannot know that something j s

independently the case, but to say that we cannot know

that we say what is independently the case. This is the

position earlier cal-led epistemic relativism" The
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exampl-es suggest that epistemic rel-ativism can take two

forms: it can concern the relations of priority between

interpreted games, or it can concern the difference

between an interpretation and- a mod-el-, if we can think

of the instrumentali_st as saying that we shoul-d use a

formal- game as a model of realitY.

In normative interpretation, in which fit is

imposed on the cLomain, the possibility of alternative
j-mposed structures is read ily conceivabl-e . Since the

supposition that the d.omain can accept alternative formal

games under normative interpretation implies that one

cannot discriminate between forma,l- games on the basis

of evid.ence from the d-omain, and Since f ormal games aTe

not d.irectly comparable, this seems to lead directly to

a fairly strong version of linguistic/ontological

relativism, of which moral- relativism would be an

exampl-e, with no clear possi-bility of epistemic

relativism appearing. But I think the position is l-ess

simple than this.

Judgments issued in terms of a normatj-vely

lnterpreted. gamer say, that Fred. has achieved checkmate,

or that George has acted wrongly, aTe generally readil-y

defensibl-e by appeal to the relative game: we can show

the way a ruLe appLies to the case. ProbLems arise

when we attempt to d.efend the systefn of rules itself .

[his is a]_so the case in descriptive interpretation;
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but there the interpretaticn is nclt arbitrar;r in the

same sense. Cc¡nfronted with this problemr one may

eithe:r: introduce a nev/ basis of defence mora.l

intuition or revelation, perhaps r--'r bring the

interpreted- game as a wh.ole into th-e Íicope o-fl existing

clerfences by maki.ng it the referent of an expression in

a descriptiv'ely interpreted gaile r âs happetts in

utilitarian theor:ies, and. even more clearly in theories
2.

using a notion of social construction. There are

d.ifficul-ties with tlLe second. al-t:,rnati-v'e. While

utilitarianism may serve as a defence, the notion of

sociaf constructs, if so used, merely shifts the problem.

If it is d.escriptively true that pleasure is the only

intrinsic good, then there is a basis in those terms for

d.iscrimination between normative cl-aims, and a defence

for some system of such cl-aims. îhe defence will be

tentative and inconclusive, of course; but this is just

the consequence of successful transfer to a descriptive

context. But explanation of moral- systems as soci-al-

constructs merely broadens the context for which a basis

of discrimination or d.efence is needed. Some form of

historical- determinism is a currentl-y popular answer.

This can provide a basis for discrimination, and a

defence of any system which can be conceived of as a

characteristic of the terminal state of historical

d.evelopment; but apart from the problems associated with

the notion of a terminal state, this approach has in an

acute form the problems associated with supposing all
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interpretation to be ultimately descriptive, which I

have discussed above"

Generally, one might say: the firstr or

intuitj-onist kind of sol-ution, comparable to the adopt-

ion of real- ist acco'unts in d-escriptive in terpretation in

that it tends to dismj-ss questions about the tThero are

Arsr fo:rm, solves this kind of problem at the cost of

intensifying problems rel-ated to the 'X is an Ar form.

fnt'uition and revelation deal effectively with such

problems only if there is massive ccnsensus - which is

to sâyr only if they do not arise in a pressing way.

The second sol-ution, compaïabl-e tr: the acLoption of

phenomenal-ist or lnstrumental-ist accounts in descriptive

-i-nterpretation in that it reduces pr:cblems about the

tX is an Ar form by making it subject to the formal a,nC

substantive cr:iteria already established in the domain,

does so at the cost of withdrawing the proposed pattern

of interpretation, and either inverting priorit¡r

structures, or treating the formal- game as an ontologic-

a1ly misleading model for some range of phenomena in thc-:

dcmain. Thus one has basical-ly the same possibility of

epistemic reJativism as in descriptive interpretation,

uith similar clifferences based on priority and on the

choice between interpretation and modelling.

As a final comment on this Part, it might be

noted that the kinds of relativist position I have
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attempted to display do not themsel-ves go to constitute

ways of acting. liberal-, tolerant, permissive or

pluralist principles, like repressive ones, neither

support nor fol-l-ow from the arguments I have offered.

Relativism as I have presented it is an account of the

logical limits of the possibiJ-ity of ratiocinative
resolution of differences. It has nothing to say

about what is to be done when these l-imits are reached.

Such questions can only be answered in the context of
a particul-ar way of acting.

SoEe of the uses to which the structure I
have proposed, with its relativistic implications, can

be put I shall- attempt to suggest in Part III.



PART III

The proposed structure al-lows a

consistent approach to a range

issues.

of
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CHAPTER B The structure proposed al-lows accounts of

rationality and objectivity uhich accept

their association with scientific contexts

without supposì-ng them to be necessarily so

re]-ated.

SECTION 22 Common accounts of rationality present

ontological determinations in the guise of

logical distinctions, and thus obscure and

confl-ate Íssues.

On the account that I have given, a form of

life is a system of ways of acting; and a way of acting

is in turn a system of interpreted games, of which the

molecular unit is a formal- game, its interpretive base,

and the resul-tant interpreted game, interpreted games

being rel-ated- materiatly and by priority both within and

across ways of acting. Interpreted games which are

dissonant or necessarily incompatible are not permitted

to occur in the same way of acting; however, divergent

ways of acting may share their domain, and must have a

domain in common at some number of removes. Thus a

form of l-ife may exhibit dissonance, and intentional,

contingent or necessary incompatibility, though only

intentional- incompatibility is cÌearly al-fowabJe within

a way of acting.

Ways of acting are not incommunicable or
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mutual-ly unintetl-igible r even though there may be no

process which could count aS translating from the terms

of one way of acting into the terms of the other. A

rvay of acting is made intelligible to a non-participant

by an account of the relevant formal game and of its

interpretation in the common dcmain. that a particip-

ant in some way of acting may thus find dissonant or

incompatible ways of acting intell-igible dces not imply

that he may come to participate in them" His decision

either to do so or not is non-rationat in the sense that

nothing avaitable to him in the prior domain coul-d

constitute grounds for rational- choice between dissonant

orr at least, necessarily incompatible ways of acting.

Houever, in rejecting such ways of acting he does not

behave arbitrarily or whimsically. Being Ë hypothesi

alread.y participant in a way of acting at the same

priority l-evel, he is already committed to rules and

id.entifications relative to luhich the al-ternatives must

be contradictory or incoherent. That this commitment

may itself be in some sense arbitrary does not count

against the cl-aim that his rejection of the alternative

is rationaf. Thus Kekesrs Sinch, coming to understand

Renchts faith, says in his heart that it is not acceptable,

and in so d.oing reasons soundly; though Kekes, as I shal-l

suggest bel-olri, mistakes the source of the soundness. 0n

the other hand, acceptance of the al-ternative must r oil

this account, be an arbitrary act; the new rul-es are

not avail-able to support the re jection of the o1d until-
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the old- have been rejected. I do not intend to deny

that various apparent convergions may seem susceptible

of explanation; my point is just that such explanations

d-o not count against the claim of incommensurability of

ways of acting which I make in these cases. Some

explanations are in terms not avail-able to the individual

concerned: religious explanations of someoners coming

to or leaving the faith cannot constitute reasons for

those concerned. Explanations which draw upon the

interests and- motives of the individuaf tend to cast

d-oubt on the cl-aim that conversion occurred; explanations

which draw on general principles attributed to the

individual- tend to cast doubt on the way the new

alternative has been identified. If I ioin or l-eave a

faith out of sel-f-interest, f may well be a hypocrite;

if I d.o so to serve the interests of the poor, I may be

misdescribing my interests j-n calling them religj-ous.

On the same account, alternative forms of l-ife

are possibl-e , incommunicabl-e, and incommensurable. A

form of l-ife takes its identity from the formal- component

of its basic interpreted games. Since formal games are

not essentially related to any particul-ar priority 1eve1,

any formal game could, in princlple, perform this

id.entifying function; and thus there are as many possibl-e

f orms of l-ife as there are possibl-e formal- games. How-

ever, since a necessary condition of there being an actual-

al-ternative form of life is that its formal 'oase shoul-d
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have soûìe material component, and since the material

component of a basic interpreted game is given and

uncharacterizable, such an al-ternative cannot be mad.e

intelligi ble .

I do not mean 'to maintain that one coul-d- not

und.ergcl cclnversion to an al-ternative f orm of life r or

come to participate in it by learning it rffrom the

i-nsider'. One has, after aI1, come to participate in a

f orm of l-ife i if other forms are possi-ble r one might

have come to participate, in the same wâYr in a differ-

ent form of l-ife; and it is not clear on what grounds

one could say that conversion was impossibl.e. Rut this

is not so much a positive reason for accepting the

notion of conversion, as an acknowl-edgement of the

d.ifficulty of making the notion clear enough to see what

coul-ci be dcne with it. It is not even cl-ear whether one

supposed. to have undergone conversion could be supposed

to be aware of the fact. It is a very unclear notion

in this context, and I see no reason for becoming

invol-ved. with it. For my purpose, it is sufficien-b to

See "bhat an al-ternati-ve form of life must be incommunic-

abl-e: that is, that it cannot be made intelligible r âs

an al-ternative , to one not alreacly part j.cipating in it 
"

At best, we call construct metaphysical- models,

revis j-onary in Strawsonrs SenSe , of al-ternative forms of
1

life: Ayerts sense-datum language might be talcen as the
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mod.el of the language of a form of l-ife in urhich phenom-

enalism was basic. But, to the extent that the meta-

physi-cs is revisionary, the model nrust appear logically

flawedr âS Strawson a-rgueS that the phenomena.l-ist model-

is 1ogically flawed through its reversal of priorities

between public anci private objects; and hence we coul-d

never encounteï a range of phenomena which we took to

be the acluali.zation of Such an alternative form of life.

Neither, of course, could anything recognizable as a

dispute or disagreement constitute a reason for Supposing

al-ternative forms o.f life to be involved, Since disagree-

ment presupposes the communicabi.lity of afternatives.

Incommensurability, of course, follol,rts fr'om incommunic-

ability.

Thus it seems that the notion of al-ternative

forms of life is logicalJ-y coherent, but of no practical

philosophical use. I think that this is substantially

true, and in gerneral I take it into account by nrlt

atternpting to make any use of the notj-on in discussion of

the soïts of issue with which I have been concerned.

However, a certaj-n qualifica'bion should-, I think, be

noted." First, if the notion of alternative forms of life

is logical-ly coherent, then tform of l-ifer does not

function quil-,e as lIt and tmy languager and so on were
2

said to function by Wittgenstein: it permits a gap

between rmy worldt and tthe worldt which he coul-cl not
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al-low.

Second, the argument which supports the v-iew

that there is no genuine use to be made of the notion of

an alternative form of l-ife turns on the claim that th.e

given cannot be charaoterized; and in one sense this

cfaim is false " lVhat is given on the Strawsonian view

is, in part, cbtaracteri.zable as physical- realityr or the

universe of physical objects; what is given on the

phenomenalist view is characterizable as the content of

sense experience. Now, these are not, of course,

neutral- or independ-ent characterizations. They involve

particular systems of concepts uithin a form of life;

though they differ in their identific¿rtion of the form

of l-ife, they must bobh acknowledge their contextual debts;

and the possibility of such characterizations cannot

ul-timately te]l against the incommunicabil-ity thesis.

Yet although they are of necessity issued within

the same form of 1ife, so that their attempt to give an

account of what is taken as brute fact in the form

must be intelligibl-e only within the form; and afthot;gh

the incommunicabil-ity thesis requires that one of them be

a mistake, being in fact a characterization of something

introduced. in a relatj.vely subsequent interpreted game;

i/ve might, by regard-ing them both as parts of metaphysical

model-s, draw an interesting concl-usion from comparing
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them. The conclusion might be

brutishness of brute fact seems

than a constant quantity.

put by saying that the

t,o be a variable rather

Intuitively, there seems to be much more l-ee-

way for descriptive interpretation in the context of

sense experience than of physical reality: the char:ce of

equally successful disscnant articul-ations of sense data

seens much g:ieater than of dj-ssonant ar:ticulations of a

world- of physical objects. [he logical facl' behind

this i-ntuitive f eeling is, as of course it must be, a

fact abcut the formal differences between the model-s:

the notion of a sense datum requires a l-ess restrictive

formal- structure than the notion of a physical- objectt

if only in that it does not require the distinction

between public and pr j-ri'ate. Hence it seems to l-eave

room for a v'ariety of possibl-e universes, solipsistic

or otherwise, all- equally compatible with brute fact,

which are ruled out if the brute facts ate th.ose of

physical reality. This seems tc make very radical

al-ternatives communicable: the notion of a solipsist j-c

form of life seems communicabfe to a non-solipsistic

phenomenalist, for instance.

Now, to use rform of l-j-fer as I clid in the

last sentence is not entirely honest; for to characte-r-

ise the given in te:rns of sense data is to characterise
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it in terms of a certain formal structure; that is, to

characterise it in terms of the basic interpreted game

of a phenomenafism-based form of l-ife r oh the assumption

that the notion of such a form of life is inteÌligibl-e.

This coul-d- show, not that phenomenal-ism is a better

basis for recognising or communicating alternative forms

if life, but only that a phenomenalism-based form of life

would- be potentially richer in dissonance than a physical

object based- form; and even a comparison of this sort,

since it can only be between the features of a form of

life and those of a logica11y flawed model- constructed

within that form, must be highly suspect. But the only

point that I wish to make is that what we can do through

mod-el-s of alternative forms of life to make such al-tern-

atives intel-l-igible seems, ãt least intuitively, to 'oe

contingent on the nature of the metaphysical- model itself,

and upon the outcome of our descriptive metaphysics.

One might then wonder whether there is a poss-

ible piece of metaphysics, descriptive or revisionaryt

which expanded. ou1 ability to talk about alternative

forms of life, either by offering a more flexible model,

or by presenti_ng our own form of l-ife as one permitting

the communication of radical alternatives, àt least

approximating to al-ternative f orms of l-ife. The

d-iscussion above suggests - and I would put it no more

strongly than that that the necessary feature of
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such a piece of metaphysics would be that it permitted

a cha-r¿rcterlzation of the given which j-nvolved minirnal-

structural- commi.tment; ideally, that it invoh,'ed

commitment to the propgsition that the given was struct-

ured., r,vithout commitment to any proposj-ticln stabing what

that structure was. I think that such a story is

ruossible. It is not a part of my present thesis, and

I shal-l not attempt to develop it in any detail, or to

srgue for i.t. However, the possibility of such a story

is, I think, of some interest in the context of my

present thesis; I shall, thereforer in the final

chapter, offer Ít in barc,--st outline, and make Scme comm-

ent on what I take tc be its irnplications.

lhis account of the sorts of rela.tions possibl-e

-tn and. between forms of life pr'tvides a basis on which

certain questions which have arisen in the course of my

d-iscussion can be understood and arlswered'

I have prevì-ously considered a general anti-

relativist a-rgument basc-'d. on the view that the al-tern-

atives proposed by linguistic relat.ivism woul'd be

mutually incommunicabl-e and hence unrecognisable; and

a more specifically d.irected version cf this argument,

used. by Kekes against lVinch. Upon both occasi-ons, I

said that a more sat-isfactory account of a form of life

might allow this argument to be met, despite its apparent

force" Its apparent force is, I think, adequately
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expl-ained. by the comments on alternative forms of .l-ife

above : if I f o::m of l-if e t is to be understoocl in the way

I have suggested, it is clear that there are serious

logical d-ifficulties in the supposition that any sort of

individuai might be recognised- a,s participating in a form

of l-ife alternati-ve to that in which the observation i¡ras

mad.e; and. related_ d.iff icul-ties j-n the suggestion that

an alternative forn of Life could be understood in any

sense at al-l"

However, the suggested- structure of a form of

l-ife is such that, through the occurrence of dissonance

and. the stronger forms of incompatibility, a form of

]ife may contain ways of acting which are oommunicabl-e

but not commens'urabl-e r and these alternatives may be

ldentified. j_n terms of linguistd-c rel-ativism. Relat-

ivism is possj.bl-e because the language of a form of life

eomes neither as an indissolubl-e unity, irr which an

argument proposed- in one area has effect throughout the

whoJe fabric, nor as a concatenation of d-Íscrete

r'language gamesrt between which communica.ti-on is impossible'

nor as a collection of languages between which translation

might be attempted., but rather in distJ-nguishable and

related ways of acting; and because the domains i.n

which subsequent games are interpreted contribute mean-

ing, rather tha.n cer-bainty or even evidence, to the

subsequent interpreted- games. So there is an area of

common meanj-ng which al-l-ows participants in dj-fferent
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ways of acting to communicate; but the common meanings

established in the domain do not have a quasi-epistemic

priority, sett;ing a standard meaning frcn which

subsec¿uently introducecl terminology nray deviate only

minimally, if at al-l.

The above commenb addresses the probl-em in

more or l-ess the form it was given by Kekes" It may be

instructive to look agai.n at Kekes, and see what cf his

ai:gurnent appears correct in the terms T now wish to use.

He said. that his scienti-fic Sinch and relig-ious

Rench talk to each othe:: in English. Their discourse

is conducted rt.. in a natural- language upon r,vhich they

super:impose a technical- vocabul-ar'.I". Although th.ey

may use trationalt in divergent technicaL senses, th.ese

SCNSC S

... derive from the ori.ginal, nonteehnical
use of trationalt. The usual- procedure -flor
conductj-ng such arguments as that between
Sinch and Rench -j-s to show how the contested
sense of trational-t is related to, hov,r it
derives frorn the original-, nontechnicaf senses
of trational-r. A.nd these senses Sinch and
Rench understand in common merely j-n vi.rtue of
being competent user:s of English. Rc'nchrs
answer to Sinch shoul-d be to attempt to trace
out step by step h.ow the orciinary senses of
tratlonal- t came to be employed in religious
discourse. Sinch, if he wishes to object,
may do so by trying to inake the case that the
relig-ious use of rationaft corlstitutes toc
radical a departure from the ori[inary uses;
he may say tha.t religious apologetics have no
light to useithe word'trational-I because its
techni-cal- sense ís separated by an abyss from
its ordinary sense 

"

7
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Now, on my account, Rench and Sinch must have

in coTnmon a lvay of acting which provides the domain in

which, at some number of removes, their religious and

scientific games are interpreted; and if we take this

common domain to be Strawsonian, it will- no doubt be

one which the vocabulary of ordinary or basic English

serves quite wel-l. The process of interpreting a

formal game d-oes, in a sense, superimpose a technical

upon a naturaf vocabulary. This is the distitiction

between natural and gameterms again, with the correct

impl-ication that the technical- vocabulary is d.ispensable,

in that the prior way of acting is capable o:fl function-

ing without it. However, Kekes arttempts to do more than

'this with the notion of a technical- vocabulary.

The precise status attrj-buted to the technical

vocabulary' by K-ekes is not quite clear. The only terut

he d-iscusses is trationalt, arid this is a special case"

He could hardly suppose that tefectrrnIor tgodt i/veret

as he supposes hational to be, terms with an ordinary

sense which came to be employed in a technica,l sense.

Perhaps he ta,kes it that technical terminology neerls to

be supported from bel-ow in a way most clearly shown in

the case of rratj.cinafr. The Strong Sense of rrational-r

with whj-ch he is concerned requ-i--res a rational norm;

and the ra b j-onal- norm he has in mind is fairly clearl¡t

that any beliefs presupposed or impli-ecl by norms of

behaviour should be true¡ ioe,¡ shoul-d correspond to the
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facts. And the faci:s in question r we must assune , ti,te

those that are fac'ts in the comltìon way cf acting. This

j-s where scientific statements are ul-timatel¡r grounded,

where religious sta,tements clught to be grounded, and,

most importantly, lvhere the notj.cn of rationality is
grounderi. 

"

More than a trace of redur:tionist epistentology

is creeping in nov/. Not only dces the p-rior way of

acting provide 'che domaj.n necessary for the interpret-

¿ltion of subsequent gaTnes; i-b is also taken to prcvide

a benchmark by which successful i.nterpretatjons ca.n be

identified; to get too far away from bhe benchmark j-s

to go wrong" Tkrj.s is not the sort of priority rel-atiort

which m;r notion of interpretation cart be made to suppo.rt;

but it can be expl-ainerl as an error, p-r:oduced by confus-

ion over the way -in which a terrn lilce rration¡e,Ir can

o;oerate across ways of acting. Ind,eed, the confusic'rn

and error is fa-irIy explicit in th.e passage quoted.

tRa,'bionalr is said to have ordì-nary senses, and original,

non-techn.ical- uses. It is said tc have a technj.cal,

cori'cested sense in religious d-iscourse, th.ough whether

this isr a disti-nct technical sense, or an ordinary sense

emplcyed in a religious context, Kekes rl.oes not make at

al-l cl-ear, although the quest:'-on seems to bea,r upon the

force of his argument.

To tidy this Õ- l-ittle, let us suppose th.a,t
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frationalr has one sense with which we are concerned:

the strong sense which Kekes most wishes to preserve.

What, then, might distinguish the use of rrationalr in

the prior way of acting from its use in a religious

game? Not a difference in sense: in both cases we wil-1

endeavour to act only on the basis of bel-iefs which

correspond to the facts. \iVhat wil-1 differ is the

applicable notion of a fact. It is precisely that

purpose of the rul-e-constituted contexts of interpreted

games to introduce new descriptions under which people

or things or events can be identified; that is, to make

possible new kinds of fact. And this, of course, is

why an interpreted game cannot be supported from a

l-ower level: the notion of a fact which it introduces

is not available at that level. Also, this is why we

cannot test a technical sense of rrational-r against an

ordinary sense: first, because there are not technicaf

and ordinary senses at all; and second, because the

ordinary use, which is use in a context determined by

a particular notion of the kind of thing which can count

as a fact, does not establish any benchmark of rational-

ity. To rrtrace out step by step how the ordi-nary

senses of 'rationalr came to be employed in religj-ous

discourserr woul-d be to trace a pattern of priority

rel-atj-ons which might be quite extensj-ve and complex,

and woul-d lead from the notion of facts possible in

commonsense realism to whatever notion of fact could be

supported in a religious context.
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l¡Vhether a greater abyss woul-d separate th.ese

categori.es of fact th¿¿n separates commonsefise nctions of

fact from the kinds of f¿rct r,vhich coul-cl be countenanced

j.n rel-a-bivistic quantun mechanicts I do not know" llhe

point is not that the apparent sc-i-en'tific bias which l-eads

Kekcs tr¡ miss the possibilib¡r of the question is partic-

uJ-arl¡r u/rong; it i.s that he is wrong about the whol-e

notion of meaning relations, having confused them with

epistemi.c rel-ati-ons. Becatlse he di-d nclt bother tcl

rlistinguish i-n any useful- way between rsenseI ancl ruser;

and because, altkrot.rgh he definecl rr:ational-r in terms of

no.rms, he d-id not botirer to distingrtish between a change

in a definition ancl a charrge in a norm; he ma.nages to

talk as though afl the questions which might be askecl

about rel-ations between ways of acbi.ng ccrnl-d be put in

the fortn of the question whether one term has be>en

take-:n tco far froil j-ts r:r:dinary uses. The concept of

rat.i-onal-ity' is r ilo doubt, central and important; but

I doubt tha,t i'b c€ìn be macle to carry quite such a l-cad.

What worries Kek.es, ancl is expressed thrc-rugh

the qnalms fel,t by Si.nch, is really the question what

sor:t of odtj. thing Rench might be accepting a,s a possible

irlentifying descripti.on of a fact. This is not a worlry

about the sense of tr'ationalr. It is not even a worry

which coul-d be very well expressed j-n terms of a common

ground in Strawsonian persons and public objects. It

is a worry most easily expressecl in terms o-fì scien-bific
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realism: in terms of an interpreted game which already

d.etermj.nes a, Tange of pcssible facts, and does so in a

way at least dissonant with religious ganìes. In other

words , it is Sinchrs science, not his basic Errglislh,

which pu-bs him at odds with Rench" \,r/e knew that frout

the beginning, of course; it was Kekes's corrfuseri

misdirection that l-ed us to think -bhat the tension was

between the rel.igious game and -i-ts dttmain.

Incleed, one may suspect that the lvhole notion

of a theory ofl rationalityr âs Kekes us€is it, is a

massive riistake. Being re,tional, whether this means

behaving in accorclance wj-th a rlormr or with a r¿,-bional

norm, is not the sort of thing about which we need to

theoris;e. 0f course, we might r¡onder whethe.r:r sâYr

lukes was cor.rect in thinking that certain conditions

would- have to be satisfied by any language we could come

to underst:rnd, and we might see the refation of this

point to the question whe'bher we ,:oul-d identify something
4

as behaviour, rational or not; we mi-ght see that

questions like rrWhat j.s truth?rf and rr\¡/hat is true?fr

affec-b the way trational-t vlil-l be used. But we need

not see that as a reason for putting theory of truth

and theor'y of mea.ning and varj-ous unsrpecifj-ed ph.ysical

and metaphysical- theories abou't the worl-d irlto one box,

to be l-abell-ed th.eory of rationali.ty, A. move so likely

to promo'be eonfusj-on is best explained in ny terms as

arising from an incfinatj on to take certain theories
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so much for granted- as to see them as constituting the

expl_anabion of the sense of rrationalt. Thus one is

not entirely surprised to f ind that lukests rtrational

(1)tt c:r:iteria resembl-e the verifiability pr1nciple of

a kind of logical enPiricism.

The undoubted. impcrtance of the concept of

rationality is variousl-y and. od-dly represented. lukes,

talking about universal or rational- (1) crj.teria of

ra.tionafity, refers to rtn.. crj-'beria of truth (as

correeiponci.ence to reality) and- logic o o. which simply
5

are criteria of rationalityrr" lTow, what lukes is

really concernerl with here aTe two cluestions which he

cloes not d.istinguish: what conditions must 'oe satisfied

by anything properly called a language? and what

conditj-ons ntust he satisfied" by a language in order that

a particul-ar group sh.ouL.d recognise it as one? Ile

takes it that some scl::'t of verifiabiJ-ity prl'nciple

together r,vith Some two-val-ued J-ogic provides an ansh/er

to both questions, which it fairly clearly does not"

This is perhaps why he supl)oses that v/inch might ri-eny

such a notion of rati.onal-i.ty, even though \n/inch has

argued that rationality is an indispensabl-e concept in

any language , for very much 'the sort of reason l-.,ukes has

offered "

fhe nction of rationality covered by ra"tional-

(1) criteria seems to be in effect the rrweakrr sense of
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rrationalityt userj by Kekes, for. whi.ch he attri-butes

resporlsibility to Jarvj-e and Agassi' They say:

let us attribute ratÍonality to an action
if the:re is " go"1-"iã-which"it is aÏFe-ffi¿;
let us attribule rational-ity-to a þe-lief
i.f it satisfies "ãtoã-átã"Aaici 

or clÏffion
or rátiãnality which has been adopted' such
as ifra'f; i t is based- on good' evidence t aT j's
¡eyo"ã r:easonabJÀ doubtl or is held crPel to
criiicism, etc. wn"t r" attribute rationality

li;?"# ïï fi3'oäî?':":å-l3ii""åî'ii*3" bothe

\,Veak rationality then }¡ecomes rational action, and strong

rationafity becomes rational action tlased- on rationa,]

bel-ief; and this is the basis for Kekesrs notion of

weakratiorla].ityasbehaviourj-naccordancewithsome

norm, and strong rationali-ty as behaviour in accordance

uith a rational norm.

Butletuslookatthisl|weakîtrationa]-ity.

ï,lhy, exactly, is it to be call-ed' i'rieak? Apparently'

beca,use of its permissiveness. rt arr-or¡rs people t' be

cal-led- rational- no matter how peculiar their norms might

be. Magic call be p::esented. as rational- in this weak

sense, whereas the strong serlse all-ows us to see that
7

only science is rational" Now, we must first see that

thisisnotad-istinctionata]}un].essitrecordssome
kind. of bias generally, a scie:rtific oneo There

is no d.ifference between acti-on accorci.ing to a norm and'

action accortLirig to a rational- norm until we have a

working no'tion of rationality' The Jatvtef Lgassi

acco'unt SayS that we achieve this by adoptl'ng some
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standard or cr:i-terion of rationality. But this is noth-'

i.ng to Kekests pu.lrpose, for action according to a norm

rruhich satisfies some standard is no differ:ent from

actj.on according to some norm, until r,r'e are clear on

what makes the standard a standard of rational-i'byr a

point which may be hidden by the congeniality of the

examples Jarvie and Agassi choose to mention. To

define rr:ationalityt by a standard or criterion arbit-

rarily chosen wouJd not suit Kekes; but to justify the

choice of a, standard or criterion without falling back

into circularity is an achievement which proves

continually elusive. Thu¡ lukes, havi.ng spelled out a

particular notion of eorrespondence with reali-by, seems,

j-n an immediate parenthesis, to all-ow aÌternative notions

of reality ancl/or oorrespond.ence with it. It is for

this reason that i equate his universal- sense of ration-

ality 'w-i-th Kekests weak sense; he can tighten it up only

through the reqllirement that any language have cri-teria
8

of correspondence to:eality tfwhich we share with itt',

and what turn out in effect to be attributions of

scientif icalJ-y orientecl criteria attributed to rr¡srr.

'Io sh-if'b from a lvea"k to a strong sense ttf trationalityr

j-s, a,s I have alreaci.y suggested, to shi.ft from consider'-

ing the sense of the term to consiciering its use in a

context where certain ncltions of reality ope-rate; but

we do not accept such a context because it invclves

rational- betief ratherr wê know which beliefs are
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rational when we accept a context.

It helps to see vlhat the rfweak sierìserf of
rrationalityt is about, to see that what is not ration-

af- in this sense is what is not goal-directed or norm-

governed; in effec.b, behaviour which is rnere movement,

in that ques't1.ons about the reasons for the behaviour do

not arise " Tha. b is , it is the rf senserr of t raticrnal I in

which it is crpposed to tarationaf t which is al issue;

anrl of course it includes every-bhing to whioh we might

a,ppl-y rirrationaf t . But this cloes not mearl it is a

permissive senser or a senÍre which is weak in any

important way. f l¿Veakr is applied to it because the

scientific p.r:'econceptions of Jarvie and Agassi and Kekes

are goi.rrg to be packed into tlLe other rrsenserr; lukes,

whose positivistic preccnceptions were linked to goal-

directed-ness tlirough the notion of necessa.lry conditions

for a (recognisable) language, cal-led. the rationality (1)

criteria unj-versa-L. rather than v¡ealc; but the point j-s

the same.

Rationality (1) crlteria are those v;hich. rnusb

be satisfied. if the rationalfLrrationaL distinction is to

be cLra.wable at all; weak rationality is the state of

affairs which rnust obtain if the passi.ng of judgments

in terms of .rationa.lity or irrationality is to make auy

sense at all. This is the concepl; of rationality whj-clt

Wineh thinks is ncoessary to the existence of any language
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althougkr it ma¡r not be represented by the appearance of

a word in that language which functions as does rrational-?

in ours. In say-ing cf a collection of peopl.e that they

constitute a society r,^iith a language rr... v/e i.mply

forrnal- analogi-c:s between their behaviour a.nd l,hat 'oe-

havi.our in our society whj.ch we refeL: bo i..n distinguish-
9

i-ng be'br,veen ra.tJ-onality and ii:rat j-onalityrr. \'Vhether

this notion shou]-d 'be called a sense of r.rationalityt f

cl-o not knov¡; :Lt j-s ocld to think of the sense of a word

that might not occur. I shoul-d prefer to say that what

is here being cal-led rationality - the existence of at

least formal patterns which l-ead us to identify something

as a society, a language, a pattern of reason-regarding,

norm-following, goal-directed behaviour - might as

well- be cal-led a form of lif e "

A form of l-ife is a rational structure in this
rrweakrr sense: the notion of a form of life is the notion

of patterns of behaviour pursued for reasons; and as

the limit of intelligibility a form of J-ífe is afso

universal in the required sense. But then, the question

whether there are alternative forms of life cannot be the

questi-on whether there are alternative weak senses of
trationalityt, for this question makes no sense. This

is a way of saying that alternative forms of l-ife are

incommunicable.

Alternative rrstrongrr senses of rrational
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would- be communicabl-e, ho doubt. Since to have such

alternati-ves woul-d- be to have avail-able alternative

bod.ies of belief, they would require rr.. that hard core

of meaning that al1eged.ly different norms of rationality
10

share in commonrf. But this, according to Kekes, shows

that alternatives are not possibl-e: Itonly if magic and

science and religion are genuinely different forms of

life could one accept their havlng genuinely different
11

norms of rationalityr'. But then, being discreter they

would- be incommunicabl-e; while if commun,i.c abl-e, then

not discrete, and. therefore commensurabJe, for their

notions of rationality woul-d not be really different.

This form of argument, roughly, that recognis-

abitity entails commensurability, may be said on my

account to hold. for al-ternative forms of life; but it

d.oes not hold- for al-ternative ways of acting, which is

the form in which Winchrs most rel-ativist posi-tions need

to be expressed." It does not hol-d because the link

between communicability and commensurability, turning as

it d.oes on the notion that a common domain of interpret-

atj-on must serve as a common gpistemlc base, breaks

down when the account of the formation of ways of acting

through interpretation j-s applied"

To understand iivhat counts âsr sayr a religious

experience is certainly not necessarily to accept that

that experience, under any identlfying description, must
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count as evidence for the truth of a religious cfaim.

Rather, it is to see that the notion of religious exper-

ience invol-ves a particular identificatj-on of some part

of the domain; and this may in a sense be easier to see,

if not to accept, if one has already accepted a scientific

game in which that part of the domain Ís to be identified

as some or other sort of del-usion. Indeed, to see such

a case as involving interpretation, it is almost necess-

ary to see it as a possible, but mistaken, alternative 
"

1o come to it without alternatives woul-d be to see it as

a matter of fact" Thi-s, perhaps, is the point of our

fears of religious indoctrination it is better that
people should meet mistaken views only as afternatives

and our l-ack of fear of scientific indoctrination

science does not have al-ternatives. But the status of

matter of factr or perhaps of benchmark, is not

defensible as issuing from characteristics which the

domain had independently. The figure of light I see

does not support science by being a delusion, or religion

by being an angel. By the time it is identifÍed in a

way of acting, the question which way of acting it

supports by its existence is already settl-ed.

Nou, one might make this sort of point by saying

that the norms of rational-ity employed 1n religion and in

science differr so that different forms of rationality

are invol-ved; but there is no real- advantage in
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talking in this wâXr and plenty of opportunity for

confusion. In d-ifferent ways of acting, we have diff-

erent compl-ex ways of id-entifying and reidentifying

people and- things and. events; we have, that is to

sâvr d_ifferent possibl_e kinds of fact. Because our

uses of trationalr aTe not independent of what in the

context of use We take to be matters of factr our use

of trationalr wil-l vary characteristically with ways of

acting. But this need. not be calJed a variation in the

sense of rrationalt , or in forms of rationalityt

unless there is some point to be rade through that

locution.

Since ways of acting are communicable, and

since our general notion of rationality has to do with

the intetligibility and communicability of judgments,

we might wish to say that the notion of rationality was

common to d.ifferent ways of acting; since some ways of

acting are incommensuïabfe, and since our general

notion of rationality has something to do with the

soundness of jud_gments, \de might want to say that there

ane d.ifferent notions of rationality. 0n1y if lue think

that communicability and- commensurability are linked in

the way that Kekes suggests wil-l- it seem to matter

which way lrie decide.
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SECTION 27 Objectivity is not peculiar to science,

although a certain abstracted notion of

science can serve as a paradigm of

objectivity"

In a paper cal-l-ed "Obiectivity and the Scient-

ific lraditionr', read to the ANZAAS conference of 1972,

R.S. l,Val-ters argued that objectivity is specially

associated with the scientific tradition, the public

lnstitutional- procedures of science being necessaryr but

not sufficient conditions of objectivity. In the course

of his discussion he contrasted science with art, on the

ground that the latter i-s productive of rr. o . something

complete in itsel-f , suloject to interpretation and crit-

ical- appraisalrr, and the former of rro . o a contrj-bution to

ongoing work that is contributed to by others and often

completed by othersrr, which rro.. has to be understood in

rel-ation to some body of theory and to the judgment of

others similarl-y concerned with that body of theoryrr.

It is thus, he said, that we can fr.o. significantly tal-k

of objectivity in science concerning the products of

scientific investigation and not in art concerning works

of artfr" He also supported the view that the conceptual

structure of science more closely resembles the actual-

structure of the world than such competitors as tfmagical,

mythical, religious, animistic, anthropomorphic, anthrop-

ocentric coneeptual- frameworksrt, generally on the ground
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that its public terminology is neutral-, which he ex-

plained. as meaning that rro . . unless terms ale expl-icitly
raboutr persons of some kind, the sense can be given

without essential- reference to a person or set of

persons (class or interest-group) and testing procedures

can be specified- that do not essentially require consid-

eration of specif ic personsrr ,

This seems a f.ai-r sample of the common view

that scj-ence is objective in at least two senses: that

it atfows us to make statements that correspond to

reality in a way that statements of, sayr magic do not;

and that the scientific image of reality is a public or

inter-subjective or cooperative construct, in a way that

artistic images of reality are not.

Thus Scheffler suggests that:

1o propound one rs beliefs in a scientific
spirit ..c is, in effect, to conceive oners
self of the here and now as linked through
potential converse with a community of others,
whose differences of location or opinion yet
all-ow a common discourse and access to a
shared world" It is accordingly to fay
oneself open to criticism from any quarter
and to acquire an impersonal regard for the
jud.gments of others; f or what matters is not
who they ?Ter but whether they-properly voice.t
the import of controlling standards.

Similarly, Popper sees in science a step rro.o comparable

to the emergence of a descriptive and argumentative

languager or to the invention of writing" It is a step

at which our explanatory myths become open to conscious
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consistent criticism and at which we are challenged
2

invent new mythsrr.

All- of which may be acceptable, as part of the

business of saying what scj-ence or objectivity

is; but there is more to it than this" Associated with

this characterLzation of science is a sort of normative

scientism, involving the cl-aim that science is a rational

way of going oilr and leads to more rational ways of

going on generally. Scheffler, in continuing his intro-

of science, makes theductory comments on the objectivity
point quite explicitly.

Current science is continuous with other areas
of life, and shares with them the distinctive
features of the rational quest" Howeverr in
institutionatizing this quest so as to subject
an ever wider domain of cl-aims to refined and
systematic test, science has given us a new
appreciation of reason itseLf. Since reason
is, moreover, a moral as uel-l- as an intellect-
ual notion, we have thereby been given afso a
new and enlarged visj-on of the moral- standpoint
of responsibility in bel-ief, embodied not only
in a firm commitment to impartial principles
by which oners own assertions are to be meas-
ured, but in a further commitment to making
those principles ever more comprehensive and
rigorous" Thus, though science has certainly
provided us with new and crucially important
knowledge of manrs surroundings and capacitiest
such enlightenment far from exhausts its
human significance. A major aspect of such
significance has been the moral- import of
science: its dynamic articulation of the
impulse to responsible loelief , and its
suggestion of the hope of an increased
rationality and responsibility in all- real-rno
of cond-uct and thought. 

' r¿J qLL LvqLuPT

More succinctly, Popper remarks thatrr.. it is only

errov in thescience which replaces the elimination of
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violent struggle for l-ife by non-violent rational- crit-

icism, and which al-lows us to replace killing (worl-d 1 )

and intimid-ation (world. 2) by the impersonal arguments of
+

worl-d 3tt o

There is an oddity in this suggestj-on, most

clearly to be seen in Popperts briefer remark. The

apparent point of hjs comment is that we learn to achieve

by impersonal argument what we could before only achieve

by killing oï intimidation; but this is absurd. If I

covet my neighbourrs wifer or his wealth, or his ox or

his ass, I might, in a suj-table society and given the

appropriate capaciti-es, gain possession of them by kill-

ing him. I might find that I did not need to ki]l him,

since he could be intimidated, and thus accept the

replacement of one means by another for some reason of

my own. But the circumstances under which I woul-d find

impersonal argument a satisfactory replacement means

would. be peculiar indeed. The point is that the inter-

ests in which I might kill- or intimidate are not imper-

sonaf interests, or something readily describable in

neutral- terminol-ogy. It is not in the l-east cl-ear what

bearing an impersonal argument couJd have on such a

matterr or why anyone should think that it could have a

bearing. It is tempting to say that Wal-ters and

Scheffl-er and- Popper, by their stress on the neutrality

and impersonality of science, have themselves ruJed it
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out that it could serve us in the way Scheffler and

Popper suggest, by placing it firmly on the opposite

sid.e of the is-ought gap from the reasons for our actions t

and. even from the language in which our actions must be

id.entified.. This point is of concern in the next

chapter, and I shal-l not pursue it now; but it shoul-d

be noted that it is at least prima facie peculiar to

suppose that scienc-e can be made more a model for human

action by more clearly distancing it from the personal.

Popperrs apparent suggestion that this alleged

effect of science on human behaviour is the Same sort of

thing as its effect on human l-ife in allowing us to

mod.ify behaviour on the basis of the prediction rather

than the suffering of consequences is slmply silly:

the ability to determine the consequences of killing

someone other ttran by experiencing them may as readily

increase our determination to kill- him. It depends on

what the consequences are, not on how we find out about

them.

It is particularly surprising that this si1ly

mistake should be made, in view of the fact that it has

been claimed that accounts of the logic of science r or

rational reconstructions of scientific method, fail to

be accurate acco'unts of the behaviour of scientis-bs, even

when they are practising science. Such accounts as

Kuhn t s sei've as an example here; and whil-e it is true
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that neither Popper nor Scheffl-er accepts Kuhnrs story,

one might su ppose that the exi,stence of challenges to the

ttobjective rati.onal-ity" story as an account of a model-

for the practice of science itself, would lead to some

caution in supposing that this might be stretch-ed to

provide a model for rral] realms of conri.uct and thoughtrr.

One wants to say that, if we cannot cross the is-ought

gapr the suggestion is nonsense: the objective rational--

-ity and impersonal arguments of science can no more

provide us with practical decisions thal can a book of

fog. tabl-es serve as plans for a bridge. If r oh the

other handr we can cross the is-ought gaPr it seems that

we rnust either personalize our modef of science, or

i-mpersonal.ize our notion of human action. The first

al-ternative woul-d make the account of science sketched

here incoherent; the second would introduce se::ious

problems in understanding the notion of human action,

not the least of which woul-d- be the problem of under-

standing the nature and point of the preference which

both Scheffl-er and Popper clearly displayfor series of

events which cio not incl-ude killings over those which

do.

There is, I think, a confusion in the view I

krave sketcherl, which arises from the fact that the

model of human conduct and thought, of which science is

some part, is not rich enough ' to express everything
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that scheffler and Popper want to say¡ their conceI.n

with model-s of scieritific enquiry and the use which may

be mad-e of them, has fed them to somewhat overlook the

aspects of life which do not read.ily fit the models.

Poppe:: is handicapped. by his vision of woi:l-d 3 as

knowledge withou't a subject: and. scheffl-erts faith in

extensionality is a similar hand-icap. Their attempts

to say how science relates to the rest of human l-ife aIe

limited by the fact that the only l-anguage in which they

have been interested. is Some sort of ttlanguage of sciencerr;

and. this j-s not the language in which such a rel-ation

coul-d be expressed.

I now wish to ask wha,t sort of account of science

rnight be given in terms of the account of forms of life

I have attempted. to develop, and what sort of transl-at-

ion of schefflerrs and Popper t s comments might this

account make Poss1bfe?

Perhaps the most obvious suggestion in answer

to the first of these questions, and the one with the

cJearest preced.ents, is that tsci.encernames a way of

actingo As such, science woul-d- involve the use of

mixed. d-esoriptions, and. involve both descriptive and

normative aspects. The normative aspects we woul-d

take to be those invoked- in the quotations above: the

canons of scientific enquiry, and- the disciplínes and
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controls involved in the quest for scientific truth, so

that the point of science as a way of acting uould be

the finding out of the t::uth about the world, in a sense

of ttrutht whj-ch these disciplines and controls establish.

the descriptive aspects would be those whích Popper has

attempted to lnvoke in the notion of world 3z the world

of objective knowledge as sel-f-existent, without a knou-

ing subject" If science is taken to be a way of a,cting

in the sense previously discussed, it is to be noted that

these aspects are separable only as abstractions we

cannot suppose either to be separable in reality"

But this is just what Scheffler and Popper ask

us to do. Scheffl-er depends on the notion of a ne'utra11y

descriptive extensional language so far removed from

noruiative contexts that we can suppose it to be the

basj-s of our communication with be:-ngs even when their

basis of individuation is significantly different from

ours. Popper, typÍca1ly more explj-cit, argues for the
5

rr(more or less) independent existence of the third worldtj
6

and forfro. a sense in which world 7 is autonomousrr.

He tel-ls us that world 3, or a part of it, in the form

af a book, ".. need not have been written by anybocLy:

a series of books of logarithms, for example, may be
7

produced and printed by a computerrr. Nor need it be

read by anybody, though ue may suppose that it might have

been ultimately rrdecipheredrr by rr. . some civil-ized
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successors of ours (no matter whether these are terrest-

rial. animal-s which have become civi-J-ized, o.r sonìe visitors

from outer spacerr. In fact, he says, ttoo I do admit that

in order to belong to the third worl-d of objective know-

ledge, a book shoul-d in principle or virtually

be capable of being grasped ( o" deciphered or understood,

ortknownr) by somebod-y. But I do not admit morerr.

lhis is, however, a considerabl-e admission.

The books rto . possi.bility or potentiality of being

understood, 1ts clispositional character of being under-

stood or interpreted, or misunderstood or misinterpreted,

which makes a thj.ng a bookit, requires th.at we suppose of

it that it has the property of being mappabl-e onto some

part of worfd 1; its being ttdecipherabl-err requires us

to suppose of it that it has the property of being

mappa bl-e onto some particular part of worl-d 1 " There

is no special troubl-e about the flrst: we alread¡r know

of one rnapping, and there might be others. The second

is more tricky, for we have to suppose i.,hat any mapping-

on alternative to that particular one of uhich we are

aware must be irnpossible; and it is not cl-ear why this

shoul.d be so. Popper assumes that there is some

straightfclrward difference between an interpretation and

a misinterpretation. \,Ve woul-d normal-Iy draw this

distinctlon on the basis of a notion of intended inter-

pretation; but this ci.oes not seem to b<-: allowed by
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Popper. Hê says that world 7 j-s a human

he thinks it has contents which ha,ve never

or und.erstood. by humans, and may never be

product; but

been produced

SO.

The fact that we can map the book onto the worl-d

in one wax, and, conceive of its being mapped on in otherst

whether ue call these alternative mappings misinterpret-

ations or not, gives rise to another problem, Wê can

perhaps fi_nd. other chunks of world 1 which we can map

onto further chunks: the stages of a river onto the

stages of organisms, the sands of the seashore onto the

stars of the sky. certainl-y we can map the universe

onto itseff . And- d.o we thus shift chunks of , olr the

whole of the universe, from world 1 to worl-d 3?

Nor is the attempt to regard a scientific

attitude of responsibility in bel-ief , of impartiality'

or objective rationality, aS really separable from its

d.escriptive context, and. transferabl-e to any and all

real-ms of cond.uct and thought, SucceSsful. Insofar as

we need scienti_fic information, of courser wê might as

wel-l get it right, and must therefore know what counts aS

getting it right; but there are cases, like mathematics,

where the need- is minimal; and cases, Like moral and

aesthetic judgment, where the information is needed, but

is onl.y indirectly to the Point.
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Norms of scientj-fic enquiry are definitive of

a notion of finding out the truth about the wor-l-d (of

the notion of find-tng out the scientific truth about the

worl-d); but for activities with a different pointr sâYr

gai.ning the greatest immediate personal advantage from

the worl-d, they are not just unsatj.sfactory as norms

they are irrel-evant. They have a secondary rol-e irl

establishing means, but they do not iri.entify the end.

0f course, Scheffl-er and Popper do not exactly say that

sel-fishness and vir¡l-ence would not occur if people took

a scientific attitude to life general.ly; but they pretty

clearly think that there is something in the notion of

objective rationality which would proscribe them.

Thisr âs I have argued above, is wrong; and the point

to be made llere is that the wrongness iies not in

suppos]-ng that scj-entific norms have a particuL.ar function

in ways of acting in general, but Ín supposing tlnat they

have 4y function -in ways o.fl acting in general, and it

arj.ses from treating the norms as independently meaning-

ful and th.us transferabfe, rather than as abstrac-bions

from a partlcul-ar way of acting.

In the case of the descriptive aspect of science

considered as a way of acting, the need to rega.rd it as

an abstraction is one which might have occurred to

Popper, for in invol-ves an a,rgument very similar to

that which has been e,t the heart of his anti-inductivist
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account of science. He has tcld us, in effect, th-at our

ability to come by' significant bodies of observation in

the face of a massive bombardment of potential data

recluj-res that we begin with an hypothesis. But the

field. of potential hypo'bheses j.s as extensive as the fiel-d

of potential- d.ata, unless we rruppose that certa,in

hypotheses are already rendered significant in the

context of the point of a particular way of acting.

Hence the above suggestion that we might identify a

scientific tvay of acting as one the point of which was

to find. out the truth about the worl-d is al-ready to some

degree jnvolved. with abstractiori. The truth about the

world- is as complex as the worl-d itsel-f . Particularly

among l-ow-ord.er hypotheses, there is a large, perhaps an

ind-efinitely large, available range; and we must suppose

that the choice of hypotheses for investigation is gene.r-

a1ly arbitrary, if the point of the way of acting is

simply that suggested.

Now this, of course, is a patently false

suggestion. the hypotheses with which we shake signif-
j-cant order out of the universe of observables ate highly

selected. If we will- not a1low them to be inductively

f orced upon us by the run of experi-ence, we must al-l-ow

then to be se-Lected- as significant for the point of

activities in rvhich we are engaged.. On the face of it'

then, science d.oes not -qualify as a way of act.ing, for
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on the account given it could provide no basis on which

hypotheses were selected for inr¡estigation, since any

hypothesis may succeed. oï fail- in sta'bing the truth about

the world"

However, this is only t::oubfes;ome if we consid-

eï sciencer âs a distinct way of acting, to be concerned

in the first place with the production of low-order

generalizations rather than,,vith higher-order l-aw-Like

statemenl,s. If we Tega-rd l-ow-order generalizatians a,S

characteristic prod.ucts of various Ìvays of acti-ng, the

points of which provide the basis of selection frorrl data

which the generalizatrions express, we can regard the

d.omain of preselected gelneralizations aS the raw materia,l

of a scientific vuay of acting. That the account of

science as a way of acting d.id not of:fler a pri-nci.ple of

selection among porjsibte hy.potheses woul-d not appea.T a

probJ_em in this case; the necessary focus of attenti:n

wcul-d already be effected j"n prior wa,ys of acting.

Thus there are buil-t-in l-imits to what we can

d.o with the not-i-on of science as a way of acting. If

we w-ish to stress those characteristics which so impress

Scheffler and- Popper, while preserving its autonomyr or

at least maximis:ì_ng its separabilityr we need to regard

it as concerned with the expl-anation of preselected low-

ord-er generalizati.ons¡ P.ulld hence as a basically
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subsequent o.r d-erivative way of acting, with no capacity

for bei.ng turned back upon and modifying the normative

aspects of prior ways. Ifr oil the other hand, wê want

to stress the continuity of scj-ence with othelr areas of

l-ife, and. see it as inclucling the selection of fow-

ord.e:: generalizations, then we cannot suppose either

that scien-bi_fic activity is in fact characterized by

adherence to the sort of norm cf neutrality and

i.mpersonality ',vhich cannot achieve selection of da'ca t oT

that it shoul_cl be. one mj-ght pl.ay the game either v'/ay,

be|ng id.ealistic about a l-Ímited notion of scÍence t oT

real-istic about -bhe pl-ace of scientific modes of ration-

ality in h.uman a,ctivj-ties generally; but the notion

that the canons of scientific enquiry gffer a pattern

for human rationaLity in general rests on confusion"

The generaf features of ubiquity, and tkre

offering of ar basis for a notion of objec'bivityr which on

th.ese accounts attach to Science, are on the account I

have offered bere more clearly a,ttached to the notion of

descriptive interpretation. DeSc¡ipt-ì-ve interpretation

is a, feature of every iuay of ac.bíng; and to the extent

that it is part of scienceo i-b is a palît in which science

-is eontinuous with other areas of l-:'-fe. The language of

the d.omEin j-n wh.ich a formal- game is descriptively

interpreted can stand as an observation language: it

has the necessary characterj-stics of an establ-ished a,nd
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presunably welJ--und_erstoocl use relative to the new

interpreted game; and of independence from the formal

garne und-er interpretatic,n. It is not, of courset

ind_ependent of the reisuftant interp::eted game; but the

case is not thab the rrobservation languagerr is l-oaded

by a theory expressed in the interpretecl game; br,r-b that

the interpre bed- game might be callecl the expression of a

theory in a language derived frcm the observation

langr-iage, f he pla.ce of the f orma-l- Same is analogous

to that of a theory or hypothesis, in that it is subject

to revisj-on under interpretation; houever, a formal

game is not a theory or hypothesis, since these aTe

meaningful statements or statement-sets which are true

aT fal_se of someth.ing, while a formal game is not.

This approach i-s in ef-fect the first of the

two suggested- above r inr¡oking the notign of a descriptive

interpre-tation characteristic of all- ways of actlng,

inclucling, if -bhere be one, a scientific way of actingt

to explain the context in which l-ov'r-order generaliza'tíons

are produced, and the inclination to s'uppose that science

has something to clo lvith al-l re¿il-tns of conduct and

thougkrt. By the argument that no way of acting cotll-d be

purely normative, d-escriptive interpretatj-on is always

rel-evant; to the extent that we can abstract the

descriptive aspects of ways of acting, we mi.ght with

benefit consider it is a scien'cj-fic product, and open to
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improvement.

This mighb not give to science a]l- the moral

import Scheffl-er Suggests, nor woul-d it necessaril-y lead

.us to replace killing and intimidation with rational-

ar:gurnent; but if it improvecl- communication in some

aspects of ways of acti_ng, this might be of some va1ue,

and. perhaps as rnuch as Scheffl-er or Popper coul-d real]y

hope fo:¡. What is more to the point is that it woul-d be

the most they coul.d ir:te11igib1y s'uggest.

lrrhat above I cal_l_ed. riormati.ue scientism cannot

now be seen as extend_ing the scope of a scientif-ic way

of acting. No wa,y of actj-ng with a poi:nt other than

find.jng out the scientific truth about the world can

turn into science" Insteacl, normative scientism mus-b

be Seen aS a two-par.f recommendation: first, to abstract

from any way of acting its ri.escri-ptively interpreted

components; and second-, bo check the adequacy of the

nrodification of the forma-Ì. game in interpretation.

Put i-n this wâyr j-t seerns clear that normative scientism

contrlbutes to the creation of the is-ought SaPr wh.ich,

at l-east in the ha,rlds of Scheffler and Popper, it

subsequently attemPts to bridge.

A way of acting j-s just such a context that

ce-rtain ass;ertions do therein entail- certain
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prescriptions. rThe king is in checkr entail-s rEj.-bher:

move the king ar ...ti tThe prediction was not exper-

imentall-y supported' entails rEither nod:'-fy the hypoth-

esis or ...r3 rThis is a non-smoking compartmentr

entaj.l-s tEither put out that cigarette or o..r. It is

only when the dc;scriptive components are abstracted,

and- treated as tho,.:gh they constituted arl activity the

only point of whj.ch was to de'termj-ne bhe truth t tlnat

these relationships are brokeir; not because the

abstracted bit is in Some absolute Sense unrel-aterj. to any

norrns other than those of scientif j-c enqu iry, but simply

because vrhat we have been doing, iî the process of

a,bstraction, is adop.b-ing the rule that we will- consider

i'b to be so o

On this a.cco'unt, then, the notion of object-

ivity is one that attaches pr:imari-J-y to a klnd. of inter-

pretr:"tion rather than to a way of ac:ting. That is to

sâVr tobjectivityt is not, at least in the first place,

tlie sort of honorific term that those authors I have

mentionecL in this section take it to be. Rather it is

a term which owes j.ts existence to a necessary charac'ber-

istic of any v/ay of actì-ng: that some of the language

of that way of acting j.s taken as descrì.ptive.

fn any v/ay of acting, some terms o-f an inter-

preted- game are so rel-atecl to the terms of the doma.in in

which that game h/as interpreted that the forma.l- ot'
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intensj-onal refations of those terrns may be varied

accord.ing as cer-bain statements expressibl-e in the

language of the domain àte true or fal-se. It is for

terms to be so related lo a taken-for'-granted domaj.n

tha,t constitutes their being terms of objective applic-

ation s or conrponents of objective statements" That

objectirre statements are also possibl-e j-n the language of

the donain is to be simil-arl-y explained. Science as a

way of acting, being in effect the apotheosis of

d.escript:'-ve interpretation, presents itself naturally as

a parad.igm of objectivity; but while some lessons of

à scientif ic way of acting may be transferabl-e, i-tr the

interest of more satisfactory d-escripti.ve interpre-bation

in other areas, to be a par:adigm of objectivity in this

sense is not -bo be the mod.el of human rationality. It

is, at most, to be a reminder of an important part of

rational-ity.
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CHAPIER 9 lhe is-ought gap arises from the same

source as the distinction between

observation and theory.

SECTION 24 Searl-ers attempt to bridge the is-ought gap

with institutional facts suffers from an

inadequate notion of institutional contexts.

In developing my main thesis, I have dralt¡n

heavily upon two sources: l¡Vinchrs account of forms of

l-if e, and Searl-e f s account of constitutive rules. ìdhil-e

I have claimed to modify or develop their accounts in

some respects, I have offered a thesis which I think is

close to the spirit of their claims r so that it might be

expected that any significant cl-aim to which they both

subscribed would find some support in my account, even

though in a variant form.

One important nexus of opinion is that which

leads Winch to say that rr. . . the social relations between

men and the ideas which menrs actions embody are really
1

the same thing considered from different points of viewrr

and rr. . . our language and our social- rel-ations are just

two different sides of the same coin. To give an acc-

ount of the meaning of a word is to describe how it is

used; and to describe how it is used is to describe
2

the social intercourse into which it entersrr.
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SimilarJ-y, Searle says that he isffo..

enging a certain inoclel of desc.ribing linguistic

He says that, accoi:di-ng to tlre mcdel- he opposes

once you ha.ve described the facts in any
situa,tion, the question of any reva.l-uationsl
is l-ef t absolutely open " \n/hat I arn here
arguing j-¡; tha,t, in the ca.se of certain
ináti-tutional facts, the evaluations invcllvirlg
obli-gations, commitmelrts and responsibilities
are no longer l-eft conpletely open because
the statement of the institutional facts
involves these notions . 

' u urvrrqr lqvuu 
3

He also says that rro there is no fiteral- meaning of
rrpromiserr in v¡|rich all it means is uttering certain wordÍ1"

Rather'rprotnise'r denotes Speech acts characteristically

performed in 1;he utter¿ìnce of certain words. But

ambiguous as between utter'-
+

obligationsirt .

rrprom-i-serr is not 1exicaIl¡'

ing vrords and undertaking

V/inchts soci.a,l reJations and. Searlers instit-

ut j-onal- facts are in this context the same thing; and

they agree that, wh.ere language .i.s a part of the express-

ion of these r'elations or institutions, the mt':ani-ng of

the language thus used. is not detachable from the func-b-

ion it has in ttre institution. They are agreecl i-n

ciistinguishing between natural- ¡¿nd. social-/institutione,l-

-facts, 1;he former being for \{inch represented- by the

electrical storms which exis'tecl, âs a soiaf rel-ation

could not, long before there 1,4/e.re human beings to fo::m
5

concepts of them, ancl for Searl-e by the natural- physical

facts which., ra'ther: than conventions, support the

cha-Ll--

facts ï 
"
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6
activi.ty of fishing. They ar:e al-so agr:eed 'bhat the

d-escription of a social- practice oI an instil;utional

fa,c-b is a factual d.escriptiori, rather than an evaluat-

ion. of course, lvi.nch is concerned to argue from this

that cJescriptions of srrciâl rel-ations or institutions

must go wrong if they are not couched in the terms which

have sense in the j-nstitution itsel-f , while Searl-ef s

purpose is to argue that we mrrst preser-/e the integrity

of the language of the institution; but this dive::gence

of inte-rest d.oes not seem to refl-ect any difference of

opinion "

Most signif icantl¡r f or my present purpose, we

can note lr/ir:ctt sa.ying that rto o o an act of c-rbedience

i-tsel-f contains I âS an essential element , a Tecognition
7

of what went before aS a.n orderrr, from whj,ch we can infer,

wjth the help o-l his other comments, that the idea crf

obecti.enoe inclucles the idea of an order, and tha.t

fobediencer is conceptually anCL logical]y related to

torclerr, a-nd. no cloub-b to other terms such as tauthority'

as weIJ-. Now, except for the point that utterances of
tobeyt d.o not fi.gure in acts of obedience as SearJe says

there may characteristlcal-J-y be utterarlces of rpromis;er

figuring in acts of promisling, what Ï/inch sayg j.s exactly

r,vhat Searle wants to say of the social- rel-ation orl

institutionaf fact of promisj-ng" To promise is to

undertake an obligation; the idea of a pl'omise contair:s,
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as an essential- element, the idea of recognition of

obligation; and tpromiset is conceptually related to

tobligation t , not in one of a numb'er of alternative

senses of rpromiser, but once and for all-.

îhe f lowering of this vj-ew, in Searle rs case t

1s his putative derivation of ought from is. This

provides a convenient point of focus, since it brings

what I think are fundamental aspects of the kind of view

I have been concerned to defend together in a relatively

concise piece of argument, and it has been extensively

discussed. I shall in this section consider certain

aspects of the discussion in the terms in which it was

conducted, drawing most upon some rel-atively recent

criticisms by J.L. Mackie. I think that it can be

shown in this way that the most common points of crit-

icism, and the questions which arise in relation to them,

are just what would be expected on my account" Having

made this point in general terms, I shall- j-n the next

section consider how the points at issue might be

identified and considered in the terms I have offered"

Searl-ers derivation moves from the sentence

rJones uttered the words rrI hereby promise to pay you,

Smith, fi-ve dol-l-arsrrr to the sentence rJones ought to

pay Smith f ive dol-l-ars I in four steps with the support

of several- auxil-iary premisses, of whichr âs standing at

the points where the case has been most attacked, the
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most signj-ficant are the premiss Searle numbers 1a, viz.

under certain conditions C anyone who utters the words

(sentence) rtI hereby promise to pay you, Smith, five

dollarsrr promises to pay Smith five dollars; and a

ceteris paribus cfause intended to protect the argument

from the effect of unusual conditions.

Searle notes that rr. o o criticisms of the

derivation tend to fall into two categories - those

which attacked the ceteris parlbus clause and those

which attacked the alleged l-ogical connection between
B

promising, obligation and roughtrrro The same tendency

is noted by W.D. Hudson, who explains the point of the

second criticism as being that Searl-e ff . o o is not clear

on the difference between reporting the'use of a word

such as tpromiser and- actually using iti.

Searle says that he has side-stepped the first

criticism by rr o o . excluding from consideration within the

proof the various kinds of consideration that the
10

ceteris paribus clause is designed to deal- withrr, and

being prepared at need simply to add tother things

being equalr to his conclusion. Since the considerat-

ions in question have to do with moral dil-emmas, the

settlement of which is not real,ly part of the issue

Searle discusses, I shall regard this as a sufficient
defence in the present context of discussiono However,

I shal-l- later suggest that Searle was right in the first
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pl-ace to be concerned with the kind of question to which

he advanced the ceteris paribus clause as an answer, not

because he shoul-d have shown how moral dilemmas were to

be resolved, but because matters important to his

argument turn upon things other than the mere possibility

of making a promise. He says that he is concerned with

a relation in language and not with a moral issue I and

indeed is not sure that promising is a moraL issue; but

to see the point of the rule on which the rel-ation is

founded we need to knou something of its context. [his

point is mad.e by Phillips and Mounce in discussing our
11

ability to recognise a moral- rule; but it has general

implications.

The second. category of criticism Seañ e regards

aS significant, since it d-irects attention to his premiss

1artr... which gets us from the brute to the institution-
12

al- leveJ, the level that contains obligationsrf . The

crucial question turns out, as it does for Winchr to

concern the d.ifferences there may be between a detached

or anthropological account of the doings of Jones i-n the

institution, and an account issued from withinr or in

acceptance of, or in commitment to, the institution.

The criticism is that a report, in a detached, anthrop-

ological wâyr can report on what peopfe say without any

commitment to eval-uative statements at al-l" Searlers

anshrer is that it is true that one can avoid commitment
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by ind-irect quotation, but that this woul'd count equal-ly

against any argument, and so does not count particularly

against his"

Pursuing this argument, Mackie says that Searfe

is wrong: that

words like tpromi-set ... have a pecul-iar
logical feature not shared by most parts of
language. The performance of a certain
speech act in appropriate circumstances is,
in virtue of one part of the meaning of the
words, sufficient to vafidate the statement
that rJones promised o..t o.. But al-so, in
virtue of another part of their meaning, such
a statement entaits tJones ought to . o o r. o c o

The very meanings of these words thus embody
synthetic cl-aims, in fact justif ications of
transitions from tisr to rought t . For this
reason the adopting of such fragments of
language is
use of most
word rpromi
institution
institution

not a neutral matter, as is the
parts of language o. o to use the

ser ooo with its full- within-the-
meaning_ J-s already to enclo"rse tlnert
in a substantial way.

No doubt Searl-e has asked for this. His

suggestion that he is not particularly concerned with

moral toughtst, but with a perfectly general questj-on

about a copula and an auxiliary, and that commitment in

the use of language is much the same across language, both

pu}1 in one d-irection; his suggestion iulnat, institutional-

facts are different from both brute facts and eval-uations

pu1ls the opposite way. lhe ground is prepared for

Mackie to offer the moral- t ought I as the basis of

significant distinctions, to deny the peculiarity of

institutional- facts, and defiver the argument quoted.
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Nevertheless, Mackiets argument has problems'

Searle has considered- the view that tpromiser

has two Senses, meaning in one the utterance of certain

words, and in the other the undertaking of an obligation"

He argued_, I think clearly correctly, that the first was

not a gense of rpromlset at al-l. It then ¡eappeared aS

the detached. or anthropological occurrence of tpromiset

in a factuaL oï d.escriptive statement, where it was

mentioned. rather than used.r So that the statement failed

to entail- the claims it urould have entail-ed had rpromiser

been used.. ft was against this view that Searl-e argued

that the logical l1nks of any expression can be broken

if it is only mentioned"

Ihis seems clearly correct alsoo rThat is a

bl-ack horset entaifs tThat is blackt; but That is what

Fred cal1s a black horser does not indeedr oh

Mackie I s account, it is not even clear that it woul-d

entail- rFred. call-s that blackr. This perfectly general

point cannot be regarded as an argument against Searl-ers

thesis in particular" Mackie attempts to deal with this

by reintroducing the distinction between senses as a

division between parts of the sense of tpromiser , so

that ad.opting bits of language with this buil-t-in

evafuative component is a special sort of businegg"

searJe might well_ say: you state my argument as if it
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were an objection against me.

Mackiets point about the peculiarity of
rpromiser does not reinforce the anthropological pointt

as he wishes it to, but pu1ls against it. The complex-

ities of use ate not to bhe point if the basic cfaim is

that the expression 1s not being used at all-. Mackie

says that ffthe performance of a certain speech actfl

val-idates tJones promisedr by one part of the meaning of
rpromiser; another part is necessary to entail rJones

ought tof. But what speech act? Presumably, a promise;

but then, why does not this afone entail Uones oughtr?

Mackiets language is evasive here. \,Vhat he shoul-d say

is that uttering certain words is part of the meaning

of rpromiser , not that performing a certain speech act is.

But then he has to maintain that uttering these words is

a detachabl-e part of the meaning, so that one can use

rpromise I in this sense without incurring the entailment

which arises from another part. But this is not so: to

utter the words without incurring the obligation is not

to promise at all; to perform the speech act is to incur

the obligation. Perhaps Mackie does not notice the

confusion because he takes it that the word is only

mentioned an¡rway.

Stil-l, to the extent that Mackiers main point

is that Searl-e has not really contradicted Hume, he may
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be said to have made it. If there are social instit-

utions or practices in which obligations are attributed

and incurred, then no doubt we can say so, and note how

cl-aims of obligation are established by the rules of the

institution. But in noting that one must be inside the

institution to incurbire o.bliga'bion, one stresses the

difference between accepting the obligation and accepting

the institution; and one notes that the institutional-

reasons which may require of a member that the obligation

be accepted cannot be reasons for accepting the institut-

ion. Roughly, from the fact that there is a certain
j-nstitution, it does not fol-low that there ought to be.

And this, I think, is what has worried some of Searl-ef s

critics" He has seemed, perhaps, to argue from the fact

that people are bound by promises to the view that they

ought to be bound by promises, and to block this it has

appeared to be necessary to defend a detached anthropol-

ogical viewpoint which al-lows us to observe institutions
whil-e retainJ-ng our independence of them.

Yet it does seem perverse to attribute such a

view to Searl-e; he might wel-l see his critics as looking

over their shoul-ders at moral- and even political questions,

and consequently attempt to detach his account from a

particular concern with moral issues. He has stressed,

T think to the point of error, the importance of connect-

ing obligation to rro.o the notion of accepti-ng, acknow-

ledgingr recognizing, undertaking, etc., obligations in
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such a way as to render the notion of an obligation
1+

essentially a contractual notionrr.

Onexaminationritseemslessandlessclear
just what sort of gap it is thatr sâY, Mackie is trying

to keep open when he d.istinguishes between taking -bhe

statements in searlers derivation as describing the

institution from the outsid.e, and. taking them as spoken

uithin the institution. searfe has argued that the gap

between use and. mention wil-l- not serve, and Mackie I s

reply is confused and ineffective. Mackie cl-aims that

there is a logical gap: that the conclusion of the

derivation, taken as internaL and having prescriptive

force, is d.erivable only by a special logic, while taken

as external- it fol-l-ows by ordinary logic, but has no

prescriptive or evaluative force. But this is merely

assertion: he reiterates that there is a gap where

Searl-e d.oes not See one, but this account of what sort

of gap it is is not hetpful. of course, the statement

attributing o'oligation to Jones depends on statements

which are taken as asserti-ng the existence of an instit-

ution and Jonesrs invocation of that institution it

is not hel-d that Jones ought to pay Smith five dol-lars

regard.less of such facts as these - but what I lr'eciselyt

is the difference between these internal and external-

senses supposed. to be, now that it is cl-ear that it is

not simply the d.ifference between use and mention?
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Mackie suggests that Searle does not establish

his conclusion that Jones ought to pay Smith five doll-ars

aS either a statement of objective value r or aS a state-

nent the acceptance of which as a concl-usion would commlt

one accepting it to himself endorse or subscribe to the
15

relevant prescription. If this is true, and if Searle

could be thought to have supposed that he did establish

his concl-usion in Such rfsensesrt, We nlight have a clearer

picture of the gap i.n question.

I can see no reason to think that Searle

supposed that his conclusion expressed an 'robiective
valuerr, in the sense in which Mackie himself denies the

existence of objective val-ues: a Sense in which values

are part of the ultj.mate fabric of the world, to be

d-iscov'ered. rather than invented by people " He wants to

say that Jonesrs obligation is part of the constitution

of an institution which Jones has invoked; and if some-

one l-ike Mackie wanted to say that this was the only

sense in which a value coul-d be objective, there is no

reason to suppose that Sea,rl-e woul-d ob ject. Yet, oddly

enough, this is not what Mackie says. If the concl-usion

asserted- an objective value, ?re says, it would rr. o. say

that Jonesrs paying of five dollars to Smith is now

intrinsically required not just required by the

institution of promising, but, given the facts that there

is such an institution and that Jones has tangled with it,
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16
required simply by the nature of thingsrr.

.Again, this is evasive language. One would

like to see more clearly the foree of rintrinsicallyr;

and why do we say that Jones has fftangled withrr the

j-nstitution r âs though he had somehow been trapped?

However, putting thjs asider wê are a,gain confronted by

the assertion that there is a gap: in this case between

somethingrs being required by the institution, and its

being required frsimply by the nature of thingsrr. But

sj-nce the nature of thi.ngs in this case is in fact that

Jones operates within an institution which recluires this

of him, the nature of the gap is still far from clear.

0f course r wê might say: granted that the

institution of promising requires Jones to palr I, who

reject that institution, think that he oughtnrt to.
But why do f thinl< he oughtnrt to? Am I supposed to be

saying that Jonesrs concLuct ought to be gover:ned by the

rules of some institution of which T am a m.ember but he

is not? This seems th.e only l-i-ne 'for Mackie. If he

is to say that Jones is not real-ly obligecl to payr even

though the institution in which Jones operates requires

it of him, he must be supposed to say either that the

institution fail-s to reflect the true objective value in
the situation, o.r to match some other and preferabl-e

institution, or that institutions are not the sort of

thing that shoul-d be seen to be binding on its members.
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[h.e first wou]-d. contradict his own account of values;

the third makes nonsense of the idea of an institution;

the second wcul-d at least all-ow him to suggest that the

speaker/reporterr except when engaged in quotation, must

be supposed to speak within his own linguistic instit-

utions rather than those which gove1.n Jones r and thus

could- not endorse the relevant prescription unl-ess the

relevant instituti-on were part of his form of life al-so 
"

Although Mackie does to some extent follow

this J,ine, he does so in a rather feeble manner. He

SayS: rrI can surely refrain from endorsing the promising

institution; I can d-ecline to speak within it. No

doubt this woul-d. be eecentric, unconventionaf , it might

wel_l make people d.istrust or disl-ike flêr but it is not
17

logically rul_ed outrr. That is, he does n* suppose that

the oloserver might have alternative institutional- commit-

ments or social- relations, but just that he might stand

asid.e. But what does this standing aside come to?

He rnight never give a promise, but would he afso have to

somehow prevent others from giving promi.ses to him?

Would- he also have to encourage others to break their

promises, and- is it th-is that would make him distrusted

and- disl-iked.? How much of our speech is within the

institution, and how easy is it to suppose that one can

just stand aside? All- these are pressing questions, yet

to Some extent beside the point, for Mackiers main line
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seems -bo be a version of the third alternative above:

he suggests that Searlets concl-usi-on is not only not a

commitment for Mackie, but it is not even one for Jones.

His argument j.s almost incredibly bad. He

consid-ers as crucial the claim that rr. o . by making the

promise at one time [.lottu"] has committed himsel-f to

the promising instituti-on in such a way that it wil-l- not

merely be a change of mj-nd but wrong for him to refuse
18

to endorse it when the time comes for paymentrr. This he

suggests is in effect the cLaim thatJones has promised to

keep his promise, and is viciously circul-ar in that rro owê

have to assume thàt Jones ought to ful-fil his commitment

to the prorni.sing institution before we can establ-ish an
o

this wâyr his obligation to keep his promise to Smi.tit.

So 1f, when the time for payment comes, he refuses to

continue endorsing the iristitution or to accept the

conclusion of Searl-e ts argument, tt. o " he wil-l- have changed

his mind; there is no logical inconsistency n""3?.

But the view proposed uas not that he wouJd be

logically inconsistent, but that he would be wrong; and

the s'upposition that he kras changed his mind about endors-

ing the institution, whatever this might come to, has

no bearing on that. Nor need- we ever accuse Jones of

logical- inconsistency this is not quite the way the

constitutive rule game works " Depend.ing on circumstanc-

€sr we might say that he did not promise, or we might

,
1
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simply say'that he made a promise, and broke it.

Part of the troubL.e is that Mackie

taken into account even the first thing about

of constitutive-rul-e-constituted institutions

Searl-e is using. The best evidence of this

has not

the notion

which

occurs i-n

discusr:i-,:n oa passage

One of the

in the piece of argument now under

three points which Mackie thinks are run

keeptogether to give us the idea that Jcnes ought to

his promises is

. . the hypothetical- imperati-ve: if you want
to pfay chess you had l:etter obey the rul-es
of the game - not merely aneily'Lically, because
if you dontt obey'the rul-es it wonrt be chesst
but because if you want to play even anything
l-j.ke chess you need someone to pfay vrith'
no-one wil-l- play with you unl-ess you abide by
some ru1es, and it wil-l- be easier to fol-low the
established rules than to i-nvent and consisten-
t1y observe new ones. Similarly, if Jol:es
wants to reta:l-n, f or any 1eng1;h of time , the
benefits of the institution of promising, h.21
had. bet-ber stick to its rul-es.

V/hat seems clear here is that the notion that

the id.entity clf ari action or a p.ractice has anything to

do with the rules by which it is constitutecl weighs very

lightly on Mackie. We want to pfay chess t or, j-f you

l-ike, something like chess - l-etts not quibbJ-e. The

poin b is that we won I t f ind arryone to play whatever i-t

is with us if we don rt abicle by some ruJes, and we need

pl-aymates. Anrl siitce we have to have some rules, they

might as wel-l be chess rul-es it woul-d be so
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troubl-esome to ha,ve to invent neu ones. Part of what he

is saying here seems to be that cheati.ng, whether in

chess or promising, requires at least some appearance of

honesty; and this, of course, is qr-rite consistent with

the sort of ethj-cal theory he goes on to advance. But

it entirely misses Searlets point, which has to do with

the rrmerely analyticrr point that it is only when your

behaviour is seen as complying with the relevant ruL-es

tha'b j-t makes sense to call- it chess ou promi-:;ing; and

j-t makes no sense, once the behaviour j-s identif ied in

those terms, to pretend that the relati.on between the

behaviour th.us identi-fied and the rules wh¡l-ch make that

identification possible is sirnply contingent, or variable

ad lib.

No one would deny that Jones can break his

promise, and might have a variety of reasons for doing so;

but this does not show the nature of the gap tha.t Machie

wants us to see. We might afso agree that he coul-d

withdraw from the institution without acrimony, even

before he had. honoured his promise v¡hich seems to be

one of the points that Mackie wants to make uithout

seeing this as evidence for a gap. Al-though an ins'bit-

ution of promising coul-d not be thought to provj-de codes

of behaviour for non-promisers, it coul-d be thought to

provicle ways of identifying some situatj.ons to which it

did not appJy. If Jones is supposed to step out from
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under the institutional umbrel-l-a for some

then this may be as clear from inside the

as from outside.

good reason,

institution

In one wayr the point that Mackie v¡ants to make

is cl-ear enough, but it is cluite readily accepted by

Searl-e " The point is i"inat the rules constituti.ng an

institution are effective within the institution and not

without it, and there is a difference between the areas

of activity which lie within and without an institution.

There are, I think, two factors which confuse this

relatively clear point, and Searl-e is as much responsible

for the confusion as Mackie. One factor is an efement

of muddl-e and conflaticln in the notions of accepting,

end.orsrlng, approving, acting within etc. an institution;

the other, which I have mentioned in earl-ier chapters,

is the r:ad.ical- unclearness of the notion of an insti.tut-

ion which is being used.

There is a cl-ear difference between notions

such as participatiug in or acting or speaking within an

institution, and the notions of endorsing or approving

of sueh institutions. What Seems to me in this context

important i.s that, although I wil-l- generally have some

choice ccrncerning those institutj-ons which T approve or

endorse, I may have littl-e choice about participation"

Botlr Mackie and Searl-e speak, most of the timer âs though
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the social- rel-ations or institutions of v'rhich they speall

were a sort of clu'o, membership in which was at the

option of each indj-vidual.. But not only is it.

perfectly clear that one may be inducted in some cases

willy-nllfy; it is not always clear what is supposed to

be involved in recognising an iris'citutj-on or exercj-sing

an option.

Searle does not entirely miss the poin'b: he

does say I'One d.oes not first decide to make statements

ancl then make a separate evaluative decision th.at they

woul-d be better if they were not self-contradictory.

So, we are still- left with comnitments bei.ng essentially
22

invol-ved- in factsrf . But then, one does not decide to

make statements either. ldhatever "making statementsrf

comes to, it is not the sort of thing that it makes

sense to suppose one could opt intor or opt out of"

One could stop saying things to others, of course; but

nothing short of suicide would count as opting out of

saying things to oners self, and one coul-d opt in only

if one were in already.

And at a sirnpler level-, of urhich promising is

perhaps a good example, the notion of acceptance and

endorsement cal:r be inapplÍcable. I suggested above

that the notion of sta.nding asi.de from the institutj.on

of promising 1s od-d. One can refrain from making
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promises, but this is klardly enough" If promises alle

mad.e to one, or to others on rrlatters in which one is

concerned-, anrì- if one plans oners actions accordj-ngly,

then one is not stand-ing aside fr6m the instj.tution at'

all one may nob be speaking within it, but one Ís

certainl-y liearing within it. But therlr were orle bo

determine to ignore all. acts of pr:omising, and to plan

onets actions riot only as though no one ever ma,de prom-

ises, but as though no one even knew what a promise

would be, one would simply be st'upid, for one would be

planníng on the trasj.s of fal-se ilrformation, in the fulll-

knowledge that it was fal-se.

Mo.reover, there is not just one form of speech

act vrhich counts as prornising" All- sorts of things

might ,so count, anct one hel-d to have p.romised rrrj-ght not

have the l-ast wo:rd- on whether wha,t he did ought so to

count. Searle suggests that i't is a necessary condition

of an utterance c':ourltirrg as a promise that the ppeaker

intends the utterance to pla.ce him under an obligation,

and quotes Mr-'. Piclcv,iickts br:each. of prontise case as an

exarnple of the intention being absent; but thj-s is

perhaps a philosopherts view rai"Tter than a lawyerts.

With l-ess knowlectge of and fai-'th. in Mr. Pickwick, and

no priv.ilegecl access to his ii:ner thoughts, the case

might seem diffe::ent. Cer:tainly, it woul-ci. not be

clear that Mro Pickwick was entitl-ed to the last worcl.
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l$o-r is it clear why 'both Searle a,nd Mackie

seem to think that the pronise j-s somehow concÌitional-

upon the promise::ts sincerity. ITo doubt the possibil--

ity of an institution of promi.sing has somethi-ng to do

luith assumptions of sincerity', as the possibility of an

instj-tuticn of statement mak-ing has something to clo with

assumptj.ons al¡out truth-telling; but I can promise

insincereLy just as I can l-ie. Searl-e cloes say that

h.is "sincerity conditionn distingtrish.es between sj-ncere

and insincere prontises; btlt he lncludes it j-n a list of

necessary conci.itions of promising at all, and he and

Mackj-e roenti-on sincerity as though it were somehow part

of the required vol-unta.ry commitment to the institution.

Thus l\{ackie says rr.. if Jones rnakes a sj-ncere promise,
23

he is at le¿rst at that time endorsing the institu bionfr;

and the implication is pretty clearly tLøt Íf J'rnes were

not since.r:e, then he woul-ci. not at th.at time be endorsing

i. e. , vo}untarily and approvingly committ:Lng himself to

the institutj-on; a,ncl, so lar as Mackie rs argument all-ows

one to tell-, rvould the'reby evade the obligation which

foll-ows endorsemeut.

i-nvoke an

intention

and Sinith

may place

Tiris is patent nonsense " Jones ma.y cynically

institution the clblj-gati.ons of which he has no

of meetirig, for some benefit he hopes to gairlt

may know him welt enough to suspect this, and

no credence wha'tever in what Jones says; yet
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for al-l- that Jones has made a promi-se. Hís speaki.ng

within the institution using ¿¿ form of language in

tkre knowlecì.ge of its instituticnaf impJ-ications - i.s

al-l- that is required in orcler that the ful-l- fo.rce of

Searlets derj.vation of roughtrshculd apply to him.

This -j-s part of the d-iff icul-ty of suppos j-ng that Jones,

or som€)one reporting Jonests acti.vities, can stand aside

from the j.nstitution" Of course they can disapprove of

it, oïr hope to benefit from it without cnst; but if the¡r

'use its language, then they -identify acts a.s tha,t

l.anguage identifies them, and this may incfurj"e identify-

ing them as acts by which obligations are incurred.

Whether they approve of th.is r or endorse i"t, is not tc:

the point"

0f course it woul-ci be easier , àt least in the

case of Jones, to see how he couJd stand aside from the

inst.itution in ques'cion if it were cl-ea,rer just whe.re

the boundaries of the, j-nstitution fay, At an earlier
point in my cliscussion, f referred tcl a difference

between a rul-e-constituted way of acting and a speech

act, offering as art example of the dÍfferent scope of

these notions the example of the operation of the l-aw as

a rule-constituted way of acting, uithin l,vhich a number
2+

of different speech acts could be identified. The

point I there made, j.n present terms, is that a speech

act like promising may a.rj-se in a variety of social
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rel-ations or institut-ions; giving evidence, etand-ing for

so on.off ice , getting marr j-ecl r and

Now, it is not in the least cJear, when Ïulackie

sr,rpposes that he or Jones might refuse to endorse , or

change h-is mind about er:dorsing, the institution of

promisj-tg, what sort of soc.i-al- rel-ations he j-s thereby

detaching himself frcrn. Indeed, it is not even cl-ear

that he sees this sort of question as arising at a.l-l-.

Not only does he not say anything about what might

replace thc. rejected j-nstitution; but he sees the

acti.on as being merely eecentric or unconventional, and

giving rise to distrust and dislike; Trc does not seem

to consider tirat more tha,n eccentricity rnay be i.nrrolvs¿'

or that the conver:tions he breaks rnay be very extensi./e.

It is reasonable to notice that simil-ar ':ipeech acts

cccur in a, variety of contexts, a.nd to take note of

theso sj-mitariti.es; but when we fal-l- j.nto speaking of

thi.s family of speech acts as thor¡gh it were, in ilcrne

primary sensiì, a social- insti-bution or relat-ion, troubl-e

f ol-lor,vs. The notion of promising is both too l-imited

and- too general for this to wo::k., It is too limited

because it is the nbtion of art act which does .rlot have a

point in itself but requires a contextual explanation,

so that the suggestion that it migh-b be given up is one

the poi.nt and consequences of which are obscure. ft

is tor: general becau-ee it i-s an activity for which we
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migh.t manage to find a place in almost any kind of

social- refa.ticrn - it is in this respect similar to

statement making - so th.at we ca.n set no cl-ear limit

to the consequences of giving it up.

I think that this is the reaf sou.rce of

Searl-ets concern with a ceteris paribus cl-ause " He

initially inserted :-t to cope r,vith contirigencies which

m-ight affect the obligation, and with the possibility of

moral- confl-ict. He continued to discuss these possibil-

i.ties even when he droppeC the cla,use, which is odcl when

one recall-s that he wa,s offering his thesis as one with

no parti.cular relat j-on to moi:al- matters. But of course,

1;he equality of other things mnst be enormousJ-y impo-rtant

if it is the other things, ratLter than the promising'

which constitute the insti-tution lvithin which. promises

are offer:t¡d, Searl-e recognises the poin'b, but cnly in

a lirnited way. At one point, h€ says that considerat-

ions outside the act of promising bea.r on what obli.gati.ons

one has or wha.t one ought to do, but not on the logical
25

¡:ela'tions he is trying to spe1l out. T tnink that tfre
trend of d-iscussion above shows th.at the role of consid--

erations outside the act of promising is greater than he

allows it to be, ancl generates many stubborn problems"

The questions, l-ike the vol-untary or other nature of the

institution, and its extent, which Searle tries to deal

with j.n the context of a conce-rn with speech acts, show
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the need- for a more substantial- context, in which Some-

thing molre worthy of being seen as a social institution

figu::es as th.e basis of an answer"

Many of the probl-ems have to do with indeter-

minacyo I have mentioned indeterminacy of the not-ion

of institution; and much of Mackiers argument has

turned on the claim tha.t many of the steps in Searl-ers

derivatj-on of 'oughtt f:rom risr are,indetermirlate between

statements internal to, ancl statements external-ly

d-escriptive of , an institutiotl. While I have found

much to c::iticise in Mackie, there is certainly some

sense to be macle of the notion that the coriclusicln of

Searl-ers deriva-bion is indeterminate between a state-

ment d.escriptive of an institutional- fa.ct, and therefore

true or fal_se, and. a prescripticlrr whj-ch is not true oI

fal-se" But this is nr¡t the enrl of the matter. The

point of the d.erivation turns on the function of

constitutive rules" Of these, Searle has sa,id:

If our paracligms of rul-es are imperative
regulative rules, such norì-imperative
constitutj-ve rul..es are liltely to strike us
a.s extremel-y curious and hardly even as rules
at all. Noti.ce that they are almost taut-

' , ological. in ch.aracter, for what the rrulel
seems to offer is pa.rt of a definit j-on . .. c

That such statements can be construr:d as
ana,lyti-c is a cl'ue to the fact that the ruTer,
in question i-s a constitutive oil€ o

But these

sense ind-eterminate

constitutive rules, v;hich are j-n some

between rul-es and tautologies or
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d.e-finitions, a:re a.l-so the things that turn ulr as state-

ments of institutional- fact. ThuS, statement 1a. in the

derj.vatj_on is rr... the one that gets us from tÏ:e brute

to the inst.itutional l-evel o o. r 1a. sta.tes anfact about
¿. 1

the meaning of a d-escriptirre vlord, rpromi.serrr. But

clear1y, a faet about the mearring of rpromiset is not

just a definj_tj-on o.r a partial- definition ert 1east,

not always. It can also be constrüed as a fact about

a social institution or rel-ation or practice; so on top

of an ind.eter:minacy between description and plescription,

we have an ind-eter:minarcy between an empirical f¿rct and

one of a family of looseJ-y related categories: rulet

definition, tautology, And we are now reasonabl-y

remind-ed of a, suggestion of indeterlninacy between fact

and defj-nition whjch I have ea::l-ier noted in fìcheffl.er,

and rel-ated tc Searle.

Scheffler suggestecl that the indeterminacy he

noted. lvas settl-ed. when we settled the point of our

utterance; Mackie says somet;hing the same, since he

suggests that dec-id.ing whether: our point, in terms of

the institution, is descri-ption or participation will-

resol-ve the indeter:m-inacy; I have made a simil-ar

suggestion i.n saying th.at some aspects of the indeter-

minacy of Searlers statemelnts a,re rel-ated to the

iclentification of a satisfactclry institutional context,

and. therefore, of the point of the social activity.
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But I think that there is a more important

source of indeterminacy than any of these, which can

be expressed in terms of the thesis I have advanced.

I shal-l- use Searlets example of promising, and apply,

in a somewhat sketchy but I think sufficient wayr mX

earlier distinction between constitutive and interpretive
rules to some of the statements he discusses. I shall

hope to suggest that an al-ternatlve and interesting
account of his arguments and difficulties can be

offered in this way.
I

I

I

I

I
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SECÎION 25 The existence of iustificatory gaps is a

consequence of interpretation, and is not

limited to moral- or practical contexts.

let us first suppose that Searle offers us

certain formal rul-es, of which the simplest versions o-C

the simplest cases are:

1. A only if B

2. C only if D

3. A only if C

Now that we understand of rA I that it wil-l hold only

when rBr and rDt holdr wê may be invited to interpret

these formal- rules by taking it that obligations count

as C t s, that things that ought to be done count as Drs,

that a certain sort of self-referential prediction count

as Bts, and finally, that we might use þromiser in the

place of tAto 1,Ve now know that something is a promise

if it is a certain kind of sel-f-referent j-al prediction,

and only if it is an obligation of such a sort that I

ought to satisfy it" By this some kinds of prediction

are rul-ed. out, as are obligations possibl-y tradition-

aI or institutional ones which I recognise but do not

accept as binding, and anything which manages to satisfy

only one of the descriptions rself-referential predictionr

and robligationr.

Certain formal rules are thus interpreted in an
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existing domain of discourse, taking advantage - though,

in the case of robligationr, selective advantage of

the structure of that domain, and using it to introduce

promises as a new category of action: a way of incurr-
ing an obligation by predicting. Of course, this is not

an adequate account, and I Ïrave ignored many of the

points Searle treated as significant; but it suffices
for the point I wlsh to make.

On this account, a constitutive rule at work

as the basis of an institutional- fact is not one sort of

thingr or even a set of things - rul-es - of the same

sort. The formal- rule is neither descriptive nor pre-

scriptive, since it can have such a character only under

interpretation. It may well appear rrafmost tautologj-cal-

in characterfr, or such as rrcan be contrued as analyticfr,
1

as Searle says constitutive rules are. It provides a

formal- rel-ation between symbols which have no meaning

other than that which the rule itsel-f confers upon them,

so that there can be no sort of question about whether

the rul-e gets the relation right, or whether there is

any point in following it. Thus 1,, 2. and 7. are not

indeterminate, but purely formal.

take into
preting 1

However,

account 
"

, 2" and

there are two other sets of rules to
First, there are the rul-es for inter-

3", which are sketched above in the
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passage beginning rrwe may be invÍted to interpretrr, and

ending rfin the place of rArrr, where the rul-es ate loose-

l-y cast in the r.. counts as o. r form" Second, there

are the rules, which might be numbered 1t., 2t o and 7t u,

rrvhich are the intertrreted rules which resul-t when when

the formal rul-es are interpreted according to the inter-

pretive rules. lhe interpretive rules are prescri-ptive

in relation to the formal- rules, as specifying the

process by which interpreted rul-es are to be produced;

they are descriptive j-n relat j-on to the interpreted ru1es,

either of the interpretation which yielded them¡ or of

the analysis which wil-l reveal their formal- content.

the interpreted rul-es may be in part descript-

ive of the domain, and in whol-e def initional- of express-

ions refering to newly constituted rel-ations or institut-

ional- facts. Some versions of the interpreted rules may

al-so be used, where the deflnition 1s received, either to

describe the institution which one supposes to exist in

supposing the definition to be receivedr or to prescribe

for those whom one supposes to participate in the instit-

ution in supposing the definition to be received. These

l-ast two uses are, of course, what Mackie wished to dis-

tinguish as senses which statements might have within

the institution. I am suggestingr âs Searle also

suggested, that the gap between these uses and those

mentioned before them is not the sort of logical or moral-
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one that Mackie proposed, which required that either the

Sentences be Supposed to add or drop logical consequences

according as they were used or reported, or according as

the utterer approved of their sentiments or not; but is

rather the gap between sense and nonsense r since to

reject the d.efinition is not to keep the expressj-on with

different entailments, but to make the expression sense-

l-ess - or, should the symbol happen to be one with

some other establ-ished use, to cling to an inappropriate

sense 
"

On this view, the basis of indeterminacy lies
j-n the process of interpretation: the process by which

certain more or l-ess definitional-, quasi-analytic, near-

tautological- i.e., formal structures are given a

pointful use in relation to a prior domain of meaningful

d.iscourse. Since it does not follow, from the nature of

any formal structure or of a part of any domain,

that the l-atter must provide an interpretation of the

former, interpretation rul-es are prescriptive and stip-

ul-ative: for the rX counts as Yt formula we might read

tYou are hereby required to take Xts as Ytsr. That this

command. is obeyed, if it is, is an empirical fact; but

obedience creates an institutional- fact: the fact that

X counts as Y. Someone arguing as Mackie argues woul-d

dispute this, and suggest that the only fact created by

obedience is that someone counts X as Y. One can see

that the prescription is obeyed, and stil-l- choose whether
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or not to obey onef s sel-f " Thus, Mackie says:

When I speak of someone who rendorses the
institutlon, I do not mean one who merely
approves of it or thinks it is beneficial,
but rather one who thinks or speaks from
within the institution ... o it is not the
mere verbal- trick of an explicit performative
which creates the obligation, nor even the
existence as a sociolo ical Oõ o e
re evan prac omeonc w o recogn dôG

both of these stil- I has the choice either to
stand outside the institution or step 2inside it " ( My emphasis . )

What Searl-e might cal-l- the institutional- fact that X

counts as Y is precisely what Mackie here says is

optional; in effect, he says that there is no institut-

ional fact, but only a sociological fact, until one steps

inside.

The first point here is that for Mackie,

institutional- facts, like values, are subjective. lhat

is, we should not say I'It is an institutional- fact that

F", but always I'It is an institutj-onal fact for P that Ftt,

where P is some person or other. Again, he tries to

hold open a non-existent gap" The sociological- fact is

not separable from the institutional fact. No doubt, if

no one counted X as Y, there would be no soci-ological-

fact, though there might still be a sort of institutional-

fact - a fact of a possible institution. But if any-

one counts X as Y, then there is an actual institution,

and the sociological fact of the existence of that

institution" It does not follow from this that everyone

must approve of the institution; but Mackie sa¡sthat
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this is not his point anyway: his point is that they

donrt have to speak inside it. And of course this is
true. One can describe the behaviour of a group in the

language of a domain which does not incl-ude the inter-
preted rule based on tX counts as Yr. The behaviour

so describecl may appear pointless; but perhaps some

people do behave pointlessly.

l{hat one cannot do is recognise the existence

of an institution, identify it j-n terms of the language

structures which constitute the possibility of such

institutions, and stil-l- hold open the question whether

the feature by which the institution was picked out is
really there or not. [o use the language in stating
the sociological- fact is to state, indirectly, the

institutj-onal- fact. One can escape by quotation, but

the question this l-eaves open is the question whether the

quoted expressions are meaningful. Hence one escapes the

normal- entailments of the quoted statements, but not only

does thisr âs Searl-e pointed out, apply quite generally;

it al-so has the effect of raising the question whether

one in fact managed to identify anything, except, perhaps,

a putative sentence. Thus the sociological- fact is
drained away along with the institutional- fact.

This is to say that an interpretive rule gives

sense to a new way of speaking through the rel-ation in
which it places it to a prior domain of discourse, and
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that one cannot use ways of speaking so i.ntroduced as

though the acceptance of the relevant interpretive rules

remained optional; but this is not quite al-l that

Searl-ers point about institutional- facts requires.

There is the further point that, under normative

interpretation, the new way of speaking cloes rLot nake a

cl-aim about the domain which is fal-sifiable in the terms

of the domain. lhat is, if we take the introduction of
rpromiset sketched above to be by normative interpret-

ation of the three formal- rules, the statement that a

promise has been made wil-l- not be the statement that a

certain coincidence of prediction and obligation has

taken pJ-ace, and is thus properly called a promise.

Such a statement coul-d be falsified, in a way, by one

who had never heard of the new way of speaking, but was

in a position to notice that the terms rpredictionr and

fobligationr , both terms of the domain, were not

correctly applied. Rather, it would be the statement

that a certain event in the domain, properly cal-l-ed a

prediction, constituted the undertaking of an obligation
by being a promise, when it occurred under required

circumstances. This cl-aim is not fal-sified by the

non-occurrence of an appropriate event; and, when the

event occurs, there is no further discovery about it
which can be made in the terms of the domain, and used

to show that there is no obligation.
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lo show that there was no promise one woul-d

have to show that the institution was not invoked; but

one invokes it in the use of tpromiser. This, I think,

is the point of Winchrs notion that a social rel-ation and

the idea men have of it are identical, so that there is

no question of having the idea of a social- rel-ation, and

wondering whether there is such a refation.

There is therefore a sense in which social

relations or institutions can be arbitrarily created by

anyone who chooses to invent a piece of language: that

is, to give normative i-nterpretation to a formal struct-
ure. In doing so r he creates a possible institutional
fact. However, his doing so does not guarantee that
anyone el-se wil-l use this language, and until- at least
someone does, there wil-l- be no sociological- fact of which

anyone need take account. However, when someone does,

they will accept not just a new expression, but a new

social- relation or practice or institutj-on. R.M. Hare

makes precisely this point, in discussing the way i-n

which a group might come to accept that a speech act

coul-d count as the putting of one I s sel-f under an

obligation, and sees it as related to the status, as

tautologous or synthetic, of the rul-es or prinoiples
5

invol-ved. lhis agreement I think is important, even

though Harers further account of the status of the

rules in question diverges sharply fom mine.
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[he \,Vinchian notion of identity between

social- relations and ideas of them does, I think,
provide reinforcement for Searl-ets notion of institut-

ional facts; and the use crf the notion of interpretat-

ion which I have offered provides further support, and a

basis on which some of Searlers cl-aims can be argued.

But none r:f this, in the end, yields f orms of argument

which manage to dispose of the is-ought gap so clearly

as he seems to hope, for it is in the nature of the

support that it establ-ishes a gap at just the point the

is-ought gap is hel-d to occupy.

Note f irst that Sear l-e does not get rid of a

notion of a brute fact, a fact being brute in that it

does not have institutional- itnplications. He suggests

that auxiliary premiss 1a. in his derivation of roughtr

from I is I gets lrs frorn the brute to the instítutional

level-; but consider what this implies. If ff Jones

ut'bered the words rI hereby promise to pay you, Smith,

five dollarsfrr states a brute fact, then, by the arguments

already offered, rpromise I cannot be supposed to have its

ordinary sense, for in that sense it iclentifies the

presence of an institutional- fact. Since there is no

basis for attributing a non-ordinary sense r wê must

suppose that the quo-ted utterance by Jones is not à

meaningful sentence: the brute fact is that he uttered

certain sounds. Premiss 1a" cannot then be a simple

fact about what people do it must cloubl-e as a
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rule of meaning, and indeed might have to be understood

as a condensed citation of the formal- and Ínterpretive
rules of the promJ-sing game. If it is so understood,

most of the criticism directed against it would have to

be said to be wel-l- directed" The only way of taking the

strain off 1a,. is to let the institutional fact back

lnto the initial- premiss r and then brute fac-bs recede

to the oth.er side of the gap.

Substanti.ally the same point may be made, more

circuitously r âs fol-J-owso I noted above that a common

point of objection to Searlers story was that even if he

showed how certa,in claims were supported within an inst-
itution, and even if we accepted his claim that to make

sense of the claims in question involved recognition of
the institution, none of this provided any support for
the institution itselfr or for the proposition that the

claims in question made sense " Thj.s is very l-ike the

point that I was concerned to argue in Part I. I there

suggested that in the defence of particular cl-aims we

committed ourselves to interactive bodies of bel_ief and

principle, to which I l-ater attached the term tways of

actingr ; and that the defence of a way of acting was a

problem of a very different sort.

Now, the thesis that I have advanced is in
effect that we cannot defend a way of acting, because

v,/e cannot def end its constitutive interpreted games.
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The rel-ation of an interpreted game to its prior don'rain

makes it meaningful; but the doma.in can give meaning to

ma.ny, and to incompatible and- dissonant, games. Hence

this meaning rel-ation, established through interpre-bive

rules, cannot be invoked to defend one way of acting

against anothe-r r or to show that irlvolvement in the

d.omain commits one to any particul-ar subsequent inter-

preted game. one can arg'ue backwards: given acceptance

of some interpreted. game r olle can argue for the taken-

for-granted. necessity of the d-omain which is the basis of

its intelligibility; but this is a clifferent matter, of

analysis rather than of justificatj-on.

On this account, then, there is a certain sort

of gap, in the simplest case between any interpreted

game and- its d.omain. One might call- it the justif icat-

ion Bapr and d-escribe it by say-ing tha't no set of state-

ments in the language of the domain can entai.l- a, state-

ment in the language of the subsequent interpreted game t

except there be added as further premisses the constit-

utive and interpretive rules of the subsequent game.

One might al-so say that facts stated in the language of

the d.omain woul-d count a.s brute facts relative to the

subsequent game.

A.s a different way

one might say that no set of

of pointing to the same SaPr

statements in the language
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of a domai.n coul-cl entail a statement to the effect that

a certain subsequent game should be adopted. Thj.s

approa,ches quite close to one of Mackiers ways of putting

his arg'ument; and it seeûìs clear th.at it is closely

rel-ated to the sort of point, about particula.r institut-

ions, that h.e wÍshed to make. However, the gap thus

shown is not precisely an is-ought Balr or a gap between

fact and value, for scientific theories are equally un-

demandeci by their domain, which can as wel-l- provide

meaning for rel-igious or magical l,heorjes. Insofar as

a, claim for the peculiarly unsupported nature of val-ues

could be made in the terms I of f e:r, it woul-d depend

upon the notion that scien-bific or factual- games are

introcluceci by descriptive i-nterpretation (a comment

which of course is tautologous); and thus make many

cl-aims issued in their terms r;ubject to revision in the

light of cl-aims expressibl-e in the terms of the domain,

in a way 'chat normat-ively interpreted games do not"

But this cloes not make the requj-red point about

the adoption of scientific garnes; that is, as r^ro have

noted in other cases, to see how an instit'ution works is

not to see why the institution is adopted" That bodies

of scientific theory are nct supported by the cl-omain is

a position which has been argued in v'arious vi ays: in

the anti-inCictivist theories of Popper, a,nd the more

radical theo:r:ies of Kuhn. Both present at least the

initial adoption c'f a new structure as involving a sort
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of imposition of order on a domaino f think it is cl-ear

that the thesis I offer would support such arguments at
least to the dqgree it has supported those of Searl-e and

lVinch.

This kind of support does not get rid of the

is-ought gapr or the analogous observation-theory gap;

but it shows it in a new 1ight. Such gaps are bridged

by interpreti'ue rul-esr so that a game-theoretic descript-
ion cannot be infemed from a pri-or-domain description
by purely logical rules of inference. But on the

o'ther hand, to discover such a gap is to confer implicit
recognition on the rul-es in question, for to discover a
gap is to give the game-theoretic descri_ption a sense

relative to the domain" There is a gap between any

game-theoretic level- of language anC its relatively
brute domain. This is not a special problem for values,
not only for the main reasons given, but also because the

purely factual domain supposed can be ac?rieved only by

abstraction" Indeed, it is not a problem at all, if
we resist the temptation to see wa¡e of acting as part
of an epistemic hierarchy.
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SECTION 2 6 It would be

substant,ial

of l-ife.

Nclw, much of this

can be covered j-n my

4r+

A concern with questions of form over

questions of content supports the rlotion

of al-ternative forms of life.

desirabl-e to offer a more

account of alternative forms

In Ways of ldorldmaking, Goodman finds 1t

that ff . our passion for one worl-d is satisfiedt

clifferent times and for different purposes, in many

d j.ff erent ways 't; and says that the rrone and the same

neutral and underlying worl-drt of which all rj-ght versions

are versions, is rt. . . a worl-d withr:ut kinds or order or

motion or rest or pattern - a world not worth fighting
1

for or againstfr. In reply to Scheffler, who objects to

the idea that we make worlds, and contends that we
2

cannot have made the stars, he saYS:

Does he ask how we can have made anything
ol-der than we ate? PJ.ainly, by making a
space and time that contairls those stars.
B! means of science, that worl-d- (indegd
many another) was made with great difficulty
and is, like the several worl-cls of phenomena
thert al-so contain starsr a more or less
rirrht or real- worl-d. ltle can make the sun-'t)
stand stil-l, not in the manner of Joshua
but in the manner of Bruno. We make a star
as we make a constel-lation, by putting j-ts 

Z
parts together and marking off its boundariesí

ironic

at

perhaps, in the end, all

account by alternative orof .it
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incompatibl-e or dissonant ways of acting, and their

constituent games, within a form of l-ife. But one

can still-. I think, read into such comment a leaning

towards what I l-eft as a formal- possibility only: that
we might have made a world quite otherwise, or that
worl-ds may have been made quite otherwise, aI-though we

are not in a position to recognise them as they are.

fn Section 22, I made such alternatives incommunicable,

and therefore insignificant, apart frorn the possibility

of a certain sort of modelling. I sha1l briefly
restate this position.

In discussing the notion of an interpreted
game as basic or foundational in a form of 1ife, I said

that we could, in this case, abstract the formal- game

from the material- component; and that whil-e the formal-

game thus abstracted need not be regarded as distinguish-
ed from other formal games by any characteristics
peculiar to its status as the formal component of a

basic game, the material component, which I call-ed the

given, could not be regarded as having the prior artic-
ulation which, in the case of subsequent processes of

interpretation, provided a domain of terms, natural

relative to the formal game under interpretation, and

taken for granted in the resul-tant interpreted game.

Hence, although the material component of any interpreted
game is taken for granted in the sense previously
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discussed, the givenr âs the material component of a

basic interpreted game, is distinct in that there is in

this case no sensible question to be asked as to what is

taken for granted: it has no points worbh fighting for

or against.

Thus I suggested that the possibility of

al-ternative forms of life, that is, of alternative basic

interpreted games, was in effect the possibility that

the given might be articulated by alternative formal

games. Since the given can only be discussed within a

form of l-ife, and since the significance of the language

in which such a discussion could be conducted rests on

the formal structure basic in that form of l-ife r one

coul-d not hope to describe an alternative in an intell--

igible wây, or produce intelligibl-e samples from an

al-ternative; though one might attempt to produce a

model- for such an alternative. Such models as I

suggested wete those offered by a reversal of priorities

between existing interpreted games: the suggestion, for

instance, that the formal- structures of physics or of

phenomenal-ist analyses might be Seen as prior rather than

subsequent to the formal- structures of commonsense

real-ism. [o the extent that such analyses as those

offered by Strawson aTe correct accounts of the form of

tife within which I now wrú.té - to the extent that I

share with the man in the street tt. .. the familiar
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serviceabl-e world he has jerry-bui1t from fragments of

scientiflc and artistic tradition and his own struggle
3for survival" - such suggestions are contrary to fact,

and will- at some point involve severe logical strain r or

even a kind of contradiction. They would thus offer

imperfect model-s of forms of life in which the suggest-

ed priority orders were logically sound.

this account of basic interpreted games and

alternative bases can be defended as showing what are

the limits, in the context of the thesis I offer, of

intelligible comment on the matter; and as being at

l-east no more grossly obscure than such attempts as

Strawsonrs to give an account of a basic conceptual

structurer or such attempts as l,t/inchrs to give an account

of alternative forms of life. Howeverr even if these

d-efences are accepted, some degree of dissatisfaction

remains. The present account was offered as being

more detail-ed and more useful than such alternatives;

it might therefore be expected to offer l-ess obscure

suggestions on such matters, rather than suggestions

which are no worse. Moreover, the cfarification of

such notions of rel-ativism as are invol-ved in the sugg-

estion that there might be alternative forms of l-ife

was the major purpose for which the thesis was

advanced. Whil-e it has to some extent achieved this by

showing that some situations which have been presented as
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invol-ving alternative forms of l-ife, like the tension

between science and rel-igion or magic, can be accomod-

ated as involving alternative ways of acting within a

form of life, such achievement only sharpens the

question what non-Pickwickian sense can be made of the

supposition of alternative forms of life. Simply to

retrace some wel-l--trod.den paths of philosophical dispute,

even by a new map which al-lows the route to be identified

in a d.ifferent way, Seems a less interesting answer than

one might have hoped for.

My attempts to do more than suggest the mere

formal- possibility of alternative forms of life can only

be based. on what are, at l-east at first sight, intellig-

ible parts of some candidate; and those parts, to serve

this purpose, must be regarded either as models produced

by a distortion of their proper place in the formr or as

mistakes. Stil-l, one might wish for better models,

or more informative mistakes, than have so far been

suggested. If an alternative form of life requires only

an alternative formal structure to that of, sâV, the

public objects proposed_ by strawson in its basic inter-

preted. game, it ought to be a simple enough matter to

propose such an alternative base, and indicate something

of a possible form of l-ife on that base. Something,

whether phenomenal-lsmr oI scientific real-ism based on

the theories of quantum mechanics, or magic, ought to
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appear more capable of providing an understanding of a

possible form of life al-ternative to the more or less

Strawsonian one I implicitly accept, than seems actually

to be the case. If these are not the right sort of

models or mistakes, one might wish to know why, and

whether something better is possible.

Magic, I think, counts as a mistake rather

than a model-. lo the extent that stories which accept

magic make sense, they do so by postulating phenomena

which are recognizable in public object terms, but

inexplicable on any avail-able scientific theory. Thus

presented , magic is not an al-ternative form of l-ife, but

a system of explanation whose acceptability is contingent

on the actual- course of events. ff handsome princes

were regularly changed into frogs r our explanatory

theories would be different, no doubt; but this does

not count as the identification of an al-ternative way

of acting, much less an al-ternative form of life.

If magic provides an al-ternative way of ident-

ifying events which does not constitute a problem for

scientific explanations, it may count as an alternative

uay of acting, but as one which shares its domain with

scientific explanation. If, to make its effect more

general, one treats it as part of a quasi-Berkeleyan

articul-ation of the worl-d on the basis of spirits and

their perceptionsr then one shifts to a more or l-ess
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phenomenal_ist model, and the question whether magic is

a peculiarly appropriate development in such a model-

becomes subsequent to questions about the satisfactor-

iness of the model itself.

The difficulty with the phenomenalist model,

as with that offered by scientific realism, is that it

requires a better account than has to my knowledge been

offered of how a form of l-ife might be constructed on

such a base. I am not now considering the common

objection to such theories that the statements which

might be formed- within them are not translatable into,

or in some sense equivalent to, certain statements of

ordinary language. To require such refations of

translatability or equivafence to hold between statements

in afternative forms of l-ife woul-d clearly be a mistake

on my account. But there aTe certain formal- structures

which we might expect to find in anything to which rform

of l-ifer could intelligibl-e be applied; those which,

in our oryn case, might be represented in the existence

of languâgê I and in social or moral- relations between

ind-ividuals. Insofar as arguments have been used to

show that phenomenal-ism cannot account for mutual-

recognition between individuals, much less for social

or moral relations between them, and that scientific

real_ism, with its concomitant notions of determinism,

does not even allow significant meaning to such notions,
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these argurents tend to suggest that neither theory

can be seen as the basis of a possible form of life,

no matter how l-iberal oners views on equivalence or

translatability might be.

One might, of course, hope to refute such

arguments. It j-s not to my present purpose to make the

attempt, Lt is to my present purpose to consider what

would be the consequence of success. Too much success

would be disastrous. If counter-arguments were so

successful- that they met the transl-atability and

equivalence requirement, they would count as accounts of

the form of life in which they were issued, and thus

eliminate the model-. lde might then try to take

Strawsonrs thesis as a model; but since we woulclr S
hypothesi , fu1Iy understand everything that coul-d be

saj-d in those terms, and presumably see through the

mistake which led Strawson to take public objects as

basic, this uoul-d not be successful. To preserve the

modelsr wê should have to succeed only in refuting the

suggestion that nothing formally equivalent to language

use or moral or social relations coul-d be introduced in

the models, while cl-aims of non-equivalence or non-

trauslatability remained sound.

But the model-s thus preserved have as their

bases structures we already recognise in some sense:
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the structure of the physical universe r or the sense-

d-ata structure of experience. To the extent that we

manage to take either seriously, it seems we must take

it not as an al-ternative, but as a competitor. In

part, this is a consequence of the account given here.

To suppose that the model is free of logical strain,

which would be part of the notion of taking it serious-

ly, would. be to suppose that the Strawsonian context in

which it served. as a model uas l-ogically strained.

This is to be expected: to take the model seriously,

to suppose it accepted as a form of life, must be to

suppose afternatives to be rejected as unintelligiblet

at least in the sense of being fundamentally 1ogica1ly

fl-awed.. But this is only part of the story. the

competitolî appearance of the models is, I think, alsc

a consequence of the way the model-s are made intellig-

ible as models.

For something to be recognisable as a possible

base, it must be presented as an interpreted game - as

a formal game under interpretation. But it then brings

with it to the new context the crucial features of its

interpretation in the old one. To suppose the theor-

eticaf structures of physics to be basic is to suppose

the physical universe to be given as structured; to

suppose the theoretical structure of phenomenalism to

be basic is to supp ose the el-ements of sense experience
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to be given, structured as sense data. If we attempt

to play fair, by abstracting the formal structure from

al-l the connotations and- associations of the underl-ined

expressionsr we lose the force and purpose of the model;

if we d.o not, we ave l-ef t uith accounts of the given

which compete with aspects of our construct.

Insofar as this is a necessary consequence of

the sort of model-ling process I have proposed, which of

course requires that the model be built of recognisable

elements, it must be accepted. It would, however, be

clearly advantageous if a model coul-d be offered which

met the requirement of recognisable elements for a basic

interpreted- game without importing such a heavy load of

connotation, anri whi-ch permitted the abstraction of

formal structures without totally dissol-ving any notion

we might have of the material or given component.

Strictly speaking, this is not possible; but I think

that some things which cannot be said can at least be

hummed, and I shal-l- attempt to satisfy these require-

ments in some d.egree. The model I offer is based on an

essay in what Strawson woul-d cal-l- revisionary metaphysics
'4

which f mad.e elsewhere. That egsay was an enterprise

quite separate from this one; it neither supports nor

is supported by my present concern with relativism, or

with the notion of forms of l-ife. I shal-l- not attempt

to present the view offered in that essay fully, since
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a minimal account wil-l- suffice for present purposes;

neither shal-l- I attempt to anticipate or counter

possible criticisms. It would, of course, be no

basis for a model if the metaphysical thesis were

totalJ-y indefensible; but I do not think that it is
totally so, and I shall- take it that it is not.

Neither shall- f attempt to decide the extent to which

the metaphysical thesis coul-d deal- with objections

typically brought agairrst theses of lts type. I shal-]

be concerned onÌy to suggest what woul-d be the effect,
upon its useful-ness in illuminating the notion of

alternative forms of life, of varying degrees of

success.
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A basis for modeJ-ling alternative forms

of life.

The metaphysical- thesis on which the model

will- be based may be regarded as a variant of phenomen-

al-ism. Its basic interpreted game yields a concept of

ind-ividuals. Individuals may be regarded, in certain

limited Tespects, as like Strawsonfs enduring three-

d-imensional- objects. Those properties which Strawsonrs

objects had by virtue of their endurance in a three-

d.imensional- reference frame exhaust the properties of

ind.ividuals: an individual- has shape, size and location

at a 'cirne, and no other properties. The formal compon-

ent of the interpreted game comprises a logic and a

geometry and a metric, sufficient for the expression of

co-ordinate sets determining a size, shape and l-ocation

at a time, and formul-æ relating such co-ordinate sets

through time. Each such formula constitutes an

individ.ua.l-" Any co-ordinate set derivable from such a

formula is a predicate of the individual the formula

constitutes, serving as an identifying description of

the ind-ivid.ual. This is, in effect, an account of

individ.u¿¡l-s uhose id.entity consists in spatio-temporal

continuity. Although I have described the thesis as a

variant of phenomenalismr SUch an account is applicable

to public objects in the oró-inary sense as uell as to

private objects of ph.enomenalism"
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The material component of the basic interpreted

game is discontinuity. Again, this notion is equally

applicable to a worl-d of public objects or a private

woel-d. of experience; but consistent with the intro-

ductory comment, I shall speak in terms of the latter.

I take it to be uncontroversial- that experience

is qualitatively discontinuous. Further, I take there to

be significant reason to suppose that the discontinuous

character of experience is a necessary condition of its

being meaningfully articulated. Although experience is

discontinuous, it does not follow from this that there'

is anything, referred to by tdiscontinuityr, which is

an element of experience in the sense in whichr sâYr

colour regions ave held to be el-ements of experience,

or sense-data, in phenomenal-ism. lo be aware of a

discontinuity is not to be aware of an experience of a

certain kind; it is rather to be aware that something

is the case. One might cite such examples as the

awareness of discontinuities in peripheral visionr or

the awareness that something has happened when the cl-ock

stops, which does not involve awareness of what it is

that is discontinuous. Discontinuities are not a part

of experience, over and above that, whatever it may be,

that is discontinuous. They are a characteristic t

rather than a part, of experience.
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It is now to be supposed that the domain

constitutecl. by individual_s is susceptible of further

interpretations, yielding concepts of physical objects'

conscious beings, a sel-f and others, and generally all

the conceptual apparatus of at least commollsense realism.

It would go without saying that this supposition is open

to challenge; and that at least those kinds of chalJ-enge

which I have mentioned above, concerning first the poss-

ibility of introducing and interpreting the formal-

structures required to yield the concepts I mention,

and second the possibility of producing statements

equiva.lent to those of ordinary'language, are among those

that might be made. Neither the possible challenges 
'

nor any possible replies, can be sensibly considered on

the basis of this sketch, but this is not to the present

poin.t. I wish only to consider the consequences, for

this story consid.ered- as a model of al-ternative forms of

1ife, of success or fail-ure in meeting such challenges.

The interpreted. game proposed is one in which

the notion of al-ternati.ves has considerabl-e play. The

notion cf alternative me-brics is en.birely unproblematic:

it can be ta,ken for granted. that a. metric is essentially

arbitrary. I-.,ogic and geometry are not clearly arbit-

vavy in the same sense; nevertheless, the notion of

alternatives is read.ily availabl-e: we are abl-e to

consid-er non-Eucl-idean geotnetries and deviant logics
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as internal-ly coherent systems, and al-so as systems
1

with possible applications. Thus it is poss j-bI.e, not

only to suggest 'that for.mal_ games rnight be substituted

at the basic level, but also to offer some sugges'tion

as to the kind. of substitution that might be made, and

to consider, at l-east formally, the effect this might

have on subsequent structures.

these are, of course, alternatives affecting

the formal component of the interpreteci game; but in

'r,his case I think it is afso possible to foi:m a not-ion

of how such alternatÍves might affect the given or

mate:rial component, without in the process losing

our abili-ty -üo recognise the basis of the model. I

stressed- abo.¡e that discontinuity was a gener:al cha::-

acteristic, rather than a substantive component, of

experience. [hat the substance of the universe I or the

substantive content of experience, is in some sense

ind.ifferent to the forms in which it is articul-atedt

which seems to be the aspect of Goodmants notions of

worl-d.making which troubled Scheffler, I regard as a

d.ifficul-t proposition to understand, much l-ess to

bel__i-eve. This may be because we aTe at these points

confronting matters of brute fact, though it seems to

ne a sufficient explanation to suggest that no'bions of

the physical universe I oI of the substantive content of

experience, are rel-atively highly placed in the
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hierarchy of interpreted games r so that

presuppositions which such propositions

they invol-ve

contracl.ict.

But the notion that experience is cTtaractet-

istically discontinuous does not seem to l-ead to the same

sort of difficuÌty. It is comnto¡place to think that

our experience is indefinitely discontilruous; that it

contains clisconti-nuities that we cLo not recognise; -bhat

the dj-scontinuities that we recognise at any particul-ar

time are to some e,-ctent determi-ned by our purpose or

interest at that time; that we call train oursefves to

d.iscover d.iscontinuities in areaS of experience that

had seemed- continuous, and- that we can lose the ability

to detect some discontinuities; that there are discon-

tinuities the existence of which we can onl-y infer;

and. that, âs in the examples a'oove, our avüareness of

discontinuity d-oes not entaj1 a corresponding awareness

of the substantive fe¿rtures of experi.ence which are

cliscontinuous " thus it is, I think, easier, if only

psychologically, to understand., and perhaps to believe'

the proposition that the d.iscontinuous character of

experience is indifferent to the forms in which it

might be articulated.

Now, I have so far discussed this story as a

piece of revisionary metapliysics rather t'inan aS a model,

and- it is important that the comme.nts above were part of
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that discussion. lotal success in defending the story

would. not have the disastrous effect which I suggested

woul-d attend success in defending traditional- phenom-

enal-ism or extreme sci-entific realism. If success were

so complete that the metaphysics became descriptive

rather than revisionary if, that is to sâYr we came

to understand ollr form of l-ife as having the interpreted

game I describe at its base th.e abclve comments woul-d

stil-l- be avail-abl-e as an account of possible al-ternatives.

Of courser we would still be unable to unclerstand the

al.ternatives, in the sense of knowing wh.a,t j-t would be

l-ike to participate in them, ànY more than we can now

unclerstand. wt'lat it would be like to l-i-r¡e in a universe

wj-thr say, four spatial dimensions; but there woul-ri- be

a great deal that we could understand about an indefin-

itely large category of possible alternatives.

I think it is important that the success of

such a story as this shoul-d not tel-l agaj-nst its uset

for the unclerlying concern with form, ar-d indeed with

the formal- structuring of matters of form, shows in

the literature, ngt only among those with some kind of

rel-ativist position, but even in such a case as that of

Scheffler, Ilj.s suggestion that we could learn tc¡

construct Someone elsets wholly different individuals
2

out of el-ements admitted by us, and Quiners comments on

i.ndeterminacy of t::ansl-ation affecting tgavagait and
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3rrabl.ritt, might ::eadily be expressed i-n terms of the

basic interpreted gane the story proposesr as might

Goodmanrs reference to making a constellatj.on by putting

its parts together and marking off its bc;undaries.

What I primarily wish to show through the

discussion in this chapter is that, while my thesis

must establ-ish th.e possibility of talking about

al-ternative forms of l-ife in some terms if the

expression tform of l-ifer is to have any particul-ar

significance, the degree of success one might have in

talking about an alternative form of life in something

other than tfsomething I know not whatrr terms depends

not upon the content of my main thesis, but upon the

richness of the d.omain to which it is applied. This

piece of metaphysicat speculation is not especially

original it has a. source, clearly, in lockers

distinction between primary and secondary qualÍ.tì-es, to

mention just one and its l-ack of originality I

thirrk is significant.

Ihe development of something like my main thes-

is would be, so far as I can see, possible in any form

of life; but perhaps an occasion for its development

could be found only in a form of life in which rel-ativist-

ic notions could find a grip. 0n my account, the most

radical relativistic notions invol-ve speculative
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priority reversal, and are metaphysical not in the

sense that thev somehow transcend the form of l-i-fe in

which they occur, which seems a senseless suppositi-on;

but in the sense that they systematicall-y ignore those

Logicalfconceptual features of the form of life which

arise fronl the interpretation rather than the identity

of formal- games. Thus the phenomenalist might be seen

as cÕncerning himself with the formal structure of

sub jective experience, ignoring the rfreferential

priori-tyrf which Strawson r ho cloubt correctly, attributes

to public cbjects within the form of life, and indeecl

€)ven aS proposing to interpret the formal- structures of

public objects in the domain of private experiertcer.

If surch speculative priority reversafs are the

basis of intimations of rel-ati.'vity, then it Seems that

no more radical- reversal of ordinary underst¿rnding is

possible than is involved- in making pure form pr:ior to

substance. Even Quine, wi.th his formal- interests and

his inclination to see a kind- of relativism in individ-

uation, paints the uorld- first as a prelinguistic

quality space of mass features: substantj.ve content

across which, i.n some places, the lines of divided
4

r:eference are SubSequently to be drawn. The, al-ternat-

ive view, in wh-ich the recognition of referents is

prior to awareness of their substantive properties t

or in which the basic level of a forn of life is a
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conceï:n with form, gives substance tcl the most

thoroughly relativistj-c notions we night entertain.

It is a vi-ew which at least science fiction seems

to acknowledge, when in so many cases it portrays

initial attempts at commut'lication with aliens as

e.xpressions of mathemat-ical form.
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